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ABSTRACT

In this study of the evolution of Rene Charts poetry from his

first volume to the works which testify to his full poetic maturity,

the focus is principally on individual poems "which seem to be representative

of the periods in which Char wrote them. Given the highly imagistic

nature of this poetry, attention is often directed especially towards

the functioning of the images which are repeatedly used by the poet to

generate semantic multiplicity and to withhold the possibility of a

reductive, single reading. Also, study is made of strategies such as

the manipulation of syntax and the use of aphorism and rhetorical

figures which permit, and indeed demand, a plurality of readings.

By offering close readings of several important Char texts, it

has been possible to discern the evolution of a major poetic voice

whose primary intent is to express a sense of being-in-the world and

to present a language which mimes the multiplicity of a universe which

is composed of juxtapositions. Already in the early poems of

Les Cloches sur le Coeur. Char clearly wishes to stretch language and,

in the succeeding volumes, he moves towards progressively greater

control of the indeterminacy which he writes into his texts and which

demands the active participation of the reader. Aggression and

violence inform Char's first two volumes but are seen to be more

fully explored in Char's Surrealist period when he finds in psycho¬

analysis a theoretical framework for his images of violence - and his



exploitation of sadomasochism in the poetry is noted as a factor

which distinguishes him from other Surrealist poets. Char's desire

to preserve the subject-object relationship is allied to the recurrence

of the concept of the trace in much of his work and this is seen to

lead to a hymning of the presence of nuptial union and a lamenting

of the absence of such union. The readings of the poems reveal a

poet of great moral probity and philosophical seriousness whose work

proclaims a union with the world and with poetry - and also a union

with the reader which will permit a transcendence of the constraints

of temporality.
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INTRODUCTION

The poetry of Rene Char is remarkable both for its conciseness

and for the scope of its signification. This apparent paradox, most

appropriate in the writings of a poet who acknowledges a debt to

Heraclitus, is created in great part by the multiple nature of many

of Char's images. His insistence on brevity and on the revelatory

function of poetry might be expected to result in both a clear,

scientific language and a lucid mode of expression, in which all

symbols would be fixed and static. Char's poetry, however, is

hermetic: his world is not perceptible to all, and the imagery and

symbols which spring from this world cannot be grasped by all. His

poetry is, in some ways, closed upon itself but it is only by gaining

entry to this closed kingdom that one can gain knowledge of the

eternally expanding universe which lies outside it as well as inside it.

Char's poetry is not properly didactic, since he does not set out

to teach, but rather to make his readers more aware of the nature of

reality - and this he does by capturing and crystallizing brief

moments of existence. His poetry is characterized by crispness and

tension - words are often delicately balanced on the edge of an abyss

of meaninglessness, but, especially after his first collection

Les Cloches sur le Coeur. the poems miraculously hold together as

totalities. While the poems themselves are characterized by this

crispness, the individual terms employed are neither crisp nor fixed -
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each poem is like a limpid pool in which words have heen dropped like

pebbles, radiating out circles of connotations which never come

completely to rest.

"La poesie n'est pas formelle", Char asserts, "elle est dogme

mysterieux de la sensation, d'une evidence-verite une fois pour toutes".

Poetry is not, and cannot be, categorical, firstly because the world,

its source, is stable only in its constant change and secondly because

words are continually interacting with each other to produce changing

meanings: this poetry demands total surrender to the 'new' values

which it ascribes both to objects and to words.

Char is not one of those poets for whom the poem is its own sole

justification - his poems are revelatory, leading the reader towards a

state of lucidity in which he will perceive for himself the meaning of

the contradictions which fill the world: "Ce qui est clair, c'est qu'il

faut que les mots nous laissent, nous poussent a penetrer dans le pays

[l'etat premier]: c'est la premiere condition pour que la parole ecrite
% 2

soit un poeme". It is through the words of a poem that we approach

lucidity and yet words cannot avoid appearing to refer to reality: one

of the aims of this thesis will,then, be to consider the nature of

1. 'Une Matinee avec Rene Char - Interview avec Jacques Charpier',
Combat. 16 February 1950, p.4. Edith
2. 'Poesie-sur-Sorgue - Interview avec/Mora', Les Ncuvelles Litteraires.
16 September 19^5, P*9. It is important to note that, in this affirmation,
Char asserts that words both permit and demand an entry into this "etat
premier" which is a poetic equivalent of a primal state of innocence:
"Je suis contre le 'pSche originel', mais il n'emp§che que cela correspond
a quelque crime inconnu et dechirant: il y a eu un moment ou, pour
l'homme, tout etait possible; et puis il s'est passe ... quoi? En tout
cas, un avortement et qui se repete" (ibid,).
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referentiality in some of Char's poems in an attempt to ascertain the

relationship between the functioning of words and images and the

meanings which they generate.

In Char's work, the function of words is particularly complex,

since they are simultaneously instruments of metamorphosis and

inherently susceptible to (semantic) metamorphosis - they transform

and are transformed by the poet:

... la poesie doit §tre le produit de l'homme en soi
et sa sensation. Le mot passe a travers l'individu,
definit un etat, illumine une sequence du monde materiel.
... il propose aussi un autre etat. Le poete ne viole
pas le reel, mais en libere une notion que, des lors,
il se trouve en devoir de ne point laisser dans sa nudite
autoritaire.3

The interaction between the poet and his words is thus highly

complex for Char, since (i) poetry is a product of Man in a state of

emotion and awareness, yet (ii) the passage of words through the poet

highlights a part of the physical world, and the words would therefore

appear to be endowed with an autonomous power. Also (iii) language is

able to suggest a further state which is not necessarily strictly of

the physical world. However, Char does not mean that language distorts

reality but rather (iv) that the manipulator of words, the poet, can

take a single part of reality which he then (v) must clothe - that is

to say, he has the duty to demonstrate, through his choice and use of

language, that the phenomenal world has no monovalent (and consequently

3. 'Une Matinee avec Rene Char', p.4.



authoritative) meaning, but is essentially plurivalent. The semantic

multiplicity inherent in words must thus be used to reveal the multiple

significance of external reality which both is internalized and remains

external to the poet and to the reader. Char's writing and thinking

is motivated by the desire for transcendence of reality in a quest for

truth - and when this truth is momentarily perceived, the poet transmits

it to the world through a process of interpretation (the poet interprets

the world, the reader interprets his verbal expression). Char's

poetry is other than the world, but through its very otherness serves

to illuminate the world of lived experience.

'In 'Partage formel', Char makes even more explicit the personal

nature of the poem: "Le poeme est toujours marie a quelqu'un".^
Objective truth, even perhaps objective reality, do not exist in

Char's poetic universe where vision, that is to say perception, is

all-important. However, Char's insistence on the relational nature

of poetry which, as will be seen in chapter three, necessitated his

separation from the Surrealist group, is of primordial importance:

his poems always spring from a sense of relationship and demand that

the reader implicate himself in the text which he is reading,.

Char's attitude to poetry is, in many ways, very close to that

of the Thirties poet and critic Christopher Caudwell who affirmed:

"... poetry is an adaptation to external reality. It is an emotional

4. No.XVI, Mi. p.71. The abbreviations used in the footnotes refer
to Char's works; for a list of the abbreviations, see the List of
Abbreviations, p.iv.
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attitude to the world." Poetry for Char and Caudwell does not so

much explain reality as communicate the moment of perception which

is, surely, the essential moment of artistic creation, the moment

when truth is perceived in reality and when translation into

artistic terms is recognized as the necessary means of communication.

If personal vision and interpretation are capital for Char, the

significance of his images may be expected to change mercurially

from poem to poem. This is one of the pivots of Char's poetry, and

this thesis, which has for subject the study of the development of

Char's poetry, must therefore consider the functional value of images

which often defy definitive categorization. However, it is important

beforehand to glance at the sources of these images. In 'Feuillets

d'Hypnos*, Char tells us that an officer from North Africa was astonished

at the imagistic language of Char's men, a language which he failed to

understand. Char explains:

5. Christopher Caudwell, Illusion and Reality (London, 1966), p.214.
6. No.61, FM. p.106.

Je lui fais remarquer que 1'argot n'est que
pittoresque alors que la langue qui est ici
en usage est due a l'emerveillement communique
par les etres et les choses dans l'in
desquels nous vivons continuellement.
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Their language is thus seen by Char as

and wonder at - Nature. Later, in his

Char elaborated his explanation, now (

importance of his own role:

springing from their communion with —

1965 interview with Edith Mora,

ignificantly) revealing the

lis s*exprimaient en effet par metaphores: cela
leur venait de leur contact avec la nature, mais
surtout de moi qui, pour me faire pleinement
comprendre, leur parlais par images: une image,
quand elle frappe, ne s'oublie pas.7

Imagery is therefore for the poet a means of rendering mere immediate,

more forcible his message. Furthermore, this highly metaphorical

language does not appear in Char's eyes to be difficult:

J'ai mon critique. II est braconnier. Quand
j'ai quelque chose, je le lui lis, et on me
fait bien rire quand on dit que je suis hermetique,
parce que lui il comprend tout de suite,
instantanement, et il me dit: "£a, e'est vrai" ou
bien "II faudrait changer ce mot, et celui-la".8

Yet if the vocabulary and the love of metaphor found in Char's work

are shared with his peasant friends, the poet nonetheless has a

particular role to play in that he must direct the words and form

them into a true poem which is not only to be "...apprecie, admire,

7. 'Poesie-sur—Sorgue', p.9.
8. 'Visite a Rene Char - Entretien avec Jean Duche', Le Figaro
litteraire. 30 October 1948, p.5.
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savoure; i1 faut,

Words are the key

seeks - each poem

in fact, that the

discovered during

can behave:

Ainsi, le message qui m'annonjait un parachutage
pour ion soir etait: "La bi'bliotheque est un feu",
ce qui n'etait qu'une phrase de code, issue d'un
systeme. Or, pour moi, ce fut une realite,
redoutable; je raconte dans 'Feuillets d'Hypnos'
comment un container a explose en touchant terre,
mettant le feu a la forSt; on s'en est sorti, non
sans mali Mais j'ai demande aussitSt a Londres
qu'on change le message: la magie, l'autorite
des mots, j'y crois.11

In some strange way, words seem to interact directly with the material

world, and this gives an indication perhaps why Char comes to prefer

the generic term to the particular, in that the relationship is

maintained (and presented) at its most basic level without the

intrusion of the grid of denotational labelling that Man has imposed

upon Nature,

9. ibid.
10. See Char's definition of a poem: "Pour moi, un poeme ce n'est pas
beau, ou curieux, ou original, ou tout ce que vous voudrez, c'est un
sommet de moi", 'Visite a Rene Char', p.5»
11. 'Poesie-sur-Sorgue*, p.9.

quand vous le lisez, que ga descende en vous".

to the more vibrant, more aware life that the poet
10

is "un sommet de moi". Such is the power of words,

poet uses them only sparingly. After all, he

the War how mysteriously and frighteningly words
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The poet must be the one who controls words - it is his right

because he loves them and is also aware of their power: "J'aime trop

12
les mots pour les gaspiller". This love of words is, however, not

a purely unselfish love, for, when Georges Leon questioned him on the

recurrence of certain words throughout his writings, the poet replied:

"Comme tout le monde, j'avais besoin de compagnons"^ The two

concepts of need for words and companionship given by words indicate

the extent to which Char is a verbal poet, totally immersed in

language, which is no longer merely a vehicle or medium for

communication, but part of the very experience with which he is

concerned in each poem, and these two concepts also throw light on

the poet's reluctance to waste words: his assertion must be seen not

so much as part of a creed of conciseness as an emotional dependence

on words which enable him to experience life most fully in achieving

the "sommets de moi". This dependence on words is paralleled (and

counterbalanced) by a sense of solitude; despite the fact that his

imagistic language is that of the peasant folk of Provence, his work

remains a secret from many of them:

... au fond, mes vrais amis au sol, ce sont des gens
qui ne connaissaient pas ma poesie - tels Louis Curel,
Jean Pancrace Nouguier, qui ont ete des sortes de
Marc-Aurele pour moi, dans mon enfance et mon adolescence -
oui, qui etaient hors de l'ecriture de ma poesie. Je sais
que c'est la un des problemes de l'homme: il veut §tre
inspire par un autrui different de lui, aime pour lui-m§me
et non pour ce qu'il fait, dans le foyer noir de son
secret. Au maquis, aucun de mes camarades n'a jamais su
que j'etais poete. Cela a mieux valuJ14

120 Georges Leon, 'Entretien avec Rene Char sur la nature des mots et
le tourbillon des choses', L'Humanite. 9 April 1968, p.8.
13. ibid.
14. 'Poesie-sur—Sorgue', p.9.
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There is therefore the problem for the poet of leading a life which

is, in many ways, self-contained and which thus, while capable of

being conveyed to readers, distances him from his friends. Char

here articulates an awareness of the Other as different and a desire

for an emotional relationship with the (chosen) Other, who may be an

inspirational source, but he also suggests that his poetry is a

•secret', though a secret which will be shared with the unknown

reader. The notion of a secret concords with the hermeticism of much

of Char's work, and yet his commitment to publication of his poems

evinces his desire for another relationship, one with the unknown and

unknowable reader through the intermediary of the poem which

illuminates the poet as well as existence.

The poem is a terminal point in that it is "un sommet de moi",

but it is also a spring-board from which the poet may leap off into

the beyond in his quest for the essence of life. If every poem is

both end and beginning for the poet, it is so for the reader too -

and for the word. Each poem petrifies for ever the moving relations

between the words and their attendant connotations, crystallizing

the relationships though not, paradoxically, the movement within them,

and can thus in one sense be regarded as terminal. However, the

poem also initiates and releases latent forces, as Char suggests when

speaking of Retour Amont: "Les symboles? ... lis etaient endormis,

et nous les decouvrons"^ The poet sets out, therefore, to awaken

15. 'Rene Char commente son Retour Amont: propos recueillis par
Edith Mora', Le Monde. 28 May 1966, p.11.
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the symbolic power of words as well as to sensitize his readers

into a state in which they will perceive more clearly the implications

of the symbols which are to be found in Nature. Each element of the

poem has its part in producing this terminal experience which the

poet sees as "un sommet", and which, like every intense experience,

is an autonomous entity, the constant and changing goal to which Man

should strive ana also the starting-point for new associations and

thoughts.

For the purposes of this study, Char's own association of

metaphor and image mentioned above will be taken as an encouragement

to group under the term 'image' all figurative uses of language, such

_ as metaphor, comparison, juxtaposition, syllepsis, etc. Ferdinand

Alquie makes a distinction between image and metaphor:

La metaphore est tenue pour volontaire et fabrique ...

L'image, au contraire, oeuvre pure de 1'imagination
absolue,- est un phenomene d'etre.16

This distinction is a most attractive one and Pierre Caminade's more

recent study of image and metaphor is also most tempting, since it

affirms that the image is "une creation pure de 1'esprit, une donnee
17

de 1'imagination libre, de 1'inconscient, de l'irrationnel", whereas

the metaphor "... resulte d'une recherche, a laauelle prennent part

une sensibilite et une imagination, contrSlees par 1'esprit du poete.

16. Ferdinand Alquie, Solitude de la Raison (Paris, 1966), p.40.
17. Pierre Caminade, Image et Metaphore (Paris. 1970), p.135*



Elle est portee par des mots dont le rapprochement pent etre soumis a

✓ ✓ 18
une epreuve de verite". Char's work is highly metaphoric, but

often his metaphors are precisely the elaboration of an image 'given'

by Nature or by the unconscious and maintain a quality of spontaneously

felt truth, whilst also bearing the mark of the intervention of a

consciously meditating poet and consequently the distinction between

image and metaphor made by Alquie and Caminade is blurred in Char's

work. In his establishment of the categories of diaphoric (or

juxtapositional) metaphor and epiphoric (or extensive) metaphor,

Philip Wheelwright highlights the fact that metaphors have varying
1 Q

(and different) means of exploiting and manipulating language, but

even this useful distinction does not seem wholly appropriate for a

study of Char's work where one single metaphoric image can function

simultaneously as epiphoric and diaphoric metaphor.

18, ibid,, p.136.
19. See Philip Wheelwright, Metaphor and Reality (Bloomington, 1962),
pp,72-73. Wheelwright suggests elsewhere that: "In any good metaphor
there is some combination, in whatever degree, of epiphoric and
diaphoric ingredients, ,,, Metaphor if successful has perhaps
epiphoric relevance and diaphoric vitality". 'Semantics and Ontology',
Metaphor and Symbol (Colston Papers. vol,12), edited by L,C,Knights
and Basil Cottle (London, 1960), pp.5 and 6.
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In fact, the powerful generative force of many of Char's images

seems to result from their functioning on several levels at once; and

this conclusion leads me to believe that it is ultimately impossible

to classify his images, since this would often be to reduce their

signifying force. For this reason, I have deemed it valuable to study

his images in the poems which they constitute (and which frequently

determine their functional nature), in an attempt to explore Char's

commitment to figurative language and to trace the development of one

of the major poetic voices of our century.

The poet's own insistence on the fundamental unity of his work

is clearly demonstrated in his refusal in his own anthologies to

classify his poems chronologically; this has led many critics to take

an overview of his work and trace the recurrent themes, holding, as

20
Georges Blin does, that "il n'y a pour lui de poeme qu'anthologique".

20. Georges Blin^ 'Preface', CP. p.VII. Char has published two anthologies
of his poems, Poemes et prose choisis (Paris, 1957) and Commune presence
(Paris, 1964)» In the second anthology, Char makes many changes in
his choice of poems and in his ordering of the texts, and its title
Commune presence would seem to suggest that the poet is committed to
a sort of re-anthologizing process which goes on into successive
editions and also that the poems are to be read in their presence
(that is to say, as autonomous entities) and in their interactive
and fraternal communion.
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The 'anthological' nature of his poems, especially of the post-war

poems, is certainly predicated by the recurrence of certain major

themes, but these themes are constantly expressed in different ways.

The protean nature of his images and symbols renders almost impossible

the establishment of a 'dictionary of symbols' for Char's work;

it has thus seemed useful to make a chronological study of the

works which lead to Char's poetic maturity in order to chart the

development of the functioning of his poems. Despite two excellent
21

recent studies, little examination has been made of individual

poems as entities, the usual trend being to explain an image by

reference to other, similar images in earlier or later works. This

methodology has a certain validity (and in this thesis reference will

be made to many of Char's texts written after 1945» including those
22

just published in February 1982 ), but the reluctance to examine

individual texts as entities is, in a sense, a betrayal of the intentions

21. James R.Lawler, Rene Char: The Myth and the Poem (Princeton, 1978),
PP.49-107; and Jean Voellmy, 'Comment lire Rene Char*, Les Lettres
romanes. t.XXXIV, (1980), pp.3-57 and pp.103-191 (see the last section
•Explication de huit poemes', pp.159-191). In her major work on Char,
The presence of Rene Char (Princeton, 1976), Mary Ann Caws undertakes
analyses of several poems, but her approach is essentially anthological
and intertextual, and in no case does she offer an analysis of the
totality of a poem.
22. For the most recent nine poems, see Nouvelle Nouvelle Revue
Franpaise. no.349 (1982), pp.1-9.
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of a poet who distinguishes forcefully between poems and poetry,

affirming:

Le poeme est ascension furieuse; la poesie, le jeu
des berges arides.23

This thesis will thus examine in some detail individual poems

written between 1928 and 1945. The choice has been, and must always

be, difficult, but I have selected poems which seem to me to be

representative of the poet's work at a particular period. Often

these poems are widely recognized as being essential Charrian texts,

but sometimes they are poems which have attracted little or no

critical attention. Always, though, they are texts which have spoken

to me with the voice of Char, texts which seem to me to reveal traits

characteristic of the period in which they were composed and which

nonetheless demonstrate the poet's enduring pre-occupation with the

functioning of language as well as with major questions of philosophy,

morality and perception. The choice has had to be limited, and

therefore arbitrary, but it is to be hoped that a sense of the

maturation of a major poetic voice can be seen through the study of

the chosen poems.

There are two principal reasons for electing to consider the

period 1928-1945J firstly, it has seemed important to examine Char's

25. 'Feuillets d'Hypnos', no.56, FM. p.105.
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early works which have often been overlooked (especially Les Cloches

sur le Coeur. due perhaps to the very small number of extant copies)

and which nevertheless form an organic and essential stage in the

poet's quest for his authentic voice, and, secondly, 'Le Visage

Nuptial' and the poems of Seuls demeurent (written between 1938 and

1945) are works which are undoubtedly major poetic texts, the product

of a mature poet. The date of 1945» which is again an inevitably

arbitrary choice, has thus seemed to be an appropriate point at

which to terminate the study.

This thesis is an attempt to chart the development of a poet's

writing, but the overriding pre-occupation is with the poems themselves,

since it is through an understanding of their functioning, rather than

through a thematic study, for example, that one can establish some

sense of the workings of Char's poetic mind at different periods in

his maturation. The difference in the intentions and the functioning

of the various poems precludes the application of any one particular

critical theory to all the readings, so reference will be made to a

variety of critics and theoreticians in the search for some sort of

adequate reading for each of the poems. However, my personal reading

of Char's poetry (as, indeed, of all poetry) has been especially
Qyi or

influenced by the work of Michael Riffaterre and Graham D.Martin ,

both of whom, in different ways, insist on the multiplicity of meanings

and reference which is an inherent quality of the poem.

24. Michael Riffaterre's most important texts for me have been Semiotics
of Poetry (London, 1978) and La -production du texte (Paris, 1979)•
25. Graham L.Martin has shaped much of my thinking on poetry from my
undergraduate days; his Language, Truth and Poetry: Notes towards a
Philosophy of Literature (Edinburgh. 1975) has been an invaluable source
of ideas, and his more recent book The Architecture of Experience; A
Discussion of the Role of Language and Literature in the Construction
of the World (Edinburgh. 1981) has been a great stimulus in the period
of revision and re-writing of this thesis.
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CHAPTER ONE

LES CLOCHES SUR LE COEUR

In his first volume of poetry, Les Cloches sur le Coeur. written

between 1922 and 1926 and published at the poet's own expense under
' 1

the name .Rene-Emile Char, ' the poet both uses traditional prosody

and experiments with freer verse forms. Char's repudiation of this

collection and his destruction of most of the 155 copies have tended

to divert critical attention from it, but the poet's attitude to this

first collection has changed over recent years. It is significant

that the poet believes in the autonomy of the poem which, like a

child, develops its own, separate, life after birth. Later, in

'Peuillets d'Hypnos', he reveals a sense of 'separation' from his
2

creations, asserting: "Tu ne peux pas te relire mais tu peux signer",

an attitude which he has elaborated in conversations with the writer

of this study: "Mes poemes et moi, nous nous entendons tres mal.

Je ne peux §tre mon lecteur, j'ai de bons rapports d'oubli avec mes

„ 3poemes".

Les Cloches sur le Coeur. though clearly the work of a poet

searching for his voice, is marked more than the later collections by

biographical influences, notably by his reaction to the deaths that

occurred in his family during his childhood:

1. Published by Le Rouge et le Noir, Paris, 1928,
2. No. 96, FM, p.116.
3. Unpublished interview with Rene Char, August 1977.
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Je peux dire, que lorsque j'etais enfant,
la mort etait ma cousinei J'ai perdu mon
pere a onze ans, puis ma grand'mere maternelle:
les deux §tres qui m'aimaient et me

comprenaient le mieux, et puis d'autres encore.

The deaths of the two people closest to the child Char profoundly-

touched the poet, bringing him to an awareness of the sensation of

absence which permeates so many of his poems. Virginia A. La Charite

is in fact erroneous to assert that "the extent of the effect of his

5
father's death on Char's childhood is not known", since explicit

references are made to it, notably in 'Presence chere qui n'est plus', ^
n 0

in 'Le Deuil des Nevons', in the addendum to 'Jacquemard et Julia',
9

in the Frontispice to La Nuit Talismanique , and in 'Le Bruit de

l'Allumette'. ^ For Char, Emile Char represented "l'equilibre et
11 12

— la justice", and was, for the young poet, "mon premier initiateur" -

his death led Char to a poetic consideration of both absence and the

question of mortality.

4. 'Poesie-sur—Sorgue', p.9«
5. Virginia A. La Charite, The Poetics and the Poetry of Rene Char
(University of North Carolina Press, 1968), p.17.
6. LCC, p.31.
7. LPA, p.110.
8. 'Arriere-Histoire du Poeme Pulverise', Nouvelle Nouvelle Revue Frampaise.
1953, no.6, p.1000.
9. LNT, p.9.
10. CB, p.23. Char's awareness of the void left by his father's death
is shown by his statement in the first volume he published after the
Second World War: "Le poete est retourne pour de longues annees dans
le neant du pere" ('Chant du refus', Seuls demeurent, FM, p.47)»
11. Unpublished interview with Rene Char, August 1977.
12. Unpublished interview with Rene Char, August 1977.
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One may even trace a direct relationship between his father's

death and his initiation to poetry, since his principal memory of his

father's illness is that of "la bataille de tisons dans la chambre

% 15
de mon pere", which echoes his statement on his initiation to

poetry:

Comment me vint l'ecriture? Comme un

duvet d'oiseau sur ma vitre, en hiver.
AussitSt s'eleva dans l'Stre une bataille
de tisons qui n'a pas, encore a present,
pris fin. 14

This sense of absence and the revelatory potential of Nature

inform many of Char's early poems, which chart the poet's movement

towards his philosophy as well as towards his poetics. The importance

of this absence is to be seen most vividly in his irregular sonnet

'Presence chere qui n'est plus' .

PRESENCE CHERE QUI N'EST PLUS

L'essoufflement d'une vipere
Juste au-dessous de ce hallier
Fait toutes les tiges vibrer
Et moi j'appelle en vain mon pere

Pere n'est plus trace le jour
En caracteres permeables
Ainsi les hommes admirables
Ont leur nom grave sur un mur

Mon regard incline a la tombe
Jusqu'a ce qu'une palombe
Gicle de la nue titubante
D*avoir roule seule la pente

Alors dans un eclat de rire
^

J'ouvre a la vie et c'est le pire

13. Unpublished interview with Rene Char, August 1977.
14. 'la bibliotheque est en feu', LPA. p.71. A further memory of this
fire is to be found in LNT: "Une for§t de chSnes passa dans la
cheminee" ('Frontispice', p.9).
15. LCC, p.31.
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In the first quatrain the poet writes in an apparently mimetic mode,

establishing a sense of concrete reality through the opposition of the

indefinite article "une vipere" and the more narrowly focused

demonstrative adjective "ce_ hallier", and posits immediately the

existence of an invisible which can influence and affect causally the

surface reality of the physical world. The snake will be endowed with
16

great symbolic force in Char's later poetry, but here the poet

emphasizes its physicality precisely by suppressing all associative

adjectives, creating simply a concrete image of the abstract notion

of departure which is invoked in line four and is the pivot of the

poem. Absence is placed in a dialectic with presence, as the snake's

almost imperceptible breathing draws attention to the existence of the

plant stems. Furthermore, the nudity of the nouns to which colour is

"given only by the use of articles or demonstrative or possessive

adjectives and the simplicity of the syntax serve to give to these

apparently mimetic lines their weight of 'philosophical* import -

life and death are succinctly posited as co-existent.

Having moved in line four from the physical world of vision and

hearing to the internal world of emotion, the poet develops his

thought in the second quatrain, using images which, while seemingly

concrete, forbid a mimetic interpretation. The image of a hand forming

letters is created by the use of "trace" and "caracteres", but the

image is pushed further by the postulation of "le jour" as the agent

16. See 'Le serpent': "Tu fais semblant de fuir, o serpent marginal!",
LPA. p.32, and 'Le vipereau': "Le vipereau ... n'etant d'aucune
paroisse, ... est meurtrier devant toutes", LPA, p.54. For an
attentive reading of 'Le serpent', see Lawler, Rene Char, pp.87-91.



and by the addition of "permeables" to "caracteres". Thus the act

of writing itself is seen as ephemeral and the personal pessimism of

the first stanza is lent to the wider question of the permanence of

writing. The image of names carved on walls loses its potential

mimetic value, since it is linked by the equating conjunction "Ainsi"

to the transitoriness evoked in lines five and six. These two lines

are dominant not only syntactically but because they refer to the

primary emotion which generates the poem and because they contradict

the apparently simple mimetic intention of the first quatrain. After

the presentation in the first quatrain of a notion of universal rhythm

evoked by the use of "aural" imagery ("essoufflement", "fait ... vibrer",

"appelle"), the reader would expect to find, for example, "*chante le

jour", where "le jour" would represent existence. However, the poet

harshly shatters this expectancy by using "trace" and reinforcing it

with "caracteres". The reader initially attempts to read this on a

visual level (since "trace", "caracteres", "grave sur un mur" all

encourage such a reading) but within such a context "le jour" loses

all meaning. The use of a visually meaningful dependent clause

suggests that the initial image refers tc something real, but Char's

manipulation of this image prevents the reader from seeking a mimetic

interpretation for either,

(i) by substituting the unexpected "trace" for the

implicit "chante",

(ii) by qualifying "caracteres" with "permeables".

Attention is focused on the noun "caracteres" and then redirected to

the epithet "permeables", which is in opposition to the usual



connotations of "caracteres" and which, by retrospective reference to

line four (an association strengthened by the repetition of "pere"

at the end of line four and the beginning of line five), defines all

forms of writing as transitory. It is thus through the double shock

of "trace" and "permeables" that Char imparts to his poem its more

universal meaning. The adjective is, then, used here not as a

qualifying and therefore reductive agent but as a means of creating

a universal value to a noun, justifying Michael Riffaterre's

assertion that:

the poetic is born where an adjective's meaning,
normally contingent, accessory, in any case
context-determined, is represented a priori as a
permanent feature."!7

If the first quatrain posits a hidden "devenir" in Nature, the second,

through the dominance of the image "caracteres permeables"^ posits

ephemerality as the essence of human endeavour.

In the third quatrain, the poet returns to his apparently mimetic

mode, but undermines this surface intent by his deliberate use of

conventionally poetic terms - "tombe", "gicle", "nue". As in the

first quatrain, there is an insistence on unqualified nouns, but

Char again defuses reader-expectancy by writing "palombe" rather than

the symbolically weightier "colombe" which would palliate the sense

of loss through its connotations of peace. Some of the associations

of the suppressed text necessarily colour the reading of the surface

text, but "palombe" also has reference to the physical environment of

l'Isle-sur-Sorgue, and therefore permits the poet to offer a double

text in which the mimetic and the symbolic co-exist in a constant

17. Riffaterre, Semiotics of Poetry, p.28.
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dialectic. Furthermore, by employing the conventionally poetic "nue",

Char comments ironically on the theme of writing broached in the

second quatrain, incidentally heightening the surprise of "palombe",

and continues the notion of ephemerality and uncertainty when "la nue"

is qualified by "titubante", The use of the definite article here

(in contrast to "une palombe"), coupled with the epithet, posits

instability as a permanent feature of clouds and thereby advances the

poet's meditation from personal to cosmic pre-occupations. This

qualified noun (like "caracteres permeables" in the second quatrain)

dominates its stanza through its opposition with the sedate "incline"

and the sudden upward movement of "gicle". There is therefore a

correspondence between different forms of movement as, in the first

quatrain, the breathing and implicit horizontal movement of the viper

have a causal relationship with the vertical movement of the stems -

the function of these correspondences is to point to the essential

solitude of the poet.

The fundamental development in the poem is from the poet's

introversion caused by the absence of his father to an awareness of,

and influence by, the Nature which surrounds him, hence the

consequential "Alors" which opens the couplet. The pattern of nouns

marked by the indefinite article is continued with "un eclat de rire",

as is the parallel pattern of nouns marked by the definite article:

the poet is consciously using structural patterns in order to create

a sub-text which heralds Char's later predilection for generic terms,

since in each stanza it is the specific ("vipere", "caracteres", "mur",

"palombe", "eclat de rire") which leads to a meditation on existence.



By juxtaposing different registers of the poetic voice and

simultaneously opposing the mimetic and the anti-mimetic, Char is

perhaps over-straining the limits of the sonnet-form, but it is clear

that the poem is more than an experiment in form, and is an attempt to

find a voice and to establish an imagery which, while based in the

physical world and therefore accessible and meaningful, can transcend

the purely mimetic.

In 'Interieur' , the poet returns to the theme of death, but

again this theme serves to generate a wider meditation. Char's

grand-mother was suffering from an arthrosis which developed into

gangrene. As she was too old and frail to undergo an operation, the

family asked the doctor for morphine which, however, he refused to

administer himself - and it was left to Char to do it. Char spent

much time with his dying grand-mother and was the sole member of his

family to keep a vigil over her corpse, since his mother was afraid of

death and corpses. He recounts how, during the vigil, he grew

sleepy after some hours and got into bed beside his dead grand-mother.

When his mother found him there the next morning, she was horrified,

but Char calmly replied to her abuse: "C'est la plus grande preuve

18
d'amour que j'aie pu faire".

18. Unpublished interview with Rene Char, August 1977.



A sa memoire

INTSRIEtJR

Un ange avait battu a la persienne
De son aile large et muette
Dans l'Stre des buches fremirent
Ne s'effriterent plus
Les meubles s'assoupirent sur leur base
Les portes tournerent mecaniques
L'ange avait signifie a l'incroyant
Qu'il devrait abaisser la t§te
Les muscles saillirent ligoterent la moribonde
La moribonde ne gemit pas.
L'incroyant chassa l'ange
Le temps etait uni
Aucune hachure en son ecoulement
Le battement du coeur montait

Jusqu'aux mSchoires raides
Les veines s'aplatissent sous la peau
Aucun denouement dans 1'attente de 1'incroyant
Que les heures soient similaires
L'avenir se bloquait a la minute
Ses pensees flechirent
Pourtant l'armoire a glaces ne voulut pas
Lui rendre sa veritable image
(Ou ses yeux ne la virent-ils pas)
La chambre bleuissait dr8le
Les plumes de paon trempaient encore au vase
Une brume inhumaine
Envahit son champ visuel
II sentit qu'il n'etait plus seul
Brisee dans les draps la moribonde
A 1*instant ne fut que la chose 19

As in 'Presence chere qui n'est plus', the themes of poetry and

death are associated, heralding in verse form Char's description of the

act of writing a poem in 'Nous avons' :
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Faire un poeme, c'est prendre possession
d'un au-dela, qui se trouve bien dans
cette vie, tres-rattachee a elle, et
cependant a proximite des urnes de la mort.

The title of the poem contains the ambiguity that will provide

the thematic tension of the poem, since it suggests

(i) that the poem will have a pictorial intent

and (ii) that the inner workings of the poet's mind are

to be revealed.

This opposition is complicated further by the first two lines which

introduce the allegorical figure of an angel. Char's parents were

practising Christians, but even at this point in his life, the poet

had turned from Christianity, which had, he felt, been "interprete
21

de fa^on monstrueuse". The angel is not a Christian symbol here,

but rather the symbol of poetry itself: the image of a fire burning

inside while feathers brush against the window pre-figures again

22
Char's explanation of his initiation to poetry, although here

the barrier is not "the transparent window but the shutter. The

epithet "muette" has a defining function, positing silence as a

permanent feature of the wing and, by an effect of synecdoche, of the

angel, and this furnishes a further opposition with the implicitly

sonorous "avait battu". This insoluble opposition within the image

demands a reading which goes beyond the purely mimetic or narrative

levels implied by the simple syntactic structures employed throughout

this poem, which is composed of a series of propositions with

20. LPA, p.145.
21. Unpublished interview with Rene Char, August 1977.
22. See footnote 14.
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minimal adjectival modifications. While there is undoubtedly a

narrative structure to the poem, moving from the pluperfect tenses

dealing with the angel to the perfect tenses narrating the poet's

reactions and vision, the essential tone of the poem is determined

by the coupling of nouns with unexpected verbs and by the exploitation

of the absence of punctuation - notably "les portes tournerent

mecaniques" and "la chambre bleuissait dr8le" where the adjective

23
fulfils an adverbial function. The poem's matrix is the notion

of vision: each of the metaphoric propositions is more than a

personification of a concrete object for they imply the viewpoint

of the poet who subjectively perceives the elements of his environment.

Here in embryonic form is the attitude Char will later explicate in

'Partage Formel': "Le poeme emerge d'une imposition subjective et

24
d'un choix objectif". That this technique is more than the

employment of the pathetic fallacy is indicated by the last two

lines:

Brisee dans les draps la moribonde
A 1'instant ne fut que la chose.

These lines go beyond their surface banality to cast a shadow

retrospectively over the poem, necessitating a re-evaluation of the

physical world which is both a collection of "choses" and a source of

23. This technique was effectively used by the Surrealists; see, for
example, "Les guSpes fleurissent vert", in 'La terre est bleue', Paul
Eluard, Oeuvres completes, t.I, (Paris, 1968), p.232.
24. No.XXIX, FM, p.75.



poetic vision and understanding, hence the poet's awareness of a

presence - that of "Une brume inhumaine", the angel, the constant

"tu" of poetry.

The insistence in line twenty-two of "sa veritable image" posits

the existence of a noumenal world, concealed behind the phenomenal

world, which finds its expression in the personal vision which

generates the poem. Although there are coherent image patterns in

the poem (the vivid descriptions of Char's dying grandmother and the

abstracting descriptions of the physical room), the images can

occasionally escape the control of the poet and of the poem, as with

"Les plumes de paon trempaient au vase". The use of the definite

article, as so frequently in 'Interieur', gives a sense of particularity

and of physicality and, on first reading, the image would seem to

fulfil a simple descriptive function. However, the use of "tremper"

cancels the mimetic reading with its evocation of flowers. This

implicit equivalence seems acceptable since both flowers and peacock

feathers are symbols of beauty (and the "eye" of the peacock feather

fits with the theme of vision in the poem), but the image complicates

interpretation, since "tremper" calls for "dans le vase" rather than

"au vase". The anomalous preposition serves to bring into question

the nature of relationships between objects: the proposition is

ungrammatical and thus forces the reader to allow the three constituent

elements ("plumes de paon", "tremper", "vase") to interact but never

gel, thereby creating an image with changing values whose significance

is in the movement and not in any rigid meaning. The danger inherent

in this use of imagery is, of course, that, if the connotations are
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not rigorously controlled by the totality of the poem, the image

will signify so much that it means nothing. This danger is

compounded when, as in 'Interieur', several types of image are used

(allegory, mimetic images and what one may term "expanding" images),

since, in his attempt to assimilate the "expanding" image of the

peacock feathers in the vase the reader inevitably has recourse to

the allegorical image of the angel's wing, but this process serves

only to weaken both images.. In 'A une serenite crispee', Char will

deal with precisely this problem:

Toute association de mots encourage son dementi,
court le soupgon d'imposture. La tctche de la poesie,
a travers son oeil et sur la langue de son palais,
est de faire disparaltre cette alienation en la
prouvant derisoire. 25

'Interieur' itself would seem to touch on "1'imposture", since,

although the generating emotion is sincere and the vocabulary taken,

for the most part, from coherent semantic fields, the words, when

transformed into images, retain a power of inter-reference which is

not made wholly subservient to the overall themes and structures of

the poem.

25. RBS, p.124.
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HARMONIUM

Les larnpes en cadence s'eteignent
II meurt des ombres il nalt des nuits
Sous leur pSleur les eclairs saignent
Au long des nuages noircis
Les portes de nos coeurs ont meurtri
Les murailles de nos tristesses
Peu a peu le sable d'ennui
Se tisse de glumes epaisses
Le col de l'amphore etrangle
A vu degoutter nos seules larmes
La coupe des jours n'a plus d'armes
A nos desirs immunises

Qu'importe si laide sera notre joie
Avenir enfante passe
Epelle 1*amour sur les doigts
Mais tous les doigts sont mutiles

27
The title implies musicality and harmony. These notions are

initially postulated within the poem by the adverbial phrase "en

cadence" which colours the succeeding propositions, suggesting a

universal rhythm which is the central theme of the poem. The matrix

of the poem may be determined by the opposition between the notion

of harmony and the images of violence, and one might transliterate

this matrix as "Suffering and death are an integral and essential

part of life" - an attitude which will generate most of Char's

mature work. 'Harmonium' is a meditation on life, written on Char's

seventeenth birthday (as is indicated by the title of the revised
\ 28

poem published in Premieres Alluvions: '14 juin 1924' ).

26. LCC, p.19.
27. This reading of the function of the title would seem more appropriate
than the alternative surgested by Voellmy, who believes that Char is
remembering Baudelaire's line in 'Harmonie du soir': "Le soleil s'est
noye dans son sang qui se fige"; see Voellmy, 'Comment lire Rene Char',
P.161.
28. PA, p.32.
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As in many of the early verse poems, the absence of punctuation

is a slightly empty stylistic device which does not obscure the simple

syntactic structures of the poem. Syntactic simplicity is essential

to Char's poetic style even at this point of his apprenticeship, since

the expansive power of his images is most effective when contained

within a straight-forward propositional statement. As Suzanne Bernard

pertinently asserts:

S'il y a dans [ses] images de l'obscurite
c'est, comme dans les poemes de Mallarme,
a force de resserrement, et non, comme dans
les textes Surrealistes, a force de
relSchement dans les mecanismes du langage.

All the poems in Les Cloches sur le Coeur bear witness to the poet's

desire to find a new vision which will be expressed in expanding

images rather than to establish a new formal dimension to poetry. In

'Harmonium' the poet contemplates a universe of darkness, in which

there is a formal pattern, albeit a negative one, and the poet

strives to reproduce this formal aspect in the structure of the poem,

where the rhyme scheme (ABABBCBCDEEDFDFD) links the images which

nonetheless create connotational resonances which are not always

controlled by the poem itself.

The poem is generated by Char's contemplation of the night which

will remain throughout his work the period of poetic inspiration:

29. Suzanne Bernard, Le r>oeme en -prose de Baudelaire .jusqu'a nos .jours
(Paris, 1959), P.742.
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Le mal. brievement, c'est le jour ...
Le bien. c'est la nuit. Les scenes de
nuit exaltent, presque a leur corps
defendant, le silence et la meditation.

In 'Harmonium' the shadows must die "en cadence" if the night is to

assert itself and exist. The simplicity of the propositional form

employed portrays death as part of a wholly natural process: through

the simple binary image of death and birth, Char posits a belief

which will become central to his poetics - that of the cyclical nature

of life and of the necessary and continual interaction of opposing

forces, such as day and night, birth and death. As the image of

light and darkness advances, the poet develops the notion of an

invisible noumenal world found in 'Interieur': "Sous leur p&leur

les eclairs saignent / Au long des nuages noircis". The use of

"saignent" introduces explicitly the theme of violence and suffering,

working backwards to modify the interaction of the first two lines.

If in the later works, the image of the "eclair" will become central

to Char's philosophy, ^ here it functions essentially as an image of

30. 'Entretien de Rene Char avec Prance Euser', Le Nouvel Observateur.
no.799» 3-9 mars 1980, p.102. Poetic statements relevant to
'Harmonium' may be found in 'La bibliotheque est en feu': "La lumiere
a un age. La nuit n'en a pas" (LPA. p.74) and in 'Sur une nuit sans
ornement': "La nuit porte nourriture, le soleil affine la partie
nourrie" (LPA. p.115). See also Virginia La Charite, 'Char and the
ascendancy of night'j French Forum, vol.1, no.3 (1976), pp.269-280,
and Nick Caistor, 'The image of night in Char's poetry' in Roger Cardinal
(ed.), Sensibility and Creation (London, 1977), pp.168-182.
31. See especially the following statements: "Si nous habitons un

eclair, il est le coeur de l'eternel", 'A la sante du serpent',
no.XXIV, FM. p.208; "Je te decouvrirai a ceux que j'aime comme un
long eclair de chaleur ...", 'Anoukis et plus tard Jeanne', LM, p.77»
"L'eclair me dure", 'La bibliotheque est en feu', LPA. p.72.
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light struggling vainly against the force of darkness. Char has

witnessed a strikingly visual perception and, by the traditional

metaphoric process of poetry, has abstracted it and interpreted it

in the context of harmony and human experience. Char achieves the

power of this image through the surface opposition of light and

darkness, in that "saigner" suggests a slow process whereas the

quintessential nature of "eclair" is ephemeral-ity. There is, in fact,

a clash on the visual level of the image, since the essence of the

"eclair" is doubly undermined:

(i) it is -pale, hence the traditional association

of blinding light is devalued

and (ii) it is nlural, thereby diminishing the idea of

the single "eternal" flash which will later

dominate his poetry.

Lines five and six,reproduced in '14 juin 1924', have been

criticised by Jean Voellmy as "quelque peu ampoules". There is no

possibility of a mimetic reading, despite Yoellmy's suggestion that

"les 'portes' sont peut-§tre des valvules, qui reglent le cours du
33

sang" : in a slightly forced way the poet is associating the

emotional world with the physical viewpoint of the house where he sits

at a window contemplating the night. In an anti-mimetic way,, though,

the image has a useful function, since it evokes notions of enclosure -

and poetic vision and communication are possible only when one breaks

through the surface limitations of life and of language.

32, Voellmy, 'Comment lire Rene Char', p,l60.
33. ibid., pp.160-161,
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There is a constant interplay between the descriptive value of

images and their connotative force, a technique which is pursued

in the next aouplet where "le sable", by a process of intertextuality,

is associated with the embedded notion of houses (which should be
34 \

built on rock, not on sand ), an association which finds

re-inforcement in the parallel epithets "Les murailles de nos tristesses"

and "le sable d*ennui". "Le sable" evokes also the notion of Time

created in the first four lines, but in line eight it creates its

own figurative and referential frame-work with the introduction of

the "glumes epaisses" which give solidity to the shifting sands.

In the sandy plain round L'Isle-sur-Sorgue, when the glumes fall

to the ground it is a sign that the grain is ready to be harvested.

This image thus functions on several levels:

(i) it is inspired by the observations of a natural

phenomenon in the Vaucluse and, by a traditional

metaphoric process, associates the physical and

the abstract ("glumes", "sable" and "ennui")

through the use of "se tisser",

(ii) within the confines of the image, once the

relationship between "ennui" and fertility has

been established, the connotations of "le sable"

ramify, referring, (a) to the physical world,

(b) to the notion of Time, (c) to an implicit

image of houses, embedded in the sub-text.

34. Given that Char was brought up by practising Christians and that
the image is not immediately accessible, the reader creates a meaning
through reference to a socially accepted image, that is, to a symbol.
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The first seven lines contain images of decay and disintegration

ana, when solidification and fecundity are evoked in line eight, they

too, like the disintegration, are seen to be gradual processes

("peu a peu" of. "en cadence", and "Au long des nuages noircis" which

generates a temporal significance through an essentially visual

image).

Negativity repossesses the poem with the wholly unexpected image

of the "amphore", in which the use of the less than novel epithet

"etrangle" is justified by its adherence to the dominant image pattern

of suffering and destruction and by the fact that, by qualifying

"col" rather than "amphore", it goes some way towards revitalizing

the 'dead' metaphor of "le col d'un recipient". The connotations of

Classical Antiquity attached to "amphore" permit the poet to posit

suffering as a permanent feature of existence within an internally

coherent image structure ("col de l'amphore", "degoutter", "larmes"),

which transfers the reading from the purely mimetic level to the

abstract by means of the personalising "A vu" and the echo of the

fraternal ("nos coeurs", "nos tristesses", "nos seules larmes",

"nos desirs immunises", "notre joie"). The connotations of "amphore"

are somewhat directed by lines eleven and twelve, where "la coupe des

jours" does more than establish the polarity of night and day: an

intertextual reading is suggested by the association of "amphore",

"coupe", and "degoutter", whereby the reader recalls Psalm 23: "...
, 35

tu oins ma t£te d'huile; ma coupe deborde". A vessel for oil or

wine, the amphora has been filled with tears, whence a further

intertextual reading based on an inversion of Christ's miracle of

36
changing water into wine at the wedding at Cana. The intrusion

35. Psaume 23, v.5.
36. See Evangile selon. Jean, ch.2,v.1-11.
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into the text of the amphora is unexpected, none of the preceding

lines has pointed to allied semantic fields and the reader is thus

obliged to scan the poem for links; this 'creative' act of reading

inevitably leads to an over-abundance of possible relationships which

destroy the unity of the text. Lines eleven and twelve have a

similar destructive effect, since, although there are undeniable

thematic links ("coupe"/"amphore", "jours"/"nuits", "n'a plus d'armes"/

"saignent", "meurtri" and the dominant theme of suffering, "desirs

immunises"/"Epelle 1'amour sur les doigts/Mais tous les doigts sont

mutiles"). these associations serve paradoxically to weaken the

internal coherence of each image as well as fragmenting the totality

of the poem.

Even joy is forecast as "laide" and the poet attempts to

undermine the future tense "sera" (the only future in the poem) by

37
insisting on the necessary dialectic of future and past, in an

aphoristic statement "Avenir enfante passe" (which has an informative

rather than an imperative function). The importance of living in the

present, which will become a central tenet of Char's mature thought,

is asserted in the striking imagery of the last lines:

Epelle 1'amour sur les doigts
Mais tous les doigts sont mutiles

The poet's pessimistic vision is expressed through the use of another

implicit image, the daisy of the 'She loves me, she loves me not' game,

37* Char will later warn against the danger of yielding to the
alluring temptations of the future: "Amer avenir, amer avenir, bal
parmi les rosiers ...", 'Feuillets d'Hypnos', no.21, FM, p.96.
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where the flower's fragility serves to emphasize the horror of the

mutilation of the fingers. 'Harmonium' is a poem of pessimism where

the images follow a basic trend, towards violence, although, as has

been seen, the disparity of the images tends to fragment the poem's

meaning. It is indeed precisely because poet and poem fail to

contain and control the referential power of words that the implicit

images and intertextual resonances acquire such pre-eminence and

impede a coherent reading of the poem.

The revised form of 'Harmonium' published in 1950 in

Premieres Alluvions sheds light on the poet's development on both

the philosophical and the poetical level:

14 juin 1924

II meurt des ombres il nait des nuits
Sous leur pSleur les eclairs saignent
Au bas des pages sans merci
Les portes de nos coeurs ont meurtri
Les murailles de nos tristesses
Peu a peu le sable d'ennui
Se tisse de glumes epaisses

Epelle 1'amour sur les doigts
Lorsque les doigts sont mutiles
Aussi fervente sera ta joie
Aussi fertile ta journee 38

First of all, the poet eliminates the first line with its allusion

to an urban setting; the poem becomes a more specific meditation on

38. PA, p.32.
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poetry as life inspired by the contemplation of the night. The most

important variant is "Au has des pages sans merci": the poet has

realized the sufficiency of "les eclairs saignent", whose significance

is only reduced by the modification of line four in 'Harmonium', and,

in the later version, moves towards a more cohesive consideration

of the interaction of poetry and existence.

The poet eliminates also the disruptive images of "l'amphore" and

"la coupe des jours", divides his poem into two stanzas and, in the

second stanza, completely reverses the pessimism of the first

version. Again there is an exhortation to tell of love but the

negativising "mais" has been replaced by "lorsque": although

mutilation is accepted as an inescapable element of existence, the

-poet insists that it is precisely when suffering that one can best

understand and evaluate love. As he writes in 'Feuillets d'Hypnos':

"Le poete, susceptible d'exageration, evalue correctement dans le
39

supplice." The movement away from pessimism is further pointed

by the transformation of the first version's lines thirteen and

fourteen into

Aussi fervente sera ta joie
Aussi fertile ta journee.

The poet still accepts the universality of suffering, but its creative

value is now recognized - and, as "notre joie" becomes "ta joie", the

poet reveals his belief in the ethical and didactic function of poetry.

39. No.154, P.132
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There is greater concentration of vision and comprehension in

'14 juin 1924', just as there is greater thematic coherence: "fertile"

in the last line of the second stanza links powerfully with "glumes

epaisses" in the last line of the first,^ and the introduction in

line three of "des pages sans merci" reduces the connotational

potential of "doigts" and consequently strengthens the equivalent

association posited between life and poetry. Char's poetic

development will constantly lead him into greater concision;^ this

movement is clearly justified when one studies 'Harmonium' and

'14 juin 1924', since the later version has a tighter internal

structure of imagery where the images are subservient to the

totality of the poem, while in 'Harmonium' the freedom granted to the

occasionally arbitrary images leads to internal anarchy and the

subversion of the poem as a meaningful text.

Even in the early years of his poetic apprenticeship,

recognized the destructively explosive power of images and

experiment with prose poems. As Suzanne Bernard asserts:

40. The importance of harvest images for Char is attested by his
statement: "L'obsession de la moisson et 1'indifference a l'Histoire
sont les deux extremites de mon arc", 'A une serenite crispee', RBS.
p.126. See also Paul Chaulot, 'Rene Char et l'obsession de la
moisson', Liberte. vol.10, no.4 ('Hommage a Rene Char', 1968),
pp.42-49.
41. See such statements as: "Le poete ne peut pas longtemps demeurer
dans la stratosphere du Verbe. II doit se lover dans de nouvelles
larmes et pousser plus avant dans son ordre", 'Feuillets d'Hypnos',
no,19, FM, pp.95-96; "La souffrance connalt peu de mots", 'J'habite
une douleur', FM, p.185; "Le poete se remarque a la quantite de pages
insignifiantes qu'il n'ecrit pas', 'A une serenite crispee', RBS. p.125.

Char

began to



. ,,il y a la fois dans le poeme en prose une
force anarchique, destructrice, qui porte a
nier les formes existantes, et une force organisatrice,
qui tend a construire un "tout" poetique ,..

qui ecrit en prose se revolte contre les
conventions metriques et stylistiquesj qui
ecrit un poeme vise a creer -one forme organisee,
fermee sur soi, soustraite au temps. 42

Char's choice of this form is undoubtedly determined in part by his

rejection of conventional verse forms, but also, one might suggest,

he is searching for a poetic medium which will enable the poem to

exert formal control over the images which he must use but which can

all too easily fall into over-signification and therefore

non-signification.

42. Bernard, Le uoeme en prose, p.444.
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UN 0ISEAU SUFFIT A LA VIE

Une a une les torches de la nuit ont aminei
leur fixite l'obesite de leur regard n'a
plus la pesanteur d'une tristesse liberee
d'attache elles alignent leurs fines jambes
de girl les poupees sonores devorent du
plafond les grasses toiles d'araignees cinq
heures du matin l'espace dans un verre fred
s'en va emportant terree dans sa gorge 1'image
d'une vierge alcoolique il s'en va sans
harmonie tout a son lendemain il chemine sur

.le trottoir ardent et glauque je le happe
d'une main la femme sent-elle le poisson a
ta maree a sens unique elle pue la pluie le
tonnerre la resine des tombes et l'escargot
de bourgogne une larme glisse au long d'un
reverbere et le gradue comme un thermometre
l'equipee prend fin il est semblable a une
goutte isolee de l'orage mon ami fred il ne
sait ou tomber des carrefours jaillissentdes
ombres chinoises qui se plaquent affreux
parasites fred s'est donne a la marche et la
chanson qu'il articule a une taille elancee
je hele un taxi pour fred e'est le pas
raisonnable vers l'inconnu la tiedeur des

banquettes anemie la chair il devient debile
et mSche avec enthousiasme les franges du
rideau d'un taillis de maisons s'envole un

rossignol un jet de phare lui traverse le
coeur fred maintenant rechauffe le. petit
corps prive de vie qui lui suggere un
fervent cantique

oiseau sature d'electricite
oiseau douillet tout -plein mon coeur te ranse

ses doigts ont des subtilites de sein et
dans les plumes il pique des aiguilles le
jour ivrogne s'allonge sur le sol fred
recroqueville embue la vitre de ses rSles
sa main fermee tient lieu de coeur a

1'oiseau ses doigts se gonflent et battent
en cadence le taxi est muet le rossignol
chante sur du silence

homme sature d'electricite .

horome douillet tout plein mon coeur te nanse

43. LCC. pp.16-17
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The most striking aspect about this poem is its simplicity of

narrative structure and naivety of tone. The absence of punctuation

never threatens the internal logic but rather suggests a continuous

outburst evocative of the surrealist "recits de r§ve", where the two

parallel refrains function as a conscious comment on the dream

sequence. The world evoked is an urban world, depressing in its

darkness, greasiness and wetness, yet even so early in Char's work

one finds the belief that the potential .communion with Nature can be

found and achieved in the most hostile surroundings. The urban imagery

and the use of borrowings such as "girl" and "fred" suggest diluted

44
influences of Laforgue and Apollinaire, but the generating motor

of the poem is, as in 'Harmonium', a meditation on night rather than
45

the 'surrealist' narration.

The poem opens with the only sustained image—cluster in the text -

that of obesity ("les torches ... ont aminei leur fixite"; "1'obesite

de leur regard n'a plus la pesanteur ..."; "elles alignent leurs

fines jambes ..."; "les grasses toiles d'araignees..."). Within this

image-cluster there is a clear movement from the pejorative tone of

"les torches ... ont aminci leur fixite" and "1*obesite de leur

regard" to the more positive "elles alignent leurs fines jambes de

girl", ^ but furthermore each image offers a striking metaphoric

44. Their influence is mainly to be seen in Char's occasional use of
irony, a tone he will later eschew, and in his use of modern, urban
vocabulary, which he will equally abandon later.
45. The phrase "Une a une les torches de la nuit ont aminci leur
fixite" echoes the first line of 'Harmonium': "Les lampes en cadence
s'eteignent".
46. The value of torches as guiding-lights will be more explicitly
asserted from Arsenal onwards; see especially 'La torche du prodigue',
MSM, p.19.
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description in which the physicality of the objects perceived is endowed

with an abstract significance. In the first image of the lamps, which

are paradoxically both specified and generalized by the use of the

definite article, the sense of hostility implied by "leur fixite" is

counteracted by the verb "amincir" which suggests a certain collusion

between light and darkness in that the lamps voluntarily diminish

themselves. The next two images are variations on the same theme and

chart a development in the attitude of the contemplating poet: in

"l'obesite de leur regard n'a plus la pesanteur d'une tristesse

literee d'attache", there is a displacement of emphasis in that the

poet moves from (admittedly metaphoric) observation to analysis of the

nature of the light. The noun "obesite" is a direct consequence of

the verb "amincir", and "leur regard" arises by association with

"leur fixite" which in its own image functions as an expression of

immobility as well as an extension of the notion of staring ("regarder

fixement"). This image contains a double internal paradox in that:

(i) the obesity is presented as having lost the

almost synonymous "pesanteur"

and (ii) this "pesanteur" was created by "une tristesse

liberee d'attache", whence the notion that
47

some kinds of liberation can hamper freedom.

Char would seem here to be calling for a commitment in sadness (which
48%

is very different from vague, egotistical "ennui" ), an interpretation

47. A progression may be noted here, though, from the enclosure
associated with sadness in 'Harmonium': "Les inurailles de nos tristesses",
LCC, p.19.
48. In 'Harmonium', "ennui" is associated with shifting sands: "Peu a
peu sable d'ennui/Se tisse de glumes epaisses", LCC. p.19.
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which is further determined by the succeeding phrase "elles alignent

leurs fines jambes de girl". Char demonstrates here the faculty for

visual "disponibilite" which will endear him to the surrealists, as he

announces immediately "les poupees sonores devorent du plafond les

grasses toiles d'araignees", The juxtaposition of "girl" and "poupees"

ensures that the reader will follow the poet in his leap from one

metaphor to another, but only on close reading does one notice that

Char is:

(i) making (almost in passing) a comment on

the nature of dancing-girls who are like

speaking puppets,

(ii) moving from exterior to interior, since

"girls" only exist while they remain in a

cabaret context and are no longer "girls"

when they leave the music hall after their

performance f

(iii) introducing new elements into his visions -

the notions of taste, touch and sound.

In the image—cluster centred on the lamps each image generates the

succeeding one, while maintaining a common reference to the lamps.

When "girl" generates "poupees sonores", however, there is a major

displacement of focus and the scope of the poem's vision is extended.

The poet introduces a time marker ("cinq heures du matin"), followed

by a philosophical statement contained within a spatial image

("l'espace dans un verre"), which pre-figures in pessimistic form

Char's later notion of the eternal instant. The primary connotations
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of "verre" (transparency, smallness, imprisonment) are expanded by

the context of "girl" and "poupee" to suggest alcohol, a connotation

which is soon reinforced by "une vierge alcoolique", and the poem

takes off at speed in a form similar to the Rimbaldian "delire".

Within his narration, Char constantly sets up oppositions which

expand the reading:

(i) the connotations of "terree" are opposed

to the "liquid" connotations of "verre", "gorge",

"alcoolique",

(ii) the pavement is described (a) by the metaphoric

"ardent", and (b) by "glauque" which has a

mimetic function given the time of day and

where the associations with the sea (reinforced

by "poisson" and "maree") contradict the fire

inherent in "ardent",

(iii) "il devient debile et mSche avec enthousiasme".

(iv) "d'un taillis de maisons" where the natural

and the man-made are juxtaposed in a

successful but conventional use of

metaphorical transference,

(v) "ses doigts ont des subtilites de sein"

which functions through an inversion of the

expected analogy and introduces eroticism into

an essentially non—erotic poem, thus commenting

indirectly on erotic love and on the 'fraternal'

love of man and bird,

(vi) the simple opposition of the softness of "plumes"

and the hard sharpness of "aiguilles".
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The narrative form is rare in Char's poetry but this very

rarity is significant in that it indicates Char's tendency to

communicate through the expansive power of images rather than through

more restrictive narration. In 'Un oiseau suffit a la vie', after

an opening which, although highly metaphoric, has a mimetic function

which leads the reader to attempt to visualize and from visualization

to comprehend, the poet creates a text which operates through the

clustering of images. Each cluster jars with the others and contains

also internal contradictions. It becomes clear therefore that the

poet's essential aim is to establish a series of paradigmatic image-

groups in which the 'hidden' message is the binding factor (this

message being, say, "life is grotesque"). If this analysis is

correct, the refrains take on greater importance, since the reader

is forced by the obscurity of the image-clusters into a re-appraisal

of these apparently accessible refrains. The urban setting of the

poem ensures an expectation of certain image-fields and when in

"d'un taillis de maisons", the poet juxtaposes terms of the country

and the city, he produces a vivid image which highlights the
49

importance of the nightingale as a mediator.

It is significant that in the "cantiaue" refrains we find the

shift from the aspectual to the generic which is so prevalent in later

49. The nightingale has great symbolic significance in Char's work.
See, for instance, 'Volets tires fendus':

"Le rossignol, la nuit, a parfois un chant d'egorgeur. Ma
douleur s'y reconnalt.
Le rossignol chante aussi sous une pluie indisciplinable. II
ne calligraphie pas l'arrogante histoire des rossignols",
LNT, p.61; and 'Faire du chemin avec
"Combien y a-t-il de nuits differentes au metre carre?
Seul ce trouble-fgte de rossignol le sait. Nous, dont c'est
la mesure, l'ignorons", FD. p. 17 ('Faire du chemin avec

was published separately by the Librairie "Le Parvis", Avignon, in 1976).



poems ("rossignol" —> "oiseau", "fred" —> "homme"), since this

further underlines Char's preference for cosmic interpretation over

specifying narration. "Sature d'electricite" would seem retrospectively

(after "douillet tout plein") to be a positive term and would therefore

refute the urban interpretation of "electricite" suggested by

"reverberes" and "un jet de phare lui traverse le coeur". The reader

is thus led to think of the natural electricity of lightning which

accords better with the ephemerality posited as the essence and value

of both bird and man.

The tonal opposition of "sature d'electricite" and "douillet

tout plein" indicates an ambiguity of vision on the part of the poet

who is both analyst and committed participant. In the first refrain

the poet adopts a traditional stance, pitying the nightingale, a

simultaneous symbol of liberty and captivity within the city, but

this over-romantic position is modified by his equating of fred's

hand with the bird's heart ("sa main fermee tient lieu de coeur") and

by the substitution of "homme" for "oiseau" in the second refrain.

Man becomes therefore the victim, Char has asserted his fraternal

love for Man imprisoned in suffering and mortality and has also

established an equivalence between Man/the poet and the nightingale

renowned for the beauty of its song. Significantly, this song is

surrounded by silence - "Ce rossignol chante sur du silence". In

"Un oiseau suffit a la vie", we find therefore the notion of the

necessary interaction of sound and silence which pervades Char's
50

aesthetics as it informs his poetry, and also the fundamental

50. See, for instance, 'Jouvence des Nevons':
Dans le pare des Nevons
Mortel serait l'ete
Sans la voix d'un grillon
Qui, par instant, se tait. (LM, p.42).
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Charrian concept of the continuous interaction of Man and Nature.

Despite its apparent formlessness, the poem is structured by a

simple grammatical form in which the implicit punctuation directs the

reading. The most important feature of the imagery is. that the

apparent disparity of the images conceals an inner equivalence which

ensures that the connotative possibilities of each image are, after

their first 'explosive' expansion, reduced and controlled by the

matrix of the text which is, in fact, presented in the title:
51

'Un oiseau suffit a la vie'.

The poem bears witness to Char's capacity for visual perception

which is the first step on the path towards understanding and

communication. The image, "une larme glisse au long d'un reverbere

et le gradue comme un thermometre", expresses Char's belief that Man's

feelings may be interpreted and measured in function of observation

and comprehension of the physical world. The power of the image

resides in its physicality which, by means of the primary noun "larme",

communicates an abstract meaning. The mimetic value of the image may

collapse on close inspection, but the vivid, 'verifiable', accuracy

of the thermometer image ensures that the abstract image of measurable

sorrow be accepted by the reader. A further use of 'oppositional'

imagery is to be found in "des carrefours jaillissent des ombres chinoises

qui se plaquent", where the violent movement implicit in "jaillissent"

51. For another expression of this notion, see 'Rougeur des Matinaux':
"Au plus fort de 1'orage, il y a toujours un oiseau pour nous
rassurer. C'est 1'oiseau inconnu. II chante avant de
s'envoler" (LM. p.102).

An analogous example can be found in ' Les compagnons dans le jardin':
"A une rose je me lie" (LPA. p.82), where the ephemerality and beauty
of the physical world suffice to justify life.
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is opposed to the delicacy of "ombres chinoises", which, in turn,

are accorded permanency by the verb "se plaquent" - what the poet is

doing here is establishing a comprehensible (and metaphoric) visual

image by undermining the traditional associations of the main terms

of the image. The technique of image creation thus becomes more

explicitly juxtapositional, just as the list, "elle pue la pluie

le tonnerre la resine des tombes l'escargot de bourgogne", results

in a neutralization of the verb, "pue", in favour of the expansive

listing of the four terms, where their connotational potential is

exploited to the extent that mimetic, 'logical', analysis becomes

secondary, and interpretation comes to be based on acceptance of

connqtational implication rather than on empirically verifiable

images.

In rUn oiseau suffit a la vie*, as in all 6f the poems of

Les Cloches sur le Coeur. the poet is experimenting with the

possibilities of imagery, and he makes them function in very

different ways. The four poems analysed, which are fairly

representative of the collection, all share the same weakness: that

of explosive image-patterns which tend to project interpretations

beyond the limitations posited by the titles and matrices. The young

poet is searching for a formal structure to his poetry as well as for

a voice to express his insights. While the prosodic experiments of

Les Cloches sur le Coeur do not result in the establishment of a

structure appropriate to his message, the collection nonetheless

reveals, in embryonic form, the essential pre-occupations of the

poet, ana the functioning of the images heralds his later, more
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controlled, techniques, since Char already exploits their connotational

explosiveness. One may even suggest that it is precisely because the

images of Les Cloches sur le Coeur expand beyond their poems that

the poet, in his next collection Arsenal, moves towards greater control

of imagery which brings with it a more suitable, organic, structural

form for his vision.
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CHAPTER TV/0

ARSENAL

1
Written between 1927 a^d 1929> Arsenal played an important

role in Char's poetic career, since, as a result of Char's sending

Paul Eluard a copy, the Surrealist poet visited Char at L'Isle-sur-Sorgue

in the autumn of 1929 and invited Char to come to Paris where he met

Andre Breton and Louis Aragon and contributed to La Revolution

surrealiste and Le Surrealisme au service de la revolution. The

collection consists of eighteen short poems (the longest, "Sosie",

having only seventeen lines), where the density of form contains

images of surrealist expansion. As Mechthild Cranston notes:

During his brief surrealist apprenticeship,
Char gained, I think two important insights:
(1) the realization that the existing socio¬
political order was in need of re-examination
and with it the consecrated canons of art, and
(2) the certainty that violence and destruction
would not solve the problems faced by his generation.

The collection reveals, as Georges Mounin has perceived, the

poet still seeking for his own voice: "Le poete se fait confiance,

mais il n'a pas la presomption que son premier vers contienne son

1. Published by Meridiens in Nimes in 1929. The collection was later
included (with some alterations and deletions) in MSM; references
will be made to the fifth edition (1970), which retains the texts
as they were published in 1934. For a list of variants, see
La Charite', Poetics and Poetry of Char, pp.220-223.
2. Mechthild Cranston, 'Violence and Magic: Aspects of Rene Char's
Surrealist Apprenticeship', Forum for Modern Language Studies.
vol.X, no.1 (1974), P.2.*
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dernier mot". ^ However, Char has refined both his poetic style and

his philosophy since Les Cloches sur le Coeur: his pre-occupation with

weaponry and violence is more closely associated with his love for Man

and for poetry, and his expansive images are more controlled and

more organically linked to the themes of the poems. Char has also

discovered the poetic force of simplicity, as in the dazzlingly direct

• L'Amour':

Stre
^

Le premier venu .'

Although La Charite suggests that the images of Arsenal, like those of

Les Cloches sur le Coeur. "seem to reflect an effort to master Reverdy's

5
theory of the image", they would in fact seem to be closer to the

Surrealist image as pertinently defined by Georges Mounin: "L'efficace

de 1'image surrealiste ne reside pas dans son arbitraire ... Son allure

parfois deconcertante vient du raccourci psychologique et syntaxique"

Char has now realized the explosive power of images and, rejecting

traditional versification and structure, he writes poems with short

stanzas where the condensation of form gives solid wall-like limits

within which the images explode.

3. Georges Mounin, La communication poetique -precede de Avez-vous
lu Char? (Paris, 1969), p.98.At this time, Mounin was unaware of
the existence of Les Cloches sur le coeur and believed Arsenal to
be Char's first collection.
4. MSM, p.31.
5. La Charite, Poetics and Poetry of Char, p.31.
6. Mounin, La communication poetique, pp.95-96.
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LA TORCHS PIT PRODIGUB

BrGle l'enclos en quarantaine
Toi nuage passe devant

Nuage de resistance
Nuage des cavernes
EntraSneur d'hypnose.

The noem functions through a series of oppositions grouped round one

key image, that of the cloud, which guides the poet. If the poet uses

8
the word "prodigue", this must not be taken on the level of verbal

prolixity since the poet has already initiated his progression

towards conciseness, but rather as an expression of expansive human

and fraternal love. The appositional relationship of "torche" and

"nuage", coupled with the connotations of guiding-lights, calls up an

intertextual reading with Exodus:

L'Eternel allait devant eux. le jour dans
une colonne de nuee pour les guider dans
leur chemin, et la nuit dans une colonne de
feu pour les eclairer, afin qu'ils marchent
nuit et jour. 9

The image functions first of all on a mimetic level, being a

visual paradigm for an idea which informs all of Char's aesthetics -

that of the interaction of sound and silence. The cloud is an

7. HSM, p.17.
8. Char uses this term to describe himself later: "Prodigue, je
distingue deja mes yeux nouveaux d'eternite", 'Moulin premier', no.LXX,
MSM. p.143.
9. Exode, 13, v.21.
10. See, for instance, the footnote to 'Jouvence des Nevons': "Dans
1'enceinte du pare, le grillon ne se tait que pour s'etablir davantage",
LM. p.42: see also 'la chambre dans l'espace': "Comme il est beau ton
cri qui me donne ton silence!", LPA. p.65.
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embodiment of the paradox of existence, since it symbolizes

ephemerality, yet also represents a 'point de repere' - "L'infini
11

attaque mais un nuage sauve". After the creation of a mimetically

accessible image ("torche" —> "brCtle" —> "nuage" [of smoke]), the

poet transforms his poem into a meditation on the significance of the

cloud, which now loses its physical actuality. This is effected by

the opposition established between the symbols of limitation

("enclos" and "quarantaine") and the sense of movement. The cloud

simultaneously represents progression ("passe devant") and resistance,

which implies a certain refusal to move. In fact, "La Torche du

Prodigue" marks the beginning of Char's philosophical maturation,

since the essence of resistance to limitation must be movement:

already the poet reveals his tendency to go beyond conventional,
12

'received', concepts in order to find a higher truth. The cloud,

born from the burnt walls of the "enclos", symbolizes liberation, yet

it is also "nuage des cavernes", where the epithet functions as a

defining feature. This opposition of liberation and confinement is,

however, totally different from the opposition in the first distich:

here the confinement is salutary, heralding Char's fascination with

primitive, 'innocent' Man which will find its finest expression in
15

the Lascaux poems of "La Paroi et la Prairie". Finally, the cloud

11. 'Sur une nuit sans ornement', LPA. p.115. See also, for instance,
'A une serenite crispee': "Le devoir d'un Prince est, durant la trSve
des saisons et la sieste des heureux, de produire un Art a l'aide des
nuages, un Art qui soit issu de la douleur et conduise a la douleur",
RBS, p.123; 'Sur les hauteurs': "Nuage, en ta vie aussi menaces que
la mienne", LM, p.53? 'La bibliotheque est en feu': "Restez pres du
nuage. Veillez pres de l'outil", LPA. p.76.
12. For an analogous example, see 'Rougeur des Matinaux', no.XXVII:
"Enfin si tu detruis, que ce soit avec des outils nuptiaux", where the
act of destruction is presented as potentially an act of loving union (LM,p.109)
13. LPA. pp.23-35. For an attentive and illuminating reading of these
texts, see Lawler, Rene Char, pp.51-107.
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is "EntraJneur d'hypnose" - it will lead the poet, "Ce fanatiaue des
14 15

nuages", into poetic reverie which will bring lucidity.

'La Torche du Prodigue' is generated by the contemplation of one

single object, the cloud, and establishes Char's poetry as a poetry of

interpretation: the poet writes to communicate the cloud's essence

and its importance for Man and achieves this through a succession of

contradictory images, whose common factor is the fact that they

abstract the concrete and express the meaning rather than the

•physical existence of the phenomenal world.

POSSIBLE

Des qu'il en eut la certitude
A coup de serrements de gorge
II facilita la parole

Elle jouait sur les illustres a quatre sous

II parla comme on tue
Le fauve
Ou la pitie

Ses doigts toucherent 1*autre rive

Mais le ciel bascula
Si vite
Que l'aigle sur la montagne
Eut la t§te tranchee. 16

14. 'La luxure', MSM, p.68.
15. It is to be remembered that, when writing Arsenal, Char had, as yet,
little knowledge of Surrealism and its insistence on the importance of
dream. He himself states: "J'ai commence a ecrire Arsenal, vers 18 ans,
sans rien connaitre du surrealisme; j'avais seulement lu quelques
pages de Reverdy et deux ou trois poemes d'Eluard" ('Poesie-sur-Sorgue',
p.9). Char's own attitude to dream is almost always associated with
wakefulness - when he takes the code-name Hypnos (the god of sleep)
during the Resistance, this is (i) because he is a 'sleeper', a hidden
fighter, and (ii) because, in the nightmarish world of the War, he
learns to see and to judge more accurately. Char's use of the "recit
de r§ve" will be examined in the next chapter in my analysis of
'Eaux-meres'.
16. MSM, p.19.
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As in so many of Char's poems, the theme is that of poetry itself

which is always potentially present and. defined by the dialectic of

silence and speech. Whenever the poet accedes to truth ("certitude"),
♦

he can release poetry from its silence and permit it to inform

existence, thereby acting as a medium for poetry. This role of medium

does not, however, serve to separate the poet from humanity:

La poesie est infuse, je crois,en tous.
Mais elle reste balllonnee chez la plupart.
Le poete la decouvre, la met en etat de
s'exprimer: il est en premier medium; il
1'objective par ses soins,. sa pratique:
il devient alors magnetiseur. Ainsi ne

doit-il pas se penser exceptionnel,
s'excepter lui-m§me de la condition des
autres. 17

In the first stanza, the mimetically vivid image "serrements de gorge"

establishes "la parole" as the spoken word, conveys the notion of the
18

necessity of suffering to creation and evokes the fundamental

19
Charrian belief that communication is born out of silence. By his

use of the past historic, the poet emphasizes the -uniqueness of each

act of creation, whereas the use of the imperfect in the second stanza

indicates that he is considering the nature of language and its role

in 'ordinary' life: by referring to "les illustres a quatre sous", he

widens his field of meditation in order to consider the written as well

17. 'Une Matinee avec Rene Char', p.4.
18. Cranston writes of lines two and three: "Words are now like hammers
that can kill", 'Violence and Magic', p.4. This reading seems to me to
be erroneous, since it imposes on the first stanza the notion of killing
(evoked in stanza three) and appears to read "a coup de" as "a coups de".
19. See the references evoked in note 10 to this chapter, an:: also the
more violent expression of this idea in 'A une serenite crispee': "II
nous faut une haleine a casser des vitres, Et pourtant il nous faut une
haleine que nous puissions retenir longtemps", RBS. p.132.



as the spoken word and also establishes an opposition between verbal

and pictural communication. The defining epithet "a quatre sous" is

normally received as lacking in precision (it does not mean that the

magazines cost four rather than three or five sous), but nonetheless

it introduces into the poem a sense of reference to a reality outside

the poet himself.

The reading of this one-line stanza is necessarily plural, since,

in "jouait sur les illustres,., the function of the verb is

ambiguous*, one can read "jouait" simply as an intransitive verb

qualified by the clause "sur les illustres..." which establishes

place and thereby the notion of external reference, or one can take

the verb to be the compound form "jouer sur" - and this alternative

reading is in itself double, since it could signify "bet on" or

"play oh" in the same way as "jouer sur les mots". Each of these

readings, however, postulates the superiority of the poetic word over

ephemeral manifestations of language and therefore implicitly affirms

that poetry is at least co-existent with other forms of language and

even, perhaps, present in a potential form in all language. Through

this, reference to the illustrated journals, Char is, in effect, commenting

on the inadequacy of normal verbal communication, since, in such

magazines, the pictural communication is much more significant than

the verbal communication of the captions - the value of poetic language

is thus implicitly posited as residing in its imagistic qualities and

in its ability to transcend referentiality.

Through the return to the past historic and the analysis of the

speech of the poet, the third stanza is closely linked to the first
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stanza, "but there is now a cancellation of mimetic intention:

II parla comme on tue
Le fauve
Ou la pitie.

This stanza would seem to be an example of what Pontanier calls

"syllepse de metaphore", which is "fondee sur une comparaison
20

expresse, sur une comparaison en deux termes". Both elements of

the syllepsis depend on the generating notion of killing, but they

are doubly opposed in that (i) "Le fauve" refers to a physically

existent being, whereas "la pitie" refers to an emotion, and

(ii) killing a wild beast is an action which is directed outside

the individual, whereas killing (not merely suppressing) pity is

directed at the individual's internal being, J, Voellmy accepts

in this syllepsis an inference of equivalence - or, at least, a

21
simultaneity of action - but the functioning of this image is

surely more complex. Each of the similes is separately

comprehensible, but their opposition threatens both the coherence and

the acceptability of the totality of the syllepsis. Char has, in

fact, substituted a structural significance for a semantic

significance: the terms "Le fauve" and "la pitie" are linked by the

identity of their position in the syntactic structure and are equated

by grammar rather than by the meaning. The question of internal and

external reference is now resolved by the dominance of grammatical

20. Pierre Pontanier, Les Figures du discours (Paris, 1968), p.107.
21, See Voellmy, 'Comment lire Rene Char', p.21.
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structure over meaning - the poem's language refers above all to the

form of its message. By equating the two terms through grammar, Char

has undermined the foundations of traditional semantic meaning and

neutralised the essential opposition of the terms, in order to focus

on the verb "tue" - which is emphasized also by its position at the end

of a line, where it benefits from a momentary pause in the reading

before the simile is extended into a syllepsis in which the verb is

revealed to be used transitively. Char has thus effectively

deconstructed the referential nature of language in order to strengthen

the special code.established by the poem itself.

This use of grammar to confuse the reader is further demonstrated

in the one-line fourth stanza:

Ses doigts toucherent 1'autre rive.

The possessive adjective would appear to refer to "il" (the poet) -

this is justified by the continued use of the past historic and by the

association of fingers and hands with killing by strangling, which

recalls medieval legends and thereby posits the poet as hero, and

also the reference to "1'autre rive" would suggest that the poet can

transcend reality to reach truth (although the insistence on the

reductive "doigts" implies that he cannot live permanently in this

domain), This reading of the line is wholly consonant with traditional

attitudes to poetic inspiration, but the possessive adjective can also

refer to "Elle/la parole", since the structural relationship of stanza

one to stanza two would seem to be repeated in stanzas three and four.
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Indeed, one could argue that the overall patterning of the poem is as

follows : stanzas one, three and five are narrative, describing the

poet's attitude to poetry and existence, while stanzas two and four

are commentaries on the nature of poetry. On the levels both of

form and meaning, the pivotal stanza is stanza three, in which

grammatical structure directs interpretation and demands a plural

reading, and, in the light of this, stanza four may be seen to generate

an analogous plural reading, since the possible reference to

"la parole" would posit poetry as the transcending force and the

transfer from the imperfect in stanza two to the past historic would

serve to indicate that this transcendence is necessarily episodic

and ephemeral. The function of the ambivalence of the possessive

adjective would therefore be to focus attention on the temporal nature

of transcendence and consequently diminish the slight shock created

by the introduction of a new semantic field ("rive") : grammatical

ambivalence thus serves to facilitate acceptance by the reader of a

multiple vision.

In the context of a patterning of semantic and grammatical

ambivalence, the first word, "Mais", of the fifth stanza can be read

as an adverb or as a conjunction, in both cases determining the

reading of the rest of the stanza more than relating back to the

statements - the absence of punctuation serves to generate plural

readings, since meaning would be greatly restricted if the absence

of a comma were to be noted in a poem in which syntactic divisions
22

were explicitly indicated. However the function of "Mais" is

22. The absence of punctuation most affects stanza one, where line two
could be .read as qualifying either line one or line three; whereas my
reading takes the latter stance, the former is certainly possible in the
context of Char's attitudes to poetry and lucidity. However, given
that Char considers poetry to be equivalent with truth, the two
readings are close and both insist on the anteriority of suffering
to lucidity and expression.
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received, it is clear that the final stanza presents a world suddenly-

hostile to the poet and poetry and thereby prepares for the silencing

of the poetic voice. The metaphoric image, reminiscent of Rimbaud,

"le ciel bascula", is sustained throughout the stanza, but the very

continuation of the metaphor modifies the linear reading of the first

line which initially suggests an overturning of the physical world.

The movement of the sky is first of all perceived and then interpreted

in the last two lines of the stanza. By suggesting that the sky is

a guillotine blade decapitating the eagle, the poet accords

retrospectively solidity to it, thereby restricting its traditional

connotations of infinity and reducing, by extension, the distance

implied in "1'autre rive". The theme of suffering and death common

to stanzas one and three is continued here, but the positions have

been reversed - the poet is no longer killer, he (as symbolised by

the eagle) is now killed. The eagle is an appropriate symbol for

the poet in Char's terms, since it is the king of the (previously

limitless) skies and observes from a great height the activities of

23
humanity. Also, in Greek mythology, the eagle represents the

24
sun ■ and its beak or talons are associated with the lightning flash.

23, See also 'La luxure': "L'aigle voit de plus en plus s'effacer
les pistes de la memoire gelee", MSM. p.67.
24, The sun is an important symbol in Char's poetic world, since it
represents continuous awareness as compared with the lightning-flash
which gives momentary (and yet eternal) illumination. See, for
instance, his statement: "La lucidite est la blessure la plus
rapprochee du soleil", 'Feuillets d'Eypnos', no.169, FM. p.136.
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In the first version of the poem, Char used the generic term

25
"oiseau" ; this suggests that, in the later version, he consciously

wishes to exploit the mythic resonances of the eagle, hut the

reading of the symbolic connotations of the eagle is not intended

to root itself solely in Greek mythology : the eagle is traditionally

associated with Zeus, which might lead to an interpretation of

"la montagne" as Mount Olympus, whence the gods observed humanity,

but the poet's use of the image is, in fact, opposed to this notion,

in that he is asserting that the eagle has exposed itself to death

by abandoning its sky and alighting on the mountain. In other

words, it is because the poet has 'come down to earth', because he

has allowed his "parole" to be contaminated by the devalued language

^ 26
of the "illustres" that he has been silenced. The description of

the decapitation is another example of similarity of grammatical

structure being used to influence meaning, since the action is

described passively ("l'aigle...Eut la t§te tranchee"), which recalls

the first line of the poem ("Des qu'il en eut la certitude"); the

eagle is thus equated with the poet by means of structure rather

than by explicit association.

25, The change was made in the version of 1934.
26. In 'Un levain barbare' (originally *L'egalite'), Char treats the
same notions of the imprisonment of the voice and the inevitability
of decapitation:

La bouche en chant
Dans un carcan

Comme a l'ecole
La premiere tete qui tombe. (MSH. p,24)
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The generating theme of Possible is the simple, fundamental

notion of inspiration which is consistently impeded, but which

nonetheless remains eternally "possible". Within the poem, each

stanza has a semantic field which is particular to it, but the

poet prevents his poem from slipping into over-referentiality and

impedes paradigmatic meaning by substituting structure for

semantic meaning as the means of establishing equivalences and

creating an internally coherent mode of-expression,

R0HJ5TES KBTEORES

Dans le bois on ecoute bouillir le ver

La chrysalide tournant au clair visage
Sa delivrance naturelle

Les hommes ont faim
De viandes secretes d'outils cruels
Leves-vous b§tes a egorger _

A gagner le soleil. 27

Like Possible, this poem functions through the inescapability

of plural readings.. In the first line, the phrase "nans le bois" is

most easily read as "In the forest", where the connotations of

darkness are exploited to pre-figure the potential light which the

chrysalis will reach ("au clair visage") and the explicit mention in

the last line of "le soleil". It can, however, simultaneously be

read as referring to a piece of wood in which the chrysalis lies:

27. MSH. p.21.
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this reading has similar connotations of darkness, but projects also

secondary connotations of imprisonment, whereas the secondary

connotations of the first reading are of primitive Nature (which

operate in opposition to "outils cruels"). In both cases, a sense

of enclosure is established which contains a promise of escape -

suggested by the "boiling" of the worm which is in a state of

(invisible) frenetic existence.

The stanzas are linked by an implicit comparison, since Man is

urged to liberate himself as does the worm, which is recognised as a

chrysalis (by means of structural equivalence) and therefore as

capable of metamorphosis into butterfly. The comparison between

Man and the 'meanest' creatures is, of course, frequently found in

poetry, but Char has perhaps a source which has hitherto remained

unnoticed - the poetry of William Blake. Char chose to preface his

first collection, Les Cloches sur le Coeur. with a quotation from

Blake's The Marriage of Heaven and Hell, translated by Andre Gide:

Ne comprends-tu done pas que le
moindre oiseau qui fend 1'air

Est un immense monde de delices ferme

par tes cinq sens I 28

In her study, The Poetry and the Poetics of Rene Char. Virginia La

Charite offers an explanation of the importance of this epigraph,

affirming:

28. William Blake, Le mariag-e du Ciel et de l'Enfer. traduction
inedite par Andre Gide (Paris, 1923), p.25.
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Thirdly and most importantly, this
quotation announces the revelation of a

unified reality behind contradictory
appearances, a reality which can be
discovered through man's conscious
experience. 29

However, La Charite's affirmation results from a misreading of the

text - she transcribes "ferme" as "forme" (Blake wrote "clos'd"^).
The importance for Char of Blake's text is rather that it confirms

his nascent belief in the value of hermetic solitude, which both

exists within a universe and contains a universe, a belief which will

find its most potent expression in the symbol of the almond. ^ I

would not wish to claim that either Char's thought or his expression

are generated exclusively by his reading of Blake, but the nature of

—Blake's perception of the world in The Marriage of Heaven and Hell

and his use of aphoristic statement in the "Proverbs of Hell"

undoubtedly helped to shape his own writings. This influence is seen

29. La Charite, Poetics and Poetry of Char, p.25.
30. ibid. Blake's text is as follows:

How do you know but ev'ry Bird that cuts the airy way,
Is an immense world of delight, clos'd by your senses five?

The works of William Blake, edited by Edwin John Ellis and William Butle
Yeats, vol.3 (London, 1393)» p.7 of the section 'The Marriage of
Heaven and Hell'.
31. See, for instance, 'Neuf Merci pour Vieira da Silva', no.IV
('La grille'): "Je ne suis pas seul parce que je suis abandonne, Je
suis seul parce que je suis seul, amande entre les parois de sa closerie
LPA. p.93.

Georges Poulet writes: "Miracle de la concision, l'univers reussit
a tenir dans le creux d'une coaue d'amandeI Mais ce qui rend le tour
plus insolite encore, c'est qu'en un endroit si exigu l'univers se
glisse tout entier, sans laisser aucun residu dehors", Le Point de
Deuart (Paris, 1964), p.100. See also Mauricette Raymond, 'Le symbole
de 1'amande', L'Herne, no,15 ('Rene Char', 1971), pp.121-123.
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more in Arsenal than in Les Cloches sur le Coeur. since Char was

able to deepen his knowledge of Blake's work as a result of the

publication in 1927 of the Songs of Innocence and Experience,

32
translated by M.L. and Philippe Soupault. In these poems, Char

found an echo of the theme of death and absence so important in

his first collection:

Quand ma mere mourut, j'etais tout petit...
La nuit etait noire et le pere absent... 34
Ou sont ton pere et ta mere, dis...? 35

There is also in Blake's volume an insistence on an eternal dialectic,

expressed through the use of parallel texts in the "Innocence" and

the "Experience" sections; Blake's texts function through a fairly

simple binary opposition, but they nonetheless postulate the

possibility of the co-existence of contradictory ideas - which is one

of the fundamental tenets of Char's philosophy.

In 'La Rose Malade' , we find the notion of the invisible worm

together with a warning of the destructive power of secrecy:

Oh rose, tu es malade.
Le ver invisible
Qui vole dans la nuit
Et dans la temp§te hurlante

A decouvert ta couche
De joie ecarlate
Et son amour secret et sombre
Detruit ta vie. 36

32. William Blake, Chants d'innocence et d'experience (Paris, 1927).
33. ibid., p.20.
3A. ibid., p.22.
35. ibid., p.58.
36, ibid., p.60.
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"Robustes Meteores" contains some of the same ideas, but, while

Char's poem offers a similar attitude to secrecy ("viandes secretes"),

Char effects, by means of the apposition "le ver/La chrysalide", a

progression in the attitude towards the worm which is now recognised

as a chrysalis and therefore as an embryonic butterfly, symbol of the

soul (in contrast to the worm which typifies the body) and also symbol

of resurrection, freedom and ephemerality. The appositional model

in lines one and two complicates the reading of lines two and three,

since "[le] clair visage" and "Sa delivrance naturelle" are in similar

positions in lines two and three - and therefore an equivalence may be

postulated between the two terms. This reading is possible, since the

"clair visage" refers to the sky which is the domain of the butterfly's

ultimate existence, but one can also read "tourner" as a transitive

verb: the effect of such a reading would be to accelerate the

time-sequence of the stanza, in that the chrysalis would have already

liberated itself from its cocoon, and, on liberation, have been drawn

to the light. A double reading, then, which contains a further idea

embedded in it, since the phrase "tournant au clair visage" includes

the phrase "tournant au clair", which indicates that, as it approaches

liberation, the chrysalis itself becomes lighter in colour, thus

rebelling organically against the darkness of its environment. Yet

another reading could be generated by the fact that butterflies and

moths frequently have 'eyes' (shapes resembling eyes on their wings),

a fact which Char knows well; one might then suggest that the chrysalis,

on transforming itself into a butterfly, turns literally into a bright

face as it effects its own natural metamorphosis. The various
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readings all share the notion of a potentiality for natural

development and self-liberation and adumbrate a relationship

between the (potential) butterfly and the sky, thereby throwing'

into relief Char's attack on Man's complacency in the second stanza.

Here again, structural form serves to embed secondary meanings

into syntactic utterances which would normally be read in function

of their linear coherence - "les hommes ont faim" has both an absolute

meaning (the hunger representing Man's need for transcendental truth)

and a qualified .meaning (Man hungers for "viandes secretes" and

"outils cruels"). The explicit mention of the meat is wholly

acceptable, given the semantic field of hunger, but its insistence

on the desire for meat shocks somewhat in the context of the

""semantic field of butterfly (and, by extension, soul): the result

of this is further to distance Man from the chrysalis and therefore

to undermine the underlying aim of all comparison which is to

establish resemblance. The "viandes secretes" are presented as an

unworthy goal of Man, but the poet is also ambivalent in his

attitude to secrecy in the collection - in "L'Instituteur Revoaue",

he writes : "Devant vous, le champ de dix hectares dont je suis le

laboureur, le sang secret et la pierre catastrophique", where
37

"catastrophique" is similarly positivised. Within the constraints

37. MSM. p.63. In 'Masque de fer', Char writes:

Ne tient pas qui veut sa rage secrete
Sans diplomatie. (MSM, p.23)

Until the version of 1934, the first line contained "viande secrete"
rather than "rage secrete"; the change does not, I think, mean that
"rage" and "viande" are to be thought of as equivalent, but that Char
wished to retain the ambivalence of "viandes secretes", which would
be greatly restricted - if not wholly abolished - when one read
'Masque de fer' with 'Robustes Meteores'.
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of the poem itself, the ambivalence of "viand.es secretes" is

restricted by its appositional relationship with "outils cruels".

Here once again, Char is equating terms from very different semantic

fields and thereby uses the idea of hunger in both an initially literal

sense and a necessarily metaphoric sense; the effect of this is to

cancel,the elements of their objects' definitions which would

irrevocably oppose them and thus focus on the •primary term of the

metaphor "Les hommes ont faim", where the strength of the

emotional need becomes more important than the incompatibility of

the terms dependent on it. Char's exploitation of apposition as an

equating force is most strikingly evident in the last two lines,

where the invocation to Man to rise up is addressed simultaneously to

"b§tes a egorger" and to "[betes] a gagner le soleil", The two

descriptions of Man are equated but also remain in absolute semantic

opposition. The poet is not, however, striving here to resolve

contradiction, but to illuminate the co-existence of opposites within

Man, and this he achieves by recourse to grammatical utterances which

have an identical surface structure but whose deep structure is

profoundly different: "b§tes a egorger" refers to beasts which must

be slaughtered and are consequently passive, "[bStes] a gagner le

soleil" to beasts which must make an active effort to reach the sun.

There is, therefore, within this double call to men an acceptance of

both an active role and a passive role - without, significantly,

implying that the active role, once assumed, will cancel the passive
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The poem pivots on the comparison between Man and the worm/chrysalis^:
the first stanza, complex though its semantic structure is, has an

essentially mimetic function which is abandoned and even cancelled

retrospectively by the more insistently metaphoric and self-

deconstructing second stanza which nonetheless uses the same

techniques of appositional and structural equivalence to demand

plural reading and thereby invalidate attempts to reduce the poem to

a mere invective against modern Man. Char's own ambivalence towards

humanity is thus' beginning to become constructive, as is indicated by

the title "Robustes Meteores", where Man's ephemerality and potential

lucidity (suggested by "meteores") are also predicated as "robustes" :

It is, then, transience which is Man's great virtue (as it is of the

butterfly) and the poet's attack on Man must be read in a context of

generosity, since Char adheres to a belief in Man's potential for growth.

38. This simultaneity of active and passive roles is frequently applied
to statements on love, as in 'Poeme' in L'action de la .justice est
eteinte:

Dans le domaine irreconciliable de la surrealite,
l'homme privilegie ne pouvant etre que la proie gracieuse
de sa devorante raison de vivre: l'amour. (MSM, p.50)

See also in L'action de la .justice est eteinte 'Le climat de la chasse
ou 1'accomplissement de la poesie': "Defense de l'amour violence"
(MSM. p.62).
39. While the Man/worm equation is a commonplace in European literature,
Char's use of it is probably influenced by his reading of Blake's poem
'La Rose malade' - which, in turn, evokes William Browne's 'The Rose',
The Oxford Book of English Verse, ed. Sir Arthur Quiller-Couch (Oxford,
1961), p.269.Char's use of the chrysalis is more germane to his
philosophy, since he sees it as both sealed on itself and containing
a potential for frenetic life (as a paradigm, then,for the almond).
This notion is to be found in the implicit comparison between Man and
the chrysalis in 'L'eclaircie': "L'intacte chrysalide a recouvre ses
proprietes agissantes de vertige" (MSM. p.99)«
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TRANS FTTGhS

Sang enfin liberable
L'aerolithe dans la veranda

Respire comme une plante

L'esprit m§me du chateau fort
C'est le pont-levis. 40

The title of this poem witnesses to Char's hostility towards Man's

cowardice and his lack of commitment to his fellow-men, but it is

placed in opposition to a certain optimism within the body of the

poem - and the poet himself has rejected the notion that his works

are permeated by pessimism, preferring rather to speak of an

41
"optimisme tragique". Like many of the poems of Arsenal,

"Transfuges" contains the sense of a potentiality - "Sang enfin

liberable", where the adverb "enfin" evokes the characteristic idea

of a necessary period of waiting before creativity can be released.

Blood, in the poems of Arsenal, clearly refers to the life-force, but

here Char extends the connotational power of his term by placing it in

an appositional relationship with "aerolithe", which is, in turn,

placed "dans la veranda" and posited as breathing "comme une plante".

40, MSM, p.22. The original title, changed in 1934, was 'La guerre sous
roche'.
41. In interviews with me in 1976 and 1977, Char repeatedly insisted on
this paradox. Mounin defines the notion in terms of a dialectic: "La
poesie de Char aime les hommes, sans pleurnicheries, sans illusions non
plus, rudement, mais avec perseverance, en depit de tout. C'est ce
qu'on nomine son optimisme tragique, son pessimisme-optimisme
dialectique", La communication •poetique. p.207.
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The pattern of the first stanza is such that each term is instantly

modified by the term which follows it and also retrospectively by

those which precede it - the poet thus imposes on his text a

metaphoric sense, where the 'abstract' significance of the objects

is postulated as being more important than their existence in the

phenomenal world. The reader accepts the absence of mimetic

intention, since the poet is opposing terms from different semantic

fields in order to effect a modification"of the physical world: this

modification is made possible by the juxtaposition of terms whose

connotations constantly interact with each other without ever

reaching a point of stasis. The facility with which the poet leaps

fron; term to term suggests a process of free association, where the

ultimate coherence of the text comes not from any unifying intention

on the part of the poet but from the power of words to construct a new

reality: this is a notion most succinctly expressed by Paul Eluard:

La terre est bleue comme une orange
Jamais une erreur les mots ne mentent pas.

The terms of Char's first stanza are undoubtedly logically incompatible:

(i) fluidity, which is a defining characteristic of blood

(re-inforced by "liberable"), is contradicted by the solid immutability

of the meteorite,

(ii)the meteorite is inanimate, whereas the plant is defined

within the poem as breathing, ^

42. Eluard, Oeuvres completes. t.I, p.232.
43♦ Piere Bigongiari points out pertinently in his article 'Tradition du
Meteore', which takes as its starting-point the poem of the same name in
PPG (pp.25-26), that Char uses the meteor as a metaphor for the poet:
"Et le poete est alors le meteore. qui se livre a ses instants successifs,
qui est, et qui n'est pas, dans chacun d'eux", I'Heme. no.15t p.68. A
further example of the animation of the meteor is to be found in Char's
beautiful play, Claire, where the Old Man says: "Tels sont les meteores
sans qui le ciel ne serait qu'une colline sans oiseaux, une egiise sans
fianfips". TEA. u.76.



(iii) the veranda is, to say the least, an unusual place to find

a meteorite - and one can certainly not reconcile "veranda" with the

notion of "sang,..liberable",

(iv) through the defining epithet "liberable", the blood is

presented as only potentially free, whereas "veranda""suggests freedom,

escape from the enclosure of the house walls.

If there is a principle of organisation in the first stanza, it is to

be found in the capacity of words to destroy semantic oppositions

and create a world not through reference to, or interpretation of,

external physical reality, but rather through the creation of a code

which is peculiar to the poem. By means of his use of apposition and

simile, Char states an equivalence which subsequently exists in the

poem precisely because it is neither explained nor justified - if the

meteorite is, in fact, "sang enfin liberable" or vice versa, this is

because they are perceived momentarily as such, and the equivalence

is validated purely by the equation established grammatically in the

text. In his use of disparate images, Char seeks not so much to present

a sequence of metaphors which function through the filtering of

irrelevant connotations, as to offer a way of perceiving existence, in

which the simultaneity of his plural insights is translated directly

into poetic language, which is assumed to have the ability to transcend

the boundaries of semantic logic.

If the first stanza functions essentially through extensive

reference (justified by the nature of the vision), the second stanza

consists solely of what might be considered an aphorism - one finds

again a parallel with Blake, emphasized by Char's reluctance to accept
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the label of aphorism so often applied to his lapidary poetic

statements (either as poetic entities or as elements of a poem: "Ce

ne sont pas des aphorismes; ,je n'ai pas de nom ... de courts textes"

Char's dislike of the term 'aphorism* springs from his fear that such

a labelling will divert attention from the poetic essence of his work

and focus overmuch on the statement of principle within them, thereby

generating cognitive analysis rather than poetic reading. It would

seem nonetheless useful to continue using such a term in a study of

his work, since it permits one to distinguish between poetic

utterances which are received as having some direct, locatable reference

and those which are received, like proverbs, as having a potential

power of reference, although the referents themselves are ultimately

—unlocatable, since they vary from reading to reading and are precisely

not context-determined. These latter utterances (for which I shall

continue to use the term 'aphorism') have the special role in Char's

poetry of creating blocks of meaning (which nonetheless signify in a

fluid and dialectical way) within his poems and of interacting with

the other terms and images in the poems as blocks. In "Transfuges",

the initial effect of the aphorism is to obliterate temporarily the

44. Unpublished interview with the poet in 1977. In 'Rene Char and
the aphorism', C.A.Hackett suggests Lautreamont and Rimbaud as
influences and refers to the 'moralistes' La Rochefoucauld, La Bruyere,
Vauvenargues, Chamfort and Joubert - see World Literature Today
vol.51, no.3 ('Focus on Rene Char', summer 1977), PP.370 and 372.
While these writers undoubtedly exerted an indirect influence on Char,
it seems to me more likely that it was his reading of Blake's
'Proverbes de 1'Enfer' at the time of the composition of these poems
that encouraged him to use the aphoristic form. Hackett is, however,
completely right when he says of Char that: "He believes, in fact,
that the aphorism is a form of poetry peculiarly well suited to the
exceptional conditions of our age", ibid., p.372.
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first stanza and the title and to generate a consideration of the true

nature of a 'ch&teau fort*. This consideration exploits the existence

of a generally received attitude : one immediately accepts the validity

of the aphorism, since one knows that an edifice expressly constructed

for defence must have a drawbridge in order to be able to seal itself

hermetically. Definition is thus postulated as essence. The aphorism,

like the chSteau fort, is hermetically sealed, but also, again like the

chateau fort, it can open itself to its environment. Hence, when one

reads the aphorism as an element of a poem, one realizes that the

title inverts the first reading of the aphoristic block by implying

that there is always a desire to desert, to escape from limits, be

they walls of stone or of Reference.

The theme of the poem is, indeed, the nature of poetic reference -

the "Sang enfin liberable" is poetry which may appear to be closed on

itself, but which is potentially open to humanity, and the meteorite

symbolizes the poet and poetry, remaining just outside the house (the

world of men) and thereby benefiting simultaneously from freedom and

exclusion, but constantly existing in a state of animation and growth -

as well as being rock-hard. The enigmatic meaning of the first stanza

is now revealed; by means of the insertion into the poem of an

aphorism (a totally self-sufficient syntactic structure and a

potentially-referring poetic structure), the poet effaces temporarily

the rest of the text in order to demand a further reading, whose

starting-point will be the aphorism itself and its relationship to

other elements in the text and which will invert the principle it

apparently postulates as true. Through his use of an aphorism, Char
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has therefore challenged simultaneously both inference and proposition

as means of deduction, and has substituted verbal creation (which

contains both of them in a constant state of change).

BEL EDIFICE ET LES PR3SSENTIM5NT5

J'ecoute marcher dans mes jambes
La mer morte vagues par-dessus tete

Enfant la jetee-promenade sauvage
Homme 1'illusion imitee

Des yeux purs dans les bois
Cherchent en pleurant la t§te habitable.

As in most of the poems in Arsenal, this text refers to different

fields of semantics and experience, as the poet moves from personal

—experience to telegraphed aphorism and ontological commentary. In

the first stanza, the poet describes his own state by means of an

image which is built on a sequence of inversions of relationships

in the physical world. The first (minor) displacement of reference

occurs in "J'ecoute", since one would expect to find, in the context

of legs, the verb "sentir" - "Je sens". The verb "marcher" fulfils

a double inverting role in that legs are themselves used for walking,

yet the dead sea is walking inside his legs and furthermore the

notion of a dead sea clashes with the postulation of movement -

although "la mer morte" inevitably evokes the Dead Sea which does have

some movement, Char's choice of lower case letters insists on the stasis

of the sea. Finally, the phrase "vagues par-dessus't§te" re-accords

infinity to the sea, which has formerly been presented as contained

45c MSM, p.28. The title was originally 'Bel edifice ou les pressentiments'.
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within the legs, and also projects outside the poet's "body. Mimetic,

logical analysis is thus impossible, yet the matrix of the stanza can

be formulated as follows : the poet feels paralysis both invading his

physical being and submerging his thinking existence. The text

generated by the matrix is expressed in a simple syntactic structure,

but the structure itself represses the matrix by effecting a

displacement of perception and expression and - demanding a plural

reading : just as the incompatible images and connotations struggle

with each other and with the boundaries of the syntactic structure,

so each reading must contain an acceptance of contradiction, which

is the essence of the dialectical process.

In the second stanza, the two lines are doubly linked : firstly

by the fact that they have an identical grammatical structure, and

secondly because the generating term in each of the two metaphors

comes from the same semantic field. The child/man opposition is

important for Char, since it necessarily involves comparison and a

sense of progression or regression - which is to say that the

opposition always contains a notion of "devenir". ^

46. See 'Moulin premier', no.LVII: "II faut §tre 1'homme de la pluie
et 1'enfant du beau temps", MSM, p.140. Char developed this notion
further in 'Partage formel', no,XIX, where he clarifies the value of
each state, while insisting on the fact that both are equally necessary:
"Homme de la pluie et enfant du beau temps, vos mains de defaite et de
progres me sont egalement necessaires", FM, p.72.
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The metaphorical equivalence of "Enfant" and "la jetee-promenade

sauvage" extends the connotative field of "mer" posited in the first

stanza, but also effects a further reversal of imagistic significance,

since the child, symbol of innocence and growth, is presented as a

means of dominating the previously engulfing sea - and the defining

epithet "sauvage" is granted connotational freedom by the fact that

the first stanza generates contradictory attitudes towards the sea :

there is therefore little contextual restriction and the epithet

signifies both "shy" and "anti-social". In line four, the directive

potential of structural identity is exploited: the man develops

naturally from the child, so "la jetee-promenade sauvage" would seem

to develop into "1'illusion imitee" - and the very concept of imitation

suggests a causal, or at least a temporal, relationship. However,

the poet is consciously setting up contradictory readings, since,

while the formula "Enfant" —> "Homme" is empirically verifiable, this

is not the case with the set of secondary terms. The apparent

logical relationship between child and man is thus retrospectively

devalued when the 'defining' epithets are revealed to be hostile to

each other : Char is able to posit both child and man as separate,

absolute concepts and to undermine the surface relationship. There

is, of course, in "imitee", a rehearsal of the Romantic ideal of

retrieving childhood, but this also is undermined, since the jetty

(the means of transcending the destructive sea) is presented by

grammatical positioning as destined to become an illusion. In the

context of Char's thought, this notion is ultimately untenable and

therefore structural equivalence is seen to be destructive of semantic

equivalence : all notions of development are, in fact, destroyed and

the essence of individual beings is defined without reference to
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previous or subsequent states - the stanza would therefore appear to

preclude the possibility of referentiality precisely because it

creates an illusion of relationships.

The third stanza predicates the eternal presence.-of absence

through its strict propositional form and its use of the present

tense. The image of "yeux purs" is similar to that of Paul Eluard

in Ganitale de la Rouleur.^ published in 1926; and Char reveals in

an intervi;w that he read Eluard (as well as Reverdy) while he was

writing the poems of Arsenal. Char's image is certainly affected

by the Eluardian concept of "les yeux purs", but Char has effected a

transposition of the image - in Sluard's poetry, the eyes are a

window onto the surreal, even an absolute, but Char's use of the

image contains a sense of a promise which is predicated as always

remaining unrealised. Whereas Eluard's images of the eyes usually

have a mimetic foundation, Char's image here is clearly anti-mimetic

in that the idea of searching in a forest for a refuge is incompatible
48

with the abstract connotations of the eyes and the head. The

essential desolation posited by the original version of the image

is heightened in this version of 1934 where the poet has inserted the

phrase "en pleurant" in order to direct better the reading back to

the pessimism of the first stanza and thereby indicate that the

generalising statement has its source in his awareness of himself,

47. See, for instance, 'Leurs yeux toujours purs', Oeuvres completes,
t.1, pp.186-187, and 'La courbe de tes veux...', ibid., p.196,
48. The head (or skull) signifies a necessary enclosure, a refuge
which can contain freedom, as Char suggests in a poem from Poemes
militants. 'Pour Mamouque': "Un papillon de paille habitait un crSne
de chien" (KST',p.88). Here we find the butterfly, which has achieved
the "delivrance naturelle" of 'Robustes Meteores', dwelling within a
skull - liberation and enclosure are thus fused.



By his choice of the present tense (explicitly in stanzas one and

three and implicitly in stanza two), Char is able to convey

simultaneously the notions of immediacy and permanence which, the

poet intuits, determine the nature of existence, and he may thus

further indicate through grammatical similarity that the movement

in the poem from the description of subjective experience to

generalising proposition has a double function:

(i) it provides a poetic paradigm for the development which

informs all existence

and (ii) by positing 'progression' as a constant process which

moves from one absolute state to another and which is contained within

the fixed boundaries of a poetic structure, it demonstrates that the

stability of existence consists in an acceptance of "le devenir" -

"which does not, however, necessarily signify a progression towards

an ideal, but rather a passing through different states, each of

which has an equal and permanent value.

This second, apparently paradoxical concept is postulated in the

title of the poem 'Bel edifice et les pressentiments', which links

the solidity of a constructed building (symbolizing the poetic

artefact) and the irrational nature of intuitions (representing the

poet's insights). Char initially effected his link by the use of

the conjunction "ou", but in 1934 he altered the conjunction to "et",

thereby indicating clearly that the two terms are not mutually

exclusive, but co-exist naturally, just as the phenomenal and the

noum-nal and intuitive worlds co-exist in a relationship of

inter-dependence. The poem is a "bel edifice", but its value does

not reside solely in its fixed, verifiable beauty, but also in the

intuitions which generated it and which it generates in the reader.
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La Charite notes the alteration of the conjunction which she

justifies as follows:

The change from the conjunction "ou" to "et" reveals
Char's earliest acceptance of man's duality and shows
his growing interest in justifying man and directing
his conduct through poetic activity. ...The "pressentiments"
arise because of man's penchant for the illusion, but these
forebodings, while encumbering the poet, are not
unconquerable, for each adult retains the "yeux purs" of
the child with which to perceive truth and reality. It
is the role of the poet to recognize that the contradiction
of "bel edifice" versus "pressentiments" is merely superficial..."

This interpretation is inevitably erroneous, since Professor

La Charite reads "pressentiments" as "forebodings", a common English

translation of the French term, but which reduces unjustifiably the

extension of the term to only one of its meanings - in common usage,

as in dictionary definitions, a "pressentirnent" is held to be a

subjective intuition of something which cannot (for the moment) be

empirically verified. In a recent study of Char, Mechthild Cranston

challenges La Charite's interpretation, asserting that one mast read

the poem and the title in function of the 'Introduction' to Dehors

la nuit est gouvernee, but Cranston's interpretation seems to me

equally invalid, since she claims that "... of the either/or
alternatives offered by 'Bel edifice ou les pressentiments', the poet,

"errant sans atelier ni.maison", will choose the latter in search of
50

his "demeure"," In the context of the poem and of the preoccupations

49. la Charite, Poetics and Poetry of Char, p.47.
50. Mechthild Cranston, Orion resxirgent. Rene Char: noet of "presence
(Madrid, 1979), P.330.
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which underpin so many of the poems of Arsenal, the poet's aim would

surely seem to be to establish equivalences between apparently

incompatible objects, events and registers in order to effect a

constant interaction between opposites, whose value resides in the

perpetual movement it generates within the text as within the

reader's mind, since this flux is the essence of poetry as conceived

by Char himself.

SOS IE

Animal
A l'aide de pierres
Efface mes longues pelisses

Homme
Je n'ose pas me servir
Des pierres qui te ressemblent

Animal
Gratte avec tes ongles
Ma chair est d'une rude ecorce

Homme
J'ai peur du feu
Partout ou tu te trouves

' Animal
Tu paries
Comme un homme

Detrompe-toi ,--i

Je ne vais pas au bout de ton denuement.

This poem operates again through the interaction of identical or

similar syntactic structures which are here presented in dialogue

form, a form which Char will exploit later when returning to the

theme of the relationship between Man and the natural world in ' F§te

51. MSH, pp. 32-33-
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des arbres et du chasseur'. " In the first stanza, Man asks the

animal to 'efface' his fur-lined coats which may be seen as a barrier

between him and the natural state of the animal world, but this request

is rendered more complex by the qualifying of the.verb, with the phrase

"A l'aide de pierres" : "efface" implies wiping off, whereas the

reference to stones evokes the brutal movements xised in skinning and

cleaning animal skins in prehistoric cultures (etvmologically, "pelisse",

like "peau", derives originally from the Latin "pellis"). Man desires,

then, to effect a return to a natural state by submitting himself to
the treatment which he imposed on animals and by losing the trappings

of civilisation.

In the second stanza, the animal's reply indicates that one cannot

undo an action simply by reversing roles, by becoming victim rather

than assailant, and explains the reluctance to use the stones by the

fact that "les pierres te ressemblent", thus underlining that these

stones are tools manufactured by Man to be used against animals. The

title here exerts its first directive influence on the reading of the

poem, in that Man has imposed his image on to even the simplest tools

which he uses, whence the establishment of a relationship of (surface)

identity between Man and his tools. When, in the third stanza, the

Man accepts the animal's reluctance to use the stones, now asking it

to scratch with its nails (its claws) and thereby continuing the

personification or humanization of the animal, and when the "pelisse"

52. LM, pp.9-24. See also, for Char's use of the dialogue form,
'Chanson du velours a c8tes', FK, p.210,
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f C7
is transformed into "une rude ecorce", it becomes clear that, for

Char, the principle of identity is valid and can use metaphor to

establish truth. This notion may usefully be expressed in terms of

equations :

(i) "pelisse" = "peau" (by his use of "pelisse" for the

implicit "peau", Char is not only creating a complex metaphor, but
5Aalso revitalizing what Graham D.Martin calls a faded metaphor,

since the French use terms such as "manteau" or "robe" for an animal's

fur);
(ii) "beau" = "une rude ecorce" (this is conveyed through

the sjmtactic structure dependent on the subject "Ma chair" which

permits the poet simultaneously to define skin and to demand from the

reader a deductive interpretation of the nature of flesh)J
(iii) "pelisse" =: "ecorce".

This third equation, which may be deduced logically from the first

two equations, is, of course, acceptable only in terms of the

associative vision of the poet - for Char, in fact, the principle of

identity is used as a means of stating momentary and eternal truths and

also as a means of establishing equivalences which continually succeed

each other and influence each other. When the principle of identity

is applied to semantics, it demands that a term keep the same

denotations in all its occurrences within a particular context. Now,

the poet cannot but reject this, since, in Char's verbal system, no

word has a stable, defined meaning, just as no symbol has the same

significance from volume to volume, from poem to poem or even from

53. The notion of the "ecorce" in Char's world signifies both enclosure
and liberation, as in 'Les compagnons dans le jardin': "Notre amitie est
une ecorce libre. Elle ne se detache pas des prouesses de notre coeur",
IPA, p.82.
54. Graham D.Martin, Language Truth and Poetry (Edinburgh, "1975)* p.218,
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line to line. The connotations of "pierres", for example, alter when

spoken by the Man rather than by the animal (the former sees them as

natural, the latter as artificial), and the term "animal" is steadily

made to represent an ideal state.

The simple fourth stanza prefigures the theme of 'Fite des arbres

et du chasseur* as expressed in the 'Abrege':

Les deux guitares exaltent dans la personne du chasseur
melancolique (il tue les oiseaux "pour que l'arbre lui
reste" cependant que sa cartouche met du m§me coup le feu
a la for§t) 1* executant d'une contradiction conforme a
1'exigence de la creation. 55

However, this stanza does more than comment on Man's destructiveness;

the evocation of fire demands a re-consideration of the stones of the

first two stanzas, which may now be read as flints - thus it would be

Man's effort to return to a more primitive, natural state which itself

brings about the destruction and therefore short-circuits itself

because it does not accept itself as it is. The nostalgia for a more
c zT

primitive state informs much of Char's poetry and has generated much

55. M> P.1*'
56. See Char's definition of the palaeolithic age: "L'&ge du renne,
c'est-a-dire 1'age du souffle", 'Transir', LPA. p.29; and, most
significantly, the poem 'Aux riverains de la Sorgue', which was originally
a bulletin posted throughout L'Isle-sur—Sorgue in September 1959 in
response to the first launching of a satellite in the region:

L'homme de 1'espace dont c'est le jour natal sera un
milliard de fois moins lumineux et revelera un milliard
de fois moins de choses cachees que l'homme granite,
reclus et recouche de Lascaux, au dur membre debourbe
de la mort. (LPA. p,1A9)
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of his political activity, but always this nostalgia is accompanied

hv an awareness of Man's inescapable destructiveness, hence the

bitterness of the fifth stanza, where the verbal attack is caused by

the animal's admission of fear in the preceding stanza. This stanza

further complicates the question of equivalence and similarity, since

now the animal is like Man, whereas before the stones were like Man,

The- reader is not, of course, intended to infer (logically) that the

animal is like the stones, but the co—existence within the poem of

these two propositions of resemblance suggests that the poet

considers that definition is possible (and, indeed, necessary) at

moments of perception when the poet has insight into a particular

aspect of existence - but that he recognises that these moments of

epiphany are ephemeral and diverse (and even, perhaps, contradictory).

57. Char's play Le Soleil des eaux (1949), based in part on actual
events of summer 1904, is an attack on the pollution of the Sorgue by
factories built at the source of the river. For an understanding of
the catastrophic effect this had on the lives of the fishermen of the
Sorgue, see the various documents appended to the text of the play in
TCA. pp.215-223; see also Julien Guigue, Les Pgcheurs de l'Isle-sur-Sorgue
(L'Isle-sur-Sorgue, 1977), pp.79-8"'• Char again uses a self-consciously
literary form for a political act in 'Poesie des silos ... ou la
litterature de combat: un tract en forme de poeme de Rene Char',
he Monde, 12 novembre 19&5, P»20.

In November 19^5, Char published La Provence Point Omega (Paris),
a pamphlet protesting against the building of atomic missile sites in
Haute Provence. This text is different from that with the same title
of February 1966 (Paris), xdiich was later published under the title
'Ruine d'Albion' in PPG, pp.28-29, where it is coupled with
'Justesse de Georges de la Tour* (ibid., p.27) under the overall title
'Sur un m§me axe'. Further protests against the missile sites are the
pamphlet Fusees en Provence (Paris, 1966) and the tract Non aux Fusees
AtomiouesI (Paris, 1967).
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La Charite writes of 'Sosie' :

Char's awareness of human duality is first seen
in 'Sosie', whose theme is that of man as a
miserable animal who will be made known through
the efforts of the poet, 58

This view is, surely, erroneous, since it assumes that the "Je" refers

here to the poet, whereas the otherwise strictly observed convention

of the dialogue form signals that this final stansa is still part of

the dialogue : the only deviance is that the vocative "Homme" has been

suppressed. This absence is part of the process of effacement demanded

in the first stanza (and also of the progressive dehumanization of Man

in favour of the animal), but the terminal line, which conveys the

animal's partial acceptance of the task set by Man, is in itself

ambiguous, since it has two opposite meanings;

(i) "I do not render you completely destitute"

(ii) "I do not participate fully in your destitution".

Both readings are valid and must be held in the mind simultaneously

during the reading - it is, after all, the poem itself which is the

"Sosie" of the title. While the preceding analysis has assumed that

"Homme" and "Animal" are used vocatively, the terms may also function

= s elements of a dramatis personae (the absence of punctuation before

the terminal full stop concealing both a colon and a comma), The

essence of a "sosie" is •that one being has the identical outward

appearance of another being while nonetheless retaining its own internal

nature (Mercury remains Mercury while disguised as Sosie, Jupiter

remains Jupiter while disguised as Amphitryon), and Char has used the

suppression of punctuation in order to create a poetic conceit which

has two wholly different meanings. In the second reading, the final

58, La Charite, Poetics and Poetry of Rene Char. p,46.
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stanza would form part of the animal's last speech, just-as it belongs

to the animal in the first reading, but its meaning will be altered,

since the second reading does not produce a simple inversion of the

first reading, but alters the very functioning of the terms used. For

instance, "pelisse", which represented for Man his usurpation of, and

separation from, Nature has greater metaphoric shock-value in the

second reading precisely because it is anti-natural (it is usually

lined with fur and therefore inverts the natural relationship of an

animal to its coat). Much use is made in popular literature and

children's literature of the notion of an animal's fur being its

"coat" in the sartorial sense, but Char's choice of "pelisse" (rather

than, say, "manteau" or "robe") indicates that he is seeking not

merely to revitalize a dead or faded metaphor, but to demand a

re-examination of the animal's essence .through a re-interpretation of

one of its constituent (and defining) features. Also, "pierres" in

the first stanza can be read as the stones thrown at a begging animal

which wear away its fur to leave only naked flesh - hence the

reference in the third stanza, which suggests that nudity (in a

metaphorical more than a literal sense) is a sufficient protection.

A further example of a term being used in a different way is to be

found in stanza fi^e, where "comme" no longer signifies "ainsi que"

but rather "en tant que". It would seem, then, that by means of the

two texts which share the same outward form, Char is able to

demonstrate forcefully tha.t poetry is always plural and that the terms

and structures of language must always present multiple meaning, since

they can signify only within a semantic context - and the contexts
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generated by Char's perception a.nd by his manipulation of language

are in a constant state of flux.

The collection, Arsenal, reveals a poet who has a stronger sense

of his voice than in Les Cloches sur le Coeur and who -has recognised that

all poetry is about poetry as well as about any particular theme or

perception which may appear to generate any individual poem - hence his

preoccupation with the potentialities of language. The images are

more closely controlled than in the first volume and are also

reduced in number, so that attention is focused on the workings of

language; and the frequent use of aphorism within the poems further

points to the poet's desire to master the different registers of

language and reveals the poet's nascent belief in language as a means

of establishing truth rather\as a mere vehicle for the communication

of truth. As is signalled by the title of the collection, violence

has an important thematic role in the poems, but it is also apparent

in the way in which the poet treats language: he creates images

composed of terms which signify autonomously and also combat each

other, he employs figures such as syllepsis (as in 'Possible') which

challenge simple linear readings, and he consciously juxtaposes different

tones and modes of writing. While the images often defy reduction to

a single meaning, the poems themselves are much more carefully

controlled than in Les Cloches sur le coeur - the poet has more firmly

established a belief in'multiple perception of a multiple world and

has found a language which mimes this multiplicity. In short, the poet

is now master of his language and is ready finally to control and

direct a vertiginous diversity of imagery in the Surrealist poem

TArtine*,
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CHAPTER THREE

Char* s Surrealist Period

Char's first individual work to be published with the Surrealists

is to be found in La Revolution Surrealiste. no.12, where one finds

'Profession de Foi du Sujet', a series of statements about his

perception of, and relationship with, the phenomenal world. Each

month of the year (except October and November) has a statement, the

most interesting for this study being the first:

Janvier. - Je touche enfin a cette Liberte, entrevue, -
combien imperieusement - sur le declin d'une adolescence
en haillons et fort peu meritoire.
Les objets familiers que l'on a harmonieusement dresses
autour de moi restent muets la-dessus a l'encontre de
mes plus secretes esperances: cette grande lueur mobile
qui a supplante dans mon coeur 1'imbecile soleil.
Dehors une abondance surnaturelle prodigue ses bien-
faits. Pour la derniere fois je me refuse a reconnaltre
les distances derisoires que certains §tres mettent un

temps infini a parcourir et par cela m§me me laisse
tomber en arriere.^

The text articulates a justification of its title in the opening line

with its proclamation of a coincidence of the poet and freedom - and

the notion of freedom serves as the matrix of the text in that it

frames the series of statements, reappearing in the December statement:

1. La Revolution Surrealiste. no.12 (December 1929)> P.20. This journal,
of which there were only twelve numbers, was published by Jose Corti from
December 1924 to December 1929-
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Je m'applique a marcher sur les mains; quitte a tout
prendre au dela d'un silence ou la Liberte pourtant
demunie etouffe l'irreductible vacarme.2

Freedom has previously been only glimpsed but he has now touched it,

realizing that it consists in progression, in "le Mouvement Perpetuel"

which he equates textually with "Liberte" by means of a paradigmatic

use of capitalization:

Mars. - Ce sentiment a ma pensee est liquide, insoutenable.
La nuit le tolere Qui glisse dans le Mouvement Perpetuel.3

This notion of progression, which permits him to reject his period of

apprenticeship ("une adolescence en haillons"), is also to be found in

Char's brief reply to the 'EnquSte sur 1'amour* in the same number of

La Revolution Surrealiste. Several questions were put to "ceux qui

ont veritablement conscience du drame de 1'amour (non au sens

puerilement douloureux mais au sens pathetique du mot)",^ and Char's

response is clearly a reply solely to the last of the four question-

sections: "Croyez-vous a la victoire de l'amourj^sur la vie sordide ou
5

de la vie sordide sur l'amour admirable?" He affirms categorically:

2. ibid.
3. ibid. It is interesting that the title of one of Aragon's early
volumes of poetry is Le Mouvement uerpetuel (Paris, 1925); consequently
Char's phrase might be seen as an intertextual reference which suggests
that his view of freedom as progression applies also to poetry which is
itself a liberating process.
4. ibid., p.65.
5. ibid.
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Non, pas sur cette grande personne laborieuse que
j'ai depassee sans la reconnattre.^

It is clear that the poet is now (self-)consciously aware of the

existence of "1'amour admirable" and of its diligence (otherwise he

would be unable to judge whether love or life was the victor in the

struggle implied in the question). However, it is interesting that

his "profession de foi" in love is here articulated in terms of a

negative statement - which itself contains an admission of his

previous blindness to the nature and even the existence of love, and

thereby pre-figures the poems of this Surrealist period where a major

pre-occupation will be his belief in love which nonetheless often

remains inexorably absent.

In 'Profession de Foi du Sujet', Char also indicates the silence

of "les objets que l'on a harmonieusement dresses autour de moi": when

faced with the possibility of accession to Freedom, notions of

familiarity and harmony can no longer be useful and fall into a silence

which is surely a silence of inadequacy, rather than a silence of
7

repression. However, Char's affirmation reveals more than a rejection

6. ibid., p.68.
7. A silence of repression occurs when an external force imposes silence
in order to assert its own discourse; a silence of inadequacy occurs
when the subject becomes aware that language is ultimately inadequate
to express thoughts - and, especially, strong emotions. For definitions
of these terms in another context, see my essay 'Speech and silence in
The Cenci'. Essays on Shelley, edited by Miriam Allott (Liverpool, 1981),
pp.105-124.
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of accepted notions of harmony (for which he will substitute an

aesthetics of juxtaposition): it also implies the valorization of the

self, of individual perception as opposed to received (but delusional)

ideas of beauty where harmony is associated with stasis and ultimately

with silence. In the December statement, he insists on an inversion

of his own position - "Je m'applique a marcher sur les mains

The technique of inversion is central to the Surrealist aesthetics and

will be discussed at greater length later, but it is essential to

note here that this vertical inversion nonetheless implies that the

horizontal movement forward will continue ("marcher"): thus the poet's

quest remains the same, but his means of working towards his goal

have undergone a transformation. There has already been a significant

advance beyond silence towards a state where Freedom may well be

disarmed ("demunie"), but is nonetheless capable of silencing, in a

Herculean way, "1'irreductible vacarme": the confusion of life (and

language) is thus asserted to be subservient to the (possibly attainable)

ideal of Freedom.

The meaning of the title may now become clearer: through his

first contacts with the Surrealists, Char has become aware of

psychoanalysis and would seem to be using "sujet" here in the Freudian

sense of the perceiving and knowing subject - and later in his

Surrealist period he will use the Freudian notion of the object and

even that of object-relations in his 'theory' of poetry. At this

point, subjective response ("mes plus secretes esperances") is

postulated as the generating motor of poetry and these very hopes are

seen as volatile, as inherently unstable (just as the subject is never
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wholly constituted). This idea of instability, even of incoherence,

is evinced in the phrase "cette grande lueur mobile qui a supplante

dans mon coeur 1'imbecile soleil". This phrase presents problems for

readers familiar with Char's work, since we are aware of the importance

in his writings of the image of the sun, which usually represents

much-sought-after lucidity. However, at this period of his

development, Char rejects all states imposed from outside the self

(hence the opposition between "je" and "on" in the January statement).

Such states must lead to stasis, thus the sun, as symbol of lucidity,

must inevitably be "imbecile". In this image, Char opposes the sun

to "cette grande lueur mobile" of his secret hopes. We find here a

powerful enactment by the text itself of Char's (and the Surrealists')

notion of the creative value of instability and juxtaposition, since

"lueur" can refer both to weak light and to very strong light, being

used to describe the light of a candle and that of a lightning-flash

(both, of course, important symbols for Char). Within the linguistic

sign "lueur", then, there is a simultaneity of opposing ideas which

are released by the epithet "mobile", which creates a sense of

movement and thereby 'awakens' the two extremes of the polar opposition

and maintains them in a perpetual state of flux and self-contradiction -

thus the only possible 'state' is one in which there is no possibility

of immobility and permanence.

Freedom, for Char, is essentially a continuous liberation, whence

his insistence on movement rather than stasis which is translated into

his poetic language by means of images of instability which are themselves

semantically unstable. His vision is now a perception of difference:
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what is important is no longer to reveal the 'true' nature of the

distances which separate objects and places, but rather to refuse

distance as an obstacle. Within this proposition, there is also the

opposition of an 'active' verb ("je me refuse") and a 'passive' verb

("je me laisse tomber en arriere") where the 'passive' response is

presented as a consequence of an 'active' decision and thus recovers

the status of active verb which it has grammatically but not

semantically: here, as in Arsenal. Char exploits grammar in order to

generate new meanings. This movement of meaning is wholly consonant

with the dominant imagery of this affirmation in which the poet sets

out to create an image of travelling, of a trajectory, and thus of a

destination by means of his use of "les distances derisoires" and

"que certains §tres mettent un temps infini a parcourir". In the

second part of the affirmation, however, he continues the image of

travelling, but opposes falling behind to unsatisfactory moving forward.

The poet thus could potentially cover these distances, but he refuses

even to recognise them and therefore 'falls behind' - or undermines

the entire notion of moving forward: the poet will be absent from the

journey, since his movement, and the movement of his images, will be

in the mobility of tension between opposites rather than a tension

towards a destination which would inevitably be a limit.

Char's first officially Surrealist text, presented in the form of

a diary charting his development during 1929» reveals that his

adherence to the Surrealist group results not only from his admiration

of the poetry of Paul Eluard, but from a conscious desire to explore

further the creative potential of oppositions. While this study does
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not intend to offer an analysis of Char's philosophical mentors and

influences, it seems appropriate at this point to suggest that Char's

attitude to poetry and life was substantially altered by his reading

of what was virtually a Surrealist hand-book - Benedetto Croce's
Q

Ce qui est vivant et ce Qui est mort de la philosophie de Hegel.

Croce resumed Hegel's dialectic as follows:

Les contraires ne sont pas une illusion, et 1'unite n'est
pas une illusion, Les contraires s'opposent entre eux, mais
ils ne s'opposent pas a l'unite, puisque l'unite vraie et
concrete n'est autre chose que l'unite, ou synthese des
contraires: elle n'est pas immobilite, mais mouvement;
elle n'est pas etat stationnaire mais developpement. Le
concept philosophique est un universel concret, et, par
cela, il est la pensee de la realite en tant qu'a la fois
unie et divisee. Ainsi, seulement, la verite philosophique
repond a la verite poetique et la palpitation de la pensee
a la palpitation des choses,9

8. This translation was published in Paris in 1910. It has even been
suggested that Breton, who introduced many of the Surrealists to Hegel's
ideas, knew Hegel only through Croce's study. In the pamphlet
Un cadavre (published in Paris on 15 January 1930), Georges Limbour
wrote: "Derriere un paravent de fumee philosophique, on accoutra le
surrealisme d'une robe rouge, Hegel etait dur a lire, mais enfin
Croce n'avait-il pas fait une excellente etude? On puisa des arguments
dans Hegel-Croce", quoted in Tracts surrealistes et declarations
collectives. t,l: 1922-1929, edited by Jose Pierre (Paris, 1980), p,140;
Jacques Baron delivered a similar attack on Breton in the same pamphlet,
stating: "Esthete de basse-cour, cet animal a sang froid n'a jamais
apporte en toutes choses que la plus noire confusion, Marxiste comme
il est hegelien (a travers Benedetto Croce), comme il est poete, comme
il est marchand de tableaux", quoted in Tracts surrealistes. p,147»
9, Benedetto Croce, Ce qui est vivant et ce qui est mort dans la
uhiloso-phie de Heg-el (Paris, 1910), p.16,
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It is the simultaneity of difference and non-opposition to unity which

the Surrealists found so exciting in Hegel, whereas in Heraclitus, whom

Char had already discovered, the problem of opposites is solved in a

rather different way:

[Heraclitus] ignores the law of contradiction, he insists
that opposites are identical. The way up and down is one
and the same, everything flows upwards and downwards
simultaneously.10

Although some recent scholarship suggests persuasively that

differentiation within unity is important in Heraclitus's philosophy,^
it is fairly clear that what attracted Char to the pre-Socratic

philosopher in the 1920's was the equivalence of oppositions and the

Platonic panta rhei interpretation of his thought which can be

12
summarized as 'All things are constantly flowing'. In this context,

10. V/.K.C.Guthrie, A History of Creek Philosophy.6 vols. [Cambridge, 1962
I, p.463.:
11. See notably G.S.Kirk, 'Natural Change in Heraclitus', Mind, no.60
(1951), pp.55-42.
12. Char's attitude towards Heraclitus was to modify later, as may be
seen in his introduction to Yves Battistini, Heraclite d'Bphese
(Paris, 1948), reproduced in RBS: "Sa vue d'aigle solaire, sa sensibilite
particuliere l'avaient persuade, une fois pour toutes, que la seule
certitude que nous possesions de la realite du lendemain, c'est le
pessimisme, forme accomplie du secret ou nous venons nous rafraSchir,
prendre garde et dormir" (p.91), an4 "Disant juste, sur la pointe
et dans le sillage de la fleche, la poesie court immediatement sur
les sommets, parce qu'Heraclite possede ce souverain pouvoir
ascensionnel qui frappe d'ouverture et doue de mouvement le langage
en le faisant servir a sa propre consommation" (ibid.).
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one can understand, why he was so seduced by the Hegelian dialectic

which precisely maintained opposition whilst also affirming the

possibility of the existence of a moving unity which is a continual

development.

In ^e Surrealisme au service de la revolution, no.1, Char

published ' Le jour et la nuit de la Liberte',"^ a virulent attack on

capitalist society and on received ideas. The violence which has

already been seen in the imagery of his poems (and remains even today

an important element in his writing and his thinking) is here

directed against the world of convention;

Ce qui nous tient a coeur c'est la destruction totale de
1'edifice ou vient periodiquement se pencher a une
fenStre condamnee la vieille fille tricolore.
• • •

Cependant, 1'oppression fuse de toutes parts. Elle
raffole des deguisements les plus vraisemblables: dans
un debit de boissons de la rue de la Seine, c'est un pr£tre,
larve hideuse, qui glisse attentivement sous ses robes un
bouchon de carafe taille comme une hostie; dans les cinemas
elle emprunte les formes plates de l'ecran. A la promenade,
c'est la pleine Tune des uniformes, le petit jeu des
reflexions a haute voix. Enfin les provocations policieres,
dans la rue et au cafe, comme a la Taverne Montmartre, sont
liees par leur nature m§me aux soupirs des charognes, poussees
du pied par Andre Breton dans le Second manifeste du
Surrealisme.

This text is essentially a pamphlet and its language is the

rhetoric of the soap-box rather than the incandescence of the poet, but

13. Le Surrealisme au service de la revolution, no.1 (July 1930), p.23.
All the extracts quoted from this text are to be found on that page.
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it is important to note that Char's pre-occupation with his poems

informs even such political writings as this: when he writes of the

"pistolet qui trempait dans le vase en terre de Chine", he is echoing

a phrase from ^Interieur' analysed in the section on Les Cloches sur

le Cpeur: "Les plumes de paon trempaient encore au vase". Also, as

shall he shown later, the reference to "1'infect Jesus" illuminates

an image in 'Artine' and the text contains the first published draft

of 'La Marine de Lola Abba':

Ce cimetiere de campagne, vers les onze heures du soir.
Deux tombes parmi les herbes folles. Les noms: Lola Abat
[sic], Gabrielle Grillini. L'epitaphe dit leur Sge:
14 et 18 ans. Les visiteurs ne demandent pas qui sont
ces filles. Personne ne les a connues. Mais leur nom

magique, jailli du creuset de Corneille Agrippa, atteste
de 1'innombrable et merveilleuse surrealite.14

Much of Char's work published in Le Surrealisme au service de la

revolution will, in fact, later be re-worked, condensed and published

in discrete volumes, A notable example is the poem, Homma,s:e a

D.A.F.de Sade.which is there dedicated to Paul Eluard. In this

original form, the poem has two longish sections followed by a third:

14. While the relation of this fragment to 'La Marine de Lola Abba'
will be considered later, it would seem useful at this point to
indicate the significance of the reference to Corneille Agrippa,
since the evocation of the alchemist, magician (and staunch defender
of magic), Henry Cornelius Agrippa von Nettesheim (1486-1535)»
suggests a whole-hearted espousal of Surrealism and its chosen
precursors. Char's knowledge of Cornelius Agrippa, however elementary
or second-hand, may provide an answer to Mounin's implicit question:
"Je ne sais pas d'ou viennent a Rene Char ses images empruntees au
vocabulaire de la chimie", La communication poetique. p.45.
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III

Sade, 1*amour enfin sauve de la t>oue du ciel, 1'hypocrisie
passee par les armes et par les yeux, cet heritage suffira
aux hommes contre la famine, leurs belles mains d'etrangleur
sorties des poches. 15

The text of a poem found in Poemes militants (written in 1952) has

virtually no relation to this earlier version as far as imagery,

vocabulary and structure are concerned - but its title is a

condensation of the third section, eliminating the references to

hypocrisy and "leurs belles mains d'etrangleur": 'Sade, 1'amour enfin

sauve de la boue du ciel, cet heritage suffira aux hommes contre la
16

famine'. Furthermore, the change of dedicatee from Eluard to

Maurice Heine would seem to have a directive function: a dedication to

Eluard inevitably accords the code 'poetry' to the poem, whereas a

dedication to Maurice Heine accords the code 'Sade studies' , since

Heine is one of the major editors of Sade's works, who published

several 'inedits' of Sade and notes on Sade in Le Surrealisme au service

r 1 7 _

de la revolution. In 1933» Char re-published the text of the first

15. Le Surrealisme au service de la revolution, no,2 (October 1930),

16. MSM. p.85. In the 1934 edition, the title of the poem is 'Le Puma de
D.A.F. de.Sade'; it was changed in the 1945 edition.
17. See Le Surrealisme au service de la revolution, no.2, pp.3-5» no.4
(December 1931), PP.1-3? and no«5 (May 1933)» pp.4-10. Heine uses as
an epigraph for this last-mentioned article the second two sentences
of stanza five of 'Artine'. Heine also published in Le Surrealisme au
service de la revolution nn ^ f"no^om'Ho-r* 10^11 n-n open letter to
Luis Bunuel commenting
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version of Hommage a O.A.F.de Ekde without the division into three

delineated sections and without any dedication, inserting rather an

epigraph:

A signaler a Paris vers la fin du XVIIIe siecle (Sade)
et vers la fin du XIXe siecle (Lautreamont) une courte
apparition de la pierre philosophale.18

The text on Sade marks the initiation of an important aspect of Char's

writings - that of his commentaries on other artists. Although this

facet is not wholly germane to the aims of this study, it signals

the poet's commitment to a continuous meditation on creativity as a

cultural continuum, and also the destiny of the Sade text demonstrates

his constant insistence on rethinking and reworking his texts.

Furthermore, the change of dedicatee and the later insertion of the

epigraph reveal his perpetual concern with the relation between

poetry and philosophy (which he does not believe to be identical),

and the changes in the text between 1930 and 1933 (and the re-appearance

of the original version in an only slightly modified form) show how

the poet's development or 'movement forward' always involves a

'looking backward' for themes, images and even entire texts. The

poet himself states in a fairly recent text:

18. This is the epigraph to Char's final version which is to be
found in RBS. p.105.



Maintenant que les apparences trompeuses, les miroirs
piquetes se multiplient devant les yeux, nos traces
passees deviennent veridiquement les sites ou nous
nous sommes agenouilles pour boire. 19

In Le Surrealisme au service de la revolution, no.3, Char published
✓ 20

a long text, L'esprit poetiaue from which he would later draw five

sections of Moulin premier. This text also contains a letter to

Artine, the eponymous heroine of Char's most important Surrealist

poem published the year before: this letter will be studied after the

analysis of Artine itself, but it would seem appropriate, while

considering Char's Surrealist status, to examine certain elements
% 21

of this text which he publishes under the rubric "Poemes".

19. 'Veterance', LNT. P.80, Char's reference to such Surrealist
'heroes' as Cornelius Agrippa and Sade and his commitment to the
political and philosophical, as well as aesthetic, concerns of
Surrealism would surely lead one to refute Cranston's claim that
Char's participation in the Surrealist movement "never took the
form of a whole-hearted commitment",. 'Violence and Magic', p.2.
20. Le Surrealisme au service de la revolution, no.3, p.29.
The entire text is to be found on this page.
21. The other poem found under this rubric is 'Arts et Metiers',
ibid., p.30.



L'ESPRIT POETIQUE

A Aragon

L'homme marche. De mSse l'arbre, N'oubliez pas,
avant de vous eveiller, de mettre vos souliers au
pied de l'arbre. Impression desagreable.
Les statuts de l'erotisme. 22
Je ne plaisante pas avec les pores, 23
Le chien errant n'atteint pas forcement la forSt,
A partir d'aujourd'hui, il y a le ciel, l'enfer et moi,
Demain l'eau fera chanter le fen dans les marmites,
Et il se trouvera des imbeciles pour remarquer que
e'est le monce renverse.

Les statuts de l'erotisme,
Au bout du bras du fleuve, il y a la main de sable qui
ecrit tout ce qui passe par le fleuve, 25
S'il faut distinguer plusieurs qualites dans 1'amour
maternel, il y a lieu d'etablir une hierarchie dans la
pourriture,
Les statuts de l'erotisme,
Apprends-moi a tuer, je t'apprendrai a jouir,
Mon ami l'elagueur m'ecrit; ",,, Pour moi, je commence
a croire que la nuit m'attend toujours,"
Dans 1'amour, il y a encore 1'immobilite, ce sexe geant
qui se decoud, et qui se leve et qui m'aspire, l'annee
de ma naissance demeurant, il est bien entendu, l'annee
de ma mort, 26
Les statuts de l'erotisme,
Les longues promenades silencieuses, a deux, la nuit,
a travers la campagne deserte, en compagnie de la panthere
somnambule, terreur des magons, 27
Chdre Artine, etc.

The poem opens with a stated analogy between Man and tree, where

similarity is predicated by means of the adverbial phrase "Le m§me",

which is, however, precisely a mark of difference. As has been seen

22. This reappears as section XIV of 'Moulin premier', MSM, p,127.
23. This reappears as section XV of 'Moulin premier', ibid,
24. This reappears as section LIX of 'Moulin premier', ibid,, p,140.
25. This reappears as section LX of 'Moulin premier', ibid,
26. This reappears in a shortened form in 'Le climat de la chasse ou
l'accomplissement de la poesie', ibid,, p.61.
27. This reappears as section XLVIII of 'Moulin premier', ibid., p,1
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in the previous chapters, Char's images are often based on semantic

incompatibilities in order to demand a multiple reading, but here

the poet renders explicit the conflict between a grammatical sign

and its meaning within the poetic image by continuing: "N'oubliez

pas, avant de vous eveiller, de mettre vos souliers au pied de l'arbre

In this image, the 'foot' of the tree necessarily evokes the tree's

(horizontal) immobility: Man must place his shoes at the foot of the

tree before waking, as one puts them at the foot of the bed before

sleeping (this association is inevitably called up by the reference

to waking - which implies sleeping). However, the verbal phrase,

"mettre vos souliers au pied de l'arbre", must, in the context of

walking, be read simultaneously as signifying 'put your shoes on the

foot of the tree'. This second reading generates an image which is

mimetically unacceptable (a 'one-legged' tree hopping along can hardly

be said to be 'walking'i), but the reading is nonetheless inescapable

in the context of the stated analogy between Man and tree which is

textually established by the fact that both walk. It would seem, in

fact, that the grammatical sign of similarity, "De mime", is being

used here to establish forcefully divergence and contradiction. A

literal interpretation of the image is impossible, but so too is any

stable figurative interpretation: the image states an analogy which

it then proceeds to undermine, demanding rather a constant and

irresolvable interaction between the semantic fields of "homme",

"arbre" and "marcher". This complex image would indeed seem to

exemplify the surrealist image as defined by Andre Breton in his first

category of surrealist images:
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Pour moi, la plus forte [image] est celle qui presente
le degre d'arbitraire le plus eleve, je ne le cache pas;
celle qu'on met le plus longtemps a traduire en langage
pratique, soit qu'elle recele une dose enorme de
contradiction apparente, soit que 1'un de ses termes en
soit curieusement derobe, soit que s'anno^ant sensationnelle,
elle ait l'air de se denouer faiblement (qu'elle ferme
brusquement 1'angle de son compas), soit qu'elle tire
d'elle-m§me une justification formelie derisoire, soit
qu'elle soit d'ordre hallucinatoire, soit qu'elle prSte
tres naturellement a 1'abstrait, le masque du concret, ou
inversement, soit qu'elle implique la negation de quelque
propriete physique elementaire, soit qu'elle dechatne le
rire. 28

Char's image is ultimately untranslatable into coherent prose, since it

is built on contradictions which operate on both the literal level and

the figurative level. Thus the phrase, "Impression desagreable",

applies not only to the "vous" inscribed in the text who must leave

behind his means of advancing (the shoes) when he wakes, but also to

the reader who receives the imperative as a directive to himself as

reader. The inescapable identification of the reader with an

unspecified "vous" in a text leads, then, to a reading of the

observation "Impression desagreable" as a comment on the reaction of

dissatisfaction felt by the traditional reader who wishes vainly to

translate the image into a coherent form acceptable to the conscious mind.

The reader's status is further challenged in a later paragraph:

A partir d'aujourd'hui, il y
Demain l'eau fera chanter le
il se trouvera des imbeciles
monde renverse.

a le ciel, l'enfer et moi.
feu dans les marmites. Et
pour remarquer que c'est le

28. Andre Breton, lianifestes du surrealisme (Paris, 1962), pp.53-54.
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The poet is here insisting on the importance of subjective perception,

which permits him to perform a kind of Blakean 'Marriage of Heaven and

Hell', in which contraries are perceived as necessary to progression:
29"Without contraries is no progression". He thus inscribes in his

text not merely an inversion of an empirically verifiable relationship,

but, more importantly, a rejection of this inversion as a simple

opposition. The poet thus prevents the reader from reading the second

sentence as a metaphor, since he has catalyzed a free—moving semantic

interaction of the terms which must function within a (maintained)

hierarchy of cause and effect which is itself in constant flux. In

this image (which could be seen as an excellent example of a text

deconstructing itself), the poet would seem, then, to be exploiting

a stratagem of inversion in order to liberate connotational meaning,

to call into question the nature of reading and to expand the possible

references of the term "marmite" which no longer functions as an

intermediary, as a constant, in the literal and the figurative readings

of the proposition, but also, by a process of contamination, functions

as an actively pluri-valent term. The last sentence of the paragraph

is a stern warning to all exegetes, but, despite Char's invitation to

silence, I would suggest that the poet is warning his readers against

a literal reading which would perceive merely that relationships in

the phenomenal world have been inverted,, What Char wishes to do (even

more than Eluard, for example^) is precisely to challenge not only

29c The works of William Blake, p.3 of the section 'The Marriage of Heaven
and Hell'. For the French translation, see Le mariage du Ciel et de l'Enfer.
P.17.
30. See, for instance, the last lines of 'L'Amoureuse':

Ses r§ves en pleine lumiere
Font s'evaporer les soleils,
Me font rire, pleurer et rire,
Parler sans avoir rien a dire.

(Eluard, Oeuvres completes. t.l,p,140)
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conventionally accepted relationships in the 'real' world but also

the very idea of difference which prevents us from acceding to a moving

perception of existence. Through this warning, Char thus alerts the

reader to the fact that his proposition is not intended to play its

usual role of a direct way of expressing truth, but is expressing

the truth of mobility in a form which is itself semantically mobile.

An analogous example of an inversion which functions both as an

inversion and as more than an inversion is to be found in a

subsequent image:

Au bout du bras du fleuve, il y a la main de sable
qui ecrit tout ce qui passe par le fleuve.

Here the poet revitalises the 'dead' metaphor, "le bras du fleuve" by

extending the reference to the human body with "la main de sable" and

the metonymically related verb "ecrire". The method employed for

this revitalization is that of evoking a definition of an arm (that

it ends in a hand) and thereby ensuring that the term "bras" is seen

to be a metaphoric substitution for a "division d'un cours d'eau que

31
partagent des lies". However, paradoxically perhaps, the logical

development of this metaphor challenges its status as metaphor and

inscribes it within the text both as literal and as figurative image,

31. Paul Robert, Hictionnaire alphabetique et analogique de la langue
franpaise (Paris, 1972), p.192 - this work will hereafter be called
Petit Robert. Thus, despite the apparent semantic incompatibility
between the two terms, the 'arm' (of water) is associated with the
concept of the archipelago, which is of great importance in Char's
poetics.
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Char's use of the active form of the verb ("la main de sable ecrit")

rather than a passive form ("*sur le sable est ecrit") indicates that

he is consciously using an equation of equivalence (river — man) and

thereby exploiting the Surrealist belief in the possibility of

creating new as well as existent relationships through language. It

may, in fact, be suggested that Char's previous writing, with its

insistence on liberating the connotational power of words, was

preparing itself for his encounter with the Surrealists, who used

oppositions but never accented them. Breton, for example, writes in

the first Manifeste du Surrealisme :

Je crois a la resolution future de ces deux etats, en
apparence si contradictoires, que sont le r§ve et la
realite, en une sorte de realite absolue, de surrealite.
si l'on peut ainsi dire. C'est a sa conquSte que je vais,
certain de n'y pas parvenir mais trop insoucieux de ma
mort pour ne pas supputer un peu les joies d'une telle
possession.32

As Andre Vielwahr affirms, Breton's hesitancy results from the fact

that: "Le surrealisme opposait ... le reve a la realite, mais il

ne les considerait pas comme des etats contradictoires dont l'un devait

33
chasser 1'autre." The great poetic value of any opposition, be it

logical, emotional or linguistic, is that it creates a dynamism which

32. Breton, Manifestes du surrealisme. p.27.
33• Andre Vielwahr, Sous le siene des contradictions: Andre Breton de
1913 a 1924 (Paris, 1980), p.136.
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necessarily informs and sustains the poetic text (even after the

opposition itself may have been rejected as an opposition). In the

image of the writing hand we find, then, more than just a metaphor for

"la vie transcrite, avec ses limons et ses eaux, par une ecriture

automatique", as is suggested by Mounin^: the image certainly

presents writing as a transcription, but, by its insistence on the

activeness of the hand (established through the extension of the

metaphor), it also establishes it as an act of creation - which can

never resolve itself into permanence or stasis.

When the poet asserts: "S'il faut distinguer plusieurs qualites

dans 1*amour maternel, il y a lieu d'etablir une hierarchie dans la

pourriture", he is undermining the value of hierarchy by revealing

that one can establish a hierarchy in everything: when something is

rotten, does it really matter how rotten it is? More interestingly,

though, the syntactic structure chosen creates a formal equivalence

between "l'amour maternel" and "la pourriture" - thus the dynamism of

the 'horizontal' opposition between the two concepts is in conflict

with the 'vertical' opposition contained within the notion of hierarchy.

If maternal love, usually considered to be an inherent quality of

all mothers, loses its universality, it has, due to the introduction

of the notion of a hierarchy, effectively lost its meaning. Conversely,

if a hierarchy can be established in the domain of putrefaction, then

rottenness acquires meaning, since it can no longer be regarded (and

34. Mounin, La communication poetique. p.75. It should also be stated
that Char's image contains great observational accuracy: it is true to
nature, in the same way as so much of Char's later work is.
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dismissed) from a traditional moral or aesthetic stand-point.

Hierarchies thus both expand and contract meanings, and thereby set up

semantic dynamisms which preclude hermeneutic petrifaction, notably

liberating words from enclosure in either a literal or a figurative

meaning. One may now better understand the nature of Char's apparent

demand for exactitude in the use of words:

Dans le poeme, chaque mot ou presque doit §tre employe
dans son sens originel. Certains, se detachant,
deviennent plurivalents. 35

This insistence on precision does not come from a pre-occupation with

etymology (which can, as in the works of Paul Valery and Michel

Tournier, for instance, result in an expansion of connotational

resonance), but from a desire to establish a starting-uoint of

reference, whose greatest value lies in the fact that it will be

undermined - by the poem itself - as a determining constant.

In 'L*esprit poetique*, the poet repeats four times the phrase

"Les statuts de l'erotisme" which thus has the dominant formal role

of 'refrain' to play in the text and may be seen to be the essence of

"1'esprit poetique". The equivalence of these two concepts is evoked

by their respective functions of title and refrain; and this equivalence

(or definition) acts as the matrix of the text, being reinforced by

the dedication to Aragon. This dedication is, firstly, an act of

solidarity with a friend who was under attack by many of the Surrealists

35. SI£, p.23
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for his remarks at the Second. International Congress of Revolutionary

Writers in Kharkov, where he had denounced idealism and Freudianism.

Char's text was published in the same number as Aragon's 'Le

Surrealisms et le devenir revolutionnaire' which presents his views

on the way Surrealism should develop but also affirms his desire to

remain within the Surrealist group:

C'est pourquoi, mes amis, je considere avec quelque
emotion, avec plus d'emotion qu'il ne me plait de le
dire, la singuliere entreprise de tous ceux qui
vouaraient aujourd'hui me separer de vous. J'ai ete,
cela est vrai, sollicite et resollicite de m'ecarter
de vous. II est certain que par des voies detournees
mais tout aussi perfides, les m§mes gens vous sollicitent
aussi de croire que ceci est un fait accompli qu'on a
reussi a nous separer. 36

Char's dedication to Aragon, in the same number, therefore demonstrates

that Aragon is still a member of the group, and furthermore the poem's

title witnesses to a solidarity with Aragon' as a Surrealist writer,

since it calls up, by an effect of intertextuality, the passage in

Le Paysan de Paris where Aragon describes two engravings in the brothel

bedroom, the second of which is of particular interest in this context:

La seconde gravure, en noir comme la precedente, represente
une alcSve dont la draperie est negligeamment froissee, ou
une belle fille aort, sans prendre garde, il fait bien chaud,
que le drap a glisse, et qu'unsein pudiqueencore se montre
et va bientot se decouvrir. Elle r§ve. ... Un secret dans
la retenue de ses gravures les rend preferables pour decorer
ce lieu, par un instinct irraisonne, a ces images licencleuses
qu'on rencontre aux murs des maisons de plus haut rang. Une
sorte d'esprit poetique. 57

36. Le Surrealisms au service de la revolution, no.3, p.3o
37. Louis Aragon. Le Paysan de Paris (Paris. 1926). p.127.
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The 'poetic' is to be found in "un sein pudique encore" which promises

nudity but at the same holds back from it. In Le Paysan de Paris.

Aragon is quite explicit about sexuality, especially in the passage

where he treats his fascination with, and his need for, prostitutes
70

(although he insists on the generalized nature of his desire ), yet

"1'esprit poetique" would seem to result from "un instinct irraisonne",

from a promise made but not allowed to be fulfilled (within the text),

from a maintained and also cancelled opposition between the modesty

of the image and the frankness of the acts which take place before it.

Char inscribes eroticism in his text by means of the refrain ("Les

statuts de l'erotisme") which itself establishes an expectancy of form

and definition which is not realised in the poem. Given that statutes

are defined as "suite d'articles definissant une societe et reglant

39
son fonctionnement" and that eroticism may be read surrealistically

as life, the reader is faced with an apparent incompatibility between

the freedom of eroticism and the constraints of statutes which

38. See, for instance, the following statements: "La chambre est sale,
mais quoi done? e'est un desir tres general qui vous entratne"
(ibid., p.126); "J'y poursuis le grand desir abstrait qui parfois se
degage des quelques figures que j'aie jamais aimees (ibid., p.130);
"La femme epouse docilement mes volontes, et les previent, et,
depersonnalisant tout a coup mes instincts, designe avec simplicite
ma queue, et me demande avec simplicite ce qu'elle aime" (ibid., p.130).
39. Petit Robert, p.1692.
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necessarily impose boundaries. This incompatibility undermines the

possibility of defining either of the terms and has further

implications for the reading of the poem which is structured by the

existence of a refrain - within which the term "statut" cannot but

evoke a notion of formal order. This order is, however, challenged

by the internal functioning of each image (or statute) which is

ultimately irreducible to a stable logical meaning. The text is thus

in essence more an 'enonciation' than an 'enonce*, in that it exists

and functions as a signification, as a signifying process, rather

than containing a single locatable meaning, and indeed prevents the

reader from having recourse to denotation in his desire to comprehend.

This would seem close to Michael Riffaterre's notion of poetry as

"experience d'alienation":

Toute interpretation qui tend a immobiliser ce mecanisme
[of semantic filtering generated .by structural interactions]
en ramenant le texte au reel et a l'atomisme statique du
dictionnaire ne peut que meconnaitre la fonction de la poesie
comme experience d'alienation. 40

The formal status of the 'refrain' as a structuring component of

the poem also merits scrutiny, since its formulation implies either that

it is the heading to a document or that it will be followed by an

enumeration ("Les statuts de l'erotisme sont ..."). In both cases,

the formulation demands primacy of position and implies linearity,

whereas it is included within the poem and is repeated. Thus, while

40. Michael Riffaterre, La production du texte (Paris, 1979)> p.44.
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the forxnulation in isolation implies a hierarchical relationship with

a text which will follow, its position within the poem, coupled with

the semantic dislocation between "statuts" and "erotisme", prevents

it from fulfilling this role: in fact, it may even be read as a

statement in search of a referent, as a promise in search of a

realization - ana it thereby contributes to the creation of the poem's

essential dynamism in which each image is irreducible to a coherent

meaning and in which the relationship between the images is constantly

changing. "L*esprit poetique" may not be defined in any denotational

way, but it is demonstrated, in its functioning, to be a refusal to

codify and to stabilize, while simultaneously recognizing the need

to affirm - as is betokened by the great number of propositions which,

through their grammatical form, create an illusion of certainty which,

on closer reading, reveals itself to be rather (semantic) instability

enclosed within a deludedly assertorial form.

Char's pre-occupation with the question of "1'esprit poetique"

continues in No.4 of Le Surrealisme au service de la revolution (also

published in December 1931)» where he offers a series of statements on

poetry, 'Propositions - Rappel'. Several of these statements will be

included (in identical or in modified form) in Moulin premier; the

most important for the purposes of this study would, however, seem to be

the opening affirmation:

Ce qui fait la qualite d'un esprit poetique, c'est la proie
de plus en plus dangereuse qu'il assigne au pouvoir
illimite de son action. 4"!

41. Le Surrealisme au service de la revolution, no.4, p.12. Other
statements from 'Propositions - Rappel' reappear (often in modified
form) in 'Moulin premier', nos. XXXVJ - XL, MSM. pp.134-133.
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The "action" (or poetry lived and written) has unlimited power (and

therefore perhaps infinite reference), but it must also impose upon

itself the limit of a victim, which must be in a state of "devenir"

("de plus en plus dangereuse") as opposed to the 'always-already'

unlimited potential of "l'esprit poetique". As has been suggested,

the concept of "l'esprit poetique" is important to the Surrealists,

especially to Char, and this affirmation in 'Propositions - Rappel'

is marked as a definition not only by the title of the text, but also

by its assertorial form ("Ce qui fait c'est ...). However, the

definition is extremely difficult to understand - unless, perhaps,

one reads it as a poetic presentation of a psychoanalytic idea.

Although La Science des Bgves. which was to be an essential text for
A O

the Surrealists, was not published in France until 1926, Breton was

already familiar with Freud's work by 1924 when he wrote in Manifeste

du surrealisme:

II faut ... rendre grS.ce aux decouvertes de Freud. Sur
la foi de ces decouvertes, un courant d'opinion se dessine
enfin, a la faveur duquel 1'explorateur humain pourra
pousser plus loin ses investigations, autorise qu'il sera a
ne plus seulement tenir compte des realites sommaires.
L'imagination est peut-Stre sur le point de reprendre ses
droits. Si les profondeurs de notre esprit recelent d'etranges
forces capables d'augmenter celles de la surface, ou de lutter
victorieusement contre elles, il y a tout interSt a. les capter
d'abord, pour les soumettre ensuite, s'il y a lieu, au
controle de notre raison. Les analystes eux-m§mes n'ont qu'a
y gagner. Mais il importe d'observer qu'aucun moyen n'est
designe a -priori pour la conduite de cette entreprise, que
jusqu'a nouvel ordre elle peut passer pour §tre aussi bien
du ressort des poetes que des savants et que son succes ne
depend pas des voies plus ou moins capricieuses qui seront
suivies. 43

42. The translation by Ignace Meyerson was published in Paris in 1926.
43. Breton, Kanifestes du surrealisms. p.2J.



Breton thus insists on the importance of Freud's work but asserts

that poets also may profit from it and use Freud's discoveries in

their creative writings. Breton himself was thoroughly familiar with

La Science des Rgves (even writing to Freud to announce an omission in

the bibliographyi^), and was continually meditating on the implications

for Surrealism of Freud's work. It is indeed significant for the

purposes of this study to note that immediately preceding Char's

text we find an article by Breton, 'Reserves quant a la signification

historique des investigations sur le r§ve', in which he deplores Freud's
45

rejection of the notion of the prophetic dream. While I have been

unable in the course of many meetings with Rene Char to establish

exactly which of Freud's texts Char was most familiar with in the 20's

-and early 30's, the poet accepts that, despite subsequent reservations

about Freud and about psychoanalysis, his encounter with Freud's ideas

altered his attitude to perception and existence.

In the opening statement of 'Propositions - Rappel', Char's use

of the term "1'esprit poetique" clearly goes beyond Aragon's use of it

in Le Paysan de Paris, and must be read in the context of his poem of

that name (numbers 3 and 4 of Le Surrealisme au service de la revolution

were, after all, published simultaneously in December 1934). In the

44. For Freud's three letters on this subject and Breton's response,
see Le Surrealisme au service de la revolution, no.5, pp.10-11.
45. See Le Surrealisme au service de la revolution, no.4, p.9. This
article (pp.7-12) is an extract from Les Vases communicants published
the following year (Paris, 1932, pp.13-29).
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poem, 'L'esprit poetique', we find, the co-existence of apparently

opposing desires:

S'il faut distinguer plusieurs qualites dans 1'amour
maternel, il y a lieu d'etablir une hierarchie dans
la pourriture.

Apprends-moi a tuer, je t'apprendrai a jouir.

Dans 1'amour, il y a encore 1'immobilite, ce sexe geant
qui se decoud, et qui se leve et qui m'aspire, l'annee de ma
naissance demeurant, il est bien entendu, l'annee de
ma mort.

Without wishing to embark upon a psychoanalytic reading of Char's

poems, I feel that the prevalent and vigorous discussion of Freud's

work, coupled with the 'coincidence' of Char's text and Breton's

article justify (indeed, may even demand) a reading of Char's

definition of "1'esprit poetique" from a psychoanalytic angle. The

'prey' (or object) of the 'esprit poetique* is both the poetic text

which will be created and the reader who will be 'attacked' by the

"esprit poetique": in both cases, the writer is revealing a

pre-occupation with the relational nature of writing - in poetry, as

in all existence, there is an element of aggressivity which is

ultimately sadomasochistic:

En raison de 1'importance des relations interpersonnelles
... une theorie de l'agressivite chez l'homme ne peut
§tre qu'une theorie du sado-masocnisme, mettant l'accent
sur les relations de domination - soumission. 46

46. D.Lagache, 'Situation de l'agressivite', Bulletin de gsvcholggie,
tome XIV (1960-1961), p.101.
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It would, in fact, seem justifiable to suggest that, like the other

Surrealists, Char was, in 1931» sufficiently influenced by Freud's

theories of psychoanalysis and sexuality to express his conception

of the poet in terms of sadomasochism.

The subject constitutes itself through its relations with its

internal objects and with its external objects; here the subject

("l'esprit poetique" - or the poet) can constitute itself as poetic

(and thus as itself) only by continually changing its object-relations.

The notion of object-relations necessarily emphasizes the relational

life of the subject - which is precisely how Char conceives of
A *7

poetry: as a constant relation with the world (internal and external).

This relation, which is essentially reciprocal, exemplifies the

- Freudian opposition, activity - passivity; and the definition of

"l'esprit poetique" as necessarily assigning itself an object which

is both victim and "de plus en plus dangereuse" indicates that this

opposition takes the form of a sadomasochistic relation. For Freud,

the sadomasochism opposition is more than a perversion, as we see in

his essay, The Sexual Aberrations:

47* See, for instance, the following statements:
Le poeme est toujours marie a quelqu'un. ('Partage formel',
no.XVI, FM^p.71);
J'ecris brievement. Je ne puis guere m'absenter longtemps.
('Feuillets d'Hypnos', no.31, FM. pp.98-99)I
Le poete, conservateur des infinis visages du vivant.
('Feuillets d'Hypnos'^ no.83, FM, p.111);
La ligne d& vol du poeme. Elle devrait §tre sensible a
chacun, ('Feuillets d'Bypnos', no.98, FM, p.116). "
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Sadism and masochism occupy a special position among the
perversions, since the contrast "between activity and
passivity which lies behind them is among the universal
characteristics of sexual life. 48

The researches mentioned above ... have led me to assign
a peculiar position, based upon the origin of the instincts,
to the pair of opposites constituted by sadism and
masochism, and to place them outside the class of the
remaining 'perversions'. 49

The (possibly metaphoric) use of the concept of sadomasochism is most

helpful for Char, since it permits him to communicate the inescapable

presence in his images of violence in a form which presupposes a

certain universality:

... the most remarkable feature of this perversion is
that its active and passive forms are habitually found to
occur together in the same individual. 50

The definition of "1'esprit poetique" would seem, then, to comprise

three essential elements:

(1) limitless (potential) power,

(2) vulnerability which is presented as demanding menace or attack,

(3) an element of aggressivity and aggression, which will translate

itself in the images. Here it is useful to refer again to Lagache,

who indicates that aggression is not necessarily destructive:

48. Sigmund Freud, 'Three Essays on the Theory of Sexuality', Standard
Edition of the complete psychological works of Sigmund Freud. General
Editor - James Strachey, vol. VII: 1901-1905 (London, 1953), p."159•
This study was published in Paris in 1923» translated by Blanche
Reverchon-Jouve.
49• ibid. This statement appears in a footnote added in 1924 by Freud.
50. ibid.
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En somme, entre l'agressivite et 1'agression, s'etale
1'eventail des intermediaires entre la puissance et l'acte,

Ce qui complique la question, c'est que 1'agression ne
consiste pas toujours en des actions motrices qui tendent
ouvertement a ecarter ou detruire l'objet, Celles-ci peuvent
consister en decharges massives, emotionnelles, peu ou pas
efficaces ou, au contraire, en actions pertinentes, visant
des effets eloignes, caracteres qui en font une activite des
plus adaptees. 51

Char's conception of "1'esprit poetique" in terms of violence is further

explored in the final proposition of the text:

La pensee poetique vivante de ce que vous desirez semblera
pouvoir etre enoncee dans sa meilleure form* quand les images
symboliques quitteront leur signification pacifique
exactement comme le locataire a pris conge dans le temps du
proprietaire - c'est ainsi qu'on doit voir le mouvement sortir
de l'immobilite - ne resisteront plus au neant qui les aspire
et, se detruisant reciproquement, viendront s'identifier a
leurs cendres primitives, Pescendance revolutionnaire. 52

What Char seems to be postulating here is that the symbolic image is

essentially separate and different from its "signification pacifique",

that is to say, its denotational 'meaning', although there is a temporary

relationship of apparent dependency between them ("locataire""^). He

rejects the stasis of meaning and valorizes movement over immobility,

51. Lagache, 'Situation de l'agressivite', p.100.
52. Le Surrealisme au service de la revolution, no.4, p.12.
53. It is interesting to note in this context that Char later uses the
term 'locataire' to describe the nature of his adherence to Surrealism:

"Aujourd'hui, Rene Char aime a dire qu'il n'a ete que le 'locataire'
du surrealisme, qu'il n'y a trouve qu'une maison de passage, un espace
a traverser", Raymond Jean, 'Un inflexible trajet poetique', Le Monde
(11 January 19^9)» P»IV of the section 'Le Monde des Livres'.
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as can be seen in the functioning of his images from Les Cloches sur

le Coeur onwards, but he now introduces a new concept - that of the

mutual destruction of the images which is allied to a unification

with "leurs cendres primitives" (which, by means of the conjoining

of "cendres" and "primitives", cannot but evoke the phoenix and

thereby imply a rebirth - which is also a new birth). The images

should, then, operate in such a way that they destroy their own

stable meanings and function as simultaneous births and deaths, that

is as a continual process of signifying, which can never be codified

or reduced to any 'permanent' meaning. The paradox of "la parole

poetique vivante" being best expressed when the images destroy each

other reveals again the poet's awareness of the element of

sadomasochism implicit in the act of poetry.

As has already been stated, it is not the intention of this study

to attempt a psychoanalytic reading of Char's poetry, but it is

important to indicate the effect of Char's reading of psychoanalysis,

since this not only underlines the fact that Char did indeed commit

himself to Surrealism (albeit temporarily) but also furnishes him with

a theoretical frame-work for the images of violence (directed both

outwards and against the self) which occur in all his works. When

using the term 'sadomasochism', it is necessary to remember that the

Surrealists explicitly refused to condemn perversions (except that of
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pederasty ; and rejected the notion of "l'homme normal". The

Surrealists recognised, of course, that the fact that one uses elements

of a perversion does not mean that one is perverse (since we all use,

56 s
albeit on a microscopic level, certain aspects of perverse mechanisms ),

54* See, for example, 'Recherches sur la sexualite', La Revolution
Surrealiste. no.11 (15 mars 1928):

QCueneau] - Breton, condamnez-vous tout ce qu'on appelle
les perversions sexuelles?
B[reton], - A aucun degre.
Q. - Quelles sont celles que vous ne condamnez pas?
B. - Toutes les perversions qui ne sont pas celle dont
nous venons trop longuement de parler [la pederastie]. (p.38).

It should be noted that Breton makes an exception for Sade (and for
Jean Lorrain): "Tout est permis par definition a un homme comme le
marquis de Sade, pour qui la liberte des moeurs a ete une question de
vie ou de mort" (ibid., p.33)* However, the Surrealists' (and especially
Breton's) attitude to homosexuality is a psychologically significant
deviation from their avowed cult of total sexual freedom and their

'rejection of moral limitations, and merits a rigorous examination - which
• would almost certainly establish illuminating links with their narcissism
In any case, it would seem wholly unsatisfactory to justify Breton's
attitude in terms of social diplomacy, as does Sarane Alexandrian:

L*intolerance (mitigee) de Breton envers 1'homosexualite
a ete mal comprise, et l'a meme fait accuser d'etroitesse
d'esprit. II est probable que s'il n'avait pas repousse
cette perversion par temperament, il l'aurait repousse aussi
bien par diplomatie, en tant que chef d'une communaute d'hommes

(Les liberateurs de 1'amour, Paris, 1977* p.226)
55. During the discussion of 'Recherches sur la sexualite', Breton used
the term "pathologique", which catalyzed the following (much applauded)
remark by Aragon:

Je tiens a signaler que pour la premiere fois au cours de ce
debat le mot "pathologique" entre en jeu. Cela semble
impliquer de la part de certains d'entre nous une idee de
1'homme normal. Je m'eleve contre cette idee.

(La Revolution Surrealiste. no,11, p.37).
56. "Everyday experience has shown that most of these extensions
[perversions], or at any rate the less severe of them, are constituents
which are rarely absent from the sexual life of healthy people, and are
judged by them no differently from other intimate events.

... No healthy person, it appears, can fail to make some addition
that might be called perverse to the normal sexual aim ...

(Freud, 'The perversions in general*, Standard Edition, vol. VII, p»l6o).
The same notion has been advanced more recently in a powerful article
by Joyce McDougall, 'Primal scene and sexual perversion', International
Journal of Psychoanalysis, no.53 (1972), pp.371-384.
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but their explicit defence of sexual perversions indicates their

rejection of any norm, their refusal to reduce Man to a static

definition.

Char's exploitation of sadomasochism in 'Propositions - Rappel'

and in his poetic imagery is, I would suggest, precisely what

distinguishes him from the other Surrealists, even while he was a

Surrealist and writing in a truly Surrealist way. Jean Starobinski's

perceptive remark on Breton yv\<x.y to all the other Surrealists
except Char:

Le sentiment ... ne s'exalte qu'en vue de jouir de
soi, il ne s'ordonne a rien d'autre qu'a lui-m§me, et,
considerant comme un leurre la distinction du sujet et
de l'objet, il congedie - en ce qui regarde le monde
exterieur comme le monde interieur - le concept de
verite.57

The Surrealists tend to refuse objective existence to their women

(be they real or created in the poems), who exist more as projections
CO

of the desires and fears of the (male) Surrealists. Char, on the

other hand, is primordially concerned with inter-relations and

maintains a constant awareness of the Other, as is indicated by his

insistence on the relational nature of poetry: and his use of

57. 'La- litterature et l'irrationnel', Penser dans le tenvps; Melanges
offerts a Jeanne Hersch (Lausanne, 1977)» p.182.
58. For some interesting recent reappraisals of the Surrealists and
women, see 'La femme surrealiste', Obliques. nos,14-15 (1977)• an(i
Jacqueline Masse-Rouquette, 'Femme et surrealisme', L'Evolution
rsychiatrique. tome XLIV, fascicule I (1979)» PP.79-96. It should
perhaps be said that Eluard does not refuse objective existence to his
women in quite the same way as the other Surrealists might be seen to
do. Eluard's woman is certainly an all-woman, but she has considerable
importance as the medium of experience and the poet goes so far as to
speak in her name (see, for instance, 'A celle qui repete ce que je dis',
no.II, Oeuvres completes. t.l, p.1199). Eluard's perception and
articulation of a.different point of view would suggest that his is a
less narcissistic attitude to women than that of some of his fellow
Surrealists.
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sadomasochism in his thinking about poetry, as in his imagery, thus

serves to preserve unimpaired the subject-object relation. Char's

greatest distinguishing feature as a Surrealist is, therefore, I

would submit, that he refuses the narcissism which Jean Starobinski

has so pertinently identified as a defining characteristic of Breton

(as it is, indeed, of so many of the other Surrealists). While Char

uses psychoanalysis (at this point in his poetic development) to

establish a means of expressing his poetics, as does, for example,
59

Ezra Pound in his explanation of his famous definition of the 'Image',

it is particularly significant that, in his 'theoretical' writings, as

in his poems, he rejects the implication of the identification of

subject and object which is to be found in many Surrealist writings.

Char's poetry witnesses to an articulated aggression towards the

object (be it the figure of a poem, the reader or the text), while

much Surrealist writing reveals rather an aggression which is

precisely narcissistic:

59. "An 'Image' is that which presents an intellectual and emotional
complex in an instant of time. I use the term 'complex' rather in the
technical sense employed by the newer psychologists, such as Hart,
though we might not agree absolutely in our application", Literary
Essays (London, i960), p.4.
Herbert N.Schneidau clarifies somewhat this use of the term 'complex':

Bernard Hart, M.D., was a pioneer in London psychiatry
who described himself as under the influence of Freud,
Jung and Krafft-Ebing. Hart's meaning for 'complex'
appears to have been popularized in such phrases as
'inferiority complex'; he defined them as systems of
•emotionally toned ideas', operating unobserved in the
mind, which caused random trains of thought to return
continually to one object or feeling. (Ezra Pound:
The Image and the Real. Baton Rouge, 1969, P.55).
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L'agressivite est la tendance correlative d'un mode
d'identification que nous appelons narcissique et qui
determine la structure formelle du moi de l'homme
du registre d'entites, caracteristiaue de son monde.

ARTINE

A.Andre Breton

Dans le lit qu'on m'avait prepare il y avait: un animal
sana-uinolent et meurtri, de la taille d'une brioche, un

tuyau de plomb, une rafale de vent, un coquillag-e glace,
une cartouche tiree, deux'doigts d'un gant, une tache
d'huile; il n'y avait pas de porte de orison, il y avait
le gofit de 1'amertume, un diamant de vitrier, un cheveu.
un .iour, une chaise cassee, un ver a soie, l'ob.iet vole,
une chaine de uardessus, une mouche verte a-p-privoisee,
une "branche de corail, un clou de cordonnier. line roue
d'omnibus,

Offrir au passage un verre d'eau a un cavalier lance a
bride abattue sur un hippodrome envahi par la foule suppose,
de part et d'autre, un manque d'adresse; Artine apportait
aux esprits qu'elle visitait cette secheresse monumentale,

L*impatient se rendait parfaitement compte de l'ordre des
r§ves qui hanteraient dorenavant son cerveau, surtout dans
le domaine de 1'amour ou l'activite devorante se manifestait
couramment en dehors du temps sexuel; 1'assimilation se
developpant, la nuit noire, dans les serres bien closes,

Artine traverse sans difficulte le nom d'une ville, C'est
le silence qui detache le sommeil,

Les objets designes et rassembles sous le nom de nature-
precise font partie du decor dans lequel se deroulent
les actes d'erotisme des suites fatales, epopee quotidienne
et nocturne, Les mondes imaginaires chauds qui circulent
sans arr§t dans la campagne a l'epoque des moissons
rendent l'oeil agressif et la solitude intolerable a celui
qui dispose du pouvoir de destruction. Pour les
extraordinaires bouleversements il est tout de m8me
preferable de s'en remettre entierement a eux.

60. Jacques Lacan, 'L'agressivite en psychanalyse', Revue franqaise de
psychanalyse, annee 12 (1948), p.375»



L'etat de lethargie qui precedait Artine apportait les elements
indispensables a la projection d'impressions saisissantes
sur l'ecran de ruines flottantes: edredon en flammes dans
l'insondable gouffre de tenebres en perpetuel mouvement.

Artine gardait en depit des animaux et des cyclones une
intarissable fraicheur. A la promenade, c'etait la transparence
absolue.

A beau surgir au milieu de la plus active depression l'appareil
de la beaute d'Artine, les esprits curieux demeurent des
esprits furieux, les esprits indifferents des esprits
extr§mement curieux.

Les apoaritions d'Artine depassaient le cadre de ces contrees
du sommeilj ou le pour et le pour sont animes d'une egale
et meurtriere violence. Elles evoluaient dans les plis d'une
soie brC.lante peuplee d'arbres aux feuilles de cendre.

La voiture a chevaux lavee et remise a neuf l'emportait
presque toujours sur 1'appartement tapisse de salp^tre
lorsqu'il s'agissait d'accueillir durant une soiree
interminable la multitude des ennemis mortels d'Artine.
Le visage de bois mort etait particulierement odieux. La
course haletante de deux amants au hasard des grands chemins
devenait tout a coup une distraction suffisante pour
permettre au drame de se derouler, derechef, a ciel ouvert.

Quelquefois une manoeuvre maladroite faisait tomber sur la
gorge d'Artine \ine t6te qui n'etait pas la mienne. L'enorme
bloc de soufre se consumait alors lentement, sans fumee,
presence en soi et immobilite vibrante.

Le livre 'ouvert sur les genoux d'Artine etait seulement
lisible les jours sombres. A intervalles irreguliers les
heros venaient apprenare les malheurs qui allaient a nouveau
fondre sur eux, les voies multiples et terrifiantes dans
lesquelles leur irreprochable destinee allait a nouveau
s'engager. Uniquement soucieux de la Fatalite, ils etaient
pour la plupart d'un physique agreable. Ils se deplagaient
avec lenteur, se montraient peu loquaces. Ils exprimaient
leurs desirs a l'aide de larges mouvements de t§te
imprevisibles. Ils paraissaient en outre s'ignorer totalement
entre eux,

* * \ 6^
Le poete a tue son modele.

61. MSM. pp.37-44. In the original 1930 edition, the dedication was
"Au silence qui laisse rtveur", a dedication whose significance will be
considered later.
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'Artine' is, as La Charite uoints out, "the best available poetic
62

document for the assessment of Char's Surrealist experience",

but there is, as yet, no consensus of reading of the poem - or of

interpretation of the figure of Artine herself. Mounin asserts

that "Artine ... c'est la surrealite"; ^ Sarane Alexandrian sees her

as "une figure syinbolique de la revolte empruntant le corps de

l'amour";^ La Charite defines her as "the muse of inspiration and

imagination, a muse who has existed throughout the history of poetic
65

productivity"; and Caws interprets her as "absolute transparency

and an unceasing current".^ Study of the poem has tended to focus

on its oneiric quality and on the value of the last line, which is

usually interpreted as a rejection of Surrealism:

C'est parce que Rene Char a choisi le reel que - dernier
mot du poeme - "le poete a tue son modele", c'est-a-dire
a repudie tout ce par quoi le reve et 1'inconscient et
l'irreel pouvaient devenir un monde qui pretendit se
suffire et dispenser du vrai.67

The last line of 'Artine* is, without question, an
affirmation of reality; it is such a strong affirmation
that it nearly succeeds in negating the abundant
Surrealist traits. 68

62. La Charite, Poetics and Poetry of Char, p.48.
63. Mounin, La communication poetique. p.100.
64. Sarane. Alexandrian, Le surrealisme et le rgve (Paris, 1974), p.474•
65. La Charite, Poetics and Poetry of Char. p.49.
66. Caws, Presence of Char, p.237.
67. Mounin, La communication poetique. p.104.
68. La Charite, Poetics and Poetry of Char, p.56.



Only Caws, in fact, has hitherto challenged, this reading:

It is not, or so we would maintain, Artine who is
eliminated here, but rather the exterior pattern of
the real, rejected in favor of motion inward, as an
"interior model" at once transparent and
all-encompassing.69

These readings all presume an identification of Char and "le poete",

whereas the text would seem precisely to enact an exclusion of Char.

In the opening line (where Caws sees an identification of the bed and
70

the alchemist's crucible ), the poetic figure "je" is posited as

passive: the first problem posed by the text is thus the status of

this "je". When, in his essay, 'Musique et litterature comme arts

__complementaires', Etienne Souriau interrogates himself on how the

poet conveys emotion, he argues: "...en realite, ce qu'il [le poete]

veut ... , c'est poser en etat d'emotion dans l'univers de sen poeme,

71
le Je de cet univers." He then asserts, in reply to his question,

"Qu'est-il, ce Je?"j

C'est a la fois un poete essentiel et absolu, et aussi
1'image poetisee de lui-m§me que l'auteur veut donner a
son lecteur. C'est meme le lecteur lui-m§me, en tant
qu'introduit dans le poeme a une place qu'on lui prepare,
pour participer aux sentiments qu'on suggere.72

69. Caws, Presence of Char, p.238.
70. Mary Ann Caws. Rene Char (Boston, 1977), pp.62-65.
71. Etienne Souriau, La correspondance des arts (Paris, 1947), p.149*
72. ibid. See also Aragon's affirmation in 'Avis': "Je ne me mets pas
en scene, Mais la premiere personne du singulier exprime tout le concret
de l'homme. Toute metaphysique est a la premiere personne du singulier.
Toute poesie aussi.

La seconde personne, c'est aussi la premiere." (La Revolution
Surrealiste. no.1, p.25).
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While this thesis is useful (and, in the case of 'Artine', provides an

attractive analogy between the bed prepared for the "je" and the

poetic place prepared for the reader), the role of the "je" in 'Artine'

would seem more complex. Jean Cohen's development of this thesis,

although it accepts Souriau's general interpretation of the meaning

of the "je", provides a certain illumination by introducing the concept

of absence (albeit in terms of reference):

On le voit, "Je" n'est plus simplement "l'emetteur du
message". Le pronom renvoie a une signification
nouvelle qui n'est pas inscrite dans le code et en
emane cependant. L'absence, dans le message lui-m§me,
de la reference a laquelle renvoie le code, transforme
le code et le dote d'un pouvoir nouveau. II n'est
pas dans le dictionnaire de mot pour signifier "le
poete essentiel et absolu". La figure reussit a en
creer un.73

If the first paragraph of the poem were truly an 'introduction' (and,
74 \

as such, exterior, to a certain extent, to .the poem itself ), one

could accept a transposition of the "je" of the man, Rene Char, to

"le poete" - who would be a fictionalized version of himself or even

of "le poete essential et absolu". However, the text contains a

further use of the first person singular in paragraph eleven:

Quelquefois une manoeuvre maladroite faisait tomber sur
la gorge d'Artine une t§te qui n'etait pas la mienne.

73#Jea-n Cohen, Structure du langage •poetique (Paris, 1966), p.158.
74.La Charite, for example, argues: "Paragraph one is printed in
italics in order to set it apart from the rest of the poem; this
paragraph is one of preparation and designates the setting of Artine...".
Poetics and Poetry of Char, p.49.
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The passivity of the first paragraph has been transformed into an

absence signalled by the grammatical presence of the possessive

adjective - whose function is to exclude 'Rene Char' from the

narration of the poem. The implication of the sentence, established

by "quelquefois" and "une manoeuvre maladroite". is, of course, that

"*ma t§te" fell at times on Artine's neck, but the negative nature of

the textual articulation of this notion serves to exclude the

representation of this action from the actual development of the

text. There is,- then, a simultaneity of the presence and the absence

of the poet within the poem, since he refers to himself in order to

exclude himself from the textual development and thereby signals that

the final line both refers to him (since he is a poet), and is_ not him

(since the "je" has been created within the poem as passive in the

first paragraph and as absent in paragraph twelve). The use of a

"je" can, in fact, result in an exclusion of the "je" from the text

and thereby demand a reconsideration of the functioning of the text,

as has been suggested by Jean-Max Tixier:

Dans le jeu producteur de 1'ecriture, l'ecrivant fonde un
"je" qui n'est pas lui. ... Le resultat de 1'initiative,
rusant avec son illusion, se retourne alors contre le "je",
et le rejette hors du texte. 75

... le centre emetteur, l'auteur de qui l'on attendait
1'explication, en me'me temps que la creation, cesse de
fonctionner et de se presenter en tant que tel. Le sens ne
se determine plus en fonction de ce lieu fixe, immuable et
souverain - le "je". II s'agit de reconsiderer son rSle et
son pouvoir, de situer l'un et 1'autre a sa place dans le
reseau materiel complexe de 1'oeuvre. Autrement dit, de
consentir a un nouveau mode d'ecriture, de contact avec le
monde, avec les mots, avec le monde des mots. J6

75. Jean-Max Tixier, Four une logique uoetique (Crecy-la-Chappelle, 1980), p.45«
76. ibid., p.47.
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In 'Artine', the use of the pronoun and of the possessive adjective is,

in itself, a rejection of the "je" (or, at least, of the articulation

of the word "je" within the poem), as Ross Chambers has noted in

another context:

Le possessif implique la relation possedant-possede, mais
de ce fait m§me une distinction entre les deux: si je dis
"mon doigt", c'est que je ne m'identifie pas au doigt en
question, je me dis non—doigt.77

It would therefore seem that the poem is read as a narration - but as

a narration which contains the exclusion (by the narration itself) of

the narrator, and which contains also an implicit rejection of narrative

fiction in stanza twelve and thereby signals that the text, despite its

form, should not be read as a narrative fiction.

It is, of course, only in the heuristic reading that the poem is
7ft

perceived as a (linear) narration. Even in this fi^st reading,

however, it is clear that the unity of the poem is furnished by the

figure of Artine who is patently a metaphorical figure: the interpretations

mentioned above all recognise the metaphoric status of this image, but

77* Ross Chambers, 'Parole et poesie: "Sur les bois oublies ..." de
Mallarme', Poetiaue. no.37 (1979)» p.58 (note 7).
78. I use the terms 'heuristic' and 'hermeneutic' readings following
Riffaterre's definitions in Semiotics of Poetry: "Decoding the poem
starts with a first reading stage that goes on from beginning to end
of the text, from top to bottom of the page, and follows the syntagmatic
unfolding. This first, heuristic reading is also where the first
interpretation takes place, since it is during this reading that
meaning is apprehended. ... The second stage is that of retroactive
reading. This is the time for a second interpretation, for the truly
hermeneutic reading. As he progresses through the text, the reader
remembers what he has just read and modifies his understanding of it
in the light of what he is now decoding" (p.5)«
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it may be the very functioning of Artine within the text which

indicates her significance: she is, in fact, the matrix ofthe poem

and her name appears in nine of the thirteen paragraphs - and the

poet has magnified her textual role by electing to give her name as

the title of the poem. As Riffaterre says: "... a title is supposed

to inform the reader and facilitate access to the text by stating

79
its subject, its genre or its code", Artine is the subject of the

poem and also reveals (indeed is) the code of the poem, as can be

grasped by the hermeneutic reading. When La Charite asserts that
80

Artine is "the muse of inspiration and imagination", she is perhaps

right, although not in the terms she intends. Artine is, surely,

inspiration as Maurice Blanchot conceives of it;

L'inspiration ne signifie rien d'autre que l'anteriorite
du poeme par rapport au poete, ce fait que celui-ci se
sent, dans sa vie et dans son travail, encore a venir, encore
absent en face de 1'oeuvre poetique qui est elle-m§me toute
avenir et toute absence. Cette dependance est irreductible.
Le poete n'existe qu'apres le poeme. L'inspiration n'est
pas le doh d'un secret ou d'une parole, consenti a quelqu'un
existant deja; elle est le don de 1'existence a quelqu'un
qui n'existe pas encore. 81

Artine is indeed a. metaphorical figure for inspiration - and by this

very fact cannot but point to the poet's absence and to the text's

simultaneity of promise and absence. Promise is by its very nature a

79. ibid., p.100.
80. La Charite, Poetics and Poetry of Char, p.49.
81. Maurice Blanchot. La Part du feu (Paris. 1949)» p.104.
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witness to present absence as well as to future presence and Artine

is, I would suggest, both absent and present - like "le poete" who

is and is not Char the man or even Char the poet. The problem of

Artine's 'reality' (or, more exactly, of her presence in the poem) is

complicated by the 'priere d'inserer' to the original 1930 edition

which Char agreed to have republished in the 1963 edition, where it is

printed as part of the volumes

FEMMES QJJ'ON NS Y0IT PAS, ATTENTION!

POETE CHERCHE modele pour poemes. Seances de pose
exclusiv. pdt. sommeil recip, Rene Char, 8ter rue des
Saules, Paris, (inut. ven. avant nuit compl. La lumiere
m'est fatale.)
tf *
QUI A VtJ, demandent Andre Breton et Paul Eluard, qui a
vu NOTRE AMI Rene Char dep. qu'il a trouve femme mod. pour
poeme, femme dont il rSvait, femme belle a lui interd. de
s'eveil.? La femme etait aussi danger, pour le poete que
le poete pour la femme. Nous les avons quittes au bord
d'un precip. Personne. Qui peut dire ou nous mene ce
parfum disparu? 22
* Ici se place ARTINE, par Rene Char (Editions surrealistes).

The two sections of the 'priere d'inserer' point to the significance of

the poem which is preceded by the absence of a model, is followed by the

absence of both Char and his ideal model and itself articulates the

distance between the poem's "je" and Artine. In the 'advertisement'

82. Artine et autres poemes (Paris, 1963), P.9» In this edition, Char
omits the footnote on the placing of the poem; this is to be found only
in the 'priere d'inserer' of the 1930 edition.
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section,reference is made both to the physical, named world (8ter

rue des Saules) and to the oneiric world, suggesting a fusion of these

apparently contradictory worlds in the night, but, as Breton and

Eluard realise, the poem leads to the absence of Char and his model

but nonetheless remains as a trace of their passage - a passage

informed by a certain (poetic) sadomasochism ("La femme etait aussi

danger, pour le poete que le poete pour la femme"). 'Artine' is

indeed the trace of an encounter and enacts Char's belief in poems

as traces: "Un poete doit laisser des traces de son passage, non des
84

preuves. Seules les traces font rever". The absence of Artine

is further underlined by the original dedication to the poem: "Au

silence de celle qui laisse riveur", since, for a poet, silence is

paradoxically creative and inspirational, as Eluard affirmed

powerfully in 1935'

Les poemes ont toujours de grandes marges blanches, de
grandes marges de silence ou la memoire ardente se consume
pour recreer un delire sans passe. Leur principale qualite
est non pas d'evoquer, mais d'inspirer.85

83. See Alexandrian's reflexions on the significance of this 'advertisement':
"Imaginez qu'au lieu de ces piteuses annonces matrimoniales des journaux
specialises, de ces invitations a peine deguisees a la debauche ou a
1'escroquerie sentimentale, se mettent a fleurir de telles 'demandes
d'emploi': une curieuse revolution se ferait dans les moeurs amoureuses,
subissant sans pouvoir passer outre les sommations de la poesie", Les
liberateurs de 1'amour (Paris, 1977)» p.222.
84. SLP. p.23. The notion of the trace, to which I shall return in later
remarks, is one which informs much of Char's poetry and thinking; a
more recent affirmation of his belief in poetry is to be found in
'Devalant la rocaille aux plantes ecarlates', where he writes: "Nous
marcherons, nous marcherons, nous exerjant encore a une borne injustifiable
a distance heureuse de nous. Nos traces prennent langue" (INT. p.58).
85. Paul Eluard,'Physique de la poesie*, Minotaure, no,6 (1935)» p.6.
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For Char, a poem is a mark of the absence of the poet as well of the

subject of the poem, but is also a trace which demands an interpretative

effort on the part of the reader, hence his insistent differentiation

between 'trace' and 'preuve', since the former admits of no stability

of meaning. A further example of the inspirational potential of

silence/absence is to be found in 'Eaux-meres':

Ma mere se montre reservee dans le choix de ses termes.
Systematiquement le mot "mort" n'est pas prononce. Elle
dit: "La perte du fil". Ce qui me laisse r§veur.86

The 'priere d'inserer', thus, posits a referent for Artine (the

desired "modele"), but it is significant that the name "Artine" is not

actually articulated. In this way, the two sections function as a

paradigm of the experience of poetry, since the first section

communicates the desire which generates and informs the poem ("Le poeme

87
est l'amour realise du desir demeure desir" ) and the second indicates

the absence of poet and model after the poem: just as the text of the

poem is placed between these two sections, so the experience of the

poem occurs between desire and absence and thus functions as the trace

of a passage - desire signals a passage to come (and therefore absent),

absence signals a passage which is past (and therefore absent), and the

text of the poem can thereby mark absence through its very presence.

When, in April 1945» Char gave a copy of the 1930 edition of

Artine to Yvonne Zervos, he inscribed the following dedication:

86. MSM. p.102.
87. 'Partage formel', no.XXX, FM, p,?6.
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a Yvonne Zervos
dont la transparence absolue donne
a I'univers que j'aime la realite
que j'aime.

Rene Char
avril 1945

Yvonne Zervos is Artine for Char (at this time), but she is also

constantly present and absent for Char - he loves her and she is

married to Christian Zervos. However, the relationship between Artine

and Yvonne Zervos is not metaphorical and it is certainly not

reversible: Yvonne may be Artine, but Artine is neither Yvonne in

1945 nor Georgette Char in 1954 or 1953 when he writes the following

dedications to her:

a Georgette
Que chaque jour provienne d'Elle.

Rene Char89

Pour Georgette ce jeu d'epreuves de la edition.
R.C. 12 dec 1953.90

Artine is, quite simply, an image within the poem, an image which has

no codifiable reference outside the text and which, through its very

changeability, expresses the essence of the poem's functioning and

'meaning*: Artine is the central image and, as such, constitutes both

the subject and the code of the poem. As Blanchot argues:

88. Bibliotheque Jacques Doucet, Ponds Rene Char-Yvonne Zervos, no.508
(AE.III.2). All references marked AE are to manuscripts in this
collection, which have been consulted and quoted with the permission of
the poet. In the context of this dedication, it is interesting to note
that the sub-title to the poem 'Yvonne' is 'La soif hospitaliere' (HP.-p.50).
89. The dedication is to be found in a copy of Le marteau sans maltre
(1934 edition), Ponds Rene Char-Yvonne Zervos, no,957 (AE.III.46).
90. In the proofs of Le marteau sans ma?tre. Fonds Rene Char-Yvonne
Zervos, no.962 (AE.III.51).
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L*image, dans le poeme, n'est pas la designation d'une
chose, mais la maniere dont s'accomplit la possession de
cette chose ou sa destruction, le moyen trouve par le poete
pour vivre avec elle, sur elle et contre elle, pour venir
a son contact substantiel et materiel et la toucher dans
une unite de sympathie ou une unite de degout. L*image est
d'abord une image, car elle est 1*absence de ce qu'elle
nous donne et elle nous le fait atteindre comme la presence
d'une absence, appelant, par la en nous, le mouvement le
plus vif pour le posseder (c'est le desir dont parle Char).

The recurrence of the image of Artine in a poem whose dominant tense is

the imperfect serves, in fact, to indicate her present absence in the
r * * 92

text as "enonciation", rather than as "enonce" - and here I would

insist that, just as "le poete" is not wholly Char, so "son modele" is

not wholly Artine. Nothing in the text demands (or even permits) such

an equivalence, and indeed the importance of Artine within the poem

would be severely restricted if such an equivalence were made.

It would seem useful at this point to consider two lay—out features

which illuminate Char's attitude to his text. Firstly, in the manuscript

version of Arsenal and Artine, inscribed 'Poemes pour un ami qui
* f i 9 3

m'obligea. Rene Char, fevrier 1931.» Char makes no difference between

91. Blanchot, La Part du feu, p.112.
92. I use these terms following Emile Benveniste's distinction between
"enonciation" and "enonce" in 'L'appareil formel de 1'enonciation',
Langages. no,17 (March 1970), pp.12-18: "II faut prendre garde a la
condition specifique de 1'enonciation: c'est l'acte mSme de produire un
enonce et non le texte de 1'enonce qui est notre sujet" (p.13); "Ce qui
en general caracterise 1'enonciation est 1'accentuation de la relation
discursive au partenaire. qui celui-ci soit reel ou imagine, individuel
ou collectif. ... Comme forme de discours, 1'enonciation pose deux
'figures' egalement necessaires, l'une source, 1'autre but de 1'enonciation.
C'est la structure du dialogue. Deux figures en position de partenaires
sont alternativement protagonistes de 1'enonciation" (p.16). This essay
is republished in Benveniste, Problemes de linguistique generale. t.2
(Paris, 1974), pp.79-83.

The reader of 'Artine' - as partner - cannot but notice Artine's
absence within the act of the textual articulation,
93. Fonds Rene Char-Yvonne Zervos, no.684 (AE.IV.4).
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the first paragraph and the other stanzas (as he does in the 1930

published version) and, in the 1930 version itself, the last stanza

comes after two blank pages. This 'separation* of "Le poete a tue

son modele" would seem to indicate that the last paragraph is not so

much an organic development of the preceding paragraphs as a commentary

on them. As I shall attempt to show later, this value as commentary

rather than as development affects the interpretation of the poem,

but, for the moment, it will perhaps suffice to indicate that, contrary

to most readings of the poem, the "modele" cannot textually be

interpreted as the figure of Artine.

■Also, the inclusion in the early versions of the poem of the first

paragraph as_ first paragraph, rather than as an introduction to the

poem, postulates as an important thematic and structural device the

play of presence and absence (it is significant that the pivot of the

first paragraph is a negative proposition: "il n'y avait pas de porte

de prison"), and also explores the possibility of juxtaposition of

objects - or, more exactly, or juxtaposition of images of objects.

The first paragraph does not create an image of an alchemical

bowl, as Caws suggests; it is "une nature-precise", as the poet describes

it later, whose function is, however, not mimetic but 'poetic' in that

it establishes the nature of the poem's referential system - which

would seem to concord with Riffaterre's thesis:
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La fonction referentielle en poesie s'exerce de
signifiant a signifiant: cette reference consiste en
ceci que le lecteur pergoit que certains signifiants
sont des variantes d'une m§me structure.94

The essential nature of reference is not between the images and the

phenomenal world, but between.the images themselves - thus what is

surprising is not so much the fact that the bed contains such a

diversity of objects as the irreducibility of these objects to a

logical sequence and the semantic incompatibility within these images

of objects, A dynamism is set up between the images and within the

images, this dynamism being precisely the code of the poem - and this

code is properly established by the very function of Artine within

the poem, which indicates her true significance. The poem is an

enactment of Artine, just as Artine represents the functioning of

the poem. Artine, whose name figures in nine of the thirteen paragraphs

and whose role as matrix of the poem is reinforced by the fact that her

name is the title of the poem, would indeed seem to exemplify the

reversibility of textual dynamism proposed by Philippe Dubois:

... la metaphore, par le jeu d'une double lecture avant/arriere
assurerait au texte un dynamisme semantique qu'il n'etlt pas
possede sans elle.

II est done clair que la metaphore inscrite dans son
contexte, loin de voir sa reversibilite entravee, sa
polysemie reduite, est au contraire susceptible de produire
elle-m§me du sens qu'elle diffuse et projette dans le contexte
tout entier. En somme, si le fonctionnement interne de la
metaphore (c'est-a-dire la metaphore isolee, en tant qu'unite
paradigmatique) se definit par un va-et-vient constant du sens
(la reversibilite), on peut dire que son fonctionnement
externe (c'est-a—dire la metaphore en position syntagmatique)
transfere ce dynamisme semantique interne a 1"ensemble du texte

94. Michael Riffaterre, La -production du texte (Paris, 1979)» P.38.
95. Philippe Dabois, 'La metaphore filee et le fonctionnement du texte*,
Le franpais moderne. no.43 (1975)> p.205.
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The functional value of the first paragraph resides in the fact that it

valorises metaphoric vision and therefore postulates a similarity of

functional value between the figure of Artine and the images of objects

evoked. The paragraph's rhetorical status is determined by the

accumulation of references to objects - whose physical reality and

individuality are heightened by the dominant use of the indefinite

article. The juxtaposition of seemingly mimetic images of concrete

objects, of conceptual notions ("le goflt de l'amertume", "un jour"),

and of transitional terms ("une rafale de vent", "l'objet vole") distances

the possibility of reference to a physical reality exterior to the text.

As Riffaterre asserts:

,,, la realite ,,, est un succedane du texte, Cette
propriete demande un changement radical du point de vue
traditionnel dans 1*explication, II s'ensuit en effet
que le referent n'est pas pertinent a 1'analyse, et qu'il
n'y a aucun avantage pour le critique a comparer
1*experience litteraire a la realite et a evaluer l'oeuvre
en fonction de cette comparaison.96

The opening paragraph of 'Artine' does not only effect a rejection of

the phenomenal world through an accumulation of images in which:

,,, 1'accumulation filtre les semes des mots qui la composent,
surdeterminant 1'occurrence du seme le mieux represente,
accumulant les semes minoritaires, Les coiriposantes de
1'accumulation deviennent synonymes en depit de leur sens
original au niveau de la langue.97

96, Riffaterre, la -production du texte. p,19*
97, ibid,, p,41, In a hermeneutic reading, the dominant seme is seen to
be the figure of Artine herself, presented in the title which leads
directly into the accumulation and is, in a sense, constituent of it.
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It also has, as its pivot, a negative phrase: "il n'y avait pas de

porte de prison". This phrase is, of course, ambiguous: (i) there

was no prison door through which to escape; (ii) there was no prison

door to prevent escape. The pivotal phrase thus functions as a

voluntarily ambiguous assertion and posits the text as an autonomous

signifying force which invalidates the (illusory) association of

reference and monovalent coherence. The text "is autotelic, coherence

is created textually through the paradigmatic use of grammatical and

structural features, but this very textual coherence leads to a

liberation from the constraints of our rational structuring of the

'real* world.

In the first image of the accumulation, the bleeding animal's

size is "de la taille d'une brioche": thus the living is defined in

terms of the comestible which awakens an (emotionally unacceptable)

equivalence between the bruised and bleeding animal and the children's

treat. Also, in "un coquillage glace", the connotations of the sea

which are inevitably evoked are also contradicted by the equally
I* M

inescapable connotations of ice - if the coquillage is frozen, it must

be out of its natural environment, and thereby textually loses the meaning

which it normally acquires from its relationship with its habitat.

This image contradicts the connotations of warmth and belonging

associated with "le lit". Furthermore, there is the problem caused by

the co-existence in the bed of both objects and 'experiences' which can

be evoked but never concretized ("une rafale de vent", "le go£t de

l'amertume", "un jour"). The major difficulties posed by the paragraph



would thus appear to result from two factors: (i) semantic (or, at

least, connotational) incompatibility within individual images;

(ii) the juxtaposition not merely of images but also of codes of

imagery (mimetic, sensory, cognitive, archetypal, etc.).

The problem of seeming incompatibility is partially resolved

(and thereby - paradoxically - complicated) as the reader strives to

forge links between the images. Thus "une chalne de pardessus",

which engenders a slight shock (one would expect "une ceinture"),

can be related, to "une mouche verte apprivoisee" due to the fact

that "chaine" and "apprivoisee" exist within the same semantic field

of taming. However, it must be said at once that "chaine" has these

connotations only when it is liberated from the conventional

constraints of contextuality: we have therefore an example of

establishing links by reading the words as words and not as

contextually determined constituents of images. The poem's context

does not wholly determine meaning, and the reader familiar with Char's

work of this perio'd will thus seek a meaning of this image in the

intertextual relationship between the image of the fly in 'Artine'

(published in November 1930) and an image in 'Hommage a D.A.F. de Sade'

(published in October 1930):

Ces bouleversements derriere les paupieres nous
conduisent infailliblement a une mare dure et glissante
ou dort sous une nuee de mouches vertes l'immobilite
au diapason.98

98. Le Surrealisrae au service de la revolution, no.2, p.6.
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In this evocation of the functioning of the unconscious, the image of

the flies functions as a symbol of the activity of the conscious which

conceals (but also contains) the essence of existence - "1'immobilite

au diapason". This concept, which reappears in 'Artine' as

"l'immobilite vibrante" (paragraph eleven) is, I would suggest, the

embryonic form of a major concept in Char's later work, where he

transposes the co-existence of movement and immobility, of tension

and serenity, to conscious existence in which the desired state is one

of "une serenite crispee".^

The images of this first paragraph of 'Artine' remain ultimately

irreducible to a single meaning, but another form of linking effected

in the hermeneutic reading in an attempt to establish some sense of

meaning is that created by an awareness of structural parallelism which

evokes an illusion of semantic parallelism, as with "un clou de

cordonnier" and "une roue d'omnibus". In both cases, the second

element of the image functions as a defining epithet of the first

element, but the first element is also a partial definition of the

second element (a cobbler must use nails, a bus must have wheels).

The images share therefore a certain degree of reversibility and also

exist within the semantic field of travel:

clou —► cordonnier > [chaussure] >■ travel

roue omnibus > travel.

99. See the last paragraph of the 'preliminaire' to 'A une serenite
crispee: "Heureux les riches d'esprit, a 1'aveuglement studieux, aux
futiles scrupules, au remords irresolui Gueux qui souffle la lampe du
serviteurl A une serenite crispee? Pour une rougeur reapparue. Pas
sur n'importe quel visage" (RB3, pp.121-122).
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The function of these images is thus two-fold: (i) they present objects

whose value is lost when the second term is suppressed (or which are at

least rediiced to an uncertain state of semantic potentiality); and

(ii) they evoke the notion of travel and thereby have a connotational

value of escape (linked to the pivotal phrase), which is in opposition

to their denotational value as worthless objects.

A converse example of this functioning of epithets is to be found

in "un diamant de vitrier", where the diamond is presented as a tool

which permits the cutting through the "vitre" which is simultaneously

transparency, access to the "au-dela" and barrier, inaccessibility.

Here also the image functions as a coherent whole ("diamant" - "de

vitrier") and as a composite image ("diamant"/"de vitrier"), where the

diamond has the freedom to evoke love and union and consequently to

establish links with "le lit", "un cheveu" and even "une tache d'huile".

A further effect of the type of surrealist accumulation employed in

this first paragraph is to permit a revitalization of dead metaphors,

since the code of the paragraph (and indeed of the entire poem) demands

that' each image be scrutinized separately - hence "une branche de corail"

regains its original metaphoric force, which, of course, contains a

fascinating logical opposition, since the branch (which is, by

implication, living) consists of the skeletons of dead coral animals.

100, For some insights on the image of the window in Char's poetry,
see Mounin's essay, 'Les images de la vitre', La communication roetioue.
pp.246-254.
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Each of the images, in fact, evokes an absence, most notably "un

cheveu", which the reader must surely interpret as a trace of Artine's

passage - and the bed itself, placed in the first line of a poem

entitled 'Artine1, posits the absent Artine as lover. However, the

images of objects which fill the bed have a function beyond that of

signifying absence or that of determining a reading of the poem

which transcends logical and semantic incompatibilities: they

witness to Char's participation in the Surrealist meditation on

objects. The articulation of the list of objects found in the bed

contains, in fact, only one object which is marked by the definite

article and therefore accorded pre-eminence through grammar:

"l'objet vole". In the context of Surrealism, objects are of great

importance, ^hen, in 19*14» Marcel Duchamp started making the first

Surrealist objects (his "ready-made" and "ready-made aides"), he

opened up a field of exploration which would be continuously exploited

by the Surrealists, In the first Manifeste du surrealisme. Breton

asserted:

Les moyens surrealistes depanderaient d'ailleurs a
etre etendus. Tout est bon pour obtenir de certaines
associations la soudainete desirable, Les papiers
colles de Picasso et de Braque ont m§me valeur que
1'introduction d'un lieu commun dans un aeveloppement
litteraire du style le plus chd.tie.101

101. Breton, Manifestos du surrealisme. p.57.
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Later, in Introduction au discours sur le peu de realite. he insisted:

C'est pour reponare a ce desir de verification perpetuelle
que je proposais recemment de fabriquer, dans la mesure
du possible, certains de ces objets qu'on n'approche au'en
r§ve et qui paraissent aussi peu defendables sous le
rapport de l'utilite que sous celui de 11 agrement. 102

It would therefore seem capital to consider carefully the significance

of the terms of Char's image of "l'objet vole". The word "objet"

inevitably evokes notions of solidity and of resistance:

Ce qu'on appelle "objet exterieur" constitue une unite
fermee qui resiste a notre fantaisie, a notre desir de
la changer a volonte. Cette unite, cette consistance
sont 1'essence de l'objet. Le mot exprime quelque chose
qui ressemble a une "objection", comme le gegenstand
allemand qui signifie "resistance".
... L'objet rev§t mille formes mais il possede toujours
la nature du ferme, du resistant, de l'unifie.103

However, as Marcel Jean so pertinently points out, this resistance

is allied to desire:

Le mot objet, nous l'avons dit, est d'abord synonyme de
resistance; un dcmaine ou l'on ne rencontrerait pas de
resistance ne pourrait contenir d'objets.
... les surrealistes, et Chirico l'un des premiers, ont
redecouvert l'objet, un objet nouveau qui contient une
forte dose de subjectivite, sous la forme du Lesir, Mais
le desir aussi implique une resistance, c'est une tendance
limitee et definie, elle contient par nature une certaine
quantite de contrainte, TJn objet au sens surrealiste du
mot est done un complexe de fantaisie et de contrainte, de
desir et de resistance, possedant une substance ma-terielle.

102. Andre Breton, Introduction au discours sur le reai de realite (Paris,
1927), P.33. (This work was originally published in 1924).
103. Marcel Jean with the collaboration of Arpad Mezei, Histoire de la
•peinture surrealiste (Paris, 1959)» P.229.
104. ibid., p.243.
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"L'objet vole" of 'Artine', situated in a paradigmatic relationship

with the other images of the paragraph, catalyzes reactions both of

resistance and of desire: resistance in that all objects (such as

the "tuyau de plomb", the "cartouche tiree", etc.) seem to refer

outside the text to 'real' objects, and desire in that (again as a

paradigm for the other objects) it expresses a subjectivity, which is

strengthened by the adjective "vole" which communicates the desire

for possession (whereas Artine is never textually possessed).

"L'objet vole", as a lexical unit, inevitably generates an intertextual

reading with the Surrealist experiments in the plastic arts, where

different objects were elevated into art-objects. The most complete

exhibition of Surrealist objects was held in Charles Ratton's gallery

in the rue de Marignan in Paris from 22 to 29 May, 1936, where the

dazzling diversity of Surrealist objects was made apparent - "objets

naturels; objets perturbes; objets trouves; objets trouves interpretes;

objets americains; objets oceaniens; Readymades de Duchamp; objets
* r 1 05

mathematiques; objets surrealistes; objets mobile; objets-livres".

Char's "objet vole" is perhaps closest to the important Surrealist

"objet trouve", but his choice of the defining epithet "vole" evokes

desire more than perception and manipulation. The lack of any obvious

referent for the image leads the reader to attempt to assign a

referent to it; one seductive method of doing this is by reading the

image intertextually. Such a reading will inevitably be personal

(and arbitrary). I feel it may be useful, however, to suggest two

such intertextual readings which have illuminated the image for me:

105, ibid,, p.251.
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linked with guilt, (deferred) punishment and the development of moral
107

awareness, and (ii) Poe's seminal story 'La lettre volee' where

theft is presented as potentially leading to a disruption of the social-

order, but where the reparative act is similar to the original

'criminal' act - theft is here considered as aesthetically fascinating

rather, than as morally reprehensible. Given that the context is

non-determining, such readings generated by the intertext "vole"

offer possible interpretations of Char's image, but it should be

emphasized that the intertextual readings which I suggest are

personal and that, though they throw a contextually justified light

on the image, they cannot constitute any definitive meaning of the

image. However, it has seemed necessary to advance these readings

in order to indicate how this image, like so many in Char's work,

projects the reader out of the text in search of an ultimately absent

•meaning'. For the purposes of this chapter, though,it might seem

preferable, in the light of Char's commitment to Surrealism at this

period, to interpret the image the intertext of "l'objet"

(without nevertheless wholly repressing the other readings).

106.See Jean-Jacques Rousseau, 'Confessions - Livre second', Oeuvres
completes. t.l (Paris, 1959)> pp.84—87. In his brillant deconstructive
reading of this episode, 'Excuses (Confessions)*, Paul de Man affirms:
"The structure of desire as exposure rather than as possession explains
why shame functions indeed, as it does in this text, as the most effective
excuse, much more effectively than greed, or lust, or love", Allegories
of Reading: Pigural Language in Rousseau. Nietzsche, Rilke and Proust
(New Haven, 1979)* P.286.
107.See Charles Baudelaire, Oeuvres completes: Traductions", Histoires
extraordinaires -par Edgar Poe (Paris. 1932), PP.51-77. For an illuminating
study of Poe's text, see Jacques Lacan, 'Le seminaire sur la lettre volee'
where he suggests: "C'est ainsi que ce que veut dire 'la lettre volee',
voire 'en souffrance', c'est qu'une lettre arrive toujours a sa
destination", Ecrits (Paris, 1966), p.41.
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The difficulties encountered in interpreting this image (which

lead to an exploration of all possible references suggested by its

separate constituent terms) indicate that, within the accumulation

of the first paragraph where the various images are in a paradigmatic

relationship to each other, there is no possibility of arriving at any

stable meaning: the reader is, rather, alerted to the vertiginous

signifying power of images and words. One might suggest perhaps that

the function of this initial listing is to signify not so much a

representation in metaphoric form of any experiences in the real

world as a desperate textual attempt to grasp metonymically the absent

Artine.

In the second paragraph, Artine's absence is presented explicitly

within the textual presence of her name: she, like the unnamed (and

therefore textually absent) water-giver, offers "1'eau pure", but will

never be able to give it, since the rider cannot stop, just as

everyday life, with its invading crowds, so often prevents the

Surrealist encounter. In the first paragraph, the "je" and Artine

are separated and the bed, symbol of the failed union, is filled by a

juxtaposition (which is not a conjunction) of disparate objects: in

the second paragraph, the text articulates a separation between rider

and water-giver, between Artine and the "esprits qu'elle visitait" -

here, the space of their separation is filled by "la foule", which

signifies another juxtaposition of differences. Also, the adverbial

phrase "de part et d'autre" indicates that Artine herself is lacking

in the skill necessary to effect an encounter - and the text's ambiguous
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attitude to Artine is made more obvious in the last phrase of the

paragraph, where the words interact paradigmatically as well as

syntagmatically, so tnat the "secheresse monumentale" is associated

with Artine herself, rather than referring solely to Artine's

lovers. If Artine is textually absent in the first paragraph,

when her name is articulated in the second paragraph, it is in such a

way that she is still absent. She is not the unnamed water-giver

who is a metaphoric representation of her effect and of her absence -

and she can, in fact, be located only in the implied memory and desire

of lovers and of those awake to poetic activity (and it is capital at

this point to note that the Surrealists had certain reservations about

memory, as Breton makes clear in his remarks on "recits de rive": "Le

malheur est que cette nouvelle epreuve reclamait le secours de la

memoire, celle-ci profondement defaillante et d'une faijon generate,

sujette a caution"^^).

It might seem over-manipulative to interpret "esprits" as lovers

as well as minds alerted to poetry, but the bed of the first paragraph

and the explicit reference in paragraph three to "le cerveau" as

containing dreams of love indicate that the visits of Artine, which

are received as real, are visits into the mind - dream and reality,

rationality and irrationality, are no longer perceived as opposites.

It is, however, significant to note that the text distinguishes between

sexual love and "l'activite devorante",''^ or, rather, postulates an

108. Andre Breton, Les Pas perdus (Paris, 1924), p.151.
109. Char's concept at this period of love as devouring is articulated
even more clearly in 'Poeme' (1931)s "Dans le domains de la surrealite,
l'homme privilegie ne pouvant §tre que la proie gracieuse de sa
devorante raison de vivre: l'amour", MSI'. p.50. (Again one finds the
sadomasochism which informs so much of Cnar's Surrealist writings).
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eternal, consuming love which is liberated from the temporal limits

of sexuality ("le temps sexuel"). Having evoked a difference, the

poem suggests the development of an assimilation between the two types

of love which takes place "la nuit noire, dans les serres bien closes".

The image of "les serres bien closes" has an ambiguous reference:

(i) it suggests (hermetically sealed) hot-houses, and

consequently a passionate eroticism;

(ii) it evokes the claws of a bird of prey or of a praying-

mantis, closed on its victim;

(iii) the epithet "closes" leads the reader to substitute

"maisons" for "serres" and thereby think of (transparent)

brothels.

111
Through his manipulation of an irreducible ambiguity, Char is thus

suggesting that the beloved (the absent Artine) contains elements both

of the prostitute and the praying mantis - so, again, we see features
of sadomasochism in his relationship to his'object Artine, which is

close to his relationship with poetry. This similarity of sexual

perversion and the poetic experience is explicitly articulated by

Salvador Dali in 'Objets a fonctionnement symbolique': -

110. For a (brief) consideration of the theme of the woman as "mante
religieuse", see Xaviere Gauthier, Surrealisme et sexualite (Paris, 1971),
pp.170-173.
111. A further ambiguity is provided by a manuscript version of Arsenal
and Artine (Fonds Rene Char-Yvonne Zervos, no.684: AE.IV.4)» where
Char omits the comma between "la nuit noire" and "dans les serres bien closes'":
this alters the syntactic configuration of the sentence and serves to
enclose the black night within the transparent glass-houses - the
omission thus establishes a polar opposition which is in contrast to the
"assimilation" on which these phrases depend.
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mecanigue, sont bases sur les phantasmes et representations
susceptibles d'etre nrovognes par la realisation d'actes
inconscients.
... L'incarnation de ces desirs, leur maniere de
s'objectiver par substitution et metaphore, leur realisation
symbolique constituent le processus type de la -perversion
sexuelle. leauel ressemble, en tous points, au fait poetique.

In the fourth paragraph of 'Artine', her activity is described in

the present tense, thereby positing her (absent) activity as a constant,

Mounin writes of the first line:

Quand Rene Char ecrit: "Artine traversait sans difficulte
le nom d'une ville", il cree une quatrieme dimension
qui permet non pas d'echapper au monde a trois dimensions,
mais d'y rentrer; il cree la dimension qui relie
concretement 1'esprit a l'univers,113

V/hile this interpretation is certainly useful, the sentence would seem

also to demand an exploration of the question of naming, since the

poem's title is a proper name and the text opens with a listing, with

a naming sequence. Naming of objects is a means of structuring the

world, but, since the town's name itself is absent in that it is

withheld from the reader, we are faced with a non-location, which

Artine, as named figure, crosses, thereby signalling its silence

(within the text) and liberating the mind of the reader (and of the

112, Le Surrealisme au service de la revolution, no.3, p.16,
113. Mounin, La. communication poetiaue. p.104. It should be noted in
passing that Mounin has - uncharacteristically - transcribed the present
tense "traverse" wrongly as the imperfect "traversait".
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of name generates a meditation on silence ("C'est le silence qui

detache le sommeil"). As the original dedication of the poem

115("Au silence de celle qui laisse rSveur" ) indicates even before

the text itself is read, silence is liberating, and thereby challenges

the validity of the text as an entity which signifies through words

alone, directing the reader to the non-determined spaces round the

verbal text. Mallarme accords great importance to the white space of

poems:

L'armature intellectuelle du poeme se dissimule et tient -
a lieu - dans 1'espace qui isole les strophes et parmi le
blanc du papier: significatif silence qu'il n'est pas moins
beau de composer, que les vers.116

When Eluard considers the function of white space, he significantly

allies it to the function of memory, whose creativity is precisely

non-related to the past:

Les poemes ont toujours de grandes marges blanches, de
grandes marges de silence ou la memoire ardente se consume
pour recreer un delire sans passe, Leur principale qualite
est non pas d'evoquer, mais d'inspirer.117

114. Whereas Char's text posits the positive, liberating value of the
absence of name, the converse is, not unsurprisingly, more usually
found. Even Robert Desnos could write of the alienating effects of the
absence of this structuring device, as in his sonnet 'Le paysage':

A vieillir tout devient rigide et lumineux,
Des boulevards sans noms et des cordes sans noeuds:
Je me sens me roidir avec le paysage.

(Calixto suivi de Contree. Paris, 19&2, P.49)
115. In the 1945 edition of Le marteau sans ma?tre. this dedication is
transferred to 'L'action de la justice est eteinte'.
116. Stephane Kallarme. 'Reponses a des enqu§tes: Sur Poe', Oeuvres
completes (Paris, 19&1), p.872.
117. Eluard, 'Physique de la poesie', Hinotaure. no,6,p.6.



Char's meditation on silence leads him to a consideration of the

efficacy and exactitude of language and he returns to the question of

the text's objects which are now designated as forming a "nature-

precise", a term which forcefully rejects the notion of death implicit •

in the French rendering of 'still life' as "nature morte". The

English and the German ('Stilleben') terms, derived from the Dutch

'Stilleven', imply a momentary encapsulation of objects furnished by

a moment of perception, whereas the French term imposes on the objects

depicted a death, an inability to develop. By his deliberate

re-writing of the French term, Char would, then, seem to desire to

accord to the objects of his poem the value of perceived objects which

have a potential function beyond that posited by the poetic expression

itself. The relationship between the objects and the poem is further

"illuminated by the appositional definition of "les actes d'erotisme"

as "epopee quotidienne et nocturne". Given that an "epopee" is a

"long poeme ... ou le merveilleux se m§le au vrai, la legende a

r r r 118
l'histoire et dont le but est de celebrer un heros ou un grand fait",

the reader is led to accept that, in his celebration of Artine, Char

is insisting on an (artistic) fusion of "le merveilleux" and "le vrai",

of dream and reality, which occurs in a "decor". in an artificially

(or aesthetically) created framework: thus experience and expression

are linked as well as opposed. Furthermore, his use of the coordinating

conjunction ("quotidienne et_ nocturne") simultaneously conjoins and

opposes day and night, since, if there is a need for a grammatical

118, Petit Robert, pp.604-605.
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mark of conjunction, the conjoined terms must be different.

The poet then inverts the laws of physical reality and presents

"Les raondes imaginaires chauds" as continually wandering about in

"la campagne a l'epoque des moissons", thereby valorizing the

(infinite) universes which are contained within, but are not necessarily

limited by, the reality and possibility of harvesting. What is most

interesting here is that Char is exploiting the metonymic relationship

between "monde" and "campagne" by inverting the 'normal' relationship

between these concepts and enclosing the worlds within the

countryside, and so challenging our perception of this relationship,

just as he challenges our perception of the difference between day

and night. This blurring of distinctions is further effected within

the proposition by the opposition between "imaginaires" and "l'epoque

des moissons", since, in Char's poetic (and lived) universe, the

harvest is a period of great reality when one reaps the fruits of

maturation, of experience. The harvest is, however, as Paul Chaulot

has suggested, both "promesse" and "risque":

Un -possible y fomente qui nous tient en eveil, debusque^^^
de nos profondeurs une ancestrale vocation de guetteur.

The proposition thus presents a simultaneity of the real and the

imaginary, of promise and risk - and also points to the dangers of

imaginary experience (which would perhaps include oneiric experience),

119. Paul Chaulot, 'Rene Char et l'obsession de la moisson', Liberie.
vol.10, no.4, p.43.
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for this "unleashes the aggression and angry refusal of solitude which

are latent in "celui qui dispose du pouvoir de destruction". However,

Char does certainly not yet reject the imaginary, 'unreal* worlds,

since he recognises that a total submission to them permits one to

experience "les extraordinaires bouleversements".

The allied notions of promise and risk underpin the next paragraph,

where "l'etat de lethargie", the period of waiting for Artine (who may

ultimately bring violence and destruction), is conceived as also

having a potential, in that it brings the possibility of "la projection

d'impressions saisissantes sur 1'ecran de ruines flottantes". The text

is an exaltation of Artine, but it is also a comment on, and enactment

of, Char's poetic experience, "L'etat de lethargie" would thus seem to

refer (on one level) to his previous writing: as a result of his

encounter with the (metaphorical and multivalent) figure of Artine,

he has discovered a new form of image, whose essential power lies in

the fact that it is now projected, in all its contextually non-determined

ambiguity, "sur 1'ecran de ruines flottantes". Images were previously

contained - but remained unlocatable - in his memory, whereas now he

has an awareness of the destruction which occurs in memory and which is

not elimination or annihilation, but is a transformation of the universe

into a juxtaposition of disparate objects which form themselves into a

continually moving kaleidoscopic screen. Thus, retrospectively, the

reader can grasp that the violence done to the objects in the first
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paragraph furnishes the poet with the possibility of creating from

the accumulation of terms the otherwise indescribable image of absence.

The poem performs in the first paragraph a technique of image-creation

which goes beyond verbal expression - and which, in paragraph six, is

defined potently as a (visual and psychoanalytic) "projection".

Another example of this type of image-creation is to be found in the

image of the eiderdown. Here, the eiderdown (absent earlier from the

bed) is burning, is being consumed by some "activite devorante", but,

like the consuming love, it will never be wholly consumed - or

consummated - , since the image posits two infinities, "1*insondable

gouffre" and "perpetuel mouvement", and thereby indicates within the

text that the eiderdown can never be seen to burn up. The light of

the flames and the darkness are dependent one upon the other for their

existence, therefore by implication the flames' light is eternal, and

yet this notion contradicts both the essential definition of fire

(that it consumes) and the suggestion of a terminal point conveyed by

the image of a trajectory ("precipite"). One might, then, assert that

absence is introduced as inevitable (we all know that fire destroys

objects by reducing them to ashes), but is prevented textually. by

the terms of the image itself, from occurring.

Just as the negative phrase, "il n'y avait pas de porte de prison",

forms the pivot of the first paragraph, so paragraph seven is pivotal in

120. In his anecdotic book Revolutionnaires sans revolution (Paris, 1972),
Andre Thirion deals briefly with the friendship between Char and Eluard,
making an important distinction between their respective attitudes to
objects: "II y avait au depart une parente certaine dans 1'inspiration
des deux hommes, une m§me tendance vers une poesie immobile et Iransparente.
Les objets sent neanmoiris beaucoup plus malmenes par Rene Char que par
1'auteur de La Vie Immediate" (p.219).
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the overall structure of the poem. Artine, who earlier in the text

brought "cette secheresse monumentale" and therefore desire for water

(poetry), is now redefined in terms which are in direct opposition to

the notion of drought: "Artine gardait en depit des animaux et des

cyclones, une intarissable fraJcheur", Furthermore, she is "la

transparence absolue", a constantly running stream whose purity may

be ultimately immune to the animals and cyclones, but which is nonethele
121

in a constant state of danger. The interaction of the terms

"cyclones" and "fraScheur" creates a complex image, since, in French

meteorology, "cyclone" is reserved for storms in the torrid zone (as

opposed to "bourrasque" which is employed for storms in the temperate

zone), thereby setting up a binary opposition between polarities of

'extreme heat and coolness. However, the movement of a cyclone is often

121. It is interesting to note that, in a published letter to Rolland
de Reneville (dated "le 2 fevrier 1932"), Andre' Breton uses precisely
the term "transparence" to describe Char's poetry, although he allies
this to the (also wholly appropriate) notion of crystalline hardness:
"J'estime que la cristallisation, au sens hegelien de 'moment ou
l'activite mobile et sans repos du magnetisme atteint a un repos complet
que Char obtient sans cesse de sa pensee prete a chaque ligne d'Artine.
de L'Action de la Justice est eteinte. une transparence et une durete
extremes qui lui sont propres et le gardent plus que tout autre du
poncif surrealiste ...", Nouvelle Revue Francaise. t.XXXIX (Julv 1932),
P.154.

Rolland de Reneville's (undated) reply sheds light on the reception
of Char's work in circles such as that of the dissident, one-time
Surrealist editors of Le Grand Jeu: "Je me declare convaincu de la
realite des convictions que professe M.Rene Char, puisaue vous vous en
portez garant, mais j'eprouve des difficultes a partager votre opinion
sur la valeur de ses oeuvres. Leur minceur ne me parait pas que
materielle, et je demeure plein d'etonnement a vous voir invoquer Hegel
.et sa definition de 1'absolu pour en caracteriser la portee", ibid., p.1
For insights into the relations between the Surrealists and the editors
of the Rimbaud-worshipping Le Grand Jeu. see Breton, Manifestes du
surrealisme. pp.205-206, and Rene Daumai, 'Lettre ouverte a Andre Breton
sur les rapports du surrealisme et Le Grand Jeu1. Le Grand Jeu. no.3
(originally published in 1929) in L'Herne. no.10 (1968), pp.191-195.
This number of L'Heme contains the "reeaition integrals" of the three
numbers of Le Grand Jeu.
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compared, to that of the eddies in a swiftly flowing stream; thus a

similarity is established within the difference - and Artine, as stream,

is like the cyclones which threaten her. The heat/coolness opposition

is deconstructed by the text itself; and Artine's apparent

accessibility ("A la promenade"), which operates in seeming

contradistinction to her tantalizing inaccessibility in paragraph two,

may be seen to be a false promise, when one remembers that the river

Sorgue, one of the most important images in Char's work and for long

an essential part of the life of L'Isle-sur-Sorgue, is astonishingly

transparent but wholly undrinkable now, Artine is like the central

Surrealist image of the window and offers access to the "au-dela",

but she also functions as a barrier - a barrier which is created by her

absence. Transparency is also in itself a form of absence, since it

withholds (albeit illusorily) any impression of solidity, of presence.

Can Artine as transparency be desired? Can one meet a transparency?

These questions are ineluctably posed by a hermeneutic reading which

perceives that the entire poem is structed by the (unfulfilled) desire

to meet, to coincide with, Artine - and the language of the text

(and hence its images) express desire and therefore imply absence. As

Txvetan Todorov forcefully argues in his essay on Benjamin Constant:

On peut maintenant retablir sans mal la relation profonde
entre parole et desir. L'une et 1'autre fonctionnent d'une
maniere analogue, Les paroles impliquent 1'absence des choses,
de m§me que le desir implique 1'absence de son objet; et ces
absences s'imposent malgre la necessite' 'naturelle' des choses
et de 1*objet du desir. L'une et 1'autre defient la logique
traditionnelle qui veut concevoir les objets en eux-m§mes,
independamment de leur relation avec celui pour qui ils existent,
L'une et 1'autre aboutissent a 1'impasse: celle de la communication,
celle du bonheur. Les mots sont aux choses ce que le desir est a

l'objet du desir.122

122. Tzvetan Todorov, 'La parole selon Benjamin Constant', Poetique de la
urose (Paris, 1971), p.116.
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There is, indeed, in 1Artine! a pattern of failure, of non-meetings,

which is continued in paragraph eight, where negativity is stressed by

inverting normal syntactic structure ("A beau surgir «,» I'appareil de •

la beaute d'Artine,..) and thereby (in one reading of the sentence)

excluding Artin? from the poem by highlighting the futility of her

appearances. Again semantic incompatibility is inscribed into textual

propositions: "l'aunareil de la beaute d'Artine"; "les esprits curieux

demeurent des esprits furieux..." The function of this strategy is to

establish an equivalence between opposites while maintaining them

as opposites within the linearity of the text. The movement from

"curieux" to "furieux" and from "indifferents" to "extr§mement curieux"

would seem to suggest that Char is going further than Robert Desnos

and Marcel Duchamp in their 'Rrose Selavy* word-plays, in that he does

not seek new meanings simply through the exploitation of homophonic

similarities and the transposition of consonants, but uses these

strategies as a starting-point from which to challenge not only the

accepted meanings of words, but also their traditional connotational

resonances. The sentence establishes an equation of equivalence:

1, "curieux" s "furieux",

2. "indifferents" — "extrSmement curieux",

(therefore)3. "furieux"— "indifferents".

Traditional semantic logic has been abandoned, denotation is rendered

redundant if curiosity and fury, curiosity and indifference are identical,

but these propositions of equivalence are dominated by the negativity of

the preceding clause - whereas Artine, earlier at least, brought drought
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to the "esprits", now she is impotent to effect any change on them.

In the next paragraph, this notion of impotence is immediately

contradicted (in a return to the imperfect tense) by the affirmation

that Artine's occasional presence is not restricted to dream. At

this point, it would be useful to examine Char's concept of dream,

Blanchot has spoken of "Cette rencontre exaltee des contrair'es, cet
125

orgasme du 'pour et du contre animesd'une egale et meurtri ereviolence'".

This misreading of "contre" for "pour" is revelatory, for it is clearly

influenced by the Surrealist pre-occupation with the fusion (in dream,
\ 124

at least) of opposites. However, it is capital to note thatythe
plural world of Char's dream ("ces contrees"), it is "le -pour et le

•pour" which are animated by an equally brutal violence. Here the use

of the coordinating conjunction is precisely a sign of difference:

if "le pour" was "le pour". not only would there be no need to link

them, but there would be no possibility of linking them. The use of

the adjective "egale" serves further to signal disparity rather than

equivalence, precisely because it has been necessary to say that the

12% Blanchot, la Part du feu. p,107. The full effect of the term "pour"
in 'Artine' is due in part to the presence of the word "contrees" just
before; it may indeed be the partial pun ("contre"/"contrees") which
motivates Blanchot's misreading,
124. For a useful comparison, see the following extract from Breton's
celebrated automatic poem 'Tournesol':

Les torpeurs se deployaient comme la buee
Au Chien qui fume
Ou venaient d'entrer le pour et le contre
La jeune femme ne pouvait etre vue d'eux que mal et de biais
Avais-je affaire a l'ambassadrice de salpStre
Ou de la courbe blanche sur fond noir que nous appelons pensee

(Andre Breton, Clair de Terre, Paris, 1966, p.85).



two concepts are (for once) equal. The second "pour" does, of course,

contain "le (un) contre", but there is nonetheless the refusal of a

binary opposition and the revelation (or the creation) of a difference

within identity. By conjoining "le pour et le pour". the poet deprives

the concept of "le pour" of the support of stability and denotational

permanence, positing it rather as a constant dialectic with itself -

which also contains its opposite. He challenges the stability of the

word as linguistic sign, suggesting that meaning as definition is

impossible and can only exist as semantic mobility. Char's espousal

of "le pour" witnesses to an affirmation of optimism, in that it signals

a belief in something, rather than a reaction against something. One

might see in this a "depassement" of the aggression associated with

the position of opposition:

Avez-vous remarque combien les mouvements "contre" sont
plus ardemment suivis que les mouvements "pour". qu'il
s'agisse d'anti-semitisme (un des plus anciens),
d'anti-communisme ou d'anti-fascisme? Peu importe
l'objectif vise, tant il semble plus facile de repondre
lorsqu'on sollicite de lui les forces d*agression que
dans le cas contraire,125

Artine's appearances go beyond the dialectic and the fusion of opposites

inherent in dream, but the use of the verb "depasser" in the context

of "le cadre" does not signify that there is a rejection of dream, as

La Charite suggests when affirming that "the poet negates the unique
126

value of the dream world" ; it serves to demonstrate that Artine is

125c Sacha Nacht, 'Les manifestations cliniques de 1'agressivite et leur
role dans le traitement psychanalytique', Bevue franpaise de psychanalyse,
vol.12(1948), p.311.
126, La Charite, Poetics and Poetry of Char. p,56.
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more than a dream-visitor (as is conveyed in the 'priere d'inserer').

The instability of the words results inevitably in images which are

themselves irreducible to a translatable meaning, as, for example,

in the following image: "Elles evoluaient dans les plis d'une soie

brftlante peuplee d'arbres aux feuilles de cendre". The epithet

"brllante" applied to the silk creates a metaphoric image of shimmering

cloth, but the metaphoric status of the image is subverted by the use

of "cendre" which reawakens the literal meaning of "brSlante". The

image contains, in fact, a series of incompatibilities:

1. "evoluaient" v. "plis",

2» "peuplee" v. "arbres",

3. "feuilles" v. "cendre".

On the other hand, the image is also built on metonymic relations:

1. "plis" and "soie",

2. "brfilante" and "cendre",

3. "arbres" and "feuilles".

Since metonymy depends on relations of contiguity which exist between

realities -prior to the creation of the figure itself, it is clear that

an image constructed (in part) on metonymies depends partially for its

significance on reference to the 'real1, phenomenal world. However,

the incompatibilities within the image demand a reading which invalidates

known relations in the phenomenal world, and engender not only a

metaphoric reading of the image but also a focusing on the constituent

elements of the image as separate entities. The image thus establishes

a code of reading which is necessarily and eternally plural:



referentiality and non-referentiality inform and structure this

reading and, due to the textual presentation of both semantic

incompatibilities and metonymic relations, resolution is rendered

impossible - and unnecessary. As Riffaterre affirms:

La presence d'ambigultes dans le texte n'est pas une
contradiction. L'ambigulte est affaire de structure:
le message est code de maniere a emp§cher le lecteur
de la supprimer en resolvant 1'alternative.127

The image of Artine's appearances would seem to exemplify the functioning

of the text as a whole: the poem is autotelic, but it also refers to

verifiable reality, just as Artine exists within and beyond "cette

rencontre exaltee des contraires". Artine is ultimately indefinable,

a constant challenge to coherence, but the incoherence which she

incarnates and which characterizes many of the images must, as

Jean-Pierre Richard has perceived, be recognised by the critic as

essential to the poetic experience of many modern hermetic poets:

"elle [la critique de la poesie] a besoin de 1'incoherence pour

dechiffrer la coherence" ,

The text does violence to traditional logic and also to its chosen

objects, but its images witness to aggression rather than to a desire
129

for destruction. \Ihen Artine's enemies are to be entertained, the

127. Michael Riffaterre, Essais de stylistique structurale (Paris, 197*0*
p.129 (note 29).
128. Jean-Pierre Richard, Onze etudes sur la noesie modeme (Paris, "1964)
p.10.
129. There is no reason given in the text why they should be entertained,
so the reader is required to speculate and thereby participate creatively
in the poem.
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text proposes for the locus of the meeting a washed and renovated

carriage. An initial opposition is postulated between the apartment,

symbol of immobility, and the carriage, symbol of movement - and, in

the context of this opposition, the verb "emporter" is read literally

as well as figuratively, suggesting both departure and superiority.

The opposition between the adjectival phrases "lavee et remise a neuf"

and "tapisse de salpStre" creates a djmamism between enclosure within

potential movement (the carriage) and potential movement within
i 50

enclosure (since saltpetre was much used as a constituent of gunpowder ),

and, furthermore, there is an opposition between water as a cleansing

or sterilising liquid ("lavee") and water as part of the transmuting

process of alchemy, since efflorescences of saltpetre (potassium

nitrate) are produced by humidity. We thus have the element of water,

the element of fire (by association with sulphur) and salt (potassium

salts), the principle of true purification and concentration which

effects the union of fire and water in crystal. The enemies of Artine

are condemned to enclosure and will be refused both potential

explosion-expansion and the possibility of transmutation into the

spontaneous perfection of crystal, into "la transparence absolue",

130. The connotations of gunpowder and explosion seem to concord with
the violence of the expansive imagery somewhat better than those
suggested by La Charite who affirms: "As .saltpeter attempts to subdue
the sexual drive, the objects of the real world insist on resuming
their usual position in their habitual setting", Poetics and Poetry of
Char, p.51.
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1 51
which is now more readily read as crystal than as stream. When

*Artine' was first published as a plaquette, Char included a footnote

to the reference to Artine's most odious enemy, "le visage de bois

mort", indicating simply "Jesus Christ", but he later eliminated

the note (reminiscent of "1'infect Jesus" in 'Le jour et la nuit de

la liberte'), since he realises that such a directive note limits

the connotational power of the image by reducing it to a simple

anti-Christian polemic. When the image is unmarked by extra-textual

directives, it has a much more complex functioning: the loathing may

now be inspired by (i) the face represented (which becomes a locus

for the reader's projection); (ii) the iconic (and therefore immobile)
nature of the face; (iii) the fact that it is made of "bois mort". The

-text thus contains a potential for multiple readings beyond that

intended by the poet at the time of the poem's composition and first

publication, and Char's elimination of footnotes here and elsewhere

(as with his occasional changes or exclusions of dedicatees) would seem

to suggest a growing' awareness of, and desire for, the liberation of

meanings from the tyranny of his own original intentions.

131# See Andre Breton's important article 'La beaute sera convulsive',
liinotaure. no.5 (1934)* pp.8-16, where he writes: "L'oeuvre d'art, au
m§me titre d'ailleurs que tel fragment de la vie humaine consideree dans
sa signification la plus grave, me parait denuee de valeur si elle ne
presente pas la durete, la rigidite, la regularite, le lustre sur toutes
ses faces exterieures, interieures, du cristal. Qu'on entende bien que
cette affirmation s'oppose pour moi, de la maniere la plus categorique,
la plus constante, §. tout ce qui tente, esthetiquement comme moralement,
de fonder la beaute formeile sur un travail de perfectionnement volontaire
auquel il appartiendrait a l'homme de se livrer. Je ne cesse pas, au
contraire, d'etre porte a 1'apologie de la creation, de 1'action spontanee
et cela dans la mesure m§me oil le cristal, par definition non ameliorable,
en est 1'expression parfaite" (p.13); "La beaute convulsive sera
erotique-voilee, explosante-fixe, magique circonstancielle ou ne sera
pas" (p.16). The concept of "l'explosante-fixe'J embodied in the photograph
of the dancer (p.8), seems particularly appropriate in the context of
'Artine' which has a typographical fixity but contains a semantic
explosion.
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The reference to "La course haletante de deux amants", in contrast

to the solitary "cavalier lance a bride abattue" of paragraph two,

would normally imply a passionate union, but the negativity which

characterizes this paragraph ("ennemis mortels", "odieux", "soiree

interminable"), followed by the explicit insistence in paragraph eleven

of the'separation of "je" and'Artine, calls up a hostile reaction to

the term."amants", which is perceived as ironic. Irony marks the

entire sentence, for there is an incompatibility between the sense of

continuation communicated by the imperfect tense, "devenait", and that
^ 132

of suddenness contained in "tout a coup", and the term "drame",

which signifies a literary artefact and thereby predicates a difference

between 'real' experience and fictional experience. These strategies

of subversion demand a reading which goes beyond the conventionally

accepted meanings of words - and, in a poem which is, in many ways,

about the experience of love, the very word, "amants", becomes a vehicle

for hostility. Furthermore, this paragraph is framed by expressions of

repetition ("remise a neuf", "derechef"), which prefigure the repeated

term, "a nouveau", of paragraph twelve: the text thus opposes the

forward movement of Artine evoked in paragraphs four, seven and nine,

to the repetition, the circularity, which encloses her enemies - that

is to say, all those who do not live authentically.

132. The ambiguity of the word "drame" is used to great ironic effect in
the last line of Roger Vitrac's play Victor ou les enfants au pouvoir:

Lili: Mais c'est un drameI
(Theatre, t.l, Paris, 1946, p.90)»
Without wishing to posit Vitrac's play as a source for Char's use of
"drame", it is interesting to note that the date of the first performance
of Victor (at the Comedie des Champs—Elysees) was 24 December 1928, and
that it was much admired by the Surrealist group.
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The reference in paragraph ten to saltpetre leads in paragraph

eleven to the reference to sulphur after a (negatively described)

head has fallen on Artine's throat. "L'enorme bloc de soufre" is

unlikely to refer to Artine, since, in alchemical terms, sulphur

is the male principle, linked with fire, vital heat, whereas Artine

is essentially defined by reference to water ("un verre d'eau", "une

intarissable fraicheur", "la transparence absolue"). Artine is the

female principle, the first purification, which is alchemically

followed by the more profound purification of sulphur. The block

of sulphur is "presence en soi et immobilite vibrante": the poet is

thus perhaps suggesting, consonant with Surrealist attitudes to poetic

alchemy, that fire, passion, vital energy, and the male principle

—of reason and intuition, while they have a powerful presence and a

potentiality for development, are ultimately inadequate unless united

with water (mercury), the female principle of feelings and

imagination - hence the textual force of the image of the absence of

union between Artine and "je", since purification can occur, but the

final goal of transmutation cannot be achieved. Caws offers the

following interpretation of this image:

No better definition than this has been given of Char's
own poetry of this period. As the "soufre" consumes within
itself the memory of the initial suffering (or "souffre")
implicit in the image of the bleeding animal, or, more
distantly, in the trace of the emptied cartridge, so the
slow burning of this presence echoing ("soie"/"soi"), a
self always inflammatory, leads to another presence,
motionless, a force captured like the green fly tamed, still
alive after its consumption. It is not unlike the final
quivering of a leaf aflame, long after its substance has been
burned out by this passion of the page and the dream.133

133. Caws, Presence of Char. p,245»
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This interpretation is interesting, "but it seems to be perhaps over-

influenced by the last two phrases of the sentence, whereas the

solidity of the block of sulphur and the 'anti-Surrealist' adjective,

"lentement", surely infuse this "definition" with a certain feeling

of dissatisfaction which relates to the awareness demonstrated

throughout the poem that the ideal of transmutation is inaccessible

because union is rendered impossible by the absence of Artine and

all she represents.

Caws sees the open book of the next paragraph as "an inanimate

victim spread out on the knees of Artine, an object immobilized and

still vibrant", where "the heroes come to read their fate; they
134

prefigure those exceptional beings who people the later poems..."

This is a possible reading, but it is perhaps useful to note that the

text marks the knees with the. possessive "d'Artine", leaving "Le livre"

unmarked and that the restrictive phrase, "etait seulement lisible les

jours sombres" suggests a distance between Artine and the book. The

paragraph is permeated with irony directed against the narrative fiction

so scorned by the Surrealists:

L'auteur s'en prend a un caractere, et, celui-ci etant donne,
fait peregriner son heros a travers le monde. Quoi qu'il
arrive, ce heros, dont les actions et les reactions sont
admirablement prevues, se doit de ne pas dejouer, tout en
ayant l'air de les dejouer, les calculs dont il est l'objet.
Les vagues de la vie peuvent parattre l'enlever, le rouler,
le faire descendre, il relevera toujours de ce type humain
forme.135

134, ibid.
135, Breton, Manifestes du surrealisme, pp.20-21
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Char particularly reproaches narrative fiction with according an

"irreprochable destines", a destiny which is accepted passively by

the "heros", hence the transposition to the capitalized "la Fatalite".

Like Breton, Char refuses the notion of subservience to a pre-detennined

and repeated fate - a fate which is ambiguously irreproachable, in

that (i) "irreprochable" is often used as a synonym for "parfait", "ideal",

etc., and (ii) the etymology of the word signifies that which cannot

be criticized. Through its attacks on narrative fiction, the text

thus offers implicitly an "art poetique" which valorizes freedom,

mobility, powerfully felt desire and awareness of others. The book

is not the "book of Artine",^ nor can the "irreprochable destinee"
137

be seen as referring to the poet: neither "le livre" nor "les

— heros" is a term characteristic of Char's vocabulary of poetics, yet

both, significantly, are central to the rhetoric of the Surrealist

rejection of the novel.

Artine's relation to the book is, I have suggested, one of

distance - the fictional heroes are limited by their enclosure within

a text, whereas Artine, as a figure for the functioning of the poem,

is necessarily polyvalent, continuously absent and present, and

irreducible to any single meaning. As has been shown above, the last

sentence of the poem is usually interpreted as signalling Char's

rejection of Surrealism, This reading seems unsatisfactory in

historical terms, since Char continued both to write undoubtedly

136, Caws, Presence of Char, p.245.
137. Caws suggests that the poet "kills his model by an 'irreproachable
destiny'", ibid., p.247.
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Surrealist poems and to participate enthusiastically in Surrealist

activities and joint publications. More important, though, is the

textual evidence within the poem itself: as I have attempted to

demonstrate above, the poet is not necessarily Char (the text suddenly

introduces the term "le poete", making no association with the "je").

Similarly, "son modele" is not necessarily Artine. The absence of

the model was a major pre-occupation of the Surrealists. In an

important article, E.Teriade published the responses of several painters
138

to his questions about chance, spontaneity and the absence of the model,

Salvador Dali's reply, which was rapturously applauded by the

Surrealist group, is particularly illuminating:

S'il n'y a plus de nos jours de 'modele', il y a tout lieu
de penser que c'est le peintre qui l'a mange, et ceci est
trop generalement et trop populairement admis pour que
j'insiste sur 1'inevitable nostalgie de tout peintre devant
tout modele.139

Dali's statement is characterized by his digestive obsession (he describes

the model as "un succulent et gelatineux 'pied de pore gratine'f

but he is surely speaking of much Surrealist art when he asserts: "Non
14.1

seulement le modele, mais encore l'objectivite mime a ete mangee".

This assimilation into the self of the Other, of any sense of distance

and of objectivity, is closely related to the narcissism which

characterizes so many of the Surrealists and their work. Char, however,

138. E.Teriade, 'Emancipation de la peinture', Minotaure. nos,3-4 0933),
pp.9-20.
139. ibid., p.18.
140. ibid.
141* ibid.
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who experiences the same sense of the absence of the model, expresses

it in terms of violence and aggression: thus, although the model may

be absent, her absence has been effected by the poet killing her.

The relationship with the Other as other is thereby maintained, whereas

the "heros" are reluctant to communicate, indicate their desires only

in unpredictable ways and appear to be unaware of each other.

One can, of course, suggest that "le-poete" is called up by

metonymic association with writing ("le livre", "lisible") and that,

similarly, Artine is the poem's equivalent of "les heros". However,

the positioning of the final sentence in the first edition after a gap

of two blank pages would give weight to the contention that it is

essentially a commentary on the poem - it is also surely significant

"ghat this paragraph is distinguished grammatically from the rest of the

poem by containing the only occurrence of the perfect tense. The poem

is an enactment of Artine, who herself represents the functioning of the

poem - and the element of self-reflexivity in the images is carried

over to the totality of the poem, which contains a meditation on itself

in the last sentence, rather than a narrative conclusion. The writing

of a poem involves the necessary exclusion of the model (or referent),
since the poetic text is essentially a mark of absence and desire.

The writing - as killing of the model - involves a valorization of

subjectivity, but the aggressivity which generates the image of the

murder indicates also that the model/referent, though presented in the

text as absent, is still present through the poet's awareness of a

continuing relationship with her. The functioning of the images in

'Artine' is indeed similar to the fate of the model: they are liberated



from all expectations of logical, analysable reference, they too

are 'killed' as denotationally signifying units, but this 'death'

is what permits them to signify freely and thereby to grant the

reader access to a world of experience beyond that of logical and

physical laws. In his 1934 review of Le marteau sans ma?tre,

Georges Dupeyron makes the following affirmation which seems

particularly appropriate to Artine, the poem and figure who is the

free-play of words, of images, of experiences:

Les mots, dans la poetique de Char, sont pour ainsi
dire decerveles: autour d'eux, en eux, rien ne reste
plus de 1'heritage etymologique. lis surgissent rrus,
de cette nudite frissonnante des ectoplasmes, et
s'entrechoquent dans une atmosphere supra-reelle.142

It would seem important now to consider the 'letter' to Artine

which Char published in 'L'esprit poetique' in 1931J

142, Documents 54. no,2 (1934), p.66
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Chere Artine,

J'ai 1'impression que vos reves majeurs ne m'atteignent
plus comme par le passe, dans toute ma chair vive, Notre
rencontre remonte a Octobre 1929. Depuis cette date les
hippodromes ont cesse de m'Stre favorables. Le responsable, ■

je le connais, c'est le gaz, qui projette une lumiere
insuffisante sur les chevaux de petite taille, a l'arrivee,
determinant ainsi d'incroyables bousculades avec pertes
remarquables de sang. L'eden de la boucherie. L'usure de
mes vStements, les allees et venues aga<jantes des lezards verts
a la pelouse, la presence <ja et la de tumeurs incontestables,
a proximite de la Beaute me placent vis-a-vis de vous dans un
bien cruel embarras. Croyez-vous qu'.une plantation de
peupliers suffise a designer 1'emplacement de votre sommeil
aux oiseaux migrateurs qui se plaignent de vous perdre
constamment de vue dans l'espace? Je ne le pense pas.

Je me meus dans un paysage ou la Revolution et 1'Amour
allument, de concert, d*etonnantes perspectives, tiennent de
bouleversants discours. En temps opportun, une jeune fille a
taille de gu§pe apparaJt, egorge un coq, puis tombe dans le
sommeil lethargique, tandis au'a quelques metres de son lit,
coule tout un fleuve et ses perils.

Vous vous §tes plu dans maintes circonstances a rendre
hommage a ma loyaute. J'aime a croire que vous ne demeurerez
pas tout a fait indifferente a cette audace desesperee. Dans
cet espoir, chere Artine, etc ...143

Subsequent to remarks made earlier concerning the status of the "je" in

'Artine', it seems significant that the 'letter' is not signed - it

terminates in a form reminiscent of a dictation given to a secretary.

Furthermore, the text of the 'letter' appears within a poem ('L'esprit

poetique' is published under the rubric 'Poemes'), and therefore is a

143. Le Surrealisme au service de la revolution, no.3, p.29. In the 1934
version and in the version published in Georges Hugnet, Petite anthologie
du surrealisme (Paris, 1934), Char's poem appears with the following
variants and addition (marked here by underlining):

Dans mes etisies extremes, une jeune fille a taille d'amanite
apparalt, egorge un coq, puis tombe dans un somraeil lethargique,
tandis qu'a quelques metres de son lit coulent tout un fleuve
et ses perils. Ambassade deportee.

These sentences reappear as paragraph seven of 'Le climat de la chasse
ou 1'accomplissement de la poesie', MSM, p.62.
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part, of the poetic meditation on the notion of '1'esprit poetique'.

In his review of he marteau sans ma?tre. Georges Dupeyron asserts:

...Rene Char, grS.ce a sa poetique et a sa me.thode
linguistique - si l'on peut dire - va au-dela de ce
qui est connu et penetre dans les regions a peine
decouvertes du r§ve offensif, c'est-a-dire de la
purete et de 1'amour reels. Le desespoir l'y conduit,
C'est ainsi que ses notations poetiques sont pareilles

. a des cris que pousse le "moi" reel oppose au faux
"je".144

Two points seem particularly relevant to a consideration of the 'letter'

to Artine: firstly, Dupeyron's perception that Char's poetics takes

him into the uncharted regions of "[le] r§ve offensif" illuminates the

admission that Artine's "r§ves majeurs ne m'atteignent plus comme par

le passe, dans toute ma chair vive", since the poet has learned the

value of rejecting passivity (as experienced by the "je" of 'Artine')

and of insisting on his own acts of creation (which will include the

oneiric and the aggressive), and, secondly, Dupeyron's distinction

between "le 'moi' reel" and "[le] faux 'je'" postulates a writing

"moi" who creates a fictional "je", which, as here, is a poetic voice,

which enacts part of the poetic experience. Yet again Artine is absent,

since to write a letter is to mark an absence, but there is now a

voluntary exclusion of her, a metaphoric 'killing' which, as I have

suggested, does not occur in 'Artine' - although this "audace

desesperee" is effected in an atmosphere of loyalty.

144. Documents no.2, p.66.
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In 'Artine', the eponymous heroine is described and defined

'objectively'; in the 'letter', she is addressed in the distancing

"vous" form and has no autonomous role in the text, but is presented

only in her relation to the "je" (and to the "oiseaux migrateurs" who

also constantly lose sight of her). The absent Artine is the matrix

of the poem, whereas the 'letter' is generated by an awareness of the

necessity of her absence. Serge Canadas.has written of the letter

form :

On ecrit a celle qui n'est pas la, celle qu'on ne peut
nommer, qui cependant souffle le texte: ecoutez-le comme
un appel de parole.145

"This 'letter* is not, however, "un aprel de parole" in the sense that

it is an appeal to the "destinataire" to send back the (re)written

message; rather, it is an affirmation of belief in the poet's own

perception of the world and in his own "parole". It is important to

note that this text" (which is, after all, addressed to Artine) marks

the passage of poetic inspiration from the particular to the generic,

from the named Artine to "une jeune fille a taille de gu§pe", and thus

heralds (within Char's Surrealist period) one of the features which

will characterize the later poetry. The text is above all an assertion

of his own consciousness of his 'being-in-the—world'.

145. Serge Canadas, 'Le livre et les doubles', Critique, nos.411-412
(August/September 1981), p.837.
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There are, of course, links between this text and the poem, 'Artin

(the name of Artine, the explicit reference to "les hippodromes", the

images of aggression and violence, the explosive functioning of such

semantically incompatible images as "l'eden de la boueherie"), but one

must not ignore the fact that this 'letter' was never published

separately and is more a part of 'L'esprit poetique' than a commentary

on 'Artihe'. The assertive form and tone of the preceding propositions

in 'L'esprit poetique' are continued in the 'letter' - the poet has

found a poetic voice, a "je", which implicates him (as poet), without

necessarily referring solely to him. Several of the images here react

contextually with 'L'esprit poetique' rather than with 'Artine': the

river, the bed, the "sommeil lethargique", and the throat-slitting of

the cock, for example, might all seem to have sources in 'Artine', but

they function in a truly intratextual way with images in the preceding

propositions and, like them, create an illusion of certainty which

nonetheless contains its own uncertainty, 'The poem, 'L'esprit

poetique', marks,one might suggest, the beginning of Char's

establishment of his individual poetics, which will eventually lead

to his break with the Surrealists - but it must be stressed that this

poetics is not, at this stage, wholly formed and that Char chooses to

continue for the next six years to experiment with Surrealist ways of

146
writing.

146, In the Dictionnaire abrege du surrealisme, Breton and Eluard give
Char the following entry:

CHAR (Rene), ne en 1907 - Poete surrealiste. Se separe
definitivement de ce Mouvement en 1937. (Arsenal (1929)»
le Marteau sans maftre, Moulin -premier, etc,)

(First published in 1938> "the Dictionnaire was republished in IPSO by
Jose" Corti, Paris. The reference is to p.7. of this republication.)

The fact that Char does not repudiate his Surrealist works as- a
'source' for later works may be seen in the title of one of the
sections of 'Neuf Merci pour Vieira da Silva': no.VI, 'Artine dans
l'echo', LPA, p.100.
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LA KAENE DB LOLA ABBA

L'etroite croix noire dans les herbes rortait:
Lola Abba. 1912-1929.
Juillet, La nuit, Cette jeune fille morte
noyee ava.it lone dans des he*rbes serablables, s'y
etait couches, peut—§tre pour aimer... Lola
A.bba, 1912-1929. Un oubli difficile; une
inconrtue uourtant.
Deux semaines plus tard, une ,isune fille s'est
•presentee a la roaison: ma mere a-t-elle bssoin
d'une bonne? Je ne sais. Je ne puis repondre.
- Revenez? - Impossible, - Alors veuillez laisser
votre noro? - Elle ecrit quelque chose. - Adieu,
mademoiselle. Le .jeune corns s'engage dans 1'allee
du pare, disparaft derriere les arbres mouilles
(il a fini de pleuvoir). Je me -penche sur le nom;
Lola Abbal Je cours, .j'appelle.., Pourquoi personne.

personne a present?
J'ai garde tes sombres habits, tres pauvres, Voici
ton poeme:

Que je me peigne, dis-tu, comme passee a la couronne d'amour.

Le charbon n'est pas sorti de prison qu'on disperse ses
cendres violettes.

Ceux qui ont vraiment le goftt du neant brftlent leurs vStements
avant de mourir.

Et si la cueillette des champignons, apres la pluie, a quelque
chose de macabre, ce n'est. pas moi qui m'en plaindrai.147

This text is typographically presented as double - the first section in

italics takes the form of a short expository narration and the second

section is explicitly defined as a poem ("Voici ton poeme..."). Within

the first section, we find again Char's pre-occupation with absence - and

147. MSK, pp.53-54.
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the poet elects to emphasize typographically the fact that absence

informs his present state ("Pourquoi personne, rersonne a present?").

In this section, the poet also projects his speculation beyond, his

narration ("peut-Stre pour aimer..."), thereby inscribing within the

text the notion that his meeting with Lola Abba has served as a

catalyst for a meditation on existence. As Alexandrian suggests:

La rencontre est d'autant plus exaltante qu'elle est
"une aventure manquee", car elle met en branle 1*imagination
et la connaissance, les induit a des hypotheses sur le
destin.148 ■

The notion of the "aventure manquee", which is similar to that of the

oneiric encounter, is of great importance for the Surrealist aesthetics
149

of inspiration; Char certainly indicates textually that his encounter

with the unknown (unnamed during the meeting) girl has inspired a poem,

148. Alexandrian, Les liberateurs de 1'amour, p.219.
149. See notably 'L'Ssprit nouveau', where Breton recounts an "aventure
manquee" (p,120), where he, Aragon and Andre Derain were all
(separately but on the same day) fascinated by a young woman seen by
chance in the street. This text was first published in Litterature.
nouvelle se'rie, no.1 (1 March 1922), pp.21-22, and later in
Les Pas nerdus. pp.119-121, to which reference is made here. Speaking
of this encounter much later, Breton affirmed: "Le titre sous lequel
parait ce texte: 'L'Ssprit nouveau* ... indique assez le genre d'importance
que nous lui accordons. On est la sur la piste, ou plutSt a l'affttt,
de ce 'hasard objectif', selon les termes de Hegel, dont je ne cesserai
d'epier les manifestations, non seulement dans Nadja. mais plus tard
dans les Vases communicants et L'Amour fou". Entretiens (Paris, 19^9)
p.140.
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but a hermeneutic reading reveals that the expository section alerts

the reader not only to her inspirational function but also to her

intratextual function. The verbal exchange, "Revenez? - Impossible.",

challenges the semantic stability of words, since it is clear that

Lola Abba must be a ghost ("une revenante"), who has come back ("qui

est revenue") - and it is interesting to note that the text was

originally entitled 1Le FantSme de Lola Abba' (1937), then 'Le

Retour de Lola Abba* (1934), before receiving its definitive title

•La Manne de Lola Abba' in 1945. However, Lola Abba declares in the

dialogue that it is impossible to return. The literal and the

figurative meanings of "revenir" function simultaneously within the

text, the first being supported by the dialogue and the narrative

form of the expository sect'on and the second by the context of
150

Lola Abba as a ghost. This exploitation of a syllepsis powerfully

opposes literal and figurative meaning, since the text tells us that

it is impossible for Lola Abba to return and yet also presents a

Lola Abba who has returned. It is, in fact, meaning itself, as a

logically reducible entity, which is in question here: "revenir" is

presented as ambiguous and consequently the concept of impossibility

itself is rendered ambiguous (and therefore 'impossibly' stable). The

tolerance of (and, indeed, the deliberate creation of) ambiguity

which inform Char's poetry forcefully signal his essential creativity,

for, as Morris I. Stein affirms:

150. For a definition of syllepsis and an analysis of some examples,
see Pierre Fontanier, Les Figures du Li scours (Paris, 1968),
pp.105-108.
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The creative person has a lower threshold, or greater
sensitivity, for the gaps or the lack of closure that
exist in the environment... Associated with this
sensitivity is the creative individual's capacity to
tolerate ambiguity... By "capacity to tolerate ambiguity",
I mean that the individual is capable of existing amidst
a state of affairs in which he does not comprehend all
that is going on, but he continues to effect resolution
despite the present lack of homeostasis. ... the creative
individual may be characterized as a system in tension
sensitive to the gaps in his experience and capable of
maintaining this state of affairs. 15-1

The penultimate sentence of the first section ("J'ai garde tes sombres

habits, tres pauvres") generates a further ambiguity in that no mention

of clothes has been made hitherto. The "sombres habits" are the

traces of Lola Abba's passage, but the intrusion of this apparently

unprepared image leads the reader to seek (or even, possibly, to create)
a justification for the introduction of this image. The title itself

provides a justification. "La manne" is, of course, initially

interpreted as spiritual nourishment, as poetic inspiration, but

"la manne" has another meaning which concords with the image of the

clothes - a large wickerwork basket. The title thus furnishes another

example of syllepsis which would seem to be close to what Riffaterre

calls "la syllepse intertextuelle":

151. Morris I, Stein, 'Creativity and Culture', Explorations in
Creativity, edited by Ross L. Mooney and Taher A. Razik (New York, 19^7)»
p.110. Stein's association, in his definition of the creative
individual, of a state of tension with sensitivity to the constantly
expanding nature of the universe seems to be particularly apposite
when one is considering a poetry which is both concise and generative
of a multitude of semantic possibilities.
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La syllepse, on le salt, consiste a prendre un m§me mot
dans deux sens differents a la fois, le premier etant en
general son sens litteral, le second son enploi figure.
Pour rendre compte du cas partioulier dont il s'agit, cette
definition aemande a §tre modifies ainsi: la syllepse
consists a prendre un m§me mot dans deux sens differents
a la fois, sa signification contextuelle et sa signification
intertextuelle, La signification contextuelle, c'est le sens
que demande la fonction du mot dans la phrase. La signification
intertextuelle, c'est un autre sens possible (dans le
dictionnaire, du moins, c'est-a-dire dans l'abstrait), que
le contexte elimine, ou negativise, parce qu'il lui est
grammaticalement et semantiquement incompatible. Or
cette elimination, comme le ferait un refoulement dans
l'acception freudienne du terme, entratne une compensation:
elle engendre un texte.152

On the level of textual functioning, it seems that the title's role is

of primordial importance, since the two incompatible meanings of

"la manne" (which engender different readings of the poem) are juxtaposed

in the last two lines of the first section:

1. divine nourishment (inspiration) —$► "ton poeme",

2. basket —► "tes sombres habits".

The image of "la manne" has therefore a functional, as well as a

thematic, significance, since its semantic instability prepares the

reader for a multiple reading of the "poeme" - indeed, as Riffaterre
r 1 55

asserts, "Cette instability assure la vie du texte".

The poem section itself opens with a further example of syllepsis:

"Que je me peigne, dis-tu, comme passee a la terre la couronne a'amour".

152, Michael Riffaterre, 'La syllepse intertextuelle', Poetioue.
no,40 (November, 1979)» P.49&,
153, ibid., p.499.
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Here, "peigne" is the subjunctive of both "peigner" and "peindre", and

the context gives little indication as to which reading is 'correct' -

indeed, the text demands precisely a double reading. Both readings

of the subjunctive can be validated: the first ("peigner") by metonymic

association with "couronne" ("couronne" —> "t§te" —> "cheveux" —>

"peigner"), and the second by metaphoric association with writing, since

verbal image—making is often described metaphorically as picture-painting

(as, for example, in Mallarme's celebrated dictum: "Peindre, non la
154.

chose, mais l'effet qu'elle produit" . ) - and the use of an adjective

of colour in the next paragraph serves further to validate this

reading. The second image of this paragraph ("comme passee a la terre

la couronne d'amour") is also ambiguous, since this could be read as

signifying (i) the crown of love which has passed (been transmitted) to

the earth (or to the world); or (ii) the crown of love which has been

combed by the earth (through a paradigmatic relationship with such

expressions as "passer au crible");or (iii) washed over with earth

(through a paradigmatic relationship with such expressions as "passer

au vemis"). Thus tne readings of "peigne" as "comb" and as "paint"

would seem to be equally valid - and also, one might say, equally invalid.

The two senses of the verb are wholly incompatible and engender a

semantic dynamism which is the very life of the text: context, which

usually reduces, or even excludes, ambiguity, has in this text an only

154. Mallarme uses this metaphor in a letter to Henri Cazalis when
describing the new poetic language he was inventing for 'Herodiade'.
See Correspondance 1862—1871. edited by Henri Mondor (Paris, 1959)> P»157»



minimal role to play - the multiplicity of readings (which is an

absence of meaning) corresponds to the absence experienced by the

poet and defined textually as total as well as that of Lola Abba

herself. Logic and causality are of little importance in this

poetry: the encounter with Lola Abba generates the "poeme", but the

links between the encounter and the (whole) poem are not, despite

the apparent narrative form of the first section, causal: rather,

the nature of the encounter provides a model of enigma which will

be translated into a poetic, and therefore autonomous, form. Each

section contains embedded within it a call for multiple reading and a

warning against a would-be reductive reading based on an expectancy

of rational development: indeed, the "comme", which usually has an

explanatory function, serves, in the first paragraph of the "poeme",

to multiply, rather than to reduce, the possibilities of

interpretation of the phrase, "Que je me peigne", whose very grammatical

status is put into question - does it mean "Let me paint/comb" or

"How I paint/comb"?_. The answer must, surely, be that it means both,

for the text itself withholds any contextual determination.

It is useful at this point to refer back to ' Le jour et la nuit

de la Xiberte', where we find the first reference to Lola Abba:

Ce cimetiere de campagne, vers les onze heures du scir.
Deux tombes parmi les herbes folles. Les noms: Lola Abat,
Gabrielle Grillini. L'epitaphe dit leur Sge: 14 et 18 ans.
Les visiteurs ne demandent pas qui sont ces filles.
Personne ne les a connues. Mais leur nom magique, jailli
du creuset de Comeille Agrippa, atteste de 1'innombrable
et merveilleuse surrealite.

L'exaltation qui me gagne a la minute, depasse les
cadres des fosses du cimetiere.155

155. Le surrealisme au service de la revolution, no.1, p.23.
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The name which Char read on the tombstone thus appears first as

Lola Abat (1930) and letter as Lola Abba (1931)» and Lola Abba's age

is first given as fourteen and later as seventeen. These changes

are important because they demonstrate that reference to the 'real*

world is not bound by any laws of truth or exactitude: the poet was

seduced or 'exalted' by the "nom magique" and decides to render it

even more magical by changing the spelling and thereby inscribing

a palindromic reversibility in Lola's surname. Just as this surname

can be read both forwards and backwards, so the poem need not be

read in a linear way - indeed, much of Char's poetry, both in his

Surrealist period and in his later works, witnesses to his

insistence on a truly hermeneutic reading which liberates words and

phrases from the tyranny of a single context and generates a plurality

of semantic interactions. In his preface to Char's anthology,

Commune presence. Goerges Blin affirms with much justification that
% 156

"...il n'y a pas pour lui de poeme qu'anthologique", an attitude to

poetry which is shared, if expressed differently, by Ezra Pound who

compares the modernistic poetic method to that of "a contemporary
1 57

book-keeper" who uses "the loose-leaf system": this notion, I feel,

applies also to the internal functioning of many of Char's poems where

the individual images and sentences do not follow a rigorous logical

sequence, but interact constantly with each other, subject to a

principle of interchangeability rather than to any law of causality or

narrative development.

156. Georges Blin, 'Preface', CP, p.VII.
157. Ezra Pound, ABC of Reading (London, 1934), P.22.
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The second, aphoristic paragraph presents a polar opposition

between imprisonment and dissemination, but the very concept of a

polar opposition is undermined by the semantic instability of the

terms chosen. Goal is dead, in that it is constituted of carbonized

vegetable matter, but it also gives fire, symbol of life, whereas

ashes, so often a symbol of death, contain in Char's poetic universe

a potential for rebirth (often through the mediation of the potent symbol

the phoenix, as in 'Moulin premier', no,XVII: '.Le phenix, cet
1 58\oiseau-missel qui se nourrit, comme un bijou, de grains de cendre" ),

Elsewhere, Char describes the poet as follows:

Magicien de 1'insecurite, le poete n'a que des satisfactions
adoptives, Cendre toujours inachevee.159

One significance of this aphorism would seem to be that consumption

(by flames, by life, by poetry) is never a total annihilation - there

is always a trace left which nourishes poet and reader, just as the

phoenix is nourished by ashes. The introduction into the poem of the

image of coal is metonymically justified by the references to

blackness ("l'etroite croix noire", "la nuit", "tes sombres habits"),

but this very blackness is metamorphosed by fire (light) into

"cendres violettes". The reader thus realizes that the action of

fire is placed in contradistinction to that of water, but what is the

meaning of the "cendres violettes"? The significance of the epithet,

"violettes", may be more fully understood if we refer to a par-agraph

of 'Le climat de cnasse ou 1'accomplissement de la poesie':

158. MSH, p.127.
159. 'Partage formel', no.V, PIT, p.68.
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Tard dans la nuit nous sommes alles cueillir les
fruits indispensables a mes songes de mort: les
figues violettes.160

Here, the syntactic parallelism created by the use of apposition is

doubled by the relationship of semantic contiguity between "fruits" and

"figues": the sentence's grammatical structure thus implies a

relationship between the two epithets. This relationship is based

on the notion of death - in the Roman Catholic liturgy, purple was

traditionally the sign of mourning (though it now signifies penitence),
and in *Le climat de chasse ou l'accomplissement de la poesie' the

purple figs are presented as essential to dreams of death, that is to

say, they witness to the desire for death. However, the colour is

also, in symbolic terms, "le resultat de [1] 'echange perpetuel entre
✓ 161

le rouge chthonien de la force impulsive et le bleu celeste" - the

epithet "violettes" thus contains within its own significance a

constant dialectic between the terrestial and the transcendental, again

inscribing multiplicity into the reading of the text. In 'La Manne

de Lola Abba', the colour purple qualifies "cendres" which signify

both death and resurrection - the disseminated ashes, like the poet,

can never be wholly annihilated, wholly consumed. Indeed, in Char's

more recent work, the symbol of ashes continues to evoke a simultaneity

of perception of destruction and of belief in poetic creativity, as

we see in ' Le scarabee sauve in extremis' (1976): "AhJ aujourd'hui tout

160. MSH. p.61.
161. Jean Chevalier and Alain Gheerbrant, Dictionnaire des symboles.
t.4 (Paris, 1974), P.397.
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se chante en cendres, l'etoile autant que nous". In the earlier

text under consideration, the aphorism, in fact, precludes the

possibility of a single coherent meaning, since the terms used do

not fulfil a denotative role, but serve to establish a-process of

interrogation in the mind of the reader - who, in his search for the

'meaning' of the aphorism, is led to go beyond the conventional

connotations of the terms and to realize that objects and words

have significances other than those traditionally ascribed to them.

The third paragraph, again aphoristic in form, serves to indicate

the importance of leaving traces: the poet has kept Lola Abba's

clothes, the reader will keep Char's poems, absence is not total in

Char's universe. The complexity of the poem becomes greater when one

considers the interaction of the images of fire and water. Lola Abba

has drowned (the significance of water and drowning will be considered

at greater length in the discussion of 'Eaux-meres'), and the

references to water in the first section ("les arbres mouilles", "il

a fini de pleuvoir") generate in the second, 'poetic' section a

meditation on its opposite - fire. Both elements may seem to be

destructive, but the text refuses them the power of terminal destruction:

(i) Lola Abba is drowned, but she returns from her watery grave (and

also, significantly, it has stopped raining); and (ii) the notion of

burning is textually associated with that of the void in paragraph three,

but the previous paragraph forestalls the acceptance by the reader of

162. First published in the 'plaquette' Faire du chemin avec ...
(Avignon, 1976), unpaginated, and later in CB, p.68.
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this association by indicating that ashes are not only a trace but

are also the sign of a creative dissemination. Ashes remain after

burning, there is always a trace of our passage, the void, even if

it is desired, can never be attained - and it is important to note

that just as Lola Abba left her clothes behind after returning, so

the poet refuses the void by electing to write and to leave his

poems. As Char asserts with assurance later: "La poesie me volera ma

163
mort". The propositional form of the sentence in 'La Manne de

Lola Abba' implies an objective observation, but the poem itself qua

poem contradicts the notion of the void. The poet has chosen the

aphoristic form in order to secure a close examination of his

affirmation by the reader; the statement may ring true, but the poem,

both as a physical, typographical presence and as a signifying unit,

testifies to the value of the trace - and through its reference to

the "cendres violettes" in paragraph two prepares the reader to

contest the apparent monovalence of the succeeding aphorism.

The fourth paragraph presents the image of a natural trace of the

rain - the mushrooms. On the 'narrative' level, Lola Abba vanishes

after the rain ("il a fini de pleuvoir") and the mushrooms appear

after the rain ("apres la pluie"): there is thus an effect of

substitution, but this substitution (and the acceptance of it) are not,

the text tells us, to be regarded as necessarily negative ("ce n'est

pas moi qui m'en plaindrai") - indeed, the use of the conditional "si"

163. * La bibliotheque est en feu', LPA. p.73.
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reveals that the poet is not even convinced that there might he, in

this substitution, anything which could be considered as macabre.

The mushrooms are in many ways "La Marine de Lola Abba", since manna

has often been explained as being an edible lichen and symbolizes

164
life, sustenance and immortality - and one must not forget how

great is the emotional charge of affection associated with "la chasse

aux champignons" in Provence. The mushrooms appear overnight, are

suddenly there, just as Char's poems - also fragile and vulnerable -

are generated by such experiences as his meeting with Lola Abba and

are suddenly present. The text of 'La Marine de Lola Abba', with its

two sections, enacts the poetic experience already noted in the

context of the conjunction of 'Artine', its 'priere d'inserer' and

the 'letter' to Artine: an encounter generates a meditation on

absence (and subsequently a poetic text), but the significance of the

figure of Lola Abba is not to be found in any 'real' person, since

both her name and her age have been altered by the poet in his later

versions of the text. The changes in the title and the fact that

the poet adds the introduction in the 1945 version witness to a

development in the poet's attitude to the figure of Lola Abba, who is

finally perceived as being the generating force of the poem but not

the subject of the poem. The added introduction points to the

inspirational nature of such encounters - which do not become, however,

the subject of poems, which create their own reality, as they create

164. See Dictionary of the Bible, edited by James Hastings and revised
by F.C.C-rant (Edinburgh, 1963), p.617.
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their own internal logic. The changes in Char's attitudes to the

figures of Artine and Lola Abba would seem to indicate that, already

in his Surrealist period, he is moving towards a self-reflexive

form of poetry which has its source in the phenomenal world but

develops into a meditation on existence itself. Char's poetics is, one

might suggest, now analogous to the aesthetics of painting of his

great friend, Georges Braque, as expressed in 1933s

On ne peut aboutir a 1'abstraction en partant de
1'abstraction, L'oeuvre serait alors comme non-avenue.
Pour arriver a 1'abstraction il faut partir de la nature,
et partir de la nature c'est trouver un sujet. Si l'on
perd le contact avec la nature l'on aboutit fatalement a
la decoration.165

The 'La Manne de Lola Abba' and the 'Artine' texts are important in

Char's Surrealist period, for they all spring from an original

"aventure manquee", and the poet also feels compelled to make additions

to the primary versions. These additions seem to me to be crucial

signs of a maturing and self-examining poetic consciousness: Char

seems to desire to indicate through textual means that his poems do have

an inspirational source in the world of experience, but that they

transcend this source and become more 'abstract' meditations on

existence. Char's poems thus do have a 'subject', albeit an abstract

one, but this subject is arrived at via perception of and interpretation

of the experiential world. Char's meditations may be abstract in

165, 'Emancipation de la peinture', Minotaure. nos.3-4, p.10,
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essence, but his poetry, which is now more avowedly a hermeneutics of

existence, expresses itself in images constituted of terms which

refer to the physical world in such a way as to demonstrate the

creative plurality of all interpretation generated by'true and

thoughtful perception of the universe.

'

LA MAIN PR LACENAIRE

r r r 166
. Les mondes eloquents ont ete perdus.

This text was originally published in 1931 with the footnote: "Je

lisais 1'Album d'un pessimiste quand cette phrase est venue s'interposer

entre le texte de Rabbe et moi avec l'energie du desespoir". Alphonse

Rabbe (1786-1830), author of many works of historical vulgarization,

was much admired by the Surrealists for his Album d'un nessimiste

which was republished in 1924. His importance for them may be seen

in the fact that, both in Litterature. nouvelle serie, no.13 (June 1924)

and in La Revolution Surrealiste. no.2 (January 1925), we find the

following extract from the Album:

166. M5M. p.55
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II faut que j'ecrive mes ultime lettere. Si tout homme
ayant beaucoup senti et pense, mourant avant la degradation
de ses facultes par l'Sge, laissait ainsi son Testament
philosophique. c'est-a—dire une profession de foi sincere
et bardie, ecrite sur la, planche du cercueil, il y aurait
plus de verites reconnues et soustraites a I'emploi de la
sottise et de la meprisable opinion du vulgaire.

J'ai pour executer ce dessein d'autres motifs: il est
de par le monde quelques hommes interessants que j'ai eus
pour amisjje veux qu'ils sachent comment j'ai fini. - Je
souhaite m§me que les indifferents, c'est-a-dire que la
masse du public pour qui je serais l'objet d'une conversation
de dix minutes (supposition peu.t-§tre exageree) sache,
quelque peu de cas que je fasse de 1'opinion du grand
nombre, sache, dis-je, que je n'ai point cede en ISche;
et que la mesure de mes ennuis etait comble quand de
nouvelles atteintes sont venues la faire verser; que je
n'ai fait qu'user avec tranquillite et dignite du privilege
que tout homme tient de la nature, de disposer de soi.

Voila tout ce qui peut m'interesser encore de ce
cote-ci du tombeau: au-dela de lui sont toutes mes esperances,
si toutefois il y a lieu.167

Furthermore, Breton includes Rabbe in his list of 'Surrealists' in the
* * 168

Premier Manifeste du su-realisme ("Rabbe est surrealiste dans la mort" )

and, in the Second Manifeste. considers him in the same paragraph as Sade,

Rimbaud and Lenin:

167» Alphonse Rabbe, Album d'un pessimiste (Paris, 1924), pp.83-84. This
extract, which appears at the end of the section 'Entre la vie et la
mort', is to be found on p.24 of Litterature. nouvelle serie no,13
(June 1924) and on pp.10-11 of La Revolution Surrealiste. no.2
(January 1925) • In Litterature. no.13» the extract appears in a
section entitled 'Nouveautes', where a rubric rejects "la critique"
and asserts: "Nous nous bomerons desormais a publier quelques extraits
des livres et de la conversation de nos contemporains les plus remarquables,
aussi bien que des personnages qui ont su par eux-m§mes ou par la bonne
volonte d'un editeur garder au-dela de la mort un semblant d'actualite".
168. Breton, Manifestes du surrealisme. p.41.
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Rien de plus sterile, en definitive, que cette perpetuelle
interrogation des morts: Rimbaud s'est-il converti la
veille de sa mort, peut—on trouver dans le testament de Lenine
les elements d'une condamnation de la politique presente de
la IIIe Internationale, une disgrace physique insupportee et
toute personnelle a-t-elle ete le grand ressort du pessimisme
d'Alphonse Rabbe, Sade en pleine convention a-t-il fait acte
de contre-revolutionnaire? II suffit de laisser poser ces
questions pour apprecier la fragilite du temoignage de ceux
qui ne sont plus la.169

The first section of the Album. 'Philosophie du desespoir - du suicide',

excited the Surrealists and led them to initiate an 'Enqu§te sur le

suicide' in La Revolution Surreallste. no.1 (p.2) and publish the

responses in the second number (a.mong them the extract from Rabbe quoted

above). For Rabbe, suicide "peut £tre quelqusfois, a la verite,

l'effet d'un aveugle desespoir, mais ... bien souvent aussi est 1'explosion

d'une 9.me genereuse indignee du monde, fiere de sa celeste origine et
r 1 70

amoureuse de son immortelle dignite". There are, here, clear

similarities with Char's nascent philosophy, but the difference (which

generates Char's poetic text) occurs in their respective attitudes to

despair. Rabbe opposes desire to despair which is associated with

171
languor and which is essentially passive:

HelasJ j'esperais quelque chose alors, j'avais encore
d'heureuses decouvertes a faire dans le monde des
seductions creatrices... Aujourd'hui, tout est froid,
morne et taciturne; plus rien n'existe devant moi. Plus
d*illusions ravissantes. Plus d'avenir d'amour.172

169. ibid,, p.157.
170. Rabbe, Album d'un pessimiste. p.5.
171. See ibid., p.127*
172. ibid., p.126.
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For Char, however, despair is a source of energy. The loss of

eloquence results, then, from an acceptance of passivity, whereas

poetry itself is, for Char, essentially a force of energy capable

of transforming reality: "La realite sans l'energie disloquante de
* 175

la poesie, qu'est-ce?". Char's 'La Main de Lacenaire' sentence,

in appearance so pessimistic, is paradoxically the trace of his

(tragic) optimism, since it represents a rejection of Rabbe's

pessimistic text. The articulation of the loss of eloquence, which
174

appears to be a constative utterance, communicates the loss

through extreme brevity and virtual elimination of connotational
175

expansion. However, as J.L.Austin points out, the distinction

between constatives and performatives often does not hold. This poem

would seem to demonstrate the invalidity of such a distinction,

since the addition of the title creates' a poem which generates the

speculation of the reader ("What is the relation between the criminal,

Lacenaire, and the loss of eloquence?", "Why the reference to the

severed hand?", etc.), and endows the sentence with a performative

quality, by making it do something rather than merely note something.

173. 'Pour un Promethee saxifrage', LPA. p.125. The positive value of
despair is more explicitly asserted in 'Rougeur des Matinaux', no.V:
"La sagesse est de ne pas s'agglomerer, mais dans la creation et dans
la nature communes, de trouver notre nombre, notre reciprocity, nos
differences, notre passage, notre verite, et ce peu de desespoir qui
en est l'aiguillon et le mouvant brouillard", LM, p.102.
174. I employ this term following J.L.Austin's definition in How to do
things with words (Oxford, 1978), p.3.
175. See ibid., pp.133-150.
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The footnote establishes a link between Char and Rabbe's text,

but the title relates the sentence to other domains of literature

and history. What, then, is the function of the title? In a

fascinating article on the role of the title in Sartre's Le Mur.

Ninette Bailey proposes the following definition:

Le titre, quel qu'il soit, nomme le texte, il le designe
aussi comme un tout autonome et clfiture, et d'autre part,
'il aide le texte a se constituer dans la m'esure ou celui-ci
assume ou au contraire recuse certaines des significations
qui forment autour du titrq sa constellation semantique,
dans la mesure aussi ou le texte accepte ou conteste
l'ideologie que le titre vehicule. Lieu privilegie de
l'ecriture, le titre a done des relations signifiantes
avec le texte envers qui il remplit ces trois fonctions
que l'on a ici identifiees comme fonction d'information,
de cohesion et de structuration.176

In the case of 'La Main de Lacenaire', the title is clearly of great

importance precisely because it generates speculation rather than

restricting interpretation - and it is significant that, following a

characteristic Surrealist technique, Char added the title after

writing his poem-sentence. Why decide to refer to Lacenaire? Lacenaire

was "un tueur qui acceda a la gloire par la litterature. ... Lacenaire,

grS.ce aux propos arrogants qu'il tint devant la Cour d*assises, alors

qu'apres avoir tue il ne souhaitait plus qu'^tre tue, grSce aux

Memoires ... inaugura un nouveau personnage, celui d'un assassin

176. Ninette Bailey, 'Le Mur dans Le Mur: etude d'un texte a partir de
son titre', L'Esnrit Createur. vol.XVII, no.1 (Spring 1977), P.3&.
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177
d'elite, ecrivant pour l'elite, et admire par elle". In his recent

study of Lacenaire, Jean-Pierre Mogui presents him as torn between two

possible solutions to his life:

... sans doute a-t-il cherche a savoir s'il etait victime
de lui-m§me ou de la societe. Sans doute, s'est-il trouve
devant 1'alternative qui, pour lui, en decoulait: le
suicide ou le crime. Se dormer la mort ou la donner. II
a choisi la seconde solution, Un suicide par procuration.

Thus, a link is established between Rabbe and Lacenaire through their

shared pre-occupation with suicide. Lacenaire's indiscriminate

violence and his avowed contempt for society find a Surrealist

justification in Breton's famous assertion:

L'acte surrealiste le plus simple consiste, revolvers
aux poings, a descendre dans la rue et a tirer au hasard,
tant qu'on peut, dans la foule. Qui n'a pas eu, au moins
une fois, envie d'en finir de la sorte avec le petit systeme
d'avilissement et de cretinisation en vigueur a sa place
toute marquee dans cette foule, ventre a hauteur de canon.

Piarthermore, Lacenaire is a writer, albeit a mediocre one, and

combines the act of revolt with a literary expression of revolt.

The title of the poem refers explicitly, however, to the hand of

Lacenaire. In Autopsie physiologique de Lacenaire (1836), Hippolyte

Bonnelier describes his hands as "petites et delicates; ses doigts sont

177. Jacques Laurent, 'Preface* to Jean-Pierre Mogui, lacenaire. 1'assassin
romantique (Paris, 1980), P.9.
178. ibid., p.223.
179. Breton, Manifestes du surrealisme. pp.155-156.
180. In his edition Poesies completes de Theouhile Gautier. t.l (Paris,
1932), Rene Jasinski describes him as a "cynique assassin aux mediocres
pretentions litteraires" (p.LXXX).
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* 181
courts et effiles". A more emotional response is furnished by

Victor Cochinat:

... on m'a montre la main de Lacenaire, conservee
par un procede chimique, C'est la chose la plus
cynique qui se puisse voir! Cette main momifiee, aux
doigts maigres et canailles, aplatis et elargis aux
extremites comme des t§tes de jeunes serpents, explique
la cruaute rampante de cet homme. ... C'est bien la
la main qui assassine les vieilles filles dans leurs
lit ...182

Char's title inevitably generates an intertextual reading with Theophile

Gautier's second 'Etudes de mains', 'Lacenaire', in Eroaux et Camees.

which was inspired by seeing the severed hand at the house of Maxime

1RR
du Camp. In stanza ten, Gautier describes lacenaire as "Vrai

18A
meurtrier et faux poete"; he may despise lacenaire's poetic

1 BR
talents, but he is nonetheless fascinated by the hand as an object -

and it is interesting to note that his poem presents this object as

181. Memoires de Lacenaire. avec ses Poemes et ses Lettres. suivi de
Temoignages. Snqu&tes et Entretiens. edited by Monique Lebailly (Paris,
1968), p.251.One should point out that it was, of course, with his
hand that Lacenaire wrote! One might see a relation between Char's
reference to Lacenaire's hand and a stanza in 'Possible':

II parla comme on tue
Le fauve
Ou la pitie (MSM, p.19)»

182. Lacenaire. ses crimes, son proces et sa mort, suivis de ses poesies
et ses chansons et de documents authentiques et inedits. edited by
Victor Cochinat (Paris, I864), p.235.
183. Ln "the preface to his edition of Emaux et Camees (Paris, 1887),
Maxime du Camp claims: "Les premiers vers qu'il composa poiir le volume,
encore anonyme, qui devait s'appeler Emaux et Camees. furent con$us chez
moi, un jour qu'il etait venu me prendre pour aller visiter la
collection de St.-Albin et que je lui montrai un objet peu ragotitant
que je possedais alors: la main de Lacenaire" (pp.VI-VIl).
184. Poesies completes de Theophile Gautier. t.3, p.13•
185. Already in Maxime du Camp's preface to Emaux et Camees. we have
seen a presentation of the hand as "un objet".
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bearing "d'affreux hieroglyphes", since this opposes the simple

judgment of the man ("Lacenaire 1'assassin", "Vrai meurtrier et
* 187

faux poete" ) to his severed hand whose enigmas can be read
188

properly only by the executioner, Gautier's poem is far removed

from the writings of the Surrealists, but one may see a link between

them in their shared pre-occupation with the object as the motor of

poetic, texts.

Char's poem thus evokes three figures, all of whom are, in one

way or another, writers: Rabbe, Lacenaire and Gautier, Cranston

suggests a fourth evocation in her glancing mention of 'La Main de

Lacenaire': "'Les mondes eloquents ont ete perdus' is Char's
189

paraphrase of Verlaine,,,", While Gautier seems a more immediate

— intertextual evocation, Cranston's allusion to Verlaine is perhaps

justified by the apparent content of the sentence - although one

might suggest that it pays insufficient heed to the functional role of

the title. The title evokes poetry (Gautier and Lacenaire) and

violence (the indiscriminate brutality of Lacenaire and the violence

186. Poesies completes de Theophile Gautier, p.12,
187. ibid,, pp.12 and 13.
188. See stanza five of 'Lacenaire':

Tous les vices avec leurs griffes
Ont, dans les plis de cette peau,
Trace d'affreux hieroglyphes,
Lus couramment par le bourreau. (ibid., p,12).

189. Mechthild Cranston, Orion Resurgent. Rene Char: Poet of Presence
(Madrid, 1979), P.178.
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but it also, by its very essence as title, posits

the text of the poem. Like the object, Lacenaire's

in the reader/contemplator a speculation on its

poem as a verbal configuration was written by

its references outside itself - which are called

up by the enigmatic nature of the relationship of title to text - it

is also, in a sense, written by Lacenaire, Gautier and Babbe (and even,

perhaps, Verlaine). For the reader, then, the apparent constative,

"Les mondes eloquents ont ete perdus"., is removed from the domain of

true or false statement, since, whatever aesthetic judgment one might

wish to pass on any or all of the writers implicated in Char's poem,

this poem, whichappears to attest to the loss of eloquence, functions

through the conjunction of five writers, of five exponents of

eloquence. The poem enacts the expansive potential seen by Gautier

in the object of the hand and exploited by Char in his title which

is an image both of an object and of the functioning of a poetic text.

Paradoxically, then, one might claim that the statement of an

absence ("Les mondes eloquents ont ete perdus"), by its interaction

with the title, creates a poem which alerts the reader to the

continuing presence of the tradition of poetry. The hermeticism of

the text is what encourages the reader to ponder the implications and

resonances of every term and thereby leads him to the conviction that,

in fact, "*Les mondes eloquents n'ont pas ete perdus" - the poem thus
190

performs the opposite of what it appears to state.

190. It should be stated that Char eliminated the footnote in his manuscript
corrections to Le marteau sans ma?tre (Fonds Rene Char-Yvonne Zervos, no.957?
AS.Ill,46) and later in the 1945 edition. As with the footnote "Jesus
Christ" in 'Artine', this may result from a reluctance to restrict the
connotational possibilities of his text and may again signal Char's
progressive distancing of himself from the Surrealist movement: the
existence of the footnote in the original version could well be seen as an
indication of Char's whole-hearted and aware involvement in Surrealism, and
his later elimination of it as a sign that he realizes that his Surrealist
poems can exist and function outside the context of Surrealism.

done to the hand),

a relationship with

hand, it generates

significance. The

Char, but, through
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5AUX-M&RES*

A quci je me destine,
" ' *1

La propriete de ma famille a 1'Isle-sur-Sorgue. A
1'ouest une vaste etendue de prairies, Le fourrage a ete
enleve. Pour bien marquer les divisions, outre les rideaux
d'arbres depouilles de leurs feuilles, quelques sombres
carres de betteraves d'une espece bStarde, tres basse.
Tout cela rapidement aperiju. Je constate avec satisfaction
que la vue est libre, A 1*horizon et comme point final du
panorama, une chatne de montagnes me fait facilement songer
a un renard bleu, Mon attention est attiree par un large
fleuve sans sinuosite, qui s'avance vers moi, creusant son
lit sur son passage. Son allure lente, melancolique, est
celle d'un promeneur un peu las, Je n'eprouve pas
d'inquietude. Quelques ceritaines de metres me separent de
lui. En son milieu, marchant dans le sens du courant, de
l'eau a la ceinture, je distingue, cote a cote, ma mere et
mon neveu, ce dernier Sge de sept ans, Je remarque que le
niveau de I'eau est le m§me pour tous les deux, bien qu'ils
soient l'un et 1*autre de taille visiblement differente.
lis me racontent la promenade qu'ils viennent de faire,
promenade completement denuee d'interet a mon avis, J'ecoute
tres distraitement un recit ou il est question d'un enfant
que je ne connais pas, du nom de Louis Paul, disparu depuis
peu de jours et dont on n'a pu reussir, malgre les efforts
repetes et 1'assurance qu'il s'est noye dans le fleuve, a
retrouver le corps. Ma mere se montre reservee dans le
choix de ses termes. Systematiquement le mot 'mort' n'est
pas prononce, Elle dit: 'La perte du fil,' Ce qui me laisse
r§veur, Je m'adresse a mon neveu: 'TSche, mon enfant, de ne
pas egarer en crue la couleur de ta cravate.'

Dans les sous-sols de la maison d'habitation, Je suis
dans une piece infiniment peu attirante, probablement une
ancienne cuisine desaffectee, Un alambic est accroche a
un clou de la plinthe, Une corde a linge fortement nouee
a ses deux extremites traverse la piece dans le sens de la
largeur, Un placard dont on a 8te les battants - une forge
et un etang - laisse voir a peu de distance un foyer de coke
de gaz allume et une pancarte, de la destination de celles
des hommes-sandvich, sur laquelle est ecrit en caractere
Braille 'Slectricien de Venus', J'ai 1'impression que, mettant
a profit la confusion qui regne, les vers de farine ont devore

*Ce texte dans son ensemble est un recit de r§ve. Seules les parties en
italique sont des impressions de reveil qui se sont imposees a mon esprit
au fur et a mesure de la transcription du r§ve. Je n'ai pas cru devoir
les ecarter tant elles mettaient d'insistance a §tre consignees. On les
trouvera scrupuleusement dans l'ordre.
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le sel a I'Equateur. Entre ma mere. Elle porte sans effort
un cercueil de taille ordinaire qu'elle depose, sans un mot,
a mes pieds. Sa force m'est un profond. sujet d'etonnetnent.
En vain je m'essaie a soulever le cercueil. Cet objet creux
destine a gtre lonsruement feconde me surprend par sa forme
invariable et son aspect exterieur d'une grande proprete.
On l'a passe a 1'encaustique. Je suis flatte, Je questionne
ma mere. Sur le ton de la conversation elle m'apprend la
presence du cadavre de Louis Paul, le batard d'eau. a
1'interieur. Mais aussit3t elle detoume les yeux, tres
g§nee et murmure a court de souffle: 'C'est la logique', phrase
que j'interprete par 'c'est la guerre', et qui provoque ma
colere. Uous ne sommes done pas sortis des frontieres du
Premier Empire. Je desire m'assurer du contenu exact du
cercueil, Je devisse les ecrous, Le cercueil est rempli
d'eau. L'eau est extrSmement claire et transparente.
Contrairement a celle du fleuve c'est une eau potable,
probablement filtree. Je 'me penche assez intrigue: sous 1'eau,
a quelques centimetres, dans une attitude de souffranee
indescriptible, je distingue le corps d'un enfant d'une
huitaine d'annees, La position des membres, par ce qu'elle
represente de disarticulation horrible, m'emeut vivement.
Les chairs sont bleues et noires, dechirees, uarce qu1il y a
eu lutteT mais curieusement disposees, en particulier sur le
front ou elles empruntent le dessin d'une dentelle venitienne.
L'un des bras passe derriere la t§te, La main appliquee sur
la bouche est retournee. La paume est un cul de singe. C'est
le premier noye qu'il m'est donne de voir: un monstre, Un
chapeau de paille du genre canotier de premier communiant me
surprend par son parfait etat de conservation. Sur le ruban
de couleur blanche, un mince filet de sang flotte sans
parvenir a se detacher ni a troubler 1'eau. C'est la sangsue
metisse. Ma mere me prie de sortir. Je refuse. Elle attire
mon attention sur ce qu'elle appelle tristement 'Le retour
des Boers (des bourgs?) fratricides'. Elle tranche la corde
Qui s'effondre avec un grand cri. C'est un attentat. Quel
poidsi J'ai tres peur. Je tire hStivement le corps hors du
cercueil. Durant cette operation, je pense, non sans melancolie,
a certaine mort vraiment trop inhumaine, L'essentiel est de
ne pas echouer. Je comprends mal. Maintenant je frictionne
rudement le corps de 1'enfant. J'execute a plusieurs reprises
les tractions prevues de la langue. Mais je suis manifestement
g®ne, domine par un sentiment de pudeur indicible. Ma mere
se plaint de coliques. La raideur du corps de 1'enfant s'est
accrue. J'ai'brusquement la conviction que cet enfant vit.
C'est 1'evidence. Tout a l'heure au fond de 1'eau il louchait.
C'etait l'octroi. Je multiplie de plus en plus energiquement
mes frictions. Mais il faudrait qu'il rendlt au moins une

partie de 1'eau absorbee. Sans cela il va couler de nouveau
a pic. Sa bouche m'apparaJt legerement entr'ouverte, Ou
ai-je deja vu ces levres? A Paris, au pare des Buttes-Chaumont,
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c'etait l'arc du tunnel. Je guettais a 1'entree, la sourde
et la muette. Je me rappelle avoir r§ve d'une exquise petite
fille, haute comme une bille. se baignant dans la conque d'une
source, toute nue. Malgre des sejours prolonges dans l'eau,
coupes de frequents plongeons, elle n'etait jamais parvenue
qu'a mouiller les levres exterieures de son sexe et cela a
son grand desespoir. C'etait Sanglie. Quelle aventurej
Autour de moi il nleut de la suie et du talc. Signes d'une
conjonction d'astres dans le ciel favorable et defavorable;
a moins que le jour et la nuit ecoeures du conformisme de
1'actuelle creation n'aient enfin conclu le grand pacte
d'abondance. II n'y a rien de miraculeux dans le retour
a la vie de cet enfant. Je meprise les esprits religieux et
leurs interpretations mystiques", Je prends 1'enfant dans mes
bras et une immense douceur m'envahit. J'aime cet enfant
d'un amour maternel, d'une grandeur impossible a concevoir.
II va falloir changer ma regie d'existence. Ma t&che est
desormais de le proteger. II est menace. On verra, II est
petit et je suis grand. Assis sur une chaise et le serrant
contre moi, je le berce tendrement. Ma soeur, mere de mon
neveu, se trouve la. Je la prie de m'apporter des vStements
sees. II me tarde qu'elle me donne satisfaction pour la mettre
dehors ensuite. Elle ne se montre pas tres empressee, A cette
minute je mesure toute l'etendue de son avarice. Je la
menace de la tuer. Elle s'en va et revient bient8t avec un

gracieux vetement taille danu un fibrSme d' ete. Elle fait
preuve dans ses explications d'une platitude et d'une bassesse
odieuses, II semble que 1'enfant sur mes genoux s'est
transformed Son visage vivant, expressif, ses cheveux chStains,
en particulier, m'enchantent. lis sont partages par une raie
impeccable. L'enfant m'aime profondement. II me dit sa
confiance et se blottit contre moi. Je suis emu aux larmes.
Nous ne nous embrassons pas. Ma mere et ma soeur ont disparu.
A la place qu'elles occupaient il y a une loupe noire,
monnaie d'arcane oubliee par le liberateur repoussant.191

This text, explicitly designated by Char as "un recit de r§ve", was

/• /• 1
originally published in Le surrealisme au service de la revolution, no.6,

dated'll fevrier 1932*and under the title 'A quoi je me destine', which

becomes the epigraph to the text in Abondance viendra in 1934. The

191. MS;":. pp.101-106.
192. Le surrealisme au service de la revolution, no.6 (May 1933)» PP.43-49
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*recit de reve' is, of course, one of the most 'Surrealist' of

Surrealist forms of writing, but its status in the Surrealist canon

was constantly under debate. Breton writes in 1924, for instance:

Pour en revenir au "surrealisme", j'etais arrive ces
demiers temps a penser que 1'incursion dans ce domaine
d'elements conscients le plaijant sous une volonte humaine,
litteraire, bien determinee, le livrait a une exploitation
de moins en moins fructueuse. Je m'en desinteressais
completement. Dans le mime ordre d'idees j'avais ete
conduit a donner toutes mes preferences a des recits de
rives que, pour leur epargner semblable stylisation, je
voulais stenographiques. Le malheur etait que cett.e
nouvelle epreuve reclamait le secours de la memoire,
celle-ci profondement defaillante et, d'une fagon generate,
sujette a caution.193

Two years later, Eluard incurred Breton's wrath by asserting in the

'priere d'inserer' to Les Dessous d'une vie ou la Pyramide huroaine:

II est extrimement souhaitable que l'on n'etablisse pas
une confusion entre les differents textes de ce livre:

rives, textes surrealistes et poemes,
Des rives, nul ne peut les prendre pour des poemes.

lis sont, pour un esprit preoccupe du merveilleux, la
realite viva.nte, Mais des poemes, par lesquels 1'esprit
tente de desensibiliser le monde, de susciter l'aventure
et de subir des enchantements, il est indispensable de savoir
qu'ils sont la consequence d'une volonte assez bien definie,
l'echo d'un espoir ou d'un desespoir formule.194

Breton returns to the question of the "recit de rive" (and to automatic

writing) in the Second Manifeste. where he writes:

193. Breton, Les Pas nerdus. pp.151-152.
194. Paul Eluard, Oeuvres completes. t.I, edited by Marcelle Dumas and
Lucien Scheler (Paris, 1968), pp.1387-1388.
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31 je crois devoir tant insister sur la valeur de ces deux
operations, ce n'est pas qu'elles me paraissent constituer
a elles seules la panacee intellectuelle mais c'est que, pour
un observateur exerce, elles prStent moins que toutes autres
a confusion ou a tricherie et qu'elles sont encore ce qu'on
a trouve de mieux pour donner a l'homme un sentiment valable
de ses ressources.195

It must be said at once that, earlier in the Second Manifests. Breton

expresses regret at the lack of systematic exploration of "recits de r§ve"
196

and of automatic writing and at the fact that many authors of such

texts considered it enough "de rassembler d'une maniere plus ou moins

arbitraire des elements oniriques destines davantage a faire valoir leur
» 197

pittoresque qu'a permettre d'apercevoir utilement leur jeu." Char,

as a.co-signatory of the 'priere d'inserer* of the Second Manifeste.

could not but be aware of Breton's reserves concerning 'recits de rSves',

and 'Eaux-meres' is the only example of a dream-recital in his published

work: one must therefore conclude that this text is of particular

importance to him and that he judged it to have a poetic as well as a

personal value. It is indeed of primordial importance to note that

Char's published versions of the dream-recital, from its first

appearance, contain as an integral part of the text his waking

reflections which he felt compelled to include and which represent a

commentary on individual elements of the dream-content, rather than on

the dream as a whole. Albert Beguin recognises that dreams have no

'translatable' meaning and suggests:

195. Breton, Manifestes du surrealisrae. p.194 (footnote 1),
196. See ibid., p.189.
197. ibid., p.190.
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Le veritable enseignement du r§ve est ai11ears: dans le
fait m§me de r§ver, de porter en soi tout ce monde de
liberte et d'images, de savoir que l'ordre apparent des
choses n'est pas leur ordre unique. Au retour du r§ve,
le regard humain est capable de cet emerveillement que
l'on eprouve lorsque les choses reprennent pour un instant
leur nouveaute premiere.198

This insight is particularly useful for a consideration of 'Eaux-meres'

which bears witness to Char's belief in, and expression of, a continually

fresh perception of the universe. However, one must surely accept today

that the transcription of a dream is only a representation of that

dream (and, necessarily, a representation which is false to the dream),
but as such it may have great literary, rather than psychoanalytic,

interest. Marcel Raymond would seem, in fact, to advance the hypothesis

that the reconstitution of a dream in written form is a form of waking

dream:

...le r§ve qu'on raconte est rarement tout a fait
semblable a celui qu'on vient de vivre, qui est par
nature evanescent.

Se rappeler un r§ve, quel que soit 1'effort qu'on
fasse pour en conserver la tonalite affective, n'est-ce
pas souvent r§ver (eveille) a partir d'un r§ve nocturne,
tout au moins combler des lacunes dans le tissu des images?

Raymond's notion of the dream-recital as a waking dream is illuminated

by his fascinating earlier essay on the etymology of the word "r§ver",

where he writes:

198. Albert Beguin, L'ame romantique et le rtve (Paris, 1939)> P.402.
199* Marcel Raymond. Romantisme et rgverie (Paris. 1978), p.18.
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Le fait est que le premier sens de r§ver est vagabonder,
errer au dehors ... Qui r§ve s'abandonne.200

Alors, r§ver et mediter se rejoignent, ce qui ne laisse pas
de surprendre, la meditation etant d'abord un exercice
spirituel qui a ses regies.201

When Char reveals in his note that waking thoughts insisted on inclusion

in the-dream-recital, he is underlining the fact that it is impossible

to prevent the process of free association from occurring, be it on a

conceptual or a verbal level - and he later states that the poetry is

created from the interaction of the conscious and the unconscious, the

waking and the oneiric:

Le poete doit tenir la balance egale entre le monde
physique de la veille et 1'a.isance redoutable du sommeil,
les lignes de la connaissance dans lesquelles il couche
le corps subtil du poeme, allant indistinctement de l'un
a 1*autre de ces etats differents de la vie.202

Char realizes that even a 'recit de reve' becomes a literary text as

soon as it is written down — it retains its status as pure 'recit de

r§ve', perhaps, only in a psychoanalytic session where it exists in a

*

200. Marcel Raymond, 'Rever a la Suisse', Jean-Jacques Rousseau;
La qu£te de soi et la rgverie (Paris, 1962), p.159.
201. ibid., p.162,
202. 'Partage formel', no.VII, FM, p.69. In his recent book, L'Ecriture
du desastre (Paris, 1980),Maurice Blanchot has a similar insight,
positing dream and waking as separate states which can nonetheless be
linked by the dialectic of language: "Le r§ve est sans fin, la veille
sans commencement, ni l'un ni 1'autre ne se rejoignent, Seule la
parole dialectique les met en rapport en vue d'une verite," (p.61)
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spoken form. Only in such a session can the dream-material which

produced the dream be accurately established; it would be rash,

therefore, to attempt a psychoanalysis of Char through his text, and,

although I shall make some use of the Freudian concepts of condensation,

displacement and over-determination, this will be in the context of the

text as a poem. An indication that the poet does not hold that the

dream itself must remain inviolate is furnished by the fact that

some thirty changes were made to the text between the 1933 version

and the definitive version of "1945• Of these changes, several are

alterations in the punctuation and substitutions of one term for

another similar term (for example, "foin" —> "fourrage", "j'aperijois" —>

"je distingue", "grande comme une bille" —> "haute comme une bille".

"degoutantes" —> "odieuses"). While these changes testify to the

meticulous nature of the poet's reconsideration and reworking of his

text, for reasons of space, it is perhaps wiser to focus on the five

most significant differences. Firstly, the'mother's utterance is

first given.as "La perte du fils" and later as "La perte du fil".

It is appropriate here to refer to Freud who asserts:

When a spoken utterance, expressly distinguished as such
from a thought, occurs in a dream, it is an invariable
rule that the dream-speech has originated from a remembered
speech in the dream-material.203

203. Freud, Standard Edition, vol.IV (1968), p.304.
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The change from "fils" to "fil" clearly cannot have been motivated

by any semantic relationship between the two terms as with the changes

noted above, nor can it have been engendered by any homophonic

identity. The two words are similar only in their visual forms.

This must surely lend weight to the contention that Char reworked this

text in the same way that he reworks other poems, that is to say, as

a literary artefact. As has already been seen, Breton's hesitation

concerning "recits de rSves" derived from his justifiable doubts about

the accuracy of memory, but Char's alteration is unlikely to have

resulted from a distorted memory of the dream-material - rather, he

desires to transfer this utterance of the mother from the semantic

field of the family to that of "the Cord, with its connotations of

the labyrinth" which Cranston rightly posits as one of the major word

clusters of the text.^ Cranston later affirms that "all three

children evoked here are but different dream configurations of the

poet himself who expresses in 'Faux-meres' a sense of non-belonging

and non-identity, calling himself, in the later version of the text,
205

le b&tard de l'eau [sic]". Clearly, we have here an example of

over-determination, in that the dream presents the vulnerability felt

by the dreamer three times over through the figures of the three

children. The death of Louis Paul and his resuscitation by the

dream-narrator are an example of the displacement which occurs in

dream, which Freud describes as follows:

204. Cranston, Orion Resurgent, pp.122-123.
205. ibid., p.127.
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The direction taken by the displacement -usually results
in a colourless and abstract expression in the dream-thought
being exchanged for a pictorial and concrete one.206

Louis Paul has drowned, that is to say, he had died in water which is not
207

only the feminine element, but also the symbol of maternity, and he
POs 209

is subsequently (re-)born from water. Both Caws" and Cranston

see the fSaux-meres' as a Magna Mater: this interpretation would seem

to be justified not only by the maternity of the water, but also by the

mythological significance of this figure who emasculates her son and,
210

at the same time, regenerates him as the object of her love. If

the water becomes the locus of maternal love and of life and death,

this surely represents a rejection of the (human) mother, that is to

say, perhaps, a rejection of poetic tradition. In the first version,

the mother's utterance could be read as expressing a sense of loss of

the son - and therefore as implying former possession of the son. The

change to "fil", which transfers the utterance to the image cluster

of the Cord, is, significantly, compensated by the addition to the text

of the phrase, "le batard d'eau": the poet consciously excludes the

possibility of the mother's feeling maternal love (the dream-narrator

himself appropriates this emotion - "J'aime cet enfant d'un amour

206. Freud,. Standard Edition. vol.V, (1968), p.339.
207. See Gaston Bachelard, L'Eau et les Rgves (Paris, 1942), where he
speaks of "la profonde maternite des eaux" (p.20).
208. Caws, Presence of Char. p.139»
209. Cranston, Orion Resurgent, p.127.
210. It should, of course, be stated that the Magna Mater usually typifies
fertile earth, but she also is considered to represent Nature, and the
presence in Char's text of her characteristic features of maternity,
'castration' (death) and regenerative powers would seem to allow of this
interpretation of water in 'Eaux-meres'.
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211
maternel.,." ) and introduces a phrase which is, in part, generated

by the adjective "bStarde" in the opening description but mainly by

the title of the text. The drowned-resuscitated child, Louis Paul,
/ / 2 "12

like Lola Abba, is the natural child of water, "1'element transitoire" ;

the poem exists in, and creates, a constant dialectic between life and
213

death. The insistence that the dream-narrator is responsible for

the resurrection is likely to be a displacement of the poet's belief

in his own creativity which is not effected without a certain difficulty

and effort ("II n'y a rien de miraculeux dans le retour a la vie de

cet enfant ") nor without a certain awareness of constriction and

embarrassment ("...je suis manifestement g§ne, domine par un sentiment

de pudeur indicible"). In the dream, Louis Paul exists in the context

of water, enacting, through his death and rebirth, a desire expressed

consciously in 'Lettera amorosa':

Parfois j'imagine qu'il serait bon de se noyer a la surface
d'un etang ou nulle barque ne s'aventurerait, Ensuite,
ressusciter dans le courant d'un vrai torrent ou tes couleurs
bouillonneraient.214

211. The importance of the dream-narrator's emotion being maternal love
should be seen in the context of the formal equivalence of "1'amour
maternel" and "la pourriture" in 'L'esprit poetique', and, here, one of
the word changes is of some help: Char changes the sentence, "Je prends
1'enfant entre mes bras et un immense amour m'envahit" to "Je prends
1'enfant dans mes bras et une immense douceur m'envahit". This change
may be partially motivated by a reluctance to have a word "amour" in
successive sentences, but it also suggests a desire to affirm that
maternal love can be "une immense douceur" when it is appropriated from
the mother-figure (and an indication of the possessive element of this
annexed love may be seen in the prepositional change of "entre" to the
more enfolding "dans").
212. Bachelard, L'Bau et les Rgves. p.8.
213. See, for example, the poet's assertion in 'Nous avons': "Faire un
poeme, c'est prendre possession d'un au-dela nuptial qui se trouve bien
dans cette vie, tres rattachee a elle, et cependant a proximite des urnes
de la mort", LPA. p.143®
214. LPA, p.17.
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The child's existence through water is important, since, as Gaston

Bachelard, an early friend of Char's, has convincingly proposed,
✓ > 215

"L'gtre voue a 1'eau est un §tre en vertige". Dream itself is

certainly a vertiginous experience wherein the laws of logic are

ignored or, rather, temporarily suspended; similarly, Char's poetry

is a poetry of continuous semantic expansion whose significance is

to be found in its refusal of stasis and of reducibility to monovalence.

In this oneiric world of water, the conscious poet notes that

"...les vers de farine ont devore le sel a l'Equateur", Here, Char

seems to have intuited one of Bachelard's most potent perceptions:
216

"Ce qui tend l'§tre vers son centre, c'est le sel...". The flour-

worms, symbol of stability and certainty ("vers" —> "terre",

"farine" —>• "pain") come to the poet's mind in contradistinction

to the "sangsue" of the dream - which he consciously designates as

"metisse". thus placing it in the dominant.image-clusters of

illegitimacy and water (the leech is a worm which lives in water).

The flour-worms have devoured the salt at the Equator: even the

centre of the Earth has lost its centre, all forces unite to create

a world of movement and instability. This notion is pursued in a

later intervention of the poet's consciousness:

Autour de moi il uleut de la suie et du talc. Signes
d'une con.jonction d'astres dans le ciel favorable et
defavorable; a moins que le .jour et la nuit ecoeures
du conformisme de l'actuelle creation n'aient enfin
conclu le grand pacte d'abondance.

215. Bachelard, L'Eau et les R£ves. p.9.
216. Gaston Bachelard, La Terre et les reveries de la volonte (Paris 1948y,
P.263.
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The "conformisme de l'actuelle creation" is rejected in favour of the

simultaneous existence of opposites (black/white, day/night, favourable/

unfavourable). This rejection of the world as it is conventionally

perceived and defined is counterbalanced by the (loving) acceptance

of the resuscitated child. I have suggested that Louis Paul is a

displaced image of the poem; in support of this interpretation, it

would seem useful to refer again to Bachelard:

L'§tre qui sort de l'eau est un reflet qui peu a peu se
materialise: il est une image avant d'etre un §tre, il
est un desir avant d'etre une image.217

This-progression ("desir" —> "image" —> "§tre") is that undergone by

the poem which eternally retains the element of desire: "Le poeme est
r r * ~ 218

1'amour realise du desir demeure desir". The poem germinates in

the maternal waters of the unconscious, but requires the intervention

of the conscious poet - 'Eaux-meres' itself enacts this very

relationship, since we see the poet intervening in the transcription

of the dream. The coffin which contains the child is presented by

the conscious poet as an "objet creux destine a gtre longuement feconde".

whereas in the dream the water is perceived as filtered and therefore,

217. Bachelard, L'Eau et les Rgves. p.49.
218. 'Partage formel', no.XXX, PH. p.76.
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by implication, sterile." y It is the dream-narrator, the displaced

image of the poet who will, and indeed does, provide the promised

fertilization in that it is he who brings the child-poem to life:

Louis Paul is born of the maternal water whose transparency (sterility)

is impregnated by the narrator-poet, hence his appellatior.s-s "le batard
* 220

d* eau". In their considerations of 'Eaux-meres', both Alexandrian

and Cranston instinctively add a circumflex to the noun "batard"
221

(Cranston even transcribes the phrase as "le bcttard de l'eau" ).

However, the absence of the diacritical mark is not fortuitous: it

is a textual sign (paradoxically made through the absence of a textual

mark) that the phrase is anomalous, and that it has a significance

beyond that generated by the juxtaposition of the terms "batard" and

"eau". The absence of the circumflex indicates that the phrase

signifies not only through the semantic interaction of its terms, but

also through its homophonic relationship with "batardeau", which is

defined as follows:

219. This is an (unconscious) reference to the River Sorgue, whose
pollution had great adverse effects on the emotional, as well on the
economic, life of the inhabitants of L'Isle-sur—Sorgue (the poetic
resonance of the Sorgue in Char's work will be considered in the later
chapters). It also seems useful, in the context of a poem whose dominant
image is water, to reiterate the point made earlier that, in Char's
poetry, images, although they often have a symbolic resonance, never
become fixed as symbols; one might, for example, note the distance between
the two following uses of the image of water: "Nous aimons les eaux
opaques, pretendues polluees, qui ne sont le miroir d'aucun ciel levant,
les parfums ras integralement respires, et ce fond de teint de la mort
en sentinelle adossee, debonnairement presente." (Footnote to the
manuscript 'maquette' of Moulin premier. Fonds Rene'' Char-Yvonne Zervos,
no.959! AE.III.48, p.77, and a parenthesis in 'Moulin premier',
no.XVIII, MSM. p.128); and "La poesie est de toutes les eaux claires
celle qui s'attarde le moins au reflet de ses ponts" (ShP. p.9).
220. Alexandrian, Le surrealisme et le r§ve. p.415.
221. Cranston, Orion Resurgent, p.127.
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batardeau.(n.m.) Espece de digue faite le plus souvent
d'un double rang de pieux et d'ais, entre lesquels on
entasse de la terre, construite au milieu du courant
d'une riviere ou d'un canal, soit pour detourner les
eaux, soit pour les contenir pendant les travaux qu'on
est oblige d'y faire.222

Louis Paul is certainly the natural child of water, but he is also an

instrument for diverting the flow of the inspirational waters and

even (as 'object') for stemming the flow" of inspiration in order to

permit the poet to write. This multiple significance is revealed to

the reader by the absence of the circumflex and so we can see again

the poet's pre-occupation with his text as a literary artefact

constructed of textual marks rather than as a rapid, unthinking

transcription of his memory of a dream.

The significance of Louis Paul's name merits consideration. For

Alexandrian, the name is a composite of the names of Char's closest
223

friends in the Surrealist group, Louis Aragon and Paul Eluard.

Although one may well be reluctant to accept Alexandrian's justification

that "'le bStard d'eau' accentue la reference a Aragon, enfant naturel
224

d'un ambassadeur", his perception seems particularly apt for the

reading of this poem as a text about poetry, since the name Louis Paul

222. Dictiormaire de 1'Academie francaise. t.l (Paris, 1932), p.129.
In two of the manuscripts, we find the form "le bStard d'eau" (in Fonds
Rene Char-Yvonne Zervos, no,960: AE.III.49 and no.959sAE.III.48).
However, in the oth^r relevant manuscripts, we find "le batard d'eau"
as in the published versions.
223. See Alexandrian, Le surrealisme et le rgve. p.416.
224. ibid.
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would clearly seem to "be a prime example of condensation, of which

Freud writes:

The work of condensation in dreams is seen at its
clearest when it handles words and names. It is
true in general that words are frequently treated
in dreams as though.they were things, and for
that reason they are apt to be combined in just the
same way as are presentations of things.225

Thus, a displacement is effected in that Char's poet-friends, Aragon

and Eluard become representative of'poetry (or, more accurately, of

the poem), and their conjunction is condensed into the single

composite name, Louis Paul.

The major addition made to the 'recit de r§ve' itself occurs at

the end of the first section after the echo of the dedication of

'Artine' ("Ce qui me laisse r£veurM): "Je m'adresse a mon neveu:

•TSche, mon enfant, de ne pas egarer en crue la couleur de ta cravate'".

Again one must question the authenticity of the dream-recital as a

direct transcription of a dream, since this addition was made after

the first publication of the text and cannot therefore be considered

to be the result of an act of spontaneous remembering. However, what

is significant for the purposes of this analysis is that the addition

testifies to a desire to supplant the mother-figure by establishing a

maternal relationship with the nephew whose mother ("Ma soeur") is

later threatened with death by the dream-narrator. This provides a further

example of the rejection of the mother-figure which, in one reading,

225. Freud, Standard Edition, vol.IV, pp.295-296
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is reinforced by the full strength of the possessive adjective

("mon enfant"): the nephev; has thus been appropriated as the

dream-narrator's own child.

A further addition occurs in one of the mother's utterances

which first qroears as "Le retour des Boers fratricides", then in

manuscript corrections to the text, with a qualifying footnote
226 —("ou bourgs" ), and finally as "Le retour des.Boers (des bourgs?)

fratricides". The two words "Boers" and "bourgs" are clearly linked

by similarity of sound, but they are, at the same time, very distant

in meaning. Both seem to be incompatible details in the text - there

is no. contextual motivation for their appearance (although there is,

of course, for the epithet "fratricides", given the murderous attitude

to the sister). Riffaterre offers an illuminating insight in his

article Semantic Incompatibilities in Automatic Writing', which

would also apply to the form of the 'recit de r§ve'. Speaking of

incompatible details, he writes:

...their lack of meaning within the narrative signalizes
their meaning as discourse. They are read as hieroglyphs,
that is, as the representation of a language whose key is
hidden somewhere else. Consequently they are the verbal
representation, in the automatic text, of precisely the
function they performed in its genesis.

...Even though the reader cannot explain what they
remind him of, they look as if they could, if only he could
crack the code. So that the text's grip on the reader is
exactly that of subconscious memory itself.

Thus it does not matter whether automatic texts are

genuine or not; their literariness does not reside in their
recording of subconscious thought. Their literariness stems
from their function as a mimesis of that subconscious.227

226. Fonds Rene Char-Yvonne Zervos, no.957: AE.III.46.
227. About French Poetry from Dada to "Tel Quel", edited by Mary Ann Caws
(Detroit, 1974), P.238.
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The double reference does not have any locatable meaning, but it is a

textual representation of the questioning experienced during the

dream - hence the question mark and the parenthesis, which signal

that, even in dream, the mind hesitates and has after-thoughts.

There is only one elimination of any importance which occurs

228
immediately after the addition of "(des bourgs?)". In the

original .version, the mother is described as cutting the cord "A l'aide

d'un gant de boxe". Whereas the addition of an image could possibly

be justified by the fact that memory is inescapably defective, the

elimination of an image must surely point to the intervention of the

judging conscious which, in this case, has decided that the image is

superfluous, is unnecessary to the text as a literary artefact.

The explicit intervention of the waking thoughts and the

alterations made to the substance of the dream-recital reveal Char's

pre-occupation with the 'recit de r§ve' as a poem - or at least as

the motor of a poem. This concern is further demonstrated by the

changes made in the punctuation and notably by the typographic image

of the word "SangUe", This name is clearly generated by "sangsue"

(in the same way that "fils" becomes "fil" by losing its _s), but the

228. The only other elimination which one might consider to have
significance for an understanding of the poet's attitude to the
meaningful development of the text is the suppression of the adjective
in the phrase "la promenade agreable": as the text goes on to reveal
that the walk is "completement denuee d'inter§t a mon avis", the poet
probably felt that it was unnecessary at this point to establish an
obvious distance between the dream-narrator ani the mother.
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poet has placed the diaeresis over the u rather than over the e_ as

one would expect (as in "ambigu'e'", say). This transference of the

diacritical mark serves to alert the reader to the fact that this

word is unusual, indeed is to "be found in no lexicon, and furnishes

an indication of how it should be pronounced - [sagy] as opposed,

say, to [lag] . The vrriting poet here reveals his desire to

communicate exactly the impressions of the dreaming poet and thereby

manifests his pre-occupation with the text as.text: we are in the

presence of a self-consciously typographic text (far removed from

the stenographic transcription prescribed bjr Breton), that is, we are

reading a text which is aware of itself as a poem.

It should be noted that the name "Sangiie" (which is probably a

"condensation of several dream-thoughts,-though it is dominated by

the phoneme [sa]) designates the fourth child in the poem, this

time "une exquise petite fille" of whom the dreamer dreams. This

•mise en abyme* effect (the remembered dream within the remembered

dream) highlights the desire for immersion in water ("Malgre des

sejours prolonges dans l'eau, coupes de frequents plongeons,, elle

n'etait jamais parvenue qu'a mouiller les levres exterieures de son

sexe et cela a son grand desespoir"). Also, the girl is small -

though her height is defined imagistically through a comparison which

is poetically expansive but denotationally bizarre - "haute comme une

bille". Smallness is associated with the two other children seen by

the dream-narrator: during the walk, when the nephew and the mother

are half-submerged in the river, he notices that they are "de taille
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visiblement differente", thereby implicitly describing the nephew

as small, and Louis Paul is explicitly described as small: "II est

petit et je suis grand". The dream-narrator's vision is that of a

child, but he nonetheless feels himself to be taller than the other

children, to be their protector or parent-figure. The dream of the

"exquise petite fille" is particularly significant, for it indicates

that woman is not rejected in the dream (such a rejection is

inconceivable for Char, even in dream), but that it is the mother-figure

("ma mere", "Ma soeur, mere de mon neveu") who is repudiated, in

favour of an (unnatural but essential) union of the dream-narrator

and water, of the poet and the elements.

The process of creating poetry is enacted by 'Eaux-meres' which

is explicitly composed of unconscious thought (the dream) and conscious

reflection (the "impressions de reveil"). However, unconscious

thought, by its very nature, is destined to remain ultimately

untranslatable, and Char's alterations to the dream itself, as to its

transcription, testify to his commitment to the poem, to the written

text which does not translate or explain unconscious thought, but

transforms it into a signifying unit with a structure which is,

nonetheless, irreducible to a single, codifiable meaning. Char's

poem is generated by the memory of a dream, but necessarily contains

the dream, fixing it in typographical permanence (in the definitive

version); as in all of Char's poems, however, the physical immobility

of the written is constituted of terms and images whose interaction

produces a kaleidoscopic effect of constantly changing meanings.
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As it is received by the reader, 'Eaux-meres' exemplifies, in fact,

Baudouin's definition of the work of art:

L'oeuvre d'art est tin r§ve, raais un r§ve fixe, ou
du moins une occasion toujours presente de nouveaux
r§ves.229

Through the act of writing and rewriting_the text, the poet communicates

the significance of the epigraph and former title, "A quoi je me

destine": he is.destined to meditate consciously on the (dimly felt)

impulses of the unconscious, that is, to write -poetry. Char demonstrates

his belief in the value of the Surrealist explorations of the unconscious

through the 'recit de r£ve' element of the poem, but the nature of the

'finished, published text signals his growing awareness that he is

destined to go his own way and write a poetry in which the consciously
230

thinking mind has a greater role to play.

229. Charles Baudouin, Psychanalyse de I'art. (Paris 1929), p.200.
230. Char's attitude to dream changed radically between 1955 and 1958
when he suffered from insomnia; he describes this experience as
follows: "...la nu.it qui m'avait tant servi se retira de moi, me
laissant les sables et l'insomnie..." (LNT.p.11). His vision of the
world was consequently altered and he continues "Je sus alors que
la nuit etait eau, qu'elle seule abreuve et irrigue, et pour m'assurer
contre ce passage difficile, je rassemblai mes precaires outils:
encre de Chine de couleur, bStons de cire, pointes rougies au feu,
ecorces de bouleau, plumes, couteaux, crayons, clous, poingons,
pinceaux, cartons, bois, buvards humides." (ibid.). The result was
the Carnet d'insomnies. now in a private collection, which was last
exhibited in the Galerie Mansart, Bibliotheque Nationale (16 janvier -
30 mars 1930). For a description, see Rene CharI Menuscrits enlumines
•par des peintres du XXe siecle. ed.Antoine Coron (Paris, 1980), p. 101.
In 'Les Dentelles de Montmirail', he writes: "La poesie vit d'insomnie
perpetuelle" (LPA. p. 151), anh in his most recent volume, FenStres
dormantes et nortes sur le toit (Paris, 1979), he returns to a consideration
of dream, describing it as "Le r£ve, cette machine a mortifier le present"
(p.19) and also stating: "L'existence des r§ves fut de rappeler la
presence du chaos en nous, m^tal bouillonnant et lointain. lis s'ecrivent
au fusain et s'effacent a la craie. On rebondit de fragment en fragment
au-dessus des possibilites mortes" (p.29).
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In 'Commune presence' which closes the volume Le marteau sans

231mattre. Char expresses the urgency which informs his need to write:

Tu es presse d'ecrire
Comme si tu etais en retard sur ta vie
S'il en est ainsi fais cortege a tes sources
H3,te-toi
HSte-toi de transmettre
'Ta part de merveilleux de rebellion de bienfaisance ~

These lines summarize Char's attitude to his poetry which is committed

to the communication of revolt and of the Surrealist "merveilleux",

and which is also a work of beneficence. Since Aristotle and Plato,

Cicero and Seneca, Western thought has elaborated a theory of beneficence

which is usually seen as implying a power-relationship of stronger to

weaker (benefactor to beneficiary) - although Seneca asserts that a

233slave can be beneficent to his master by dying in his place, and,

in the modem period, Rousseau devotes much of his work to a meditation

on the nature and the functioning of beneficence which he rejects

because it is marked by the law of the stronger. Char's poetry is

essentially generous and his poems are gifts which are rare and which,

he believes, should always be heavy with significance: "Le poete se

r r 234
remarque a la quantite de pages insignifiantes qu'il n'ecrit pas".

The constantly combatting poet is conscious of the existence of

vulnerability, although he himself is not susceptible to it:

231. MSH, pp.144-146.
232. ibid., p.145.
233. See the section, 'Un esclave peut-il §tre notre bienfaiteur' (Liber
III, xviii-xix) in Seneque, Pes bienfaits. edited and translated by
Francois Prechac (Paris, 1926), pp.76-78.
234. 'A une serenite crispee', RBS. p.125.
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Si j'ai tant de respect pour la vulnerabilite et la
faiblesse^ l'anxiete et l'angoisse, c'est parce que
les premieres n'ont pas de pouvoir sur moi, dans la
mesure ou les secondes m'ont forme et m'ont nourri,235

Char's consciousness of the existence of vulnerability and his profoundly

generous love of his fello\^-men might, indeed, lead one to suggest that

his poetry is marked by the 'law of the weak', in that he recognises

the inherent mortality of Man who, in his struggle with life and death,

must occasionally submit:

Si tu rencontres la mort durant ton labeur

Re<jois-la comme la nuque en sueur trcuve bon le mouchoir aride
En t'inclinant
Si tu veux rire
Offre ta soumission
Jamais tes armes236

However, even this submission is advocated in terms which indicate the

constant presence of weapons with which to continue the unequal struggle.

His deep-seated fraternity prevents him from asserting himself as

superior; he believes, in fact, in the communal beneficence of Man:

"Les oeuvres de bienfaisance devront §tre maintenues

parce que l'homme n'est pas bienfaisant." Sottise. Ahi
pauvrete sanglante.237

235. 'La lettre hors commerce', ibid., p.38.
236. MSM, p.145.
237. 'Feuillets d'Hypnos', no.133, FM. p.126.
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Within 'Commune presence', he reconsiders his relationship with

life, affirming categorically:

Sffectivement tu es en retard sur la vie
La vie inexprimable
La seule en fin de compte a laquelle tu acceptes de t'unir
Celle qui t'est refusee chaque jour par les §tres et
par les choses

Dont tu obtiens peniblement deci-dela quelques
fragments decharnes ?,R

Au bout de combats sans merci

Poetry is, for Char, a necessary act of communication (and a meditation

on life), but this very act distances him from the living of life,

hence his later explanation of his concision:

J'ecris brievement. Je ne puis m'absenter longtemps.
S'etaler conduirait a 1'obsession. L*adoration des
bergers n'est plus utile a la planete.239

Life itself is "inexprimable", it can never be wholly contained or

expressed, even in poetry, it is constantly withheld from him "par

les etres et par les choses": the poet now comprehends that people,

like objects, represent resistance as well as desire. His poetry

can be written only with difficulty ("peniblement") and the moments

of true vision, of epiphany which can be expressed are but "fragments

decharnes" - which is.a constant source of anguish for the poet

("La quantite de fragments me dechire"^^). In the poet's hymn to

238. MSM, p.145.
239. 'Feuillets d'Hypnos', no,31, FH. pp.98-99.
240. 'Afin qu'il n'y soit rien change', no.5, FM, P.27.
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the "'Commune presence' du poete a lui-meme et des autres en lui,..",^"'
he writes confidently:

Tu as ete cree pour des moments peu communs
Modifie-toi disparais sans regret
Au gre de la rigueur suave 242

Poetry is a stern master ("rigueur") but "is, at the same time,

comforting ("suave"); and the poet recognises that his necessary •

submission to it involves a willingness to accept and to live out his

own mutability. Above all, this poem testifies to Char's conviction

that .his destiny is that of a poet, and his affirmation "Tu as ete

cree pour des moments peu communs" is a direct, personal statement

of his commitment to the beauty of the "ephemeral, to that beauty which

generates all his poetry, which is eternal in its very ephemerality and

which is most potently expressed, perhaps, in such images as the

lightning-flash, the mountain-top and the rose. As Char affirms in

the concluding statement of 'Feuillets d'Hypnos':

Dans nos tenebres, il n'y a pas une place pour la Beaute.
Toute la place est pour la Beaute,243

Char's Surrealist period lasts from the publication of

'Profession de Foi du Sujet' (1929) until 1937, the date cited by

241. Blin, 'Preface', CP. p.VII.
242. MSN, p.145.
243. 'Feuillets d'Hypnos', no,237, FN. p,155•
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Breton and Eluard in Dictionnaire abrege du surrealisme^^ and the

year when he wrote in a manuscript footnote to the 'maquette' of

Moulin premier:

La question se posant de satisfaire le souci legitime
d'un lecteur, nous lui signalons que notre peniche
psychanalytique, "bien que navigant indifferemment sur
les deux, attribute sa jouissance la'mieux exprimee, sa
fureur la plus fine au canal,245

Here again, we see the poet's pre-occupation with his poems as texts

to be read ("le souci legitime d'un lecteur") and as expressions of

the two principal emotions which generate his poetry ("[la] jouissance
Q A f

la mieux exprimee" and "[la] fureur la plus fine"), Roger Payet-Burin

writes of Char's Surrealist period:

II n'y a pas lieu de s'attarder sur cette periode, II
est clair que le poete s'y cherchg encore, qu'il entre
dans ses ecrits une part qui n'emane pas de lui, qui
vient d'ailleurs, qui tient a la mode et aux poncifs
que m§me le mouvement le plus revolutionnaire ne peut
manquer d'engendrer, Mais ce qui compte, c'est ce que
Char retiendra du Surrealisms et qui est l'essentiel:
la revolte contre le conformisme et l'inauthenticite,
une conception passionnee de la poesie, envisagee non
plus seulement comme une fa^on d'ecrire, mais comme une
faijon de vivre.247

244• Breton and Eluard, Dictionnaire abrege du Surrealisme. p,7. In
* La lettre hors commerce"' (1947), Char himself proposes a shorter
time-span: "Tu peux faire figurer a cette Exposition 'qui je fus' en
1930—1934" (RBS. p.39). However, Char's publication in 1937 of
Moulin premier and his writing of two poems in collaboration with
Eluard in that year would seem to point to a continuing Surrealist
activity,
245. Ponds Rene Char-Yvonne Zervos, no,959J AE.III.4S, p.77.
246. We find here, in embryonic form, the polarity which, as the title,
structures and informs the later volume, Fureur et Mystere (first
published in 1948).
247. Roger Payet-Burin, Emerveillement et lucidite poetiques
(Paris, 1977), P.192.
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It is certainly true that Char is still seeking himself (as poet)

during this perr'od, but, on the other hand, the great authenticity

of Char's poems results largely from the fact that they are all traces

of his constant quest for poetic expression and poetic existence and all

testify to his recognition of the need for self-examination and for

self-change: in manuscript notes to Le marteau sans maftre. for

example', he added (and then stroked out) the following epigraph from
9/Q

Theodore Jouffroy, "...alors s'eleve 1'esprit, d'examon",*" and noted

on the typescript of 'Les soleils chanteurs' that "L*operation poetique
249

n'est pas toujours juste: elle doit l'§tre", and, in 'Commune
f 250

presence', he exhorts himself "Modifie-toi". Furthermore, in

reply to Breton's invitation to participate in the 1947 International

Exhibition of Surrealism, he wrote:

Je puis dire en quelques lignes, si tu le desires, mon
affection durable pour ce grand moment de ma vie qui ne
connut jamais d'adieu, seulement les mutations conformes
a notre nature et au temps,251

During his Surrealist years, Char took an active part in most of the

joint Surrealist ventures, and collaborated with Breton and Eluard on

Ralentir travaux (1930) and, in January 1937» wrote two poems, 'Paliers'
252

and 'Neuve', with Eluard, from which one may justifiably conclude

248. Fonds Rene Char-Yvonne Zervos, no.957sAE.III.46.
249. ibid.
250. MSM, p.145.
251. 'La lettre hors commerce*, RBS, p,59»
252. Published in Nouvelle Houvelle Revue Franqaise, no,89 (May i960),
pp.856-853.
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255
that hs considered collaborative writing to have value even in 1937 -

although his own individuality (both personal and poetic) inevitably

led him beyond the group-experiences of Surrealism, which, however,

he never wholly rejects. In 1947» for example, he wrote to Breton:

Ma part la plus active est devenue .... 1'absence. Je
ne suis plus guere present que par 1'amour, l'insoumission,
et le grand toit de la memoire.254

More recently, he wrote to Henri Peyre.;

Ce n'est pas a moi qu'il appartient d'examiner
contradictoirement le surrealisme dans ses effets, les
detestables et les autres. Une source devenant ruisseau,
inondant des terres, salissant les murs, n'est point
fautive.255

During this period, Char explored the fields of psychoanalysis and

of revolt, channelling his aggressivity into the creation of powerful

poetic images. As has already been noted, this aggressivity is directed

inwards against the poet himself, outwards against the object and also

against that which articulates the relationships between subject and

object - language. Octavio Paz has written:

253* In his own preface to Ralentir travaux. Char writes: "L'utilite
collective fait taire les reproches et fondre les hesitations" (Breton,
Char and Eluard, Ralentir travaux. Paris, 1968, p.11).
254. 'La- lettre hors commence' .RBS. p.38.
255. 'Le mariage d'un esprit de vingt ans,..' (written in 19^3)» RBS. p.40.
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Poetic creation begins as violence to language. The
first act in this operation is the uprooting of words.
The poet wrests them from their habitual connections
and occupations: separated from the formless world of
speech, words become unique, as if they had just been
born. The second act is the return of the word: the
poem becomes an object of participation. Two opposing
forces inhabit the poem: one of elevation or uprooting,
which pulls the word from the language; the other of
gravity which makes it return. The poem is an original
and unique creation, but it is also reading and
recitation: participation. The poet creates it; the
people, by recitation, re-create it. Poet and reader
are two moments of a single reality. Alternating in a
manner that may aptly be called cyclical, their rotation
engenders the spark: poetry.256

Char certainly demands from his reader a reconsideration of the meaning

of his words, but his aggressivity leads him not only to explode the

_myth of locatable reference for words but also to a subversive

manipulation of diacritical marks which witnesses to a desire to control

language (as in, for instance, "Sangtie" and "le batard d'eau" in

'Eaux-meres'). In addition, Char manipulates grammar and syntax in

his assault on language which will ultimately lead to what Paz calls

"the return of the word", a return which is effected by the reader who,

in his search for meaning, recognizes that language must be plurivalent

but can also, paradoxically, thereby furnish illumination. As has

already been seen, Char conceives of the poet as a mediator between

the conscious and the unconscious, "allant indistinctement de l'un a

2S7
1'autre de ces etats differents de la vie". In fact, Char's

256. Octavio Paz, The Bow and the Lyre, translated by Ruth L.C.Simms
(New York, 1973), P.28.
257. 'Partage formel', no.VII, FH. p.69.
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Surrealist work demonstrates a move towards the conscious articulation

of the unconscious, as may be seen, for instance, in 'Eaux-meres'

where the text's published 'career' witnesses to Char's growing

belief in the necessity to scrutinize consciously the workings of the

unconscious. Within 'Eaux-meres' the interference of waking thoughts

with the dream-recital and the different levels of association which

occur within each of the discourses and, more significantly, between

them effect a certain disruption of the text which itself enacts a

fragmentation of narrative linearity. The text ends with the

sentences: "Ma mere et ma soeur ont disparu. A la place qu'elles

occupaient il y a une loupe noire, monnaie d'arcane oubliee par le
p CO

liberateur repoussant'J The figures of oppression have magically

been replaced by a black magnifying-glass, poetic symbol of the

conjunction of darkness (night) and transparency and close examination.

Yet it is significant that it is the conscious poet who ends the text,

interpreting this dream-symbol as "monnaie d'arcane oubliee par le

liberateur repoussant." that is to say, as the currency and also the

left-over change of alchemical mysteries. This "monnaie" is again a

form of trace, here left by "le liberateur repoussant" - the

unconscious is perceived consciously as a liberating force and as

repellent (in that its impulses are not controlled). The intervention

of the conscious poet into his "recit de r§ve" demonstrates his own

desire to control his unconscious image-flow, but the very (published)

presence of the text v/itnesses to his acceptance of the value of the

258. MSM. p.106.
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unconscious. At this stage in his development, then, Char is

exploring the possibilities offered by Surrealism, but he already

conceives of poetic liberty as attainable essentially through the

intervention of the conscious or, as he affirms during the War,

through the spontaneous metamorphosis of the -unconscious into the

conscious:

Les rares moments de liberte sont ceux durant lesquels
1'inconscient se fait conscient et le conscient neant

(ou verger fou).259

Char's writing is always the expression of a relationship, be it with

the self, with the woman, with the poem or with language, and when the

sadomasochistic nature of his object-relations (which underpins his

Surrealist writings) is translated into poetic texts, that is, when

his aggressivity becomes aggression, this is not in order to destroy

either subject or object, but, rather, to maintain both in a state of

suffering. This suffering becomes the locus of shared experience,

where the redundancy of the concept of meaning as reducible denotation

is consciously perceived, and where significance is both generated and

received as a continual process of dissemination of multiple meanings.

As Char affirmed in 1980:

La poesie ne se traduit pas dans la langue rigide de la
logique, C'est une langue originale et constitute par les
eveneraents transmues,260

259. 'Feuillets d'Hypnos*, no,170, FM, p,1j6,
260, 'Entretien de Rene Char aVec France Huser', Le Nouvel Observateur,
no.799 (3 March 1980), p.111.
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It has been suggested above that Char differs from many of the

Surrealist poets in that he rejects narcissism, but it should also

be stressed that his participation in Surrealist ventures and his

assimilation of many of the psychoanalytic notions so' central to

the Surrealist philosophy and aesthetics resulted in a poetry which

bears the indelible mark of Surrealism, even if Char's experiments

with the unconscious were precisely to lead him to an insistence on

the control of the conscious. Char certainly learned much during

his Surrealist years, but he also enriched Surrealist poetry as

Goerges Hugnet indicates, when writing of Le marteau sans ma?tre;

Ce recueil apporte a la poesie tine note de gravite,
une langue aceree, un depouillement dans 1'expression
et une decharge de mots-eclairs qui seront lourds
de consequences.261

Char's greatest contributions to Surrealism are perhaps his

insistence on exploiting consciously the impulses of the unconscious

and his constant awareness of the existence of the Other, His poetry

is firmly tied to the world (both internal and external), it
communicates a nascent commitment to lucidity as the touch-stone of

existence, and the freedom of the semantic functioning of his images

is now posited as a structural device, paradigmatic of the functioning

of the poems as entities.

261. Georges Hugnet, Pleins et delie's : temoignages et souvenirs.
1926-1972 (La Chapelle-sur-Loire, 1972), p.244.
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In conclusion, it seems appropriate to answer Payet—Burin's

hesitant evaluation of the importance of Char's Surrealist period

by quoting an extract from a contemporary review of Le marteaw sans

maltre. where, in 1934» Georges Dupeyron affirms:

Ainsi sommes-nous, en le lisant, conduit au point exact
de rencontre entre l'exprime et 1'inexprimable. Le
mieux, en pareil cas, est de s'-en remettre a une sorte
de 'laches-tout' lucide mais exaltant, d'abdiquer toute
volonte dite logique.
... Nous retrouvons la l'eternel dynamisme revolutionnaire

sans qui la poesie est inauthentique. Tant il est vrai que
1'expression d'une poesie valable ne peut pas, surtout a
notre epoque, §tre separee des problemes a la fois ethiques
et par consequent politiques, double et magnifique chaudiere
au monde. 3t nous comprenons mieux desormais pourquoi
Rene Char ne pouvait pleinement se realiser que par le
surrealisme. 262

262. Documents 54. no.2, p.66
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CHAPTER FOUR

PLACARD POUR UN CHEMIN DES ECOLIERS and DEHORS LA NUIT EST GOUVERNEE

When the second edition of Le marteau sans maStre was published

in 1945» the accompanying 'feuillet* recognised in these texts a

presentiment of the horrors which were to engulf Europe in the

period 1957-1945:

Vers quelle mer enragee, ignoree m§me des poetes,
pouvait bien s'en aller, aux environs de 1950, ce
fleuve mal aper$u qui coulait dans des terres ou les
accords de la fertilite deja se mouraient, ou l'allegorie
de l'horreur comme^ait a se concretiser, ce fleuve
radiant et enigmatique baptise Marteau sans Maitre?
Vers 1'hallucinante experience de 1'homme noue au
Mal, de 1'homme massacre et pourtant victorieux.

La clef du Marteau sans Mattre tourne dans la realite

pressentie des annees 1937-1944. be premier rayon
qu'elle delivre hesite entre 1*imprecation du supplice
et le magnifique amour.1

In the Surrealist texts, Char's aggressivity expressed itself in terms

of sadomasochistic object-relations in which violence was done to the

self, to the Other and even to language, hence perhaps the hesitation

perceived in the 'feuillet' between "1'imprecation du supplice et le

magnifique amour": the poet espoused the central Surrealist notion

1. MSM, p.13.
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of revolt (and let us not forget that revolt characterizes even his

pre-Surrealist texts), but this revolt was essentially conceptual and

was used as a poetic strategy intended to alter perception and

attitudes to existence. However, in 1936 History, both social and

personal, coincided with literature when the Spanish Civil War" broke

out and Char contracted an acute case of septicaemia. Thus,

apparently, reference was suddenly thrust upon the poems, as death,
2

suffering and revolution became actualized. For a poet of Char's

integrity, these two events demanded a re-evaluation of his poetry and

its function and resulted in the virulent 'Dedicace' to Placard pour

un chemin des ecoliers:

Enfants d'Espagne, - ROUGES oh combien, a embuer pour
toujours 1'eclat de l'acier qui vous dechiquete; - A Vous,

Lorsque j'avais votre Sge^ le marche aux fruits et aux
fleurs, l'ecole buissonniere ne se tenaient pas encore sous
1'averse des bombes, Les bourreaux, les candides et les
fanatiques se tuaient bien, s'estropiaient bien quelque
part entre eux a des frontieres de leur choix, mais leur
maree meurtriere etait une maree qu'un detour permettait
d'eviter; elle epargnait notre prairie, notre grenier, nos
huttes, C'est dire que les valeurs morales et sentimentales
cheres aux families monocordes n'excedaient pas le croissant
de nos galoches, II fallait avant toute chose assurer
1'existence autonome de nos difficiles personnes, entretenir
les rouages de l'arc-en-ciel, administrer les parcelles de
nos biens si mouvants. Tel objet informe, a la rue, outlaw
negligeable, sur nos conseils tenait en echec le Touring
Club de France 1

2, On the actualization of words, see Char's revelation to Edith Mora:
Ainsi, le message qui m'annongait un parachutage pour
un soir etait: "La bibliotheque est en feu", ce qui
n'etait qu'une phrase de code, issue d'un systeme. Or,
pour moi, ce fut une realite, redoutable; je raconte
dans 'Feuillets d'Hypnos' comment un container a explose
en touchant terre, mettant le feu a la for§t; on s'en est
sorti, non sans mali Mais j'ai demande aussitSt a Londres
qu'on change le message: la magie, l'autorite des mots, j'y
crois,

('Poesie-sur-Sorgue', p.9)
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Les temps sont changes, De la chair pantelante d'enfants
s'entasse dans les tombereaux fetides commis jusqu'ici
aux operations d'equarrissage et de voirie. La fosse
commune a ete rajeunie. Elle est vaste comme un dortoir,
profonde comme un puits. Incomparables bouchersi Hontel
Hontel Hontel

Enfants d'Espagne, j'ai forme ce PLACARD alors que les
yeux matinals de certains d'entre vous n'avaient encore
rien appris des usages de la mort qui se coulait en eux.
Pardon de vous les dedier. Avec ma derniere reserve

d'espoir.

MARS 19375

This dedication is, above all, an affirmation of solidarity, of

identification, hence the use of the "je" which, following the

conventions of the genre of 'textes de circonstance', is not a textually

—created figure, but functions in a genuinely referential way. The

poet re-enacts in his text his own childhood, which he now perceives

in the context both of the child—victims of the Spanish Civil War and

of his own lived confrontation with death, Cranston suggests that:

Throughout the dedication, Char contrasts his own
pastoral childhood with that prepared in 1937 for
the children born to violence and war. He juxtaposes
the natural green world of fruits, flowers and prairies
to the unnatural red and murderous world of steel,4

3, PCE. unpaginated; also DNG/PCE. pp.17-18,
4, Cranston, Orion Resurgent, p.183,
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The element of comparison is undoubtedly important in this text, but

it is essential also to note the nature of Char's present awareness

of a past abdication of responsibility ("... vine maree qu'un detour

permettait d'eviter", "... les valeurs morales et sentimentales ...

n'excedaient pas le croissant de nos galoches"). Thus, Char's view

of his childhood is far from being a Utopian vision of innocence,

which is preferred to the horror of the Spanish children's lives -

Char's moral attitude is fundamentally opposed to belief in (which is

tantamount to indulgence in) projections of a Utopia, since this
5

would involve a retreat from reality. Rather, the poet acknowledges

that his childhood was informed by a moral blindness to others and to

the surrounding world, hence the reference to the "yeux matinals"^

5. In Problemes de l'utopie. Archives des Lettres Modernes. no.85
(Paris, 1968), Claude G.Dubois insists that the term "utopie"
designates "toute construction imaginaire. .parfaitement harmonieuse
et parfaitement irreelle (p.8, my underlinings). In Utonie et
civilisation (Paris, 1973)9 Gilles Lapouge affirms that the Utopian
locus is both closed and absent (p.212),
6. Although Petit Robert gives the masculine plural "matinaux"
(p.1056), Le Grand Dictionnaire universel du XIXe siecle.t.10 (Paris,
1866) notes that "Le pluriel [...-aux] n'est plus suffisamment
determine par 1'usage et ... les uns disent matinals. les autres
matinaux (p.1341), and in Emile Littre, Dictionnaire de la langue
francaise. t.4 (Paris, 1957) we find the assertion: "Le pluriel
masculin n'est plus usite" (p.2103). In the context of French usage,
then, the form found in the 'Ledicace' is not necessarily unusual,
but, in the context of Char's personal lexicon, it commands the
reader's attention, since the poet usually chooses the form "matinaux"
as in the title of his volume Les Matinaux.
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of the Spanish children: their eyes may initially have a visionary

innocence but they must soon learn about suffering and death. If

the preceding paragraph powerfully expresses Char's anger at the war,

his articulation of the difference between his own (deludedly) innocent

childhood and the childhood of the Spanish children points to a

modification of the poet's attitude to suffering. While a constant

of Char's poetry and of his thinking is his belief in the value of

7
suffering as a means to lucidity and in an awareness of death as a

8 *
touchstone for life, and while, in this 'Dedicace', he repudiates the

7, See, for instance, the following poetic statements:
Vitre inextinguible: mon souffle affleurait deja l'amitie
de ta blessure.,, ('Le Visage nuptial', FM, p.6o);
Le poete, susceptible d'exageration, evalue correctement
dans le supplice, ('Feuillets d'Hypnos', no,154, p.132);
La lucidite est la blessure la plus rapprochee du soleil.
(•Feuillets d'Hypnos', no.169, FM, p.136);
II faut souffler sur quelques lueurs pour faire de la bonne
lumiere. Beaux yeux brftles parachevent le don, ('Rougeur des
Matinaux', no,IX, LM, p,104);
Pourquoi le champ de la blessure est-il de tous le plus
prospere? Les hommes aux vieux regards, qui ont eu un ordre
du ciel transperce, en re^oivent sans s'etonner la nouvelle,
(•Lettera Amorosa' - version definitive, CP. p,142);
Plus il comprend, plus il souffre. Plus il sait, plus il est
dechire, Mais sa lucidite est a la mesure de son chagrin et
sa tenacite a celle de son desespoir." ('Crible', LNP. p.89).

8, See, for instance, the following poetic statements:
La pensee de la mort en nous contraignant a mesurer notre
vitesse nous facilite et adoucit nos mutations" ('Moulin
premier, no.LXIX, MSM, p.142);
Mort, tu nous etends sans nous diminuer ('Moulin premier, no.LXX,
MSM. p.143);
Vivre, c'est s'obstiner a achever un souvenir? Mourir, c'est
dqvenir, mais nulle part, vivant? ('Les compagnons dans le
jardin', LPA. p.84);
Mourir, c'est passer a travers le chas de l'aiguille apres de
multiples feuillaisons, II faut aller a travers la mort pour
emerger devant la vie, dans 1'etat de modestie souveraine
('Baudelaire mecontente Nietzsche', LNT. p.73).
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falsely protective, solipsistic aspect of his childhood, it is clear

that the suffering of the Spanish children is wholly repugnant to

him - because they are victims, with no control over their fate,

whereas the prime concern of the "families monocordes" of Char's

childhood was "avant tout assurer 1*existence autonome de nos

difficiles personnes, entretenir les rouages de l'arc-en-ciel,

administrer les parcelles de nos biens si mouvants". La Charite

notes the deletion of the epithet "autonome" in the 1949 edition of

the Placard with Dehors la xiuit est gouvernee. explaining it as

follows:

. .. the 1949 deletion of the qualifier suggests that
between 1936 and 1949» probably during World War II,
existence and independence became synonymous for Char; -

that is, authentic existence is of necessity autonomous.

This reading, however, seems to overlook the perforative epithet
"monocordes" which, coupled with the expression of narrowness ("...
n'excedaient pas le croissant de nos galoches"), the recognition of

dissatisfaction ("nos difficiles personnes"), the reduction of the

beautiful natural phenomenon of the rainbow to a mechanism ("les

rouages de 1'arc-en—ciel") and the attempt to organize mobility

("administrer les parcelles de nos biens si mouvants"), surely

indicates that, as a result of his perception of the plight of the

Spanish children, the poet has been brought to a re-evaluation of the

9. La Charite, Poetics and Poetry of Char, p.80.
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reality of his own childhood. In 'Moulin premier', no.LVII Char

wrote: "II faut §tre l'homme de la pluie et 1'enfant du beau temps," ®
This is already a re-working of the child/man relationship examined

* 11
in 'Bel edifice et les pressentiments', of which it was suggested

that, for Char, child and man are separate, absolute concepts, and

in 'Partage formel' he develops the 'Moulin premier' statement:

Homme de la pluie et enfant du beau temps, vos mains ^
de defaite et de progres me sont egalement necessaires.

This later version articulates more explicitly the difference between

child and man but also re-affirms Char's earlier belief in existence

as a fusion of childlike innocence and adult realism: "L'ambition

enfantine du poete est de devenir un vivant de l'espace".^ The

'Ledicace' to the Placard, while undoubtedly an authentic response

to the Spanish Civil War, forms part of Char's continuing meditation

on poetry and its functions. External reality has certainly led to a

re-consideration of the poet's childhood, but this occurs within an

already constituted tradition of meditation on the relationship of

child to man and it is far from being a simple "nostalgia for the
i A

past" - rather it indicates indignation at the summary suppression

10, MSM. p.140.
11, See my remarks on 'Bel edifice et les pressentiments* in the
chapter on Arsenal.
12, No,XIX, EM, p.72.
13, 'Moulin premier', no.I, MSM. p.123.
14, La Charite, Poetics and Poetry of Char, p.79*
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of potential and promise. Furthermore, the third paragraph with

its powerful description of the "fosse commune" as "rajeunie" and

its comparison of the "fosse commune" to a dormitory,.uses terms

which recall 'Devant soi', the last poem of the 'Poemes militants':

Une societe bien v§tue a horreur de la flamme.
La corbeille de tes noces, extraite du columbarium,
fut versee a la fosse commune.

L'amertume pacifiee...
Equarrisseur, ta descendance s'est eteinte.

Malgre tes contractions, la lente retraite chiffonniere
s'ecoule, acclamant au passage le declin de l'Elagueur.
Le catafalque habituel est dresse sous la vollte de
bienfaisance,15

This similarity would seem to suggest that the 'Dedicace' itself

does not have as an exclusive function reference to external reality,

but also signifies within the context of Char's thinking and of his

writing. The comparative element within the 'Dedicace' is, in a

sense, an illusion, since the text is essentially about the absence

of childhood: the poet recognises that his childhood was marked by

a false innocence and that the Spanish children are not permitted to

live out their childhood. Thus, in this apparent 'texte de circonstance',

there is in fact no reference to any 'real' childhood, but rather to

the concept of childhood which remains a (partial) goal, a promise.

Like all texts, this 'Dedicace' refers to other texts, as has been

suggested above - indeed, the first line of the final paragraph

explicitly performs an intertextual function bv naming the collection

15.MSM. pp.114-115
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of poems which will follow. This ambivalent nature of the 'Dedicace'

(as 'texte de circonstance' and therefore as externally referential,

and as literary text which is intratextually and intertextually

referential) prepares the reader to read the poems of the Placard

as poems, rather than trying to 'frame* them historically. It is

significant that the poems are offered to the Spanish children with

some hesitation ("Pardon de vous les dedier"), since, given that they

were, as Cranston tells us, written in the period 1934-1936>''^ it is
clear that they are not direct responses to the Spanish Civil War

but fully autonomous poetic texts, which have significance for the

War,-but are not generated by; it, A reading of the Placard must

therefore be a poetic reading, which remembers Char's affirmation in

'A une serenite crispeer:

L'obsession de la moisson et 1'indifference a l'Histoire
sont les deux extremites de mon arc,

L'ennemi le plus sournois est l'actualite.

The concept of childhood which is examined in the 'Dedicace' is

apparently inscribed in the title of the collection, Placard -pour un

chemin des ecoliers. through the use of the term "ecolier", but the

16, Cranston, Orion Resurgent, p.183.
17. 'A une serenite crispee*, RBS, p,126. It should be stressed, of
course, that Char's indifference to History is not an abdication of
moral responsibility, but an insistence on the present (as perceived
and lived by the individual), which is an exemplary moment.
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phrase "le chemin des ecoliers" is surely an example of what Martin

calls 'faded metaphors':

.where a metaphor has no apparency, we may say it is
faded: that is, the connotations of the vehicle are
either not observed or barely noticed.18

The phrase is conventionally taken to mean 'the longest route', thus

the volume's title, privileged by its very position which ensures

that a reading of the poems is preceded by a reading of the title,

suggests that the poems will witness to a detour, to an abdication of

responsibility. As has been shown, though, the 'Dedicace' articulates

a repudiation of these aspects in the poet's own childhood; the title

is thus, in a hermeneutic reading, invested with some further meaning.

Mounin writes of the collection:

C'est une plaquette homogene, toute pleine de son titre.
Placard pour un chemin des ecoliers. panneau de
signalisation routiere a 1'entree du royaume de l'enfance.

This seems to be a reductive reading, since it ignores the full metaphoric

significance of the "chemin des ecoliers" by suggesting a destination,

whereas Char's writing in this collection (as also in his more recent

18. Martin, Language. Truth and Poetry, p.218.
19. Mounin, La communication poetique. p.120.
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writing) valorizes the necessarily plural aspect of the path rather

than the destination:

Les routes qui ne promettent pas le pays de leur
destination sont les routes aimees.20

Le pays natal est un allie diminue. Sinon il nous
entretiendrait de ses revers et de sa fatuite.
Pistes, sentiers, chemins et routes ne s'accordent pas
sur les m§mes maisons, choisissent d'autres habitants,
rendent compte a des yeux differents.21

Ces marcheurs, je les ai accompagnes longtemps. ...

lis etaient peu presses d'arriver au port et a la mer,
de se livrer au caprice exorbitant de l'ennemi.22

The title functions, in fact, in both a literal and a metaphoric way,,

'demanding a consideration of the relationship between "chemin" and

"ecoliers" (as will be explored further in the reading of 'Compagnie

de l'ecoliere') and exploiting the figurative sense of the expression.

Moreover, it is a dual sign functioning in a way similar to that

described by Riffaterre:

Titles too can function as dual signs. They then introduce
the poem they crown, and at the same time refer to a text
outside of it. Since the interpretant stands for a text,
it confirms that the unit of significance in poetry is always
textual. By referring to another text the dual title points
to where the significance of its own poem is explained.23

20. 'Encart', LNP. p.91«
21. 'Aversion', ibid., p.108.
22. 'Rodin', AC. p.30. This valorization of travelling rather than of
arriving was most famously effected perhaps by Robert Louis Stevenson:
"For my part, I travel not to go anywhere, but to go. I travel for
travel's sake, The great affair is to move...", 'Cheylard and Luc',
Travels with a Donkey (London, 19&4)» P»40.
23» Riffaterre, Semiotics of Poetry. p.99»
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The title here is ambiguous and its significance cannot be fully-

realised until after the poems themselves are read (indeed, as will

be seen later, the first stanza of 'Compagnie de l'ecoliere* performs

a revitalization of the expression "le chemin des ecoliers"). The

ambiguity of the title leads: to a consideration of each of its

constituent terms as autonomously signifying units; hence, through

an effect of intertextuality, the word "ecolier" evokes what Mounin
OA

calls the "Haine significative de Rene Char contre l'ecole":

La bouche en chant
Dans un carcan

Corame a l'ecole
La premiere t§te qui tombe.

Je te regardais traversant les anneaux de sable
des cuirasses

Comme la generation des melancoliques le preau
des jeux26

Le poete a plus besoin d'etre "echauffe" que d'Stre
instruit.

Classe sous le preau meningite de l'ecole. Initiation
au seuil des niches.27

Thus, when the children addressed in the 'Dedicace' and evoked

in the following texts are inscribed in the title as "ecoliers", their

significance is determined (in part) by previous poems of the poet;

24. Mounin, La communication poetique. pp.121-122.
25. 'TJn levain barbare', MSM. p.24.
26. 'Vivante demain', MSM. p.74.
27. 'Moulin premier', no.XXXII, MSM. p.132.
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consequently, the texts of the volume cannot but be read as poems,

28
since the title as structuring function withholds direct

referentiality and, through the lack of reference, encourages the

reader to read intertextually. The poems themselves, which shape our

reading of the title, are inescapably marked as closed textual entities

by the very fact of their grouping under an overall title, and their

signifying process will thus be shaped by the intertextual nature of

the title - and the title codes them as poems by the very fact that

it promotes textuality rather than reference. These poems are signs

which point not to a Utopian destination, but rather to a road of

refusal of conventional constraint, along which one will travel in a

paradoxical state of belonging to that to which one refuses to belong:

the title posits not an abdication of responsibility but a lucid

state of refusal. If, in the context of Char's thinking, "le chemin

des ecoliers" implies a refusal of life with its constraints and of

any alternative (fixed) destination, it would then seem that the

"Placard" cannot be interpreted as Mounin's "panneau de signalisation
» 29

routiere". This word, like the other constituent words of the

title, has a double reference here. A "placard" is firstly an "Ecrit
50

qu'on affiche sur un mur, un panneau, pour donner un avis au public":

28. The structuring functioning is one of the three functions of the
title postulated by Ninette Bailey in 'Le Mur dans Le Mur'. p.36.
29. Mounin, La communication poetique. p.120.
30. Petit Robert, p.1312.
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the meaning of wall-poster (used by Char in his combat against the

installation of nuclear missile sites in the mid-sixties'^), when

inscribed in the title, validates the political rhetoric of the

'Dedicace' and affirms that there is a social value to the (poetic)
32

deviations which will follow. Another use of the term "placard"

which seems pertinent here is that of 'galley-proof', as in the

expression "epreuves en placard", which codes the following texts as

33 34
poems - and as poems which are susceptible to correction. The

Placard will thus function as a trace, as a mark of absence^ (and
the preposition "pour" serves to reinforce the notion of absence, since

it points to the "chemin" and posits it thereby as a promise - like

the concept of childhood in the 'Dedicace').

31. For a list of these, see note 57 "to the chapter on Arsenal.
32. All poems are deviations from conventional usage of language,
since they are not directly referential, but function first and
foremost in a self-referential way.
33• For further insights into the functioning of a title, see Roland
Barthes's essay 'Analyse textuelle d'un conte d'Edgar Poe', Semiotique
narrative et textuelle. edited by Claude Chabrol (Paris, 1973)» PP.29-54
(notably p.33).
34. Punctuation was added in the 1949 edition of DNG/PCB and again to
'Compagnie de l'ecoliere' and 'Allee du confident' when they appear in
CP (pp.115-118).
35. The importance of absence and trace has already been seen in the
previous chapter. See also Martin Heidegger's affirmation in 'What
Are Poets For?*, his essay on Holderlin and Rilke: "Traces are often
inconspicuous and are always the legacy of a directive that is barely
divined. To be a poet in a destitute time means: to attend, singing,
to the trace of the fugitive gods", Poetry, Language. Thought. translated
by Alfred Hofstadter (New York 1971)» P.94. Char's preference for trace
over proof continues to inform his thinking and writing, as is evident
by his affirmation in 'Picasso sous les vents etesiens': " 'Les preuves
fatiguent la verite*, constatait Braque, Comme c'est vraii", FD. p.47.



COMPAGNIE DE L'ECOLIERE

Je sais bien que les chemins marchent
Plus vite que les ecoliers
Atteles a leur cartable
Roulant dans la glu des fumees
Ou l'automne perd le souffle
Jamais douce a vos sujets
Est-ce vous que j'ai vue sourire
Ma fille ma fille je tremble

N'aviez-vous done pas mefiance
De ce vagabond etranger
Quand il enleva sa casquette
Pour vous demander son chemin
Yous n'avez pas paru surprise
Vous vous Stes abordes
Comme coquelicot et ble
Ma fille ma fille je tremble

La fleur qu'il tient entre les dents
II pourrait la laisser tomber
S'il consent a donner son nom

A rendre l'epave a ses vagues
Ensuite quelque aveu maudit
Qui hanterait votre sommeil
Parmi les ajoncs de son sang
Ma fille ma fille je tremble

Quand ce jeune homme s'eloigna
Le soir mura votre visage
Quand ce jeune homme s'eloigna
Los voute front bas et mains vides
Sous les osiers vous etiez grave
Vous ne l'aviez jamais ete
Vous rendra-t-il votre beaute
Ma fille ma fille je tremble

La fleur qu'il gardait a la bouche
Savez-vous ce qu'elle cachait
Pere un mal pur borde de mouches
Je l'ai voile de ma pitie
Mais ses yeux tenaient la promesse
Que je me suis faite a moi-meme
Je suis folle je suis nouvelle
C'est vous mon pere qui changez.

36. PCE. unpaginated; also LNG/PCE. pp.32-33. The original 1937 edition
contains five illustrations by Valentine Hugo, which illuminate the following
texts (I give also the dates of each illustration):

Dedicace - 27 July 1937
Quatre ages 11-12 August 1937
Exploit du cylindre a vapeur - 15 July 1937
Compagnie de l'ecoliere - 22 July 1937
Allee du confident - 2 September 1937.
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The principal structural axis of the poem is the dialogue form between

father and daughter (the first four stanzas are articulated by the

father, the last by the daughter), but, although the expression

"Ma fille" is answered by "Pere" in stanza five, the use of the

"vous"-form throughout 'doubles' the text which can be read both as a

father-daughter conversation and as a 'confessional' conversation

37
between priest and young girl - and this doubleness of the textually

created figures functions, on the narrative level, as a paradigm of

the doubleness of many of the words and expressions, which re-enact

the doubleness of the volume's title and demand a plural reading.

The poem's own title postulates a notion of union ("Compagnie"), but

also, through the use of the word "ecoliere" which interacts with the

"ecoliers" of the second line and of the volume's title, indicates

that the plural "ecoliers" is perceived as a signifying plural which

is composed of individual elements such as the "ecoliere":

generalization as found in linguistic expression is thus both used and

challenged - the individual exists both within a social structure and

in opposition to it.

37. It is interesting to note that, in Hugo's illustration to this
poem which shows a man's head (holding a poppy between his teeth), the
face is recognizably that of Char himself. The poet is thus presented
visually as the "etranger vagabond"; in a (future) interpretation of
the poem's relationship with the illustrations, it would be
fascinating to consider this extra-textual inclusion of Char in his
poem's reference in the light of Harold Bloom's notion of the poet as
father and son and "intra-poetic relationships as parallels of family
romance" (The Anxiety of Influence. Oxford, 1973• P»8).
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The poem opens with an affirmation of knowledge, which also

performs a revitalization of the faded mataphor "le chemin des

ecoliers", which is embedded both in this text and in the collection

as a whole. This revitalization is effected through the personification

of the "chemins", which reminds the reader that the expression is

essentially figurative and subsequently that, in Char's poetry,

language is treated as more than a vehicle for 'direct' communication

and is re-invested with the power of the Word:

Dans le poeme, chaque mot ou presque doit §tre employe
dans son sens originel. Certains, se detachant,
deviennent plurivalents. II en est d'amnesiques.
La constellation du Solitaire est tendue.38

The personification is established within a comparison with the

school-children and thereby installs a difference, a separation

between the paths and the children, since to compare two entities is,

surely, to presuppose difference. The expression "le chemin des

ecoliers" is thus divided into its constituent terms which are

re-accorded their full signifying force, but it also remains embedded

in the text and calls up its semantic partner, "l'ecole buissonniere",

found in the 'Dedicace'. The easy freedom associated with childhood

(but never actualized) is absent and the children are defined through

metaphoric images of constraint and imprisonment ("atteles", "la glu

des fumees"). The nature of these two defining epithets merits

38. 'La bibliotheque est en feu', LPA. p.73.
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consideration since, although both employ a term associated with

school-children, their textual functioning operates in opposite ways:

in the first, the potent metaphoric term is "atteles", which demands

a re-examination of the connotations of "cartable" (often used

39\
metonymically as a symbol of childhood and consequently of innocence j,

whereas, in the second, the present participle "Roulant", naturally

associated with children's games and usually creating an expectancy

for a term such as "l'herbe" or "la bruyere", is here rendered

metaphoric by the image of the thick smoke which clings. Furthermore,

the term "atteles" implies forcible restraint, whereas "Roulant", in

the context of school-children, implies willing complicity, so an

ambivalence is established with regard to the children's attitude to

progress forward. In these epithets, in fact, the literal ("cartable",

"Roulant") both supports and is subverted by the figurative ("atteles",

"la glu"). The vivid nature of the metaphoric epithets attached to

"ecoliers" might initially suggest that there is a reference to some

reality in the phenomenal world, to 'real' children, but the textual

configuration accords them rather a symbolic value and further precludes

a mimetic reading by means of the personification of the autumn

("l'automne perd le souffle"). The reference to autumn is particularly

important given Char's "obsession de la moisson",^ since autumn is

39» For a reworking of the image of the "cartable", see 'Griffe':
Marcheur voftte, le ciel s'essouffle vite;
Mediateur, il n'est pas entendu;
Moi je le peins bleu sur bleu, ou sur noir,
Ce ciel est un cartable d'ecolier
Tache de mfires. (LNT. p.79)

40, 'A une serenite crispee', RBS. p,126.
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both a time for gathering-in and a time of natural sowing, is a time

of natural decay and also a promise of rebirth. Char's own attitude

to autumn, which recognises this duality, is expressed with perception

and gentleness in the poem 'A M.H.', where, thirty years later, he

again notes the gap between Man and the symbols of Nature:

11 septembre 1966
L'automne va plus vite, en avant, en arriere,
que le rateau du jardinier. L'automne ne se
precipite pas sur le coeur qui exige la branche
avec son ombre.41

In 'Compagnie de l'ecoliere', both children and autumn are

trapped in the coils of smoke: in one reading, then, innocence and

Nature are both ensnared in the suffocating fumes of war. However,

this reading is determined by the historical context of the Spanish

Civil War, whereas the poem itself distinguishes perhaps not so much

between children and constraint and suffering as between "l'ecoliere"

and "les ecoliers": the "ecoliere" is privileged by the title of

the poem and is predicated as powerful in lines six and seven when

she is directly addressed for the first time:

Jamais douce a vos sujets
Est-ce vous que j'ai vue sourire

41. PPG, p.21.
42. I agree with La Charite (Poetics and Poetry of Char, p.80, note 3)»
that the 1937 form of the past participle "vu" is probably a typographical
error: it was changed to "vue" in the 1949 version and in CP, and the
feminine adjective "douce" would seem to indicate that it should be
feminine in the past participle also. I have adopted this feminine
form in my transcription.
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An inversion of power-relationships is here effected: the school¬

children were earlier presented as (possibly complicit) victims,

but the individual school-girl is presented as monarch, as a severe

monarch - though the term "sujets" is not contextually determined

and thus signifies freely, suggesting simultaneously the

interlocutor ("Pere"), other children, toys, the world, etc. What is

important for the development of the poem is the notion of voluntary

severity which highlights, by contradistinction, the possibility of

her smiling, though this possibility is expressed through a question:

a code of enigma on the narrative level of the poem is thus established,

and the poem will withhold the solution until the last stanza. The

father's discourse is, in fact, characterized by questioning: in

stanza one he questions the validity of what he has seen, in stanza

two he uses the question in the first four lines to attempt to elicit

a confirmation from the girl of the emotional reaction to the stranger

which he considers to be the 'correct' response (mistrust), and in

stanza four he exploits the question form to suggest a loss of beauty

(and, by implication, of innocence). The question form itself is,

therefore, not innocent - it implies uncertainty, but also is used

manipulatively. Nonetheless, on the level of syntactic structures,

the use of questions reinforces the code of enigma and so serves to

present a grammatical paradigm of the enigma found on the level of the

word, where a constant dialectic between the literal and the

figurative withholds from the reader a monovalent and closed reading.
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Stanza two opens with a re-enactment of the isolationism

rejected in the 'Dedicace*, and the lack of trust implied in the

question is elaborated by the mistrust of the doffing of the cap

(this mistrust being a transgression of the social codes of
43\

politeness and hospitality) and also of the action of asking

one's way, which implies that the father has a (deluded) belief in
a single, known path - hence the surprise which motivates his

observation: "Vous n'avez pas paru surprise". If there is a

partial equation of the school-children and autumn in stanza one, in

stanza two the school-girl and the "vagabond etranger" are viewed,

in their meeting, as "Comme coquelicot et ble". This interpretative

perception of the meeting is clearly non—mimetic: indeed, the

comparison functions only on a composite level - the girl is not like

a poppy or the traveller like a stalk of wheat, as traditional

symbolism might lead us to believe (after all, it is the traveller

who is later associated textually with "la fleur"). Rather, this

image is a re-writing and a re-working of the traditional Romantic

image of the (drowsy) co—existence of poppy and wheat,^ introducing

43. For an insight into Char's belief in such human codes, see the
following remarks in 'Qu'il vive':

Dans mon pays, on ne questionne pas un homme emu,
o o •

Bonjour a peine, est inconnu dans mon pays, (LM, p.50)
44. See, for instance, John Keats' celebrated poem 'To Autumn', stanza two:

Who hath not seen thee oft amid thy store?
Sometimes whoever seeks ahroad may find ~

Thee sitting careless on a granary floor.
Thy hair soft-lifted by the winnowing wind;

Or on a half-reap*d furrow sound asleep,
Drows'd with the fume of poppies, while thy hook
Spares the next swath and all its twined flowers,,,

(The poetical works of John Keats, edited by H.Buxton Forman, Oxford, 1908,
pp,245-246,
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a notion of dynamism, of convergence, which transforms autumn from

a state of being into a state of continual becoming.

The third stanza opens with a further enigma: the stranger is

(strangely, incomprehensibly) holding a flower between his teeth.

No preparation is made in the preceding stanza for this image which

will be explained in symbolic terms only in the last stanza, and

the impression of strangeness is heightened by the displacement of

the 'narrative' from the past tense into the present - even though

the following stanza will note the fact that the stranger has left.

The image is again clearly anti-mimetic, and functions symbolically.

There has been a movement from the metaphoric use of an individual

flower ("coquelicot") to the symbolic use of the generic term

("la fleur") - and this flower is not, of course, necessarily the

poppy of stanza two. Here, as throughout Char's poetry and especially

in the post—War poems, we find the poet preferring the generic term

precisely because it has greater connotational freedom. Certain of

the flower's symbolic resonances would seem particularly pertinent for

a reading of 'Compagnie de l'ecoliere':

Pour Novalis ... , la fleur est le symbole de 1'amour
et de l'harmonie caracterisant la nature primordiale;
elle s'identifie au symbolisme de l'enfance et, d'une
certaine fagon, a celui de l'etat edenique.45

45. Chevalier and Gheerbrant, Dictionnaire des symboles. t.2, p.528. In
conversations with me, Char has spoken often of Novalis and of the
importance for himself of Novalis; he quotes from Novalis to open
Paravent pour les douze mois de l'annee (Paris, 1969)» unpaginated:

Le monde exterieur c'est le monde interieur eleve
a l'etat de mystere.
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Thus, in an attitude of both defence and aggressivity ("tient entre

les dents"), the traveller prefers the harmony of childhood and

Nature to the classification demanded by adult society ("donner son

nom"), since this would lead to him losing again the (multiple) path

which he has found through contact with the girl, a path which does

not recognize the narrow categories of the father ("rendre l'epave

a ses vagues"). This latter metaphoric image, which is equated

through grammatical structure with the notion of giving his name,

appears anomalous within the textual configuration of the poem, but

it is surely an enactment, within the poetic text, of one of the prime

motivations of figurative language: the desire to express vividly

something which we cannot express satisfactorily in literal language.^
However, this metaphoric image has no contextual motivation or

justification: the father's discourse here thus articulates its own

inadequacy, firstly by needing to have recourse to a metaphor and

secondly by uttering a metaphor which is ultimately inaccessible, and

therefore subverts its implicit dependence upon established and

comprehensible codes. The father is more concerned with warning

the girl against communication than with the possibility of the

traveller losing his way again and threatens that an "aveu maudit"

will follow the name - confession (honesty) is therefore postulated

as dangerous, as leading to an intrusion into her dreams of thoughts

46. See Cicero's remark on metaphor in The use of words: "When we use
a metaphor to express something that is difficult to get over without
it, our meaning is given clarity by the analogy introduced",
Ancient Literary Criticism, edited by D.A.Russell and M.Winterbottom
(Oxford, 1978), p.258.
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A *7

of death (the "ajoncs" or "gen§t" are a symbol of death ), and,

whereas the encounter was initially perceived as a harmonious

convergence of poppy and wheat, it is now presented as a potential
48 m

source of nightmare and thoughts of death. This threat is

49
generated by an awareness of the possibility of free communication,

but, on the level of the poem itself rather than of the discourse it

contains, this warning against verbal communication has recourse to

symbols and metaphors whose signifying power is not contextually

determined: the functioning of language in the stanza thus subverts

the message of the stanza (as part of the father's discourse).

The father's discourse then turns defensively away from present

speculation and returns to the safer realms of the past tense and

narrative. The parting of the girl and the traveller has resulted

for both in emotional closure which is expressed physically ("Le soir

mura votre visage", "Dos voute front bas") and in absence ("mains

vides", "Vous rendra-t-il votre beaute"). Most notably, the girl

47• For the association of gorse with death and funerals, see Chevalier
and Gheerbrant, Dictionnaire des symboles. t.2, p.372.
48. Retrospectively, then, the poppy is reinvested with its associations
with hallucinations (induced by opium); the image is consequently re-read
as symbol. Also, the conjunction of poppies and the "casquette" of the
stranger may now evoke the figure of a soldier who asks his way towards
his death - this reading, which is only one of several, reminds the
reader of the context of the Spanish Civil War which is thrust upon
the poems by the •Dedicace'.
49• This demonstrates poetically the desire for restrictive protection
articulated and forcefully rejected in the •Dedicace'.
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has become serious: she has undergone a metamorphosis or, more

exactly, an initiation into adulthood. Although the first four

lines of stanza four are essentially mimetic, the reference in

line five to the "osiers" projects the father's discourse beyond

the mimetic into the symbolic, since the water-willow symbolises
50

protection and is associated with the Logos - although the father

has attempted to withhold free communication from her, the girl has

found the protection of the poetic Word.

The father's discourse is marked by questioning (and therefore

by uncertainty) and by a constant shifting from proposition to

metaphor, speculation, mimesis and symbolism, but the textual

coherence is maintained (or, perhaps, imposed) by the repetition,

at the end of each of the first four stanzas, of the sentence

"Ma fille ma. fille je tremble". This utterance suggests a

hierarchical relationship of superior to inferior ("Pere" to "fille"),

but this very superiority is undermined, within the enunciation, by

the phrase "je tremble", which functions here as a sign of

vulnerability and of fear - whereas, as will be seen later, in

'Maintien de la reine' trembling is posited as essential to maturation.

Thus, in a hermeneutic reading, the admission of trembling is

received not as a warning (as is intended in the father's discourse),

but as a mark of inferiority, of rejection of life: the hierarchical

roles of superior and inferior, which are inscribed in the nomination

50. See Chevalier and Gheerbrant, Lictionnaire des symboles. t.5, p.337»
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of the interlocutors, are inverted, and the final stanza, as a stanza

of answer and affirmation, demonstrates an aware knowledge of the

self which is a deeper and 'truer' knowledge than the knowledge

articulated by the father in the opening lines of the poem. The

repetition assures a structural coherence to the father's discourse

and, as 'refrain', marks the termination of each thought-sequence,

but the very shifts of mode of discourse ensure that the reader

perceives in the repetition difference as well as similarity, in

that the father's admission is each time motivated by a different

thought-sequence and by a different mode of discourse. The

immutability of the linguistic formulation of this admission is

highly significant, since it indicates the paucity of the father's

emotional and linguistic response to different ideas, and also,

within the configuration of the poem as a whole, indicates to the
51

reader the potential plurality of all language.

51• On the function of refrain, see the following affirmation by
R.P.Blackmur: "Refrain, like meter, has to do with the ordering of
perceptions, and in that sense we may say that refrain is a means of
emphatic ordering; but it is more than that, it modifies meaning
itself by giving to gesture a conventional form. Refrain ... gives
particular form, on a general and dependable model, to gesture that
might otherwise be formless", Language as Gesture (New York, 1952),
p.21. For further insights into the workings and implications of
refrain (as repetition), see Freud, 'Remembering, Repeating and
Working-Through', Standard Edition. vol.XII (1958), pp.145-156, and
'Beyond the Pleasure Principle'. Standard Edition, vol.XVIII (1955)»
PP»7-55» and Gilles j)ek^e, Difference et Repetition (Paris, 1968),
passim.
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The girl's own discourse itself contains a question ("La fleur

.../Savez-vous ce qu'elle cachait/Pere"), but this question, though

signalled grammatically as a question by the inversion of subject and

verb, is not a true question, since it does not expect an answer —

as is indicated by the enjambment in lines two and three, which

juxtaposes "Pere" and "un mal pur...", refusing a capital letter

to "-00" and typographically denying space for an answer. The

grammatical mode of the question is here used as a rhetorical device

which assumes lack of knowledge. The question thus does not function

as a question, but articulates an awareness of the presence of an

interlocutor and thereby maintains the poem as a dialogue and

also re-enacts (grammatically) the questioning mode of the father's

discourse and recalls (and challenges) the confident affirmation of
52

knowledge in the first stanza.

In stanza three, the flower is seen as concealing the stranger's

name (only by dropping it can he reveal his name and allow himself to

be classified); now we learn that it,was concealing "un mal pur...".

Interestingly, the verbal revelation of the hidden is immediately

followed by the disclosure that there has been a re-covering ("Je

l'ai voile de ma pitie"), and the hidden itself, when exposed, is

presented textually as oxymoron ("un mal pur"), thus generating a

dialectic between the opposed concepts of evil and purity - and this

very dialectic is "borde de mouches", so notions of putrefaction and

52. Por a brilliant consideration of the functioning of the question
in texts, see de Man, Allegories of Reading, pp.9-13.
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53
an "incessante poursuite" are symbolically evoked and render the

image yet more complex. What is revealed by the girl is thus neither

stable nor objective, but is rather the movement of meaning, which

inexorably precludes codification and reduction.

Much of the father's discourse is concerned with what he has seen;

his vision is, however, that of a spectator, of an outsider, whereas

the girl has gazed into the stranger's eyes and found there the

confirmation of the promise she herself has made, and this promise

is surely, like the promise I found implicit in some of the

Surrealist poems, a witness to present absence (the stranger has left)
and to future presence and union. The girl's discovery of, and

enactment of, harmony and union, which is a recognition of the Other,
54

has resulted inevitably in a rebirth, and in madness - but the girl's

use of the term "folle" is another indication of her awareness of the

Other, since she is using it in the way that the father and society

would use it of someone who has contravened their code of isolationism.

If the girl is "nouvelle", what then is the significance of the last

line of the poem? Firstly, it should be stated that the use of the

phrase "mon pere", which is here substituted for the direct "Pere",
55

indicates a separation, a difference between the girl and the father,

53, Chevalier and Gheerbrant, Dictioimaire des symboles. t,3, p.245.
54, The girl is "sous les osiers" after the stranger has left, and
the "osier" is symbolically associated with both protection and
miraculous births (see Chevalier and Gheerbrant, Dictionnaire des
symboles. t.3, p.337).
55, See Ross Chambers's remarks on the functional meaning of the
possessive adjective in 'Parole et poesie', p.58,
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and also performs a terminal inversion of the hierarchical relationship

56
by replying to the doubly repeated "Ma fille". Furthermore, the

opposition of "nouvelle" to "qui changez" suggests that the girl

has achieved true progression into a state of lucidity, whereas the

father can only change, but never really advance: his attitude to

the girl may change, but he himself refuses to admit the outside,the

Other, and can therefore no longer arrogate the right to legislate for

her.

The poem, which exploits the dialogue form, is also constructed

on the polarity between covering and uncovering:

COVERING UNCOVERING

fumees
La fleur qu'il tient...
Parmi les ajoncs...
Le soir mura votre visage
Sous les osiers
La fleur qu'il g^rdait...
Je l'ai voile

Est-ce vous que j'ai vue sourire
il enleva sa casquette
II pourrait la laisser tomber
(potential uncovering)
Savez-vous ... un mal pur
ses yeux tenaient la promesse
Je suis folle...

The father is dependent on covering which he uses as a defence-mechanism,

whereas the girl is receptive to uncovering but also recognizes the need

for occasional covering (as justified protection, rather than retreat):
she thus accepts existence as a constant movement between opposites,

unlike the father, who can oonceive only of a single-track, monovalent

56."Ma fille" is doubly repeated in that the phrase is repeated within
the 'refrain' line and at the end of each of the first four stanzas.
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life. The girl is, in many ways, a paradigmatic figure of the poet

(indeed, it is interesting that, in several poems in Placard pour

un chemin des ecoliers. the poetic stance is feminized, is expressed

from a female stand-point): she rejects the restrictive values of

society, experiences absence which enables her to grow and to progress,

and she reveals. pointing ahead to the future,

'Compagnie de l'ecoliere' is a poem which speaks directly to the

reader and yet functions in a highly' complex way. It has an enigmatic

and haunting beauty reminiscent both of the songs of the troubadours

and of folk-songs (which often sing of girls giving up their virginity

to soldiers who are later killed). Yet it also has an oneiric quality,

reminding the reader of Char of 'Eaux-meres', and indeed articulates

the oft-felt fear of dreams ("Ensuite quelque aveu maudit/Qui hanterait

votre sommeil"). Furthermore, the text communicates a sense of sexual

tension which is hidden ("voile") but nonetheless present in the

encounter between the girl and the stranger, an encounter which

represents her meeting with life - which is also her meeting with

death. This meeting is therefore a plurivalent meeting which is

frightening to the father precisely because he is afraid of death and

consequently of life, So 'Compagnie de l'ecoliere' may be seen as a

poem which treats of many fundamental aspects of existence, but it is,

in addition, a text which explores the possibilities of reference,

seducing the reader into a complicity with it by means of its

apparent simplicity. Yet even this complicity is no guarantee of full



understanding, since the text is also a consideration of attitudes

to language and to communication and, throughout its signifying

process, it performs the dialectic and instability of which it

speaks.

QSJATRE AGES

I

L'automne pour la feuille
L'eau bouillante pour l'ecrevisse
Et le favori le renard
Ivre sur les epaules lumineuses de l'Actrice

Soude au balcon orange
Un neve de boucles

Campe dans l'anxiete de mon coeur.

II

J'ai etrangle
Mon frere
Farce qu'il n'aimait pas dormir
La fen§tre ouverte

Ma soeur

A-t-il dit avant de mourir
J'ai passe des nuits pleines
A te regarder dormir
Penche sur ton eclat dans la vitre.

III

Les poings serres
Les dents brisees
Les larmes aux yeux
La vie

M'apostrophant me bousculant et ricanant
Mon epi avance des moissons d'aout
Je distingue dans la corolle du Soleil
Une jument
Je m'abreuve de son urine.
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IV

Mon amour est triste
Parce qu'il est fidele
II n'interpelle pas l'oubli des autres
II ne tombe pas de la bouche comme un journal de la poche
II n'est pas liant parmi l'angoisse qui tourbillonne en common
II ne s'isole pas sur les brisants de la presqu'Ile pour
simuler le pessimisme

Mon amour est triste
Parce qu'il est dans la nature troublee de 1'amour d'etre
triste

Comme la lumiere est triste
Le bonheur triste

r r 57
Tu nous as passe liberte tes courroies de sable. '

The first stanza of the first section is marked by death: the leaf

dies in autumn, the crayfish dies in the boiling water and the fox is

killed for its fur. However, the identical grammatical structure of the

first two lines (which generates an expectancy for the same structure

in the next lines and which is consequently embedded implicitly in

these lines) communicates a sense of inevitable destiny. Autumn is

indeed the time when the individual leaf is valorized, when blossoms

and the great majority of leaves have fallen - and it is also a time

of metamorphosis for the leaf which changes from green to yellow or

red. This metamorphosis is wholly natural, whereas the crayfish, which

equally undergoes a metamorphosis, turning red in the boiling water,

submits to an unnatural death. The first two lines therefore both

treat of a metamorphosis, but the difference between these metamorphoses

57. PCE, unpaginated; also DNG/PCE. pp.25-26.
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(one natural, the other unnatural) establishes a constant dialectic

between the lines, since, as a result of their grammatical identity,

the reader expects them to justify and support each other, but

discovers that this grammatical identity is only the cover for

emotional and interpretative difference. The preposition "pour"
CO

thus functions in a double way; furthermore, the expectancy for

the continuation of the grammatical identity is reinforced by the

conjunction "et" in line three, but the reader is confronted with a

description, with an affirmation of presence rather than of destiny.

The fox, which also is often red, is traditionally recognized as the

symbol of cunning, and for Char it has an emblematic value, being
59

the sign of the Resistance fighters. The fox, "le favori", functions

here as emblem, and the impossibility of reading these lines

mimetically is stressed by the depersonalization of the woman: and

"l'Actrice" cannot but evoke intertextually Jenny Colon who was

transformed poetically by Nerval from an actress into

"la sainte", "la fee".^ Resistance and revolt (represented

58. For a consideration of Char's manipulation
of the preposition "pour" in 'Artine', see the chapter on Char's
Surrealist period.
59# In "the 'Exposition Rene Char', organized with the help of the
Fondation Maeght at the Musee National d'Art Moderne de la ville de
Paris in 1971, there was exhibited one of Char's drawings entitled
•Maquis' which depicts a wounded fox. In 'La lettre hors commerce'
to Andre Breton of 1947, Char posits the fox as one of the beings
susceptible of metamorphosis: "La transvaluation est accomplie.
L'agneau 'mystique' est un renard, le renard un sanglier et le
sanglier cet enfant a sa marelle", RBS. p.58.
60. See Gerard de Nerval, 'El Desdichado', Oeuvres completes, t.l
(Paris, 1952), p.53, &nd 'Artemis', ibid., pp.35-36.
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emblematically) cover (and warm) the luminosity of the poetised object

- which is also the inspiration for poetry; however, this relationship

results in a state of inebriety: there is thus coincidence, though

not equivalence, of poetry and revolt, a coincidence which is capable

of transforming the revolt ("ivre"). While, in each of its

constituent parts, the first stanza treats of .death and metamorphosis,

neither grammatical identity nor partial semantic similarity (the

leaf, the crayfish and the fox can all be red) suffices to establish

equivalence: there is no meaningful paradigmatic relationship between

the parts, but, more significantly, the functioning of the stanza

attacks the very linking processes on which the reader habitually

relies in his search and desire for meaning.

In the second stanza, the orange of the balcony apparently unites

the (possible) yellow of the leaf and the red of the fox and the

(cooked) crayfish, but this union is valid only on the level of

certain attributes of the objects evoked; the stanza's main function

would seem rather to be to challenge further the possibility of logical

linking. This is effected through the juxtaposition, within a

grammatically 'normal* structure, of semantically incompatible terms:

soude v, neve
neve v, boucles
neve v, campe
balcon v, coeur
soude v, campe.

The dominant term "neve", on which the stanza pivots, signifies a partial
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metamorphosis:

...la neige, principalement sous 1'influence des
gelees nocturnes, se transforme en un amas de granules
transparents, encore parseme de bulles d'air auquel on
donne le nom de neve.61

Transparency ("neve") thus coincides with solidity ("halcon"), purity

with fusion and harmony ("orange"). However, the essential

functioning of this stanza is perhaps to withhold the possibility

of a reductive reading - indeed, while it would be possible to

establish a fairly exhaustive list of the symbolic connotations of the

terms employed, it would undoubtedly be impossible thence to proceed

_to a monovalent reading. How, then, does one read this text? Todorov

has recently suggested that:

...la production et la reception des discours ... obeissent
a un tres general principe de pertinence, selon lequel si
un discours existe, il doit bien avoir une raison a cela.
De telle sorte que, quand a premiere vue un discours
particulier n'obeit pas a ce principe, la reaction du
recepteur est de chercher si, par une manipulation
particuliere, ledit discours ne pourrait pas reveler
sa pertinence. •Interpretation' (toujours au sens etroit)
est le nom que nous donnons a cette manipulation.62

The interpretation of the poem as an entity, rather than the reading of

individual images and symbols, is inevitably marked by the search for a

61. La Grande Encyclopedie. t,18 (Paris, 1887), p.1025.
62. Tzvetan Todorov, Symbolisme et interpretation (Paris, 1978), p.26
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"principe de pertinence", but the "manipulation", which consists in

an attempt to force the freely-signifying constituent parts into some

order of logic and coherence, must, of course, be reductive and an

inadequate reading: this very inadequacy, however, points to the

performative value of the poem, which generates a plurality of

meanings and precisely precludes semantic immobility and stasis.

The poem ends with the phrase, "l'anxiete de mon coeur", but the

textual functioning of the two stanzas would seem to deny a pessimistic

reading.^ On the semantic level, death and transience are balanced

by, and married to, metamorphosis, luminosity and poetic transparency.

More importantly perhaps, the textual configuration generates a

continuous hermeneutic movement which is most powerfully represented

in, and performed by, the image in lines five and six. Anxiety

is thus invaded by the movement of perception and interpretation,

and poetry, as necessarily multiple, can emerge from their interaction.

Cranston considers the second poem to be "the poetic translation

of the dream ['Eaux-meres'] ",^ but sees the sister here not as the

mother or the sister of 'Eaux-meres', but rather as a paradigmatic

63, As Maurice Blanchot has recently and most convincingly affirmed:
" 'Les optimistes ecrivent mal' (Valery). Mais les pessimistes
n'ecrivent pas", L'Ecriture du deastre. p.174* The very fact that
Char writes and publishes bears witnesses to a certain optimism.
64. Cranston, Orion Resurgent, p.120. Cranston's point is interesting,
but, as I argued in the previous chapter, 'Eaux-meres' is itself a
poem rather than a simple 'recit de r§ve'.
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embodiment of a central figure in Char's poetry, as "the mysterious
65

being, only half perceived, elusive and unknown", going so far as

to see her as "the avenging angel who rises in the night, slaughters

the sacrificial animal and falls back into sleep, reconciled". ^
Gl

She also reads the poem as a dialogue, whereas it surely withholds

dialogue between brother and sister, since the latter never speaks

to the former, but addresses a justification to the reader - or to

herself. However, if the utterances of sister and brother are not

directly linked in a true dialogue, they are closely bound on the

textual level: both are justifications, both articulate their

awareness of their family relationship and both terminate with the
60 ^

image of the window ("fenStre", "vitre"). If the terms "mon frere"

and "ma soeur" bear witness to an essential difference within the

global concept of 'child1, so the text articulates a difference in

the connotations of the concept 'window' by using the terms "fen§tre"

and "vitre". For Char, as for many of the Surrealists, the window

is an ambivalent symbol, signifying transparency and promise, but

also reflectivity and obstacle; this ambivalence is explicitly

65» Cranston, Orion Resurgent, p.131.
66. ibid., p.137.
67. ibid., p.121 and p.125.
68. It is perhaps important to correct Cranston's description of the
illustration: "In the pointe-seche of Valentine Hugo accompanying the
first edition of Placard pour un chemin des ecoliers. the sister of
the ' Quatre £tges' dialogue is shown with her back turned to her brother"
(ibid,, p.125). In fact, the brother's back is turned to the beholder
and he is looking at his sister's reflection in the window: she is thus
turned towards him within the image and in the bed.
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presented in ' Le Carreau':

Pures pluies, femmes attendues,
La face que vous essuyez,
- De verre voue aux tourments, -
Est la face du revolte;
L*autre, la vitre de l'heureux,
Frissonne devant le feu de bois.

Je vous aime mysteres jumeaux,
Je touche a chacun de vous;
J'ai mal et je suis leger. "

What distinguishes the attitudes of the sister and the brother? For

the sister, the window, which offers vision, can be opened (onto life),
whereas the brother sees it only as a reflecting surface (and it is

capital that the term "vitre" signifies the pane of glass in the

window, rather than the totality of the window). The brother's nights

are spent looking not at his sister herself, but at her reflection in

the window: he thus refuses her reality and,' by transforming her into

a brilliant iconic figure, operates a process of fragmentation (and

this sense of fragmentation is reinforced by one of the meanings of

"ton eclat"). In his possessive obsession with his sister's image,

the brother is guilty of a rejection of life similar to the isolationism

69. LM, p.63. In the tellingly entitled volume Fengtres dormantes et
porte sur le toit. we find again the notion of the window as obstacle:
"Chaque carreau de la fenStre est un morceau de mur en face, chaque
pierre scellee du mur une recluse bienheureuse qui nous eclaire matin,
soir, de poudre d'or a ses sables melangee" (p.85). For further
observations on the importance of the window in Char's work, see Mounin,
'Les images de la vitre', La communication poetique, pp.246-254.
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' 70
disavowed in the 'Dedicace': his wakefulness cannot be productive,

since it occurs within a state of refusal, of closure to the outside

world, whereas the sister wishes to be open to the world even while
71

asleep. Thus receptivity is opposed to reflectivity, which it

must eventually eliminate.

The poem pivots on the importance of sleeping: the brother is

killed because he did not like to sleep with the window open, the

sister is watched while asleep, that is to say, she is (deludedly)

possessed in the reflection, in a state when her identity has little

or no mobility (and when the brother is depriving her of the

possibility of receiving any data from the outside world).

70. The brother's wakefulness is the narcissistic and therefore
unproductive form of the insomnia which can also result in the
communication of poetry: "La poesie vit d'insomnie perpetuelle",
'Les dentelles de Montmirail', LPA. p.151. See also Blanchot's
similar affirmation: "L'ecrivain, 1'insomniaque du jour",
L'Ecriture du desastre. p.185.
71. The keeping open of windows, which was important for the Romantics
and Symbolists, assumes great significance for another 'sister'-figure,
Melisande, in Pelleas et Melisande. Act 5 (Maurice Maeterlinck,
The&tre, t.2, Brussels, 1910, p.108). I am not attempting to suggest
sources or influences for Char's use of this notion, but feel that it
is useful to indicate that here, as so often in his work, Char takes
a conventional image or symbol and unwraps explicitly its doubleness
or multiplicity.
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72
The poem is not really a "love-song" - indeed, it is important

to note that the verb "aimer" is used in such a way that it excludes

the meaning "to love" ("il n'aimait pas dormir..."). Stanza two does

express an obsessive infatuation, but the brother's refusal of the

world and his preference for reflectivity rather than vision stamp

his infatuation as a false form of love. By refusing life, he has

chosen death, the death of hermetic narcissism - but in death itself
73

he may finally pass through the window. The sister's murder of her

brother witnesses to the aggressivity discussed in the previous

chapter and recalls the final line of 'Artine' ("Le poete a tue son

modele"). However, this murder, which is presented in the context

of the emotional violence of adolescence, is the elimination of (boy)

child by (girl) child - the poem may, indeed, be seen as a mono—drama,

in which the poet enacts his own repudiation of narcissism in

metaphoric terms. Char's refusal of narcissism is to be found most

explicitly in 'A une serenite crispee': "II fallait boire boire,

Narcisse, et ne pas te mirer. Tu risquais davantage: ,je serais reste

beaul"^

72. Cranston, Orion Resurgent, p.131.
73• See the revelation of Pierre Canavaggio: "Les fenStres sont les
lieux de passage de la mort. C'est par une fenStre de la maison qu'on
sort les cercueils des enfants morts", Dictionnaire raisonne des
superstitions et des croyances populaires (Paris. 1977). P.96.
74. RBS, p.122.
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If the first poem can "be read as dealing with the synthetic vision

and "disponibilite" of children and the second with the emotional

violence of adolescence, the third poem suggests the revolt which

underpins Char's attitude to life, recalling 'Commune presence':

HSte-toi de transmettre
Ta part de merveilleux de rebellion de bienfaisance
Effectivement tu es en retard sur la vie
La vie inexprimable
La seule en fin de compte a laquelle tu acceptes de t'unir
Celle qui t'est refusee chaque jour par les Stres et

par les choses
Dont tu obtiens peniblement deci-dela quelques

fragments decharnes „

Au bout de combats sans merci

Although the (delayed) "je" of 'Quatre Sges: III' is the subject

of the single sentence that forms all of the poem (or, at least, of

the first eight lines), the printed text foregrounds the terms "La

vie" and "Une jument" - and life is presented both as hostile and as

demanding dialogue ("M'apostrophant"), The phrase "Mon epi avance

A

des moissons d'aout" articulates once more Char's "obsession de la

76
moisson", but also communicates a certain sense of prematurity

(reinforced by the time-marker "aottt"): there is here effected an

identification with the precociously ripened ear of corn - Char, faced

with death as a result of his septicaemia, recognizes the possibility

75. MSM, P.145.
76. 'A une serenite crispee', RBS. p.126,
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of premature death and expresses it metaphorically through one of

his central images.

The first six lines, with their expression of revolt and

suffering, are reminiscent of Char's later Surrealist poems, but,

in the last three lines, the poem suddenly veers into symbolic discourse

and catapults the reader into a more speculative mode of reading. The

image of the sun as a flower ("la corolle du Soleil") is initially read

as presenting an intelligible metaphoric vision of the sun, which

unites femininity and fertility ("la corolle") with the male
77

principle of nature (the sun ). However, the capitalization of

"Soleil" (unusual in Char's writings) indicates typographically that

the poet is evoking not only the natural ripening process and the

symbol of lucidity: this capitalization in a poem written in 1936,

when Char had not 'officially' left the Surrealist group and when

he was still in close contact with several of the Surrealist poets,

cannot but evoke the nineteenth enigma of the Tarot pack, where
78

the Sun or Joy represents liberation from physical limitations and

79
"le bonheur de celui qui sait §tre en accord avec la nature", "la

concorde, la clarte de jugement et d*expression, le talent litteraire
80

ou artistique...". Pondering on the various meanings accorded to

77. See Gertrude Jobes, Dictionary of Mythology. Folklore and Symbols
(New York, 1962), p.1507.
78. See A.de Vries, Dictionary of Symbols and Imagery (London, 1974) p.448.
79. Chevalier and Gheerbrant, Dictionnaire des symboles. t.4, p.222.
80. ibid.
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this enigma of the Tarot, Marguerite Chevalier writes: "A lire ces

diverses interpretations, on se demande si le soleil du Tarot ne

81
signifie pas trop de choses pour en exprimer une quelconque".

Similarly, the textually dominant "jument" is a plurally signifying

symbol: firstly, the ♦horse' seme, in conjunction with the 'sun'

seme of "Soleil", evokes the chariot of the Greek god Apollo,

drawn by horses. Secondly, in conjunction with the reference to
82

corn, it evokes the myth of the horse or mare as corn-spirit, and
Q2

is associated with the Roman god, Mars (as a god of vegetation ),

to whom a horse was sacrificed in order to ensure good crops - and

it is significant that this sacrifice was effected in autumn, on

84
15 October at the end of the harvest. Just as the corn-spirit

must be sacrificed'in order to come again, so the corn, even the

prematurely ripened corn, is a promise, a sign of the eternal cycle
Q C

of Nature. Thirdly, the "jument" is a symbol of fertility and, as

the female horse seen in the "Soleil", enacts a union of female and

male principles similar to that effected metaphorically in "la corolle

du Soleil": femininity and fertility are therefore perceived in

masculinity and dryness, the union so sought after by Char in all his

work is (momentarily) performed.

81. ibid.
82. See J.G.Frazer, The Golden Bough (London, 1963), pp.601—604.
83. See ibid., p.756.
84. See ibid., p.356 and p.628.
85. See de Vries, Dictionary of Symbols and Imagery, p.313*
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The final line of the poem refuses the simple polarity of sun

and. rain, electing rather to affirm "Je m'abreuve de son urine".

This use of urine is far from the excremental imagery of Char's
86

Surrealist period, but is determined contextually as symbolic: the
87 88

urine signifies the life-force and "has magical and healing powers".

It fulfils a restorative role, healing from within ("Je m'abreuve")
the wounds inflicted externally by life. However, as mentioned

earlier, the textual configuration of the poem foregrounds the terms

"La vie" and "Une jument": through structure, an equivalence is

established between them, and the suffering imposed by life is

perceived - and rewritten - as fertility. Through the passage from

cruel life to the sun and then to the mare and her urine, the poet
89

thus affirms his constant belief in the necessity of suffering, and

also, by means of the symbolic discourse employed, demands a multiple

reading, a truly hermeneutic reading in which the interaction between

the symbolic terms is in a state of constant flux.

86. See, for instance, 'Moulin premier', nos. I and XXXVI, MSM. p.123
and p.134.
87. See Jobes, Dictionary of Mythology. Folklore and Symbols, p.1629.
88. de Vries, Dictionary of Symbols and Imagery, p.483. Lawler
pertinently points out that: "... the words he uses [in 'Quatre 2Lges:III']
implicitly echo the myth of Orion whose conception as formulated in
Greek popular etymology was by way of the urine of the gods", Rene Char, p.8.
89. It is significant that twenty years later, Char chose the text of
•Quatre Sges: III' as the epigraph to Poemes et prose choisis
(Paris, 1957), P.13.
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The first three poems are all expressed through a first-person,

subjective discourse, a technique which is continued in the fourth

poem, which opens with an affirmation of sadness - and sadness is

immediately explained (paradoxically) as a result of fidelity. The

next four lines, all expressed negatively, function as paradigms of

each other and as derivations of the opening two lines: through

90
an effect of overdetermination, the faithful love is presented

and defined as isolation - and the final paradigmatic affirmation

("II ne s'isole pas...") explicitly proffers the verb "s'isoler" in

a negated form in order to affirm that this isolation, generated by

an awareness of absence, is no mere simulacrum of pessimism. However,

each of the instances of overdetermination also contains embedded

within it the notion of belonging or containment, thereby introducing

an ambiguity into the text. Consequently, the primary affirmation

is to be re-examined, and this is effected by a repetition of the opening

line (and of the explicatory grammatical structure marked by the

conjunction "parce que"). The motivation must clearly be one of

dissatisfaction, of awareness of the inadequacy of the previous

explanations, so the repetition functions textually as a sign of

difference: overdetermination is replaced by an affirmation which

might be reduced to the formula "*My love is sad because love is sad".

90. I use the term following Riffaterre's usage in Semiotics of Poetry
(pp.21-22 and passim).
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The explicatory and causal roles implicit in the conjunction

"parce que" are here undermined and the succeeding lines, which

appear to fulfil an explanatory role, serve rather as variations

of the matrix which might be expressed simply as "*L*amour est triste".

While the poem is undoubtedly 'about' love, it also enacts a rejection

of the habitual belief in, and dependence on, the notion of cause

and effect, valorizing rather essence; later he performs the same

operation in a poetic statement on solitude;

LA GRILLE

Je ne suis pas seul parce que je suis abandonne. Je suis
seul parce que je suis seul, amande entre les parois de sa
closerie.91

In ' Quatre &ges IV', the phrase "la Inmi, ere est triste" is

initially read as having a mimetic intent, suggesting grey light, but

the nature of the immediately succeeding affirmation ("Le bonheur [est]

triste") ensures that sadness be seen as a defining characteristic of

light and happiness, rather than a temporary state. The paradox of

happiness as sad presents a logical incompatibility, since happiness

is precisely the state of not being sad, and thus happiness and

sadness, by virtue of their juxtaposition, generate an irresolvable

dialectic in which the reader constantly attempts to define each term

by reference to its opposite - and yet such definitions are rendered

inaccessible and impossible, since the text actually equates the

opposites.

91, 'Neuf Merci pour Vieira da Silva', LPA. p,98.
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A hermeneutic reading of the five occurrences of the word

"triste" and the various poetic expressions of the matrix must

therefore he a reading in which denotational meaning is withheld

from the words used, a reading in which each affirmation simultaneously

illuminates the matrix and marks the text as fundamentally unstable;

while the exegete may posit a matrix which is, of necessity, fixed

and stable, the poetic text itself enacts transformations of this

matrix which substitute semantic mobility for fixity and stasis.

The final line of the poem, by virtue of its typographical

separation and its presentation of a new grammatical subject ("tu"/

"liberte") functions as a commentary on the previous section. The

singular "je" is replaced by the plural "nous", indicating that a

union has been effected, whether between the "je" and the object of

his love or between the "je" and other men, but the poet again

juxtaposes semantically incompatible terms '("courroies" and "sable"),
in order to suggest that the security and union which may be achieved

through freedom are nonetheless marked by the fluid nature of freedom

("tes courroies...") and are states both of belonging ("courroies")

and of uncertainty ("sable").

If the final line comments on the previous section by proffering

an alternative to the isolation of the love as described, its

functional role needs some further consideration. In his article

•Commentary in Literary Texts', Ross Chambers affirms:
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Commentary does not in any way designate the right way
to read a text; it mast, on the contrary, be read as
part of the text, and most particularly as forming part
of the text's strategies of meaningfulness; so a correct
reading of the text will necessarily include an
interpretation of the relationship between commentary
and topic in the text.92

... the role of the reader is not to use the commentary as
a key to the narrative so much as it is to interpret the
commentary in relation to the narrative and the narrative
in relation to the commentary, .with a view to achieving
a formulation of this relationship which respects its
hierarchical structure while relativizing the commentary
in relation to the textual whole.93

The final line is certainly separated from the rest of the poem

typographically and by the fact that it has a new grammatical subject,

but it also proffers linguistically the union previously received as

absent ("je "nous") and the terminal image substitutes a partial

form of solidity for the liquidity and implicit splitting found in the

pivotal line six ("les brisants"). The final line cannot therefore be

a 'true' commentary, since it not only forms part of the textual whole

but also establishes a dialectical relationship with the previous

elements in the poem and is itself commented upon by the preceding

section. Thus, structurally as well as semantically, the text mimes

the conceptual instability which determines the nature of the poet's

meditation on love.

92. Ross Chambers, 'Commentary in Literary Texts', Critical Inquiry.
vol.5, no.2 (Winter, 1978), p.334.
93. ibid., p.335.
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The question of the overall title of these four poems remains

to be considered. The title *Quatre &ges', as title, indicates that

the four texts form part of a whole and establishes an idea of

coherence, but it also contains a sign of divisibility ("quatre"):

initially, then, the reader is seduced into noting that there are

indeed four poems and he consequently assumes that each must

therefore describe or enact one of the 'ages' of the title - so some

sense of progression through life will be sought in the poems (and

they certainly present differing and maturing attitudes to life),
i ^

but^is surely significant that the sequence ends with an invocation
of freedom which is enacted, on the semantic level, in the very first

poem. As is asserted by their grouping under one title, the poems

constitute a whole (and the number four, after all, is itself often

a symbol of totality ). The poems all witness to a belief in, and

an insistence on, freedom, and the fact that the sequence is itself

included within the Placard pour un chemin des ecoliers gives notice

to the reader that the significance is precisely not to be found in

any terminal point of a path through life, but in the constant search

for meaning which, in each poem and in each 'age*, refuses

monovalence and proclaims and performs multiplicity.

94* See Chevalier and G'neerbrant, Dictionnaire des symboles. t.3, pp.72-77*
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MAINTISN BE LA REINE

II faut trembler pour grandir
Aujourd'hui mon peuple domine les murailles
Que le soleil m'a choisi pour berceau *
Je destine je guide le couple enlace du mot coeur

S'il decouvrait que la terre s'est eteinte
Je le rassurerais en reine.95

This poem continues Char's meditation on existence and on suffering.

The assertorial opening line returns to the act of trembling, which, in

•Compagnie de l'ecoliere', signifies a reprehensible retreat from life.

Here, however, trembling is a positive response to life - the poet is

insisting that one must accept life with all the suffering it imposes

and thereby enable oneself to grow. In 'La bibliotheque est en feu',

Char affirms that "Mon metier est un metier de pointe",^ using the

term "pointe" with its two senses of dawning and of going forward;

the writing of poetry is effected in a state of constant newness and,

by constantly progressing forward, it illuminates existence as the

dawn illuminates the world. The poet must also transcribe (and thereby

lose) his perceptions, ensuring eternal newness:

Le poete ne retient pas ce qu'il decouvre; l'ayant transcrit,
le perd bientSt. En cela reside sa nouveaute, son infini
et son peril.97

95. PCE. unpaginated; also DNG/PCE. p.34. In the manuscript version,
Fonds Rene Char-Yvonne Zervos, no.866: AE.IV.7 bis, the poet inserts
a full stop at the end of lines one, three, four and six, and a comma
after "je destine" and at the end of line five.
96. LPA, p.73.
97. ibid.
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In 'Maintien de la reine', the poet fulfils his role of guide and

has the right to insist on the necessity of trembling, since he has

experienced the fear of death and knows that he must inevitably

experience it again and again as he grows. Within the poem, the use

of the shifter "Aujourd'hui" imposes a sense of the immediacy of

textual communication, a sense which is reinforced by the dominant

use of the present: the poem's pedagogic promise is thus received in

the moment of reading, rather than interpreted as determined by the

poem's time of composition. The use of "mon peuple", programmed by

the title and (retrospectively) by the final word "reine", establishes

the notion of a hierarchy, recalling the phrase "vos sujets" in

'Compagnie de l'ecoliere', but here, as there, the (female) monarch

has power only because she can, and will, give guidance - and it is

significant that the people has been chosen by the sun (here, as so

often in Char's work, a symbol of lucidity).' The concept of

interdependence and of dialectic is again inscribed in the text by the
98

fact that "mon peuple" was chosen to cradle, to comfort the queen,

and that she, in turn, can promise to comfort the couple. In my study

of 'Eaux-meres', I suggested that the poet's destiny was to write
99

poetry; now the persona adopted by the poet can guide others, can

guide the ccuple - which is itself inextricably bound up with

language ("enlace du mot coeur").

98. Here the grammar (both in the published and the manuscript versions)
indicates that it must be the "peuple", and not the "murailles", which
has been 'chosen',
99• See my remarks on 'Eaux-meres' in the previous chapter.
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The poem is structured round a series of oppositions:

trembler v. les murailles
grandir v. le berceau
le soleil v. la terre
je v. le couple
mon peuple v. reine
rassurer v. trembler.

In this poem, which treats essentially of the importance of growth,

the polar opposition is between stability and reassurance and movement

and trembling, but this very opposition is textually deconstructed, in

that the text opens with the necessity of trembling and closes with

the promise of reassurance. Furthermore, the 'queen' has been

cradled by the people, has been contained within it, and can

consequently now give guidance and reassurance from without it to the

couple. The hierarchical relationship remains in the text, but it is

presented as an inversion of a previous hierarchical relationship:

opposition is creative and productive, but it is also a sign of

interdependence. The text thus uses the strategy of opposition to

indicate that opposition, which generates semantic movement, can also

establish a (moving) relationship of harmony and interdependence -

which is not, however, a relationship of equivalence, or even of

fusion.

The movement of the first stanza is projection into the future,

is an encouragement to advance, and, in the second stanza, a promise

of reassurance is given, should the quest of the couple discover that

"la terre s'est eteinte". The text is here effecting an inversion of

sun and earth, since it is the sun which is normally conceived as a
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ball of fire. The strategy of inversion is used here, as in the

Surrealist period, to liberate connotational meaning and to

project a reading of the verb "s'eteindre" from the literal into

the metaphoric, and the sun itself functions symbolically and
t

mythically, thereby reinforcing the break with the literal and the

mimetic. The embedded, non-articulated notion of burning is usually

associated with the sun, but is here textually associated with the

earth - and it is significant that the poet chooses to use the

perfect tense rather than the pluperfect, since this communicates

the (poetic and therefore metaphoric) knowledge that the earth has

gone out, has lost its powers of purification and illumination.

In his study of symbolism in Greek mythology, P.Diel affirms

that fire:

...est tres apte a representer 1'intellect ... parce
qu'il permet a la symbolisation de figurer d'une part
la spiritualisation (par la lumiere), d'autre part la
sublimation (par la chaleur).101

The perception of an extinguished earth might be read, as the 'queen'

recognises, in a pessimistic way, but fire is also a symbol and sign

of rebirth:

...le feu [est] 1'element sacrificiel par excellence, celui
qui confere au sacrifie la destruction totale, aube des
totales regenerations.102

100. See my remarks on 'L'esprit poetique' in the previous chapter.
101. P.Diel, Le Symbolisme dans la mythologie grecque (Paris, 1952), p.254.
102. Gilbert Durant, Les structures anthropologiques de l'imaginaire
(Paris, 1965), P.557.
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Here, then, is to he found justification for the promise of

reassurance - in the certainty that the extinguishing is only one

stage in an eternal cycle. Clearly, the notions of fire and burning

are evoked by the use of the verb 's'eteindre', but their very

non-articulation within the text is strategic, since speculation

is thus generated in the reader, who becomes involved in the

co-production of the text's significance by interpreting positively,

with the 'queen', the importance of the extinguishment.

Hence, the final line validates the title, but, just as they

frame, and contain between them, the necessity of trembling, so

stability is presented as consisting in an awareness of the necessity

_of movement (which is both cyclical ana progressive).

The poems of Placard pour un chemin des ecoliers all offer, and

point ahead to, a reading (and a living) of existence - and this

ontological reading is enacted on the level of the texts themselves

which refuse the possibility of any reductive reading. In his desire

to eschew denotation and explanation, Char elects to establish

significance through connotation, suggestion and association and

promotes symbolic language over literal language - and it is important

to stress that, although there is occasionally use made of emblem

(as with the fox, say, in 'Quatre 9ges:I'), dominant use is made of
103

symbol. The functioning of the various symbols inevitably varies

103o I follow here the distinction offered by D.W.Harding: "The contrast
I have in mind is, roughly speaking, between a representation that stands
for something clearly definable [emblem] and one that stands for something
of which the general nature is evident but the precise range and
boundaries of meaning are not readily specified, perhaps not usefully
specified [symbol]" Experience into words (Harmondsworth, 1974), p.74.
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from text to text, but it can justifiably be claimed perhaps that,

when read, the symbol is received as needing to be decoded. Each

symbol generates emotional responses (and, possibly, archetypal

resonances), but remains ultimately uncodifiable by any grid of

logical significance. The use of symbols emphasizes the free-play

of signification - and this is emphasized by the fact that they are

often not contextually determined: the reader thus becomes, indeed

is obliged to become, his own authority, and, as he attempts to

decode, uncovers the signifying potential of words which contain

more than their denotational meaning.

Through the use of symbols, the poet can compress his text on

the level of expression, but also expand it on the level of

significance. Distinguishing between allegory and symbol, Coleridge

wrote that:

...a symbol ... is characterized by a translucence of the
special in the individual, or of the general in the
especial, or of the universal in the general. Above all
by the translucence of the eternal through and in the
temporal.104

This fusion of opposites within a single linguistic sign would seem to

be one of the major advantages of the symbol, but it also establishes

a contract with the reader, who must agree to participate in the text

and, indeed, co-produce it in his interpretation of the symbols as

104. Political tracts of Wordsworth. Coleridge and Shelley, edited by
R.J.White (Cambridge, 1955)* P.25.
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constituent parts of both written text and. poetic significance -

the reader's text must, then, always differ from the poet's text in

its moment of composition.

The use of symbols also undermines the anecdotal aspect which

may be found in some of the poems by projecting beyond the individual

into the general, and here it is appropriate to return to Coleridge's

remark on "the translucence of the eternal through and in the

temporal" (and it is precisely not a question of transparency). Like

Le marteau sans maStre. Placard pour un chemin des ecoliers may be

seen .as a prophetic work, but it is not therein that lies its only

value. As Dominique Pourcade has written:

Les pressentiments dont etait secoue ce livre font place,
peu a peu, a la realite de la catastrophe mondiale. Cette
periode de la vie de Rene Char et, fatalement, ses oeuvres
sont a envisager en etroit rapport avec les luttes sociales
en France, l'avenement du Front Populaire, la detresse de
la guerre -d'Espagne, le deploiement des fascismes europeens,
1'obscurantisme international des classes dirigeantes:
c'est aux confins de ces climats que Char se tient alors.
Ce fait dflment souligne n'explique cependant rien des poemes
et ne doit pas empieter sur eux; que le ramasse allegorique
dont est capable ce poete de trente ans ait, face a cette
realite, une transparence de larme, releve en effet d'un
autre ordre: de la justesse sans rdplique de l'art, et d'elle
seule.105

105. Dominique Fourcade, 'Essai d'introduction', L'Herne. no.15
('Rene Char'), p.24. As will have, I trust, been clear from my remarks
on the functioning of symbols in this volume, I cannot accept that there
is an allegorical intention; also, I prefer Coleridge's notion of
"translucence" to Fourcade's "transparence".
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These texts were admittedly dedicated to the children of the Spanish

Civil War, but they are dedicated after their composition. They

witness to the poet's social conscience, but, more importantly for

the purposes of this study, they function as poems: - which may be

seen retrospectively as having significance for historical events,

but which constantly signify outside (and, potentially, even without)

these events. As in the Surrealist poems, Char has recourse to

semantic incompatibilities; however,, here the evident dependence on

symbol witnesses to his continuing exploration of the power and the

potential of the word. Indeed, the very fact that the poems can be

dedicated to the children of Spain, which indicates that one

direction for the reading of these elusive texts can be given, must

be considered in conjunction with the fact that, in 1949» Char

published them with Dehors la nuit est gouvernee. thereby according

them a poetic context rather than a socio-historical one.

In the preface to this 1949 edition, he writes:

Les poemes de "Dehors la nuit est gouvernee", si
I'on admet que la poesie, insolite et cinquieme element,
seme ses planetes dans le ciel interieur de l'homme, en
leur menageant un espace pour §tre mieux vues et une
issue pour disparaitre, les poemes de "Dehors la nuit est
gouvernee" obeissaient dans mon esprit, quand ils furent
ecrits, a 1*exigence d'une marche forcee dans l'indicible,
avec, pour tout viatique, les provisions hasardeuses du
langage et la manne de 1'observation et des pressentiments.

J'etais parvenu a cette epoque, avec mon tourment, sur
ces cr§tes ou hauteur et profondeur n'echangent plus leur
difference, sont inexorablement etales. Soyons avares de
credulite. Comment se montrer aux autres et a soi autrement
que hardi, modeste et mortel? Ma conduite, a cet egard, n'a
pas varie.
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Quant a "Placard pour un chemin des ecoliers", puis-je
dire simplement que ,j'ai couru? Ceci fut cause d'une chemise
trempee, d'une soupe refroidie, m§me d'une promesse de
rendez-vous quand les volets seraient tires, Cependgnt la
persecution et 1'horreur mijotaient deja leur branle-bas.

On n'a pas craint de reunir "Dehors la nuit est gouvernee" et
"Placard pour un chemin des ecoliers".

1949. 106

The preface is a justification for publishing the two collections

together, but it should be noted that the poet refrains from positing

an equivalence between them: one is the result of "une marche forcee

dans l'indicible", the other emerges from the freedom of (metaphoric)

running - "j'ai couru". Indeed, the decision to publish them together

contains an awareness of the danger of such an enterprise - the fear

experienced may be cancelled through the use of a negative ("on n'a

pas craint"), but the term "craindre" remains to remind the reader of

the potential danger of such an enterprise and thus implicitly insists,

within the affirmation of the validity of such a conjunction, on the

difference between the two collections. So, on the level of the two

collections as entities, we find Char exploiting the technique of

juxtaposition which he so often uses within the poems on the level of

words and images. The two collections are certainly different in tone

and in intent, but the very act of publishing them together indicates

that, although the individual poems have a certain autonomy, they

106. PNG/PCS, pp.9-11.
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should also be read in function of their relationship to other poems.

As Georges Blin has pertinently affirmed of Char: "... il n'y a pour

107
lui de poeme qu'anthologique".

In the third paragraph of the preface we find an indication of

the fact that the poems of Placard pour un chemin des ecoliers were

written before the Spanish Civil War: "Cependant la persecution et

l'horreur mijotaient deja leur branle-bas". The necessity of writing

was such that it resulted in "une chemise trempee", a metaphoric image

of the exertion and enthusiasm involved in his composition of the

poems, which also led to "une soupe refroidie". Here a later

statement in 'Les Dentelles de Montmirail' aids the reading of this

image:

Ce n'est pas 1'estomac qui reclame la soupe bien chaude,
c'est le coeur.108

Using am image drawn from his friendship with Provencal peasants, Char

indicates that the desire for hot soup arises not so much from physical

hunger but from an emotional need for warming, for a sense of well-being.

The composition of Placard pour un chemin des ecoliers led the poet to

an increased awareness of the emotional bankruptcy in contemporary

Europe, but also to the perception of "une promesse de rendez-vous":

as so often in Char's previous work, union is presented as absent, but

107. Blin, 'Preface', CP, p.VII.
108. LPA. p.155.
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also as a promise, and this promised union will occur at night in an

implied interior ("quand les volets seraient tires").

The poems of Dehors la nuit est gouvemee re-examine night and

the concepts of inside and outside. As Jacques Dupin writes:

La maladie a ouvert la breche par laquelle la nuit a
envahi tout l'espace interieur, separant le poete de
sa vision, le couvrant d'un lourd manteau d'hypnose.
Cette nuit n'est pas "1'obscure nuit de l'ctme" des
mystiques, suspendue a la revelation dont elle est
l'attente et 1'expiation. C'est une nuit physique qui,
ne laissant aucune issue, aucun espace, fait de l'homme
un aveugle et un emmure. Nuit complete, extinction de
toute lumiere, elle renverse les limites qui separent
le dedans du dehors, et maintient le poete "sur ces
crates ou hauteur et profondeur n'echangent plus leur
difference, sont inexorablement etales",109

It is interesting that, in a double collection whose composite title begins

with the word "Dehors", Char chooses to insist in the preface on "le

ciel interieur de l'homme": the individual is predicated as containing

an entire sky, notions of inside and outside are only relative, since

poetry, that "insolite et cinquieme element", can both introduce

planets and make them disappear in man's internal world.

The poems of Dehors la nuit est gouvernee are perceived by the poet

himself as a result of his confrontation with the unsayable, of a

conscious exploration of the limitations (and powers) of poetry.

Dupin justly sees the poet's reaction to the "indicible" as an

109. Jacques Dupin, 'Dehors la nuit est gouvernee', L'Arc, no.22
('Rene Char', Summer, 19^3)» p.66.
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interaction with it:

L'indicible, que toute poesie appelle et manifeste par
les moyens detournes de l'art, est ici aborde de front,
abruptement. Ou plut8t 1*indicible est a l'oeuvre, est
en marche, et cette marche pour le poete est la replique a
la progression en lui du mal qu'il ne peut tenir a distance.
Parole forcenee qui rend compte des progres du mal en m§me
temps qu'elle tente d'immuniser le poete en lui dormant
la force de subir et de resister, d'assumer et d'accomplir
sa metamorphose et son redressement. Parole qui est elle-m§me
le deploiement de cette force.110

As sustenance on this voyage of exploration, the poet has "les provisions

hasardeuses du langage et la marine de 1'observation et des pressentiments".

Language is here explicitly presented as nourishing and as dangerous -

dangerous because it is so constantly shifting that it can never be

depended upon to convey a stable meaning. The poet does not rely solely

on words, although these are the very substance of the poems once they

are written - after his septicaemia and the Spanish Civil War, Char

re-examines the external world, distancing himself somewhat from

Mallarme's axiomatic statement to Degas:

Mais, Degas, ce n'est point avec des idees que l'on
fait des vers, ... C'est avec des mots.111

In his exploration, he is nourished also by "la marine de 1'observation

et des pressentiments". This phrase reminds the reader intertextually
112

of two earlier poems. In my remarks on 'La Marine de Lola Abba',

110. ibid., p.65.
111. Quoted in Paul Valery, Oeuvres, t.2 (Paris, i960), p.1208
112. See the chapter on Char's Surrealist period.
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I suggested that manna is used there to signify doubly; here it is

used more narrowly in the sense of (divine) nourishment - such a

reading is, after all, programmed by the use of the term "viatique"
113

but it symbolizes again life, sustenance and immortality and also

the 'magical* quality of manna which suddenly appears, just as the

poet's observation gives him sudden insights and sustains him in his

struggle with life and writing. Furthermore, the poet uses the term

"pressentiments" in the sense of subjective intuitions which cannot

be empirically verified, as he did in 'Bel edifice et les pressentiments',''
Quoting from Char's essay on Rimbaud, Cranston writes:

For Char, the "pressentiment" is not an obstacle, but
the hope interjected by the poet into "le vide horrible",
an "espoir-pressentiment qui ne releve que de nous, et
n'est que le prochain etat d'extreme poesie et de voyance",.

* 1 1 6
However, Cranston, like La Charite, goes on to translate

117
"pressentiment" as "premonition" and "foreboding", whereas Char

does surely not intend the term to be read negatively, since he

presents it as a palliative to the "marche forcee".

113. See my remarks on manna in the analysis of 'La Marine de Lola Abba'
in the chapter on Char's Surrealist period,
114• See my remarks on this poem in the chapter on Arsenal.
115. Cranston, Orion Resurgent, p.331 (she is quoting from 'Arthur Rimbaud'
RIBS, p.100).
116. La Charite, Poetics and Poetry of Char, p.47.
117. Cranston, Orion Resurgent, p.331.
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The poet's "tourment" is both psychological and physical -

Dupin aptly speaks of "Ce transfert sur le plan physiologique de la
✓ 118

tension dont temoigne Le Martean sans mattre" - and he has now

reached a state in which "hauteur et profondeur n'echangent plus

leur difference, sont inexorablement etales". The formulation of

this statement posits a previous difference between the two concepts,

but the very negation of "n'echangent plus" indicates that this is no

fusion of opposites but rather an abolition of difference and

interaction, which implies a state of immobility and death. However,

the non-difference of height and depth is perceived by the poet

from his position "sur [des] crStes": the function of this inscription

of a marker of height into the affirmation of the non-difference of

depth and height is perhaps to alert the reader to the fact that

this perception is essentially metaphoric. It is precisely because

he has made an arduous vertical ascent (which is in opposition to

the horizontal connotations of "une marche forcee dans 1'indicible")

that the poet can deconstruct the opposition of height and depth —

one must have climbed high in order to be able to recognize that

there exists a non—difference "between opposites.

In this preface, which treats essentially of his poetic quest,

Char also identifies himself with other men in his exhortation

"Soyons avares de credulite", where he invests the normally pejorative

118. Dupin, 'Dehors la nuit est gouvernee', p.65.
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terms "avares" and "credulite" with positive value, thereby-

demonstrating once again that language has no fixed significance

or connotations. The final lines of the second paragraph also

witness to Char's constant ethic in his writing and in his life:

one must maintain oneself in a state of being "hardi, modeste et

mortel".

DEHORS LA NUIT EST GOUVBKNEB

Peuple de roseaux bruns, levres de pauvrete, dentelles
haletantes au levant de son sillage gravi entree
en flamme,

Je baise 1'emplacement de sa chair fondee.
Derriere la vitre toutes les fievres ecrasees bour-

donnent, se raffinent.
Laureat des yeux transportes
Jusqu'au torrent pour la lecher au fond de sa faille,
Secoue-toi, infirme vent de portefaix,
Tu peses nuisible sur le commerce des grades.
Son encolure n*a pas renonce au feuillage de la lampe.
Les liens cedent L'lle de son ventre, marche de
passion et de couleurs, s'en va '

La hampe de coquelicot revolte et fleur meurt
dans la grace,

Tout calme est une plainte, une fin, une joie0

Monstre qui projetez votre humus tiede dans le
printemps de sa ville,

Ventouse renversee au flanc de l'agrement du ciel,
Souffrez que nous soyons vos pelerins extremes,
Semeurs dans le labyrinthe de votre pied.119

The title of the poem, doubly important in that it is also the title of

the collection, implicitly posits an opposition between inside and

119. PNG, unpaginated; also (in a differently punctuated form),
DNG/PCE. p.39.
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outside and affirms that the "nuit complete, extinction de toute
% *120

lumiere" is (now) controlled. Dupin writes of the collection:

Aux derniers poemes du recueil qui sonnent comme une
delivrance, qui vibrent comme une passerelle jetee vers
1*autre rive, Char a acheve le maudit voyage.121

Dupin's reading is illuminating, but it should be noted that, in

'Dependance de l'adieu', which Char originally published separately
122

in 1936 before including it in the 1949 edition of Dehors la nuit
A p2

est gouvernee in a substantially altered form, we find already a

sense of triumph made possible through poetry:

FantSme emancipe
La creation de ta fierte cassante innee adoucie

se charge
Kremlin fauve
Echoue devant la pseudo-jetee du poete

120. Dupin, 'Dehors la nuit est gouvernee', p.66.
121. ibid., p.68.
122. Published as a 'plaquette' in Paris (G.L.M.) with a drawing by Picasso.
123. See DNG/PCE. p.42.
124. Dependance de l'adieu. unpaginated. This stanza is omitted in the
1949 version, For my remarks on the use of "jetee" in 'Bel edifice et
les pressentiments', see the chapter on Arsenal, and for Char's revised
expression of confidence and hope, see DNG/PCE. p.42j

Sociables communicants
Nous sommes entres dans l'ecart
Limon secouru nuit guerie.
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In the opening line of 'Dehors la nuit est gouvernee', the poet

designates collectively the audience he is addressing as "Peuple de

roseaux bruns, levres de pauvrete, dentelles haletantes au levant de

son sillage gravi entree en fl^mme". The term "peuple" reminds the
'

r * 125
reader of 'Maintien de la reine' and 'Compagnie de l'ecoliere',

but it is here qualified: the reeds, symbol of fragility and
1 26

flexibility (culturally determined as such by La Fontaine and Pascal ),

are "bruns" and thereby linked to the earth, to autumn and to sadness:

[Le brun] rappelle ... la feuille morte, l'automne,
la tristesse.

Chez les Romains comme dans l'Eglise catholique, le brun
est un symbole de l'humilite (humus = terre) et de la
pauvrete, qui incitent certains religieux a se vStir de
bure.127

As in Placard pour un chemin des ecoliers. Char uses many terms

symbolically; the adjective "bruns" thus calls up, justifies and is

justified by the nouns "pauvrete" and "humus" and, in a hermeneutic

reading of the poem, is perceived as an epithet as Riffaterre conceives

of it:

125, For my remarks on the way Char uses monarch/people relationships
in these poems, see my analyses earlier in this chapter.
126c See La Fontaine, Fables. Contes et Nouvelles. edited and annotated
by Rene Groos and Jacques Schiffrin (Paris, 1954), p.50, and
Oeuvres completes de Pascal, edited and annotated by Jacques Chevalier
(Paris, 1954), PP.1156—1157 (Pensees nos.264-265).
127. Chevalier and Gheerbrant, Dictionnaire des symboles. t.l, p.240,
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... the agent of poeticity is a specific relationship
between epithet and noun, which designates a quality of
the noun's referent, or a seme of that signifier, as
characteristic or basic. So that the poetic is born where
an adjective's meaning, normally contingent, accessory, in
any case context-determined, is represented a -priori as a
permanent feature.128

If the epithet "bruns" evokes images of the earth, the "roseaux"

themselves, as aquatic plants growing in both earth and water, evoke

images linked to water ("sillage", "torrent", "l'lle", and, by

metonymic extension, "Ventouse"). Furthermore, the "dentelles

haletantes" evoke the air and the "entree en flamme" completes the

suggested union of the four elements which are contained within this
✓ * 129

fragment of poetry, the "insolite et cinquieme element", and

which also exist outside the poem: thus the concepts of inside and

outside are challenged as fixed absolutes.

Gilbert Lely describes the collection as "cet ingravissable

plateau de finition,' d'erotisme et de revolte qui se situe a la

peripherie verbale de Rene Char"^^ and Fourcade speaks of "l'eros
r ' 1 "51

partout present, 1'amour comme travail central devorant", and the

imagery of the first line would certainly seem to be sexual, with its

128. Riffaterre, Semiotics of Poetry, p.28.
129. DNG/PCE. p.9.
130. Gilbert Lely, 'Rene Char', L'Herne. no.15 ('Rene Char'), p.112.
Lely's text is t at of a lecture given in Paris on 3 July 194-6 which
was published as a pamphlet in Paris in 1947.
131. Fourcade, 'Essai d*introduction', L'Herne. no. 15 (Rene Char), p.24.
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"dentelles haletantes", "sillage gravi entree en flamme". However,

the flesh which is kissed is not that of the woman (although there

is the suggestion of a sexual union in the phrase "entree en flamme")

rather, it must be that of night, which is perceived as a sexually-

desirable woman ("sa chair fondee", "pour la lecher au fond de sa

faille", "son encolure", "l'ile de son ventre").

The first two lines pose a further problem for reading,.though,

in that grammatically the three phrases in line one could be in

apposition to the "je". The first line would thus become an

imagistic description of the speaking voice (of the poet?), but the

sexual connotations would remain, even if the over-determined

vaginal imagery would function less powerfully. The mobility of

interpretation is created by the nature of the syntactic structure

which withholds- the possibility of a fixed, 'correct' reading -

indeed, in the 1949 edition, Char omitted all punctuation in all the

poems except for a terminal full stop in each poem in order to

release the texts further from the directional control of grammer.

In the first stanza of 'une Italienne de Corot', there is an

interesting reversal of images from the opening lines of 'Dehors la

nuit est gouvernee':

Sur le ruisseau a la crue grise
Une portiere garance s'est soulevee,
14a chair reste au bord du sillon.132

132. PNG, unpaginated; also DNG/PCE. p.5%
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We may conclude from this reversal not only that the poems are

simultaneously interdependent and autonomous, but also that the

poet consciously wishes to effect such reversals in order to

demonstrate the non-fixity of existence, perception and

interpretation.

If the title privileges the "dehors", the third line of the

text returns to the inside: "Derriere la vitre". Here the "vitre"

is clearly an obstacle, an image of imprisonment, but the "fievres

ecrasees" which buzz like insects under a bell-jar nonetheless

undergo a process ^purification ("se raffinent") - a poetic
rewriting perhaps of Char's own experience of septicaemia, and also,

possibly, a comment on writing in which restriction and condensation

lead to the refinement of emotion into a crystalline block.

The term "Laureat" is usually associated with literary prizes

and the mention of the eyes ("yeux transportes") recalls the

association in the preface of the "marche forcee dans l'indicible"

and "la manne de 1'observation". More interesting even is Char's

statement in the 1949 version of 'Dependance de 1'adieu': "Yeux vous

§tes les eclaireurs mediums du neant".''^ The eyes are thus seen

both as pioneer-guides and as mediums or translators of the void.

In 'Dehors la nuit est gouvernee', the eyes are transported to the

mountain stream, symbol of movement and progression, "pour la lecher au

fond de sa faille". The feminine pronoun must here refer again to the

133. DNG/PCB. p.42.
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night which is also the "neant" of 'Dependance de 1'adieu" in 1949»

paradoxically, the void does have a bottom ("fond") which can be

reached by the poet in his arduous quest - and the vocabulary

employed in this image cannot but evoke for the reader familiar

with the topography of Char's lived and poetic worlds the Fontaine

de Vaucluse, which since Petrarch has been regarded as a symbol of

inspiration, in that the water of the Sorgue appears from nowhere,

from darkness and nothingness to astonish the beholder with its

transparency. The poet thus seeks (erotically) for the very heart

of black night, since from this womb will spring his crystalline

poems.

Movement dominates the poem and the poet demands that the wind,

which is associated retrospectively with the "roseaux" and the

"dentelles haletantes", stir itself violently. The wind often

symbolizes inspiration, instability and movement, all concepts which

are central to Char's philosophy and aesthetics, and it is here

accorded a further significance through the epithet "de portefaix",

which functions in ironic counterpoint to the "yeux transportes" -

the very agent of transport is "infirme", it cannot even purify

itself as do the "fievres ecrasees", movement has been replaced by

stifling heaviness, the wind is indeed "nuisible", since it does not

effect a sweeping away of the petty trade in hierarchical positions

("le commerce des grades").
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The personification of night continues with the image of the

neck ("son encolure"). This image of a neck illuminated while the

rest of the body remains implicitly in shadow recalls Georges de la
134

Tour's series of Penitent Magdalenes which so influenced Char -

though a lamp is substituted for the candle. Paradoxically, then,

night itself is illuminated and the living light ("feuillage de la

lampe") highlights an erotic part of its body, and a further paradox

is furnished by the fact that the lamp, which is inside, is necessary

for the outside night - just as darkness exists only through light,

so an outside exists only if there is an inside. There is an

interdependence between opposites, in that it is due to the (inside)

lamp that the (outside) night can be seen and desired; there is thus,

on the level of meaning, a refusal of closure as permanent or absolute

which is enacted on the level of signification, since the reader can

conceive of the meaning subjectively and emotionally but not perceive

135 /
it objectively and analytically ^ (and it is interesting that, in

'Neuf merci pour Vieira da Silva', Char reverses the attribution of

the term "feuillage": "Nuit, mon feuillage et ma glebe"^^).

The text itself proclaims the disintegration of binding and

closure ("Les liens cedent"). In the poem, there are certainly links,

134. See, for instance, 'Madeleine a la veilleuse par Georges de la Tour',
FM. p.224 and 'Sur un mSme axe: I - Justesse de Georges de la Tour',
PPG, pp.27-28.
135. For a fascinating consideration of the conception-perception
relationship, see P.W.Winnicott, Playing and Reality (London, 1971),
notably his notion of the "essential paradox" central to his concept of
transitional phenomena, in the phase between the infantile subject-object
fusion and the mature separation of the self and the outside world (p.151)•
136. 'C'est bien elle', LPA. p.97.
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which are established through a variety of means:

1. co-existence in a perceptible semantic field, e.g.

"roseaux"/"feuillage"; "fievres"/"infirme";

2. rhyme, e.g. "la lampe"/"la hampe"; "L'lle"/"sa ville";

3. grammar, e.g. the appositions in line one;

4. shared potential for sexual significance, e.g. "levres",

"dentelles haletantes", "je baise", "chair", "lecher",

"sa faille", "son ventre";,

5. transposition of a term normally associated with one term

to another, e.g. "la hampe du coquelicot" cf. the more

usual "la hampe du roseau";

6. opposition, e.g. images of light and dark; "feuillage"/

"la hampe" (which is by definition a stem without leaves).

However, the links on which the reader relies in his search for 'the

meaning' of the poem (some of which are undoubtedly established by the

text, others of which are established by the reader in his co-production

of the text) are often valid only in a partial reading of the poem and

they precisely subvert the belief in linking as a stabilising process

when the hermeneutic readings take account of the totality of the text.

Nevertheless, the text as function does not go so far as to refuse

wholly the existence of links and it asserts as message that they are

in the process of giving way: like a prisoner who experiences exultation

as he feels his chains giving way, the language of the poem enacts a

ludic joy as it prepares for liberation.
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The typographical arrangement of line nine is significant in that

the assertion of approaching liberation is not accorded the authority

of a single line but is immediately followed by a complex qualifying

image: "L'Jle de son ventre, marche de passion et de couleurs, s'en
137

va". The island, symbol of refuge, of spiritual centre, of enclosure,

departs, breaks its chains. The notion of refuge and enclosure is

reinforced by the reference to "son ventre", which also symbolizes
138

a refuge. However, the "ventre", the dark womb of the night
139

prefigured by "sa faille", also signifies the mother and desire;

desired night, wherein the poet was enclosed, from whence he came and

which he wishes to penetrate in order to effect a -union, is departing -

and furthermore this image, which is connotationally overdetermined

as a symbol of enclosure, is defined appositionally as "marche de

passions et de couleurs". Physical fixity is impossible, as is poetic

fixity; the island which departs is defined as movement and the

darkness of the womb is both (acceptably) passionate and (surprisingly)

coloured; monovalent meaning is rendered inaccessible as new

connections are revealed and created in a mimesis of existence, that

is to say of the multiple interactions of the phenomenal, noumenal

and emotional worlds rather than of any fixed and logical system,.

The image of the poppy offers another form of departure, that of

death. The text instructs the reader that the poppy is to be seen

both as a flower and as a symbol of revolt (against ugliness, time,

157. See Chevalier and Gheerbrant, Dictionnaire des symboles. t.3, pp.50-51.
138. See ibid., t.4, p.3&7.
139. See ibid.
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darkness, etc.), thereby inscribing within the text an indication that

the other images can also have plural modes of reference. The poppy,

which is associated in French folklore with love,''^ ijiay die, but it

"meurt dans la grSce": thus death is not necessarily to be feared,

but is an essential (and not terminal) stage in the cycle of life J

autumn, the season of poppies, is a time both of apparent decay and

dying and also of promised rebirth. The final line of the first

section operates as an apparent closure in that it rewrites in

conceptual terms the previous imaged line ("la grace" —> "Tout calme",

"revolte" —■>> "une plainte", "meurt" "une fin", "fleur" —>■ "une

joie"), and, through the terms "calme" and "fin", suggests a state of

fixity and end. However, the placing of the term "une fin" (marked

as potentially plural and therefore non-terminal by the indefinite

article) in the penultimate position rather than the ultimate position

reopens the text, and this line, which might be initially perceived

as an accumulation and consequently as an abolition of difference

("Les composantes de 1'accumulation deviennent synonymes en depit de

leur sens original au niveau de la langue""'^) comes to be recognised

rather as an elliptical means of presenting three incompatible

statements:

(i) "Tout calme" = "une plainte"

(ii) "Tout caline" = "une fin"

(iii) "Tout calme" — "une joie".

140. See Paul Yves Sebillot, Le Folklore de France, t.3 (Paris, 1906)
p.446 and Canavaggio, Dictionnaire des superstitions p.61.
141. Riffaterre, La -production du texte. p.41.
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The section thus closes on non-closure which is itself the very joy

of poetry.

The "Monstre" addressed in the second section is "une obscure

puissance qui le terrasse et 1'immobilise, et coule en lui, telle
1 A O

un venin, la torpeur qui prepare son aneantissement", One of the

forms given to the "Monstre" in order to combat it is that of night,

but in this direct confrontation with it, the "je" recognizes that

the "Monstre" is more than night and that it fertilizes the new

topographical situation of the night ("sa ville") with its warm

humus created from the decomposition of life (notably of the poppy) -

the "Monstre" itself enacts the transformation of decompositional

decay of autumn into the rebirth of spring. The "Monstre",

"Ventouse renversee", threatens not "l'agrement du ciel" but the

world below. In this image, the close proximity of "Monstre" and

"Ventouse" suggests the predatory suckers of some octopus-like beast,

but the "Ventouse" recalls also the bell-jar image of line three and

pursues the image of refinement therein: the therapeutic function of

a cupping-glass (another meaning of "ventouse") is to create a partial

void and thus provoke a revulsion (in the medical sense of the term),

so this image of the "Monstre" sheds light on the relationship between

the feared and desired void, revolt and life. The speaker in the

142. Dupin, 'Dehors la nuit est gouvernee', p.65. The figure of the Monster
reappears in one of Char's most indignant War-poems, 'Le bouge de
l'historien':

... Interdiction de croire tienne cette page d'ou
tu prenais elan pour te soustraire a la geante
torpeur d'epine du Monstre, a son contentieux de
massacreurs.

Miroir de la murenei Miroir du vomitol Purin
d'un feu plat tendu par l'ennemij (FM, p.46).
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text requests that he and his fellow-men ("je" —> "nous") be "vos

pelerins extremes", revealing an apparently paradoxically enthusiasm

to worship the "Monstre" and also a dissatisfaction with life as it

is experienced:

Le terme [pllerin] designe l'homme qui se sent etranger
dans le milieu ou il vit, ou il ne fait que passer, a
la recherche de la cite ideale.143

The final line, which is an elaboration of the 'pilgrim1 image, invests

the "Monstre" with a further significance through the mention of the

labyrinth - that of the Minotaur who, though living in the labyrinth

which is normally marked by connotations of darkness (evoked by
\ 144

"semeurs ensevelis"). is associated and even identified with the sun.

Yet the "Monstre", which is ultimately irreducible to a single

definition, evokes also other mythic monsters through the interaction

of "labyrinthe" with "Semeurs", which recalls Cadmus and Jason who
145

both sowed the teeth of slain monsters to create armies of warriors -

and an essential element of the Minotaur myth is, of course, that

Theseus slew him in the labyrinth.However, the semantic interactions

in the textual configuration of this section take us beyond a purely

mythological reading of the Monster and the labyrinth. The phrase

143. Chevalier and Gheerbrant, Dictionnaire des symboles. t.3, p.371«
144. See Praner, The Golden Bough, p.369.
145. See G.S.Kirk, The nature of Greek Myths (Harmondsworth, 1974)» PP.156-
160 and pp.160-163.
146. See ibid., p.153.
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"vos pelerins extremes" rejoins the "levres de pauvrete" of the first

line through the connotation of poverty essential to the concept of

the pilgrim and thus links the religious quest to the erotic quest.

Furthermore, the interaction of "pelerins" and "labyrinthe" evokes

the labyrinths engraved on church-floors as substitute-pilgrimages

for those unable to -undertake the pilgrimage to the Holy Land

(as, for example, the labyrinth in Chartres Cathedral). Thus, the

request to the Monster may be seen as a desire to perform a

substitute-pilgrimage, that is to say a form of lip-service to belief

which is but a preparation for the destruction of the Monster, since

the myths of monsters all contain "la figure herolque du lutteur

arc-boute contre les tenebres ou contre le gouffre". The naming

of the Monster corresponds to what G.S.Kirk sees as one of the main

psychological functions of myths, that of "expressing something that
1 Aft

otherwise lies repressed or dormant in the individual", and

Kirk's application to myth of Aristotle's idea of catharsis is of

particular pertinence here:

The myth of the monster at the heart of the Labyrinth ... .

would express and so relieve the fear of unknown horrors...

However, in the context of Char's poetry, the term "Semeurs"

demands a reading which goes beyond the mythic. The act of sowing

147. Durand, Les structures anthropologiques de l'imaginaire. p.165.
148. Kirk, The nature of Greek Myths, p.70.
149. ibid. Kirk also suggests a relationship between myth and the
Freudian concept of wish-fulfilment in that "a myth provides a kind
of emotional consummation" (p.70).
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(which implies fecundation, growth and harvest) is, of course, central

to much of Char's thought and writing; it is therefore important to

note the desire to be simultaneously "Semeurs" and "ensevelis",

since it is from within/underneath that growth will occur. Here it

would seem useful to quote two 'seminal' affirmations in Char's later

work:

La terre qui re^oit la graine est triste. La graine qui
va tant risquer est heureuse.150

Les plus pures recoltes sont semees dans un sol qui n'existe
pas. Elles eliminent la gratitude et ne doivent qu'au
printemps.151

As sower/sown, Man can find fulfilment even though (perhaps precisely

because) he is risking himself in a terrain which does not really exist

but is a projection of his own fears which he will eventually overcome.

Nevertheless, the reader cannot ignore the force of the final word of

the poem "pied" which symbolizes power (power of the Monster),

termination and finality, but is also a symbol of progress, of movement
152

forward and onward.

The second section thus continues the semantic shifting and

instability found in the first section and which is Char's strategy of

attack. Dupin suggests persuasively that:

150.'la bibliotheque est en feu', LPA. p.73»
15*1. 'Peuillets d'Hypnos', no.86, FM, p.112.
152.See Chevalier and Gheerbrant, Dictionnaire des symboles. t.3, pp.389-340.
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[Le poete] ne s'abuse pas et ne trompe pas son ennemi,
mais son ennemi est pris au piege de 1'ambiguSte de
l'acte poetique qui se deploie toujours a la fois sur
le plan de 1'imaginaire et sur celui de la realite. En
poesie des armes fictives crachent le feu reel. ...

Le poete n'a fait que retourner contre le Monstre les
propres armes du Monstre ... II suffisait de delivrer
la parole pour qu'elle delivre l'interdit. ... les
germes d'un retournement sont presents partout dans
l'ambigulte des images.153

The shifting topography of the poem (stream, river, house interior,

field, womb, town, labyrinth) is generated and justified by the

unfixed nature of the landscape of experience of the poet who struggles

with his awareness of menace and with his desire to possess it

erot'ically and to defeat it. The dialectic of desire and revulsion

is perhaps most powerfully enacted in the relationship between the

opening and closing terms of the two sections: the first opens

with the fraternal "Peuple", the second with the repellent "Monstre",

the first closes with the hope of "une joie", the second with the

crushing "pied". However, this dialectic is no simple binary

opposition, in that the terms cannot be ^reduced to denotational fixity.

It is rather the mobility of the dialectic itself which produces the

poem, as Char realized and was later to express forcefully in

'Partage formel', where he reworks the thoughts which underpin

'Dehors la nuit est gouvernee', replacing the transitory "une joie"

with the more permanent "la felicite":

153. Dupin, 'Dehors la nuit est gouvernee', p.68.
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Etre poete, c'est avoir de l'appetit pour un malaise
dont la consommation, parmi les tourbillons de la
totalite des choses existantes et pressenties, provoque
au moment de se clore, la felicite.154

In Dehors la nuit est gouvernee. Char initiates his "conversation

155
souveraine" with painters and paintings by .publishing two texts

inspired by paintings which he saw in 1936, 'Hne Italienne de Corot'

and 'Courbet: Les casseurs de cailloux'^ These poems, which are

responses to, rather than exegeses of, the paintings, were originally
157

published in Cahiers d'Art in 1938, and, as Char indicated in his

letter to Christian Zervos, the director of Cahiers d'Art. which

accompanied the poems:

J'ai surtout souhaite traduire sans instruction,
intuitivement puis necessairement leur relief epais d'emotion
dans le sens ou les modeles auraient pu se prononcer en
s'apercevant a travers le peintre; Complications de la
poesie .., Simplicite de la peinture..,158

154c 'Partage formel', no.XLII, FM. p.79.
155. The phrase 'La conversation souveraine* is the title both of an
essay and of a section in RBS (p.79 and p.93). This section of RBS
is devoted to Char's comments and meditations on artists whom he has
known or who have influenced him,
156^ In advancing the date of 1936, I am following Edmond Nogacki, author
of a thesis on'Rene Char: poesie et peinture' (Universite de Lille III,
1977), who proposes this date in 'Peinture et poesie chez Rene Char' in
Des mots et des couleurs. edited by Philippe Bonnefis and Pierre Reboul,
(Lille, 1979)t p.165. However, it should be stated that, although I
have established that the Corot canvas was exhibited in Paris in 1936, I
have been unable to corrobate Nogacki's affirmation in the case of
Courbet's painting: in Robert Fernier's authorative La vie et l'oeuvre
de Gustave Courbet: Catalogue raisonne. t.l, 1819-1865 (Paris-Lausanne,
1977). the only exhibition given in which Les casseurs de pierre could
have been seen by Char was at the Petit Palais in 1929 (p«62).
157. Cahiers d'art. 13e annee, nos.3-10 (1938), pp.229-230.
158. Quoted by Cranston in Orion Resurgent, p.303.
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Char's texts are complements to the paintings, hut they complement

and verbalize the emotion of the visual texts rather than the visual

images themselves to which little reference is made.

UNB ITALIEME DE COROT

Sur le ruisseau a la crue grise
Une portiere garance s'est soulevee,
Ma chair reste au bord du sillon.

A moissonner des tiges on se plie, on raisonne 1'ignore.
La percale me boit et le drap me prolonge.
Contre les levres du vallon je languis.

Lorsqu'ils s'entourent de distances qui decouragent,
Je tends la vigueur de mes bras a l'ecume des moribonds,
J'applique ma loi blanche a leur front,
Je suis a qui m'assaille, je cede au poids furieux,
L'air de mes longues veines est inepuisable,

Je m'ecarte de l'odeur des bergers.
De mon toit je distingue la rue, ses paves qui ricanent:
Du vice a soUler une cave.

Une haie d'erables se rabat chez un peintre qui
l'ebranche sur la paix de sa toile:

C'est un familier des fermes pauvres,^j.g
Affable et chagrin comme un scarabee.

The title of the poem is both a giving of reference and a withdrawing of

reference, in that there is no painting of Corot's entitled simply

Une Italienne (although Corot's three visits to Italy led him to paint

several canvases depicting Italian girls) and yet the title includes the

painter's name, thereby implying that the poem can be 'checked against'

a particular painting and is not, for instance, a reflection on Corot's

159. DNG; see DNG/PCE. p.53» for a differently punctuated version which
also omits the line "Du vice a soUler une Sme".
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(varying) attitudes to the depiction of Italian girls. Char is most

likely to have seen the painting which inspired him at the important

exhibition of Corot's work at the Musee de l'Orangerie in 1936j of the

paintings on show there, the one which probably generated Char's

text is Moissonneuse tenant une faucille. which depicts a seated

girl wearing a loose blouse and with bare forearms who is gazing

soulfully out from the canvas (there are two men scything in the

background).''^ It is, I would suggest, wholly appropriate that the

reader cannot establish with any certitude which painting did, in

fact inspire Char, since the poem is more concerned with the emotion

Corot could create in his work than with the anecdotal element of any

particular painting. If I propose the Moissonneuse tenant une faucille

as the probable inspirational source, it is (i) because the act of

harvesting is so central to Char's thinking and writing (and the poem

explicitly mentions harvesting in stanza two) and (ii) because the

girl's meditative expression recalls that of the Magdalenes of Georges

de la Tour (although de la Tour's figures rarely face directly out of

the canvas as does Corot's Reaper). The suppression of Corot's title

in the title of the poem is a conscious strategy on the part of the

160. For details of the painting, see the exhibition catalogue Corot.
with a preface by Paul Janet, Musee de l'Orangerie, no.33 (Paris, 1936),
p.18. and plate V.
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poet to establish the autonomy of the poem while nonetheless maintaining

a certain intertextual relationship with the painting: this simultaneous

autonomy and. intertextual relationship is similar to that which holds

for the functioning of Char's poems within the totality of his work -

and the validity of this interpretation of the title as a strategic

manoeuvre is surely attested by the fact that, in 'Courbet: Les

casseurs de cailloux*, the poet again performs a manipulation of the

title of a painting, as will be seen later (although the nature of

this manipulation is somewhat different from that in 'Une Italienne de

Corot').

Edmond Nogacki writes- of the poem:

Le texte intitule Une Italienne de Corot n'apprecie ni
ne commente ni ne decrit le tableau mais s'attache a

reduire ou a aneantir les distances a I'oeuvre, Ecrit
a la premiere personne, le poeme s'organise autour des
echanges osmotiques de la sensibilite du poete et du
lecteur - devenu acteur par la magie du "je" - et de la
realite. - L'anecdotique cede la place aux seules emotions.
C'est ainsi que tout l'Stre appelle la fiction, se dissout
en elle "la percale me boit... je languis". Aspire,
l'etre se tend dans le desespoir d'atteindre. L'energie
s'exaspere, les liens se multiplient entre les choses:
la transparence et la profondeur s'accroissent jusqu'aux
limites de la raison. La gravite m£me de l'etre est
attaquee et se ruine, alors que la trivialite des "paves"
qui ricanent s'interpose et altere la delicatesse des
§tres et des choses.

Le poeme propose un equivalent au tableau dans lequel
ce qui est donne a voir doit provoquer la reflexion et
1'emotion alors que le poete introduit immediatement a
"1'irreel intact dans le reel devaste". (Remanence - Nu oerdu).

161. Nogacki, 'Peinture et poesie chez Rene Char', pp.165-166,
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Nogacki's reading is sensitive and illuminating, but his assertion

that the text "s'attache a reduire ou a aneantir les distances a

l'oeuvre" is perhaps confusing, since the poem would seem precisely

to wish to establish a difference (which is a form of distance)

between the poem and the painting.

In the first stanza, the "Italienne", who speaks throughout the

poem, establishes an opposition between her own physical immobility

("Ma chair reste") and the implied rushing of the swollen stream

("le ruisseau a la crue grise"), which has been spanned by a

pontoon-bridge whose vivid red ("garance") contrasts with the grey

of the waters. The stanza is indeed structured on a series of

oppositions (static girl v. rushing stream; "grise" v. "garance";

the onward rushing stream v. the transversal pontoon-bridge which

offers the possibility of passage; "s'est soulevee" v. "reste") and

presents a description which, by its very nature, implies reference

to a reality. However, this description has a function beyond that

of mimesis. In a recent article, Riffaterre has suggested that:

...the primary function of literary description is not to
make the reader see something. Its aim is not to present
an external reality. Description, like all literary discourse,
is a verbal detour so contrived that the reader understands
something else than the object ostensibly represented.
Description translates this something else into the idiolect
of the apparent object. The mimesis is thus subordinated to
the significance, rather than the other way round - hence the
ungrammaticalities, hence the imagery. The mimesis still
presupposes a reality, but uses the descriptive system of
that reality only as a conventional code for the semiosis.
Its primary purpose is not to offer a representation, but to
dictate an interpretation.162

162. Riffaterre, 'Descriptive imagery', Yale French Studies, no.61 -
'Towards a theory of Description' (1981), p.125.



Riffaterre's notion would seem particularly pertinent here, since

through its presentation of oppositions, the stanza locates the

awareness of difference as a defining characteristic of the girl's

state; and, if the girl articulates a feeling that she is separated from

the landscape in which she is placed in the painting, thereby enacting

Char's desire to "traduire ... leur relief epais d'emotion dans le

sens ou les modeles auraient pu se prononcer en s'apercevant a travers

le peintre", the reader cannot but read the poem as an interpretative

discourse rather than as a verbal mimetic reproduction of the canvas.

Furthermore, the terms "portiere" and "sillon" are charged with

ambiguity, in that "portiere" signifies also a door, the possibility

of entrance and exit as well as that of crossing, and the "sillon"

refers more usually to a ploughed furrow than to the channel of a

stream: a figurative discourse is thus contained within an apparently

directly referential discourse, and so the subsequent reading of the

text is programmed to shift between different levels of signification.

In the second stanza, the poem moves from the presentation of

immobility to a contemplation of harvesting in which the act of bending

is equated grammatically with that of studying rationally that which

is unknown and therefore cannot logically be studied ("on raisonne

1'ignore"). Through harvesting, then, the unknown can be brought

within the cognitive field of Man, but the girl has retreated into a

meditative languor and a state of passive acceptance of fiction and dream
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("La percale me boit et le drap me prolonge")The girl may-

consequently be seen as retreating from life, but her languor is

expressed in terms which communicate a certain eroticism: the

tantalizing softness and translucence of the muslin blouse

("la percale"), the sheet with its evocations of bed and sexual

union and "les levres du vallon" all suggest an erotic union with

Nature, which is opposed to the rational examination of the unknown

of the harvesters. The girl may thus be seen as in a more creative

relationship with the world; she herself as figure inspires the poem

rather than the totality of the painting - and it is perhaps

pertinent to point out here that, in his book on Corot, Germain Bazin

sees the Reaper as the first phase in Corot's work of the metamorphosis

of woman into Muse:

La moissonneuse n'est plus tout a fait une fille des .^.
champs; elle n'est pas encore un personnage mythique.

163. cf. 'La recolte injuriee', where the personage/fiction relationship
is reconsidered, using a similar vocabulary:

Ne vous frottez pas contre la charrue,
Ses bras ne sont pas meilleurs que les miens.

Quand ma chair ignorante vous petrissait,
Son entourage robuste repoussait la fiction de la laine.

(PNG, and BNG/PCE. p.67).
164. Germain Bazin, Corot (Paris, 1973)» p.40. Interestingly, Bazin
later notes that: "Inconsciemment, Corot a donne a ce personnage les
traits de son propre visage, pousse par un instinct de projection de
soi-m§me tres frequent chez les artistes..." (p.282).
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The girl may be languorous, but she is also a symbol of vitality

and life ("la vigueur de mes bras"), who can calm the anguished

thrashings of the dying who fear the infinite and aid them to die

by means of her "loi blanche". The girl has (figuratively) judicial

power, but the epithet "blanche" is crucial in that it indicates

symbolically that her power is to be used to aid the cyclical process

of death and rebirth:

[Le blanc] est couleur de passage, au sens auquel on

parle de rites de passage: et il est justement la
couleur privilegiee de ces rites, par lesquels s'operent
les mutations de l'§tre, selon le schema classique de
toute initiation: mort et renaissance,165

A significant reversal has been effected in that the girl's passivity

has been transformed into activity and power, yet this is paradoxically

another form of passivity ("Je suis a qui m'assaille, je cede au poids

furieux") - she can soothe but she can also be (sexually) taken, she

recognizes that she must yield to the law of the strongest, to the

"poids furieux" or the "fureur" of poetry. The girl is an ambivalent

figure who is simultaneously active and passive, and an analogous

ambiguity can be found in the term "ecume" which signifies not only

the foam at the mouths of the dying but also the froth created by

swiftly flowing waters. In an interview with Char in 1950, Jacques

Charpier asked for the poet's views on "cet autre langage qui nous

165« Chevalier and Gheerbrant, Dictionnaire des symboles, t.l, p.204,
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caresse, nous distrait de la Terre", to which the poet replied:

Je ne vois la qu'un excedant verbal, un surplus de la
connaissance. L'ecume ne desaltere pas, mais l'eau pure,
l'eau integrale. L'ecume n'est qu'ecoeurante ou jolie.166

The vigour of the young girl and her intimate communion both with

Nature and with poetry can thus help to purify the superficial

prettiness of empty and self-conscious writing which will lead to the

death of language (in the poem's imagistic terms, her "loi blanche"

will replace the "crue grise", and a form of eternity - "l'air de

mes longues veines est inextinguible" - will replace the mortality

of verbal frivolity - "l'ecume des moribonds").

The girl rejects the crude reality of existence, "l'odeur des

bergers", but, in her new chosen topographical site, finds only

triviality, "la rue, ses paves qui ricanent", and an excess of vice,
167

"Du vice a sofller une cave". Thus reality itself proves unsatisfactory

and yet inescapable, and in the final stanza the girl reveals that she

can find peace in Art, in "la paix de [la] toile". The painter can

transform reality - he can decide to 'prune' the hedge of maples which

imposes itself on his vision, and he can create a peace from the

poverty of the farms which the girl had earlier fled. The painter,

166. 'Une matinee avec Rene Char', p.4»
167. This line is found in the Cahiers d'Art version (with the spelling
"saouler"), but it is omitted in the 1949 version.
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mentioned by name in the title is re-inscribed (now unnamed) as

figure in the poem by the girl - the text thus re-enacts the girl's

active-passive ambivalence, in that she, the model, now describes

the painter, making him her model (and he too is ambivalent, being

"Affable et chagrin"). Through the comparison with the scarab, the

painter is presented as a symbol of rebirth;

Symbole cyclique du soleil, [le scarabee] etait en
m§me temps un symbole de resurrection. ... comme le
dieu solaire revient des ombres de la nuit, le
scarabee est cense renaltre de sa propre decomposition;
ou bien il roule une boule de feu dans laquelle il a

depose sa semence. Aussi symbolise-t-il le cycle
solaire du jour et de la nuit.168

'The Egyptians believed that the capacity for resurrection could be

transmitted, hence their custom of wearing scarabs as amulets; the

painter, the artist, is perceived as guaranteeing rebirth in the

continuous cycle of Nature by means of his manipulation of reality

in order to accede to truth. Thus the poem can be read as an apology

for art, for non-mimetic art which does nonetheless have a reference

in that it refers to a sense of truth which can be found both in the

contemplation and interpretation of reality (in the case of Corot's

painting) and in the contemplation and interpretation of art (in the

case of Char's poem). Art is however not only interpretative but

also performative, and the language of Char's poetic text enacts the

mobility of existence which is itself, paradoxically, contained within

(and, indeed, is) the peace of the work of art.

168. Chevalier and Gheerbrant, Dictionnaire des symboles. t.4, p.156.
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The poem begins with the reference to 'Une Italienne', which,

with all its ambiguities, refers to a European context (explicitly

to Italy - and to France through the mention of Corot) and ends with

a symbol which derives its potency and meaning from Egypt; the

work of art is thus capable of generating a meditation which goes

beyond the parameters which it seems to establish in the title.

Similarly, the functioning of language within the text is such that

it creates a dialectic between literal and figurative discourse, and

one might consequently suggest that Char's poem serves simultaneously

to distance the reader from the individuality of a canvas perceived

as anecdotal and to validate Corot's work (of which the Moissonneuse

tenant une faucille is a paradigm) as generative rather than

descriptive.

COURBET; LBS CASSECRS DE CAILLOUX

Sable, paille ont la vie douce, le vin ne s'y brise pas,
Du colombier ils recoltent les plumes,
De la goulotte ils ont la langue avide,
Ils retardent l'orteil des filles
Dont ils percent les chrysalides:
Le sang bien souffert tombe dans 1'anecdote de leur legerete.

Nous devorons la peste du feu gris dans la rocaille.
Quand on intrigue a la commune,
C'est encore sur les chemins ruines qu'on est le mieux:
La, les tomates des vergers, l'air nous les porte au
crepuscule

Avec l'oubli de la mechancete prochaine de nos femmes
Et l'aigreur de la soif tassee aux genoux.

Fils, cette nuit nos travaux de poussiere
Seront visibles dans le ciel,
Deja l'huile du plomb ressuscite.

169. PNG; see DNG/PCE. p.54» for a differently punctuated version
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The title, which again inscribes the painter's name in the poem,

effects a certain distancing from the painting in that Char has

altered the title of the painting from ' Les casseurs de pierre'.

Courbet's work, which depicts a man and a youth engaged in stone-

breaking on a country-road, was destroyed in 1945 during bombing

in Dresden when it was about to be moved from the art-gallery for

safety. Interestingly, then, the painting which inspired the poem

without being a visual prefiguration of the verbal text on any

anecdotal level, is now irrevocably physically absent - although

reproductions exist, of course, as does a study for the painting in

which the composition is reversed.

Nogacki writes of the poem:

C'est, cette fois, le monde exterieur qui converge
vers nous, qui nous bouscule pour que gronde la
colere. La rocaille opposee au sable r§ve, la poussiere
a la plume, les chemins ruines au colombier renforcent
la fraternite de ceux qui, accables par les tracas
menagers, les intrigues politiques et la soif, esperent
un renouveau que la sourde et violente revolte etablira:
"l'huile de plomb [sic] ressuscite", Le "bout du ciel"
qui resume la vie des pauvres gens du tableau de Courbet et
le versant sombre de la carriere deviennent dans le poeme
une multitude de signes concrets qui forcent 1'emotion.171

The poem takes the form of a father speaking to his son (the two figures

in the painting), but the tone of resignation and intimacy is very

170. See Fernier, La vie et I'oeuvre de Gustave CourbetI Catalogue
rajsonne. p.62, where both are reproduced.
171. Nogacki, 'Peinture et poesie chez Rene Char', p.166,
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different from the sterile discourse of the father in 'Compagnie

de l'ecoliere'. Char is again giving a voice to figures in a

painting and thereby creating a supplement to the painting - and

here it is capital to note that, as T.J.Clark says in his book on

Courbet:

In the Stonebreakers. everything is particular except
the two men's faces, and feelings; and they are masked
because Courbet saw in the end, that they were the only
things in the scene he did'not know or understand.172

Courbet has nonetheless captured the essence of the situation of the

workers who are trapped in an endless repetition of toil, in a closed

cycle of exploitation. Indeed, it was this fusion of artistic and

political vision which stimulated P.-J.Proudhon's celebrated

suggestion that Les casseurs de pierre was the first socialist painting:

D'autres, avant Courbet, ont essaye de la peinture socialiste,
et n'ont pas reussi. C'est qu'il ne suffit pas de vouloir:
il faut §tre artiste.173

172. T.J.Clark, Image of the People: Gustave Courbet and the Second
French Republic 1848-1851 (London. 1973)« P«74«
173. P.-J.Proudhon, Da principe de l'art et de sa destination sociale
(Paris, 1865), p.236. Proudhon also argues that the boy is more to be
pitied because he has no good memories nor any future better days; while
this may be attributing an extratextual existence to the father, it is
a convincing interpretation, which finds perhaps a reinforcement in
Char's poem in that the boy is silent throughout, whereas the father
articulates a hope in the future.
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Char's poem articulates an awareness of the political aspect of the

painting but expresses it through the words of the father, thereby-

personalizing a work which precisely avoids the personal.

The poem opens with sand and straw, used here as symbols of

softness and security, which form the object of the father's dreaming

of a less hostile world which absorbs rather than resists ("le vin ne

s'y brise pas"). The connotations of absent softness, a counterpoint

to those of present harshness in stanza two, effect a literalization

of the metaphoric expression "avoir la vie douce", whereas "le vin ne

s'y brise pas" is clearly metaphoric: thus, in the first line, we

find 'the poet proffering a language in which literal and metaphoric

co-exist and are even fused ("sable" and "paille" are read as both

literal and metaphoric). The softness of the sand and straw is

underlined in the succeeding line by the reference to their harvesting

of the feathers from the dovecote, and the inversion of the normal

syntactic structure foregrounds the term "[le] colombier" which evokes

security and peace but also, by an effect of metonymy ("colombier" —>

"colombe" —^ "Saint-Esprit" —$■ "inspiration"), suggests poetic

creativity - and the reference to the "plumes" would support such a

reading when it is remembered that Char writes in 'La bibliotheque est

en feu':

Comment me vint l'ecriture? Comme un duvet d'oiseau sur

ma vitre, en hiver.174

174. 'La bibliotheque est en feu', LPA. p.71•
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The feathers and the wine are both received gently by the sand and

the straw: the Dionysian symbol of joy is thus associated with the

Biblical symbol of peace and inspiration and also generates the

enthusiasm of line three: "De la goulotte ils ont la langue avide".

The opening juxtaposition of the poem ("Sable, paille") witnesses to an

awareness of difference as well as of similarity, and the first three

lines maintain this sense of the co-existence of differences within

similarity as lines two and three elaborate the first line ("la vie

douce"/"ne s'y brise pas" —$■ "Colombier"/"plumes"; "le vin" —^ "la

goulotte"/"la langue avide").

Line four functions initially in a mimetic way (sand and straw do

indeed slow down the walker). However, it also carries sexual

connotations which are pursued in the following line with the image

175
of penetration. The evocation of the chrysalids generates a notion

176
of transformation, of escape from imprisonment - but the stonebreakers,

who share the enclosure which is a defining characteristic of the

chrysalid, can only dream of softness, security and liberation, states

which may appear contradictory but are all opposites of the stonebreakers•

existence and consequently become the object of the workers' desire

175. The toe as metonymic representation of sensuality is used to great
effect notably by Paul Valery, as, for example, in 'Episode':

Un soir favorise de colombes sublimes,
La pucelle doucement se peigne au soleil.
Aux nenuphars de l'onde elle donne un orteil
Ultime, et pour tiedir ses froides mains errantes
Parfois trempe au couchant leurs roses transparentes.

(Oeuvres. t.l, Paris, 19571 PP*85-84).
176. See my remarks on the image of the chrysalid in 'Robustes meteores'
above in the chapter on Arsenal.
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and. dreaming. In this fictional world of lightness ("1'anecdote de

leur legerete"), there is a sense of Tightness and justice in the

spilling of blood (symbolically associated with wine) when it occurs.

The first stanza is an expression of desire and longing for otherness

within which there may harmoniously co-exist differences, and the

very otherness of this vision is articulated by the repeated

insistence on the third person plural ("ils", "leur").

The second.stanza returns immediately to the reality of the

stonebreakers ("Nous") and constructs an image of disease and

sterility ("la peste du feu gris dans la rocaille"), which is in

marked opposition to the comfort and life of the first stanza. The

-images of drinking and of an (implicitly satiated) thirst are replaced

by hunger - but here there is no life-giving wine but the poison of

fire which, by means of the epithet "gris", is robbed of its usual

connotations of life-giver and purifying force. The world of the

stonebreakers is one of petty gossiping and marital strife in which

the only refuge is paradoxically "les chemins ruines" (which evoke

openness and destruction in contrast to the desired closed security

of the dovecote). Char thus supplements Courbet's vision of the

interminable cycle of repression and exploitation with the father's

discourse, which evokes a world of closure in which even the openness

and promise of roads become limiting and constraining forces and in

which twilight alone offers a temporary and illusory escape - the

"crepuscule" is the poetic, interpretative equivalent of the faint
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hope of liberation which is expressed in Courbet's canvas through

the small area of sky in the top right corner of the painting. At

twilight, the stonebreakers can smell "les tomates des vergers":

here, although tomatoes are technically fruit, the poet is commenting

on the-economic poverty of the stonebreakers's life in that the

orchards are used as "jardins potagers". Escape from nagging and

petty politics may be temporarily possible at twilight on the "chemins

ruines", but the stonebreakers will nonetheless experience even here

"l'aigreur de la soif tassee aux genoux", a thirst not only of the

throat but of the whole body. The second stanza is framed by images

of hardness, sterility and thirst: the waking dream of the first

stanza is thus now perceived as motivated by dissatisfaction with

every aspect of reality (even "la commune" which suggests fraternity

is but the locus of intriguing, refuge is to be found only in the

harshness of work, even the sensual image of "l'orteil des filles"

has been replaced by "la mechancete prochaine de nos femmes").

The first two stanzas establish an apparently irresolvable

opposition, but the final stanza witnesses to a sense of hope. A

certain intimacy is created by the delineating of the "Nous" (as "je"'

and "Fils", the two figures in the painting). Through the positioning

of the future tense "seront" at the beginning of the second line, the

poet assigns to the father an attitude of implicit revolt - the

longing of the first stanza has been metamorphosed into an expression

of will-power. The phrase "nos travaux de poussiere" is both literal

and metaphoric in that it refers to the physical work of the
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stonebreakers and. implies death (by association with its symbolic

use, notably in the Bible). However, dust is also symbolic of the
177

creative force and, like the feathers, has been inscribed in a

later poem which again treats of the relationship of poetry and

apparently external phenomena:

Une poussiere qui tombe sur la main occupee eL
tracer le poeme, les foudroie, poeme et main.

In many of the poems of Dehors la nuit est gouvernee. the night

is seen as hostile, as, for example, in 'La recolte injuriee' where

Char writes:

Degage de la vermine de 1'ombre,
On aborde sa faim de^ue
Comme un hameau de secheresse,
Cafe-chantant endiable.179

Here, however, the night offers the prospect of escape and transformation -

the particles of dust will leave the sterile rocky earth and become

stars. If this metamorphosis is textually presented as absent through

the use of the future tense, the final line nonetheless inscribes hope

in the present: "Deja l'huile du plomb ressuscite". Rebirth is already

occurring, then, but the grammar of the line is ambiguous, offering

two possible meanings:

177. Chevalier and Gheerbrant, see Dictionnaire des symboles. t.3, p.59»
178. 'Le risque et le pendule', LPA. p.58.
179. PNG; see DNG/PCE. p.67, for a differently punctuated version.
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180
(i) Already oil returns to life from lead;

(ii) The oil of the lead is returning to life.

Both meanings express belief in some future better state of fertility

and prosperity, but significantly the articulation of this hope

maintains inscribed within it the sign of present heaviness and

sterility ("plomb"). Through its juxtaposition of desirable and

undesirable, the final line enacts a closure of the poem by linking

the dream and the real worlds in the expression of hope, but its
181

ambiguity functions also as a form of anti-closure, in that it

withholds the possibility of an answer to the questions implicitly

posed in the text. Thus Char's poem is indeed different from

Courbet's painting, as the reader was programmed to understand by

the manipulation of Courbet's title in the title of the poem: the

180. This is the translation given by Caws in Poems of Rene Char,
translated and annotated by Mary Ann Caws and Jonathan Griffin
(Princeton, 1976), p.39» This translation, which is surely a
reductive reading, demonstrates the virtual impossibility of
adequately translating Char's poems which so often exploit syntax
as a means of generating plural meanings; this volume is a valiant
and much-needed attempt at translating, but it cannot take account
of the ambiguities, as the translators themselves recognize (see
pp.xxv-xxvii and xxviii) - my main criticism of the volume, though,
is that all too often the translators do not bring out the
simultaneously particularizing and generalizing force which Char
accords to the definite article.
181. I use this terminology following the usage by Barbara Herrnstein
Smith in her Poetic Closure (London, 1968), passim. In the context
of Courbet's painting which has often been read anecdotically, it
would seem useful to point out that Char has always demonstrated a
suspicion of anecdote which may be seductive but nonetheless operates
a form of closure. As Char affirms at the end of one of his narrations
of an episode in his Resistance activity: "Prends garde a 1'anecdote.
C'est une gare ou le chef de gare deteste l'aiguilleuri", 'Feuillets
d'Hypnos', no.53» FM. p.104.
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closed world of the stonebreakers is certainly expressed in the poem,

but Char manipulates language in order to create a discourse which

itself refuses closure. As with 'Une Italienne de Corot', Char has

written a text which indicates that painting (even representational

painting) is not exclusively descriptive but generates a meditation

which in turn calls up multiple readings. Art may thus represent

closure, but it cannot itself ever be wholly closed - after all, the

work of art exists in relation to its reader, beholder or listener

who will himself perform the interpretative act which Char has

performed in writing his poems inspired by paintings.

VALIPITE

L'inaction, ce devoir, nous quitte. Les tSches du reveil
s'allument, distinctes des berges de leur trajectoire. Le
present, traite conjointement avec la puberte des ongles
ne brime plus l'espoir sur le point de produire. Les
formalistes toisent des moeurs invisibles. Au calendrier,
nos delegues deposent leur mansuetude. Le printemps gronde.
Quel goftt ont les outils?

Ce wagonnet detache de son train s'etablit tige. II montre
le ravin. La clameur du metier le sangle sous la b&che. La
justice de votre mepris, fers ouvriers, coupe equitablement
les cendres. La joumee est remerciee. Conge a son enclos.
Les bStiments voiles courent aux confidences.

Sous la lampe les epingles sautent de la chair. Au sein de
l'arbitraire le desir debardeur de chaume rentre l'ordre de
1'amour. Demain ne tardera pas sur la voie.182

182. PNG; see PHG/PCE. p.69, where the text is entitled 'Postface*.
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By means of his title, the poet programmes a reading of this text as a

justification, as an assertion of the validity of poetry - and, in

this light, it is significant that, in the 1949 edition, this text

is italicized and entitled 'Postface', a change which indicates that

Char perceives his poetic text as a commentary - but here it is useful

to recall Chambers's suggestion that commentary does not dictate a

•correct', reading of the preceding text but forms 'part of the text's
1 fl ^

strategies of meaningfulness*. In fact, one might suggest that

the relationship between 'Validite' and the preceding texts in

Dehors la nuit est gouvemee is analogous to that between Baudelaire's

'Dedicace a Arsene Houssaye' and the prose poems in Le Spleen de Paris

where, as Barbara Johnson has brilliantly demonstrated, the

ambiguities of the 'Dedicace' challenge the very notion of difference

between the preface and the prose poems - and, indeed, the possibility
184

of establishing stable definitions of 'preface' and 'prose poem*.

The text opens with an apparent paradox - how can inaction, with

its connotations of withdrawalfrom life, be considered a duty? The

paradox arises mainly through the conjunction of the 'Validite' of the

title and the term 'devoir', both of which have associations of moral

Tightness, However, the second sentence, with its reference to "[le]

reveil" and the sustained, articulated pre-occupation throughout the

poem with time and looking forward, determines another reading of

183. Chambers, 'Commentary in Literary Texts', p.334.
184. Barbara Johnson, Defigurations du langage poetique (Paris, 1979^
pp.24-29.
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"devoir" as 'necessity' - the inaction is that imposed by night and

sleep, and also perhaps that imposed by illness, another expression

of the undefinable Monster which Char most often names 'night' (and

it should be remembered that, when writing most of the poems of

Dehors la nuit est gouvernee. Char was still recovering from his
<JQC

near-fatal septicaemia -7). The poet is heralding a return to life

but he also recognizes that the struggle is not yet over - indeed, he

not only inscribes the term "inaction" in the poem but places it at

the very beginning of the first paragraph, thereby effecting an

immediate (if temporary) opposition between title and text. This

opposition is then replaced in the reading by that between inaction

and "les t&ches du reveil" which are lighting up ("s'allument"):

the poet transposes the connotations of "s'allumer" which are

metonymically linked with night, arrogating them to dawn and thereby

rendering the term "s'allumer" metaphoric. Furthermore, these

tasks are perceived in their immediacy rather than in the context of

their future trajectory, which is mistrusted by the poet, as is

indicated by his choice of the term "berges", which prefigures his

later distinction between poems and poetry;

Le poeme est ascension furieuse; la poesie, le jeu
des berges arides.186

185. In a manuscript book of Dehors la nuit est gouvernee with a dedication
to Georgette (Char) dated March 1939 (Fonds Rene Char-Yvonne Zervos, no.958;
AE:III:47)» the poet has inscribed at the back;

Exterieurs;

L'Isle-sur-Sorgue: 1934
Le Cannet: 1936-1937
Mougins: 1937
Cereste: 1937
Paris; 1938

186. 'Feuillets d'Hypnos', no.56, FM. p.105.
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However, in his insistence on the present, the poet does not exclude

an awareness of growth and maturation ("traite conjointement avec la

puberte des ongles") but indicates through the use of the negative

"ne ... plus" that the present has changed and is no longer hostile

to imminent hope. In this sentence, the poet alludes to past, present

and future in order to emphasize the newness and difference of this

present which is now experienced as a triumph over hostility and

despair, in that production (and thus creation) is about to be

effected. The "formalistes", adherents of sterile rigidity, have

lost their authority, the object of their contempt is now absent ("des
moeurs invisibles") and trust can be re-invested in Time itself -

generosity, the willingness to pardon, is now placed for safe-keeping

on/in the calendar by "nos delegues", a phrase which establishes a

sense of collective opposition to the enemy, the Monster which fills

the previous poems in the collection. This reversal has important

consequences for a reading of 'Validite', in that the verb "gronder",

for example, is perceived as having positive, desirable connotations.

This reversal on the level of the individual word may indeed be seen

as a strategy on the part of the poet which leads the reader to three

important conclusions:

(i) the hierarchy of power and oppression has been reversed;

(ii) terms of violence and menace are used in this text in such a

figurative way that their denotational meaning is substantially

altered and the 'violence' seme diminished in force;
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(iii) given the status of the text as poem and as 'postface' and

its relationship with the other poems, a hermeneutic

reading of the collection will necessarily entail a

re-evaluation of the terms of violence in the previous

poems.

Thus one might suggest that the very act of validation which the reader

is programmed to expect in the text is received paradoxically as a

subversion of the fixity of the terms employed in the collection.

This terminal text of Dehors la nuit est gouvernee articulates the

revolt against the Monster and this thematic revolt is mimed by the

functioning of terms in the text, the refusal of moral stasis is mimed

by the refusal of semantic stasis. In this light, it is significant

that the first paragraph terminates with" a rhetorical question which,

as syntactic structure, refuses closure - and in which the terms are

taken from wholly different semantic fields, thus ensuring that the

question cannot be reduced to any single meaning, but signifies through

the continually mobile interaction between.the terms.

In the second paragraph, the poet uses the vocabulary of

industrialization ("wagonnet", "train", "metier", "bSche", "fers ouvriers")
to indicate the triumph of natural, organic life - the "wagonnet", for

example, is liberated from its imprisonment in the blackness of the mine

and has become a plant, pushing up to the light (and the importance of

personal effort is evinced by the use of the reflexive verb "sfetablir").

The feared chasm, symbol of the void and darkness, is not annihilated;
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more importantly, it remains present, but is now imprisoned and

contained. The "outils", which are revealed to be transformed

weapons ("fers ouvriers"), are used not for vengeance but for justice

("La justice", "coupe equitablement"), the buildings formerly swathed

in veils which imply the dissimulation of secrets are now eager for

the communication of secrets ("confidences"), day itself has been

liberated and must, according to Char's ethics, be thanked:

187
Dans mon pays, on remercie.

In the final paragraph, the lamp, like the "s'allumer" in the

first paragraph, is no longer associated with fearful night, but

serves to illuminate the act of the flesh being liberated from the

"epingles" of torture and repression. Desire, which suggests sexuality

through its conjunction with "chair" and which also (thematically)

disposes of the stubble, thereby implying that a harvest has taken

place, is re-awakened and infiltrates "l'arbitraire" of the Monster

and establishes the primacy of "l'ordre de 1*amour" which, in Char's

poetic world, is never conceived as being fixed or constraining.

The sexuality evoked by the conjunction of "chair", "desir" and "amour"

necessitates a re-evaluation of "sein" which is subsequently re-invested

with its sexual connotations, while also continuing to function as a

dead metaphor - love and life have not achieved the false victory of

187. 'Qa'il vive!', LM, p.50
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annihilating the Monster but have, rather, achieved the more valid

victory of imprisoning its more threatening elements and of

transforming it through a union with it. As Char writes later in

'Rougeur des Matinaux':

Enfin si tu detruis, que ce soit avec des outils
nuptiaux.188

The poem ends with the promise "Demain ne tardera pas sur la voie"

which, significantly, includes the only future tense in the entire

text. This promise re-affirms the acceptance of linear time

indicated earlier by the reference to the "calandrier", but the

_term "Demain" is also an absolute which transcends the relativity

inherent in the concept of linear time. Similarly, the "voie", in

opposition to the narrowly determined rails of the "wagonnet", is the

multiple path so often found in Char's poetry, a path whose value lies

in its symbolic connotations of progress rather than in its denotational

meaning of a road leading to a precise destination.

The 'Validite' of the title may now be seen as the belief and

hope in a better future, and one should note that Char expressly does

not present the actualization of this future, but evokes rather the

transformational processes which justify such a hope. Indeed, much

of Char's later poetry consists of a reconsideration of the dangers

which constantly threaten Man, and, in a recent text whose title

188. no.XXVII, m, p.109.
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again witnesses to the importance of the path, Paire du chemin avec,,,,

he treats another expression of the Monster:

La bombe atomique est la conscience de la matiere
et le poingon de l'homme hilare qui s'en dit
1'expression.

Depuis 1'operation des totalitarismes nous ne sommes plus
lies a notre moi personnel mais a un moi collectif,
assassin, assassine. Le profit de la mort condamne a
vivre sans 11imaginaire, hors l'espace tactile, dans des
melanges avilissants. 189 '

The violence which characterizes many of the poems of Dehors la

nuit est gouvemee is similar to that found in many of the poems in

Le marteau sans mattre. but the poet now turns this violence against

a particular enemy - the Monster which, paradoxically, is not

ultimately locatable, but which, whether it be night, suffering or

death, is always "l*indicible". The struggle with existence and for

existence is motivated within Char the man by his near-fatal

septicaemia and by his empathic suffering with the victims of the

Spanish Civil War; Char the poet, however, now writes with a greater

authority and he is able to enact violence within his texts, in the

sense that closure is withheld from the poems and any (single)

comprehension from the reader - violence acquires here a functional

189. Avignon, 1976 (unpaginated); this text is included in FD, p.15»
where "la bombe atomique" is changed to "1'explosion atomique" and
the poet adds several sentences.
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value in addition to its thematic value.

This violence inflicted on language as a vehicle for potentially

reducible messages differs from the aggressivity which is channelled

into the aggression of the poems of Le marteau sans maStre: in Dehors

la nuit est gouvernee. Char controls his images further in order

precisely to fragment the reading of his - texts and to disseminate a

plurality of meanings, rendering his poems similar to the Monster,

"l'indicible", in that their presence and essence is felt but their

exact nature is constantly inaccessible. In his struggle with

"l'indicible", the poet chooses to exploit the ineffability of

language, and he says what is unsayable by means of the strategy of

not saying what is meant to be said and of creating texts whose

very fabric is woven round and with gaps. The fear of the void which

is articulated in some of the poems is countered by the presence of

these gaps which the reader is compelled to fill (albeit temporarily):

linking is demanded by the texts and is also rendered ultimately

impossible, but the linking process is no longer perceived as an

illusion but, more positively, as a temporary and inadequate process

which nonetheless in its very occurrence demonstrates the possibility

of triumphing over the void. 'Une Italienne de Corot' and 'Courbet:

Les casseurs de cailloux' are particulately important in this context,

since, as works of art generated by other works of art, they witness

to the creative value of art. Furthermore, they reveal that, even if

the work of art depicts closure, it can itself never be wholly closed,
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so Char can oppose the generative power of art (its in-built anti-closure)

to the fearsome void - and the poem or the painting, which are both

visually framed, also appear to 'contain* the multiplicity of

semantic interactions, thereby furnishing some sort of defence against

the infinite.

The demand for linking in the reading is paralleled by the quest

for, and suggestion of, future union within the poems, a union which

is expressed as occurring not only between Man and Woman, but also

between poetry and painting, between Man and the feared enemy (as, for

example, in 'Dehors la nuit est gouvernee'). In Dehors la nuit est

gouveraee. we find both the violence of Le marteau sans maltre

(though it is used to different ends) and the symbolism of Placard

•pour un chemin des ecoliers (which is employed even more consciously

to fragment the discourse in the poems), but, within the poems as

in the arrangement of the poems in the volume, there is a movement

forward towards the much-desired union, towards Le Visage nuptial.
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CHAPTER FIVE

'Le Visage nuptial* and Seuls demeurent

In 1938, Char also published separately 'Le Visage nuptial*,"'
a poem which resumes the central meditations of. his poems written over

the previous years, but which goes beyond them in its control and

exploitation both of emotion and of imagery and may be seen as the

first work of Char's poetic maturity, Gilles Marcotte writes of it:

,.,ce somptueux poeme d'amour, l'un des plus beaux
de la litterature du vingtieme siecle, est seul de
son espece dans tout l'oeuvre de Rene Char, ,,,

Exception, Le Visage nuptial confirme la regie d'un
lyrisme acharne moins a se repandre qu'a se contenir;
il est le moment reussi d'une euphorie qui se presente
presque toujours, dans l'oeuvre de Char, comme un
danger,2

The poem's length is certainly unusual for Char, of whose work Georges

Poulet has justifiably asserted that:

L'univers charrien atteint a une unite absolue rien que

par un simple mais immensement puissant effort de
concentration, Choses et pensees, eau et feu, mort et
vie, les donnees les plus antithetiques de la realite
universelle, a force de se pousser s'amalgament.3

1. Published in Paris; the date of printing is given as 15 December 1938.
2. Gilles Marcotte, 'Le conge de Rene Char', Liberie. vol,10 (1968), p,64.
Marcotte exaggerates perhaps slightly the importance of 'Le Visage nuptial'
as a love poem; I would align myself more with Lawler's judgment: "Yet
if 'Le Visage nuptial' is one of Char's most moving texts, Lettera amorosa.
published in 1953» is of still greater force and must, I think, count
among the finest love poems in French", Rene Char, pp.16-17.
3. Georges Poulet, 'De la constriction a la dissemination', L'Arc, no,22
(1963), P.40.
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However, the essential functioning of this text is typically Charrian

in that it consists of juxtapositions, of forcible conjunctions which

verbally enact the linking process so desired by both writer and

reader and which, also, paradoxically, articulate a sense of loss, of

splitting, generated by the continually expanding connotational

resonances of the terms which are conjoined. "In the compelling density

of 'Le Visage nuptial', the reader finds a justification of Poulet's

affirmation that:

...par suite meme de 1'explosion qui les detache, [les]
fragments d'un monde condense se trouvent projetes dans
une etendue libre. que rien ne laissait prevoir. Le poete
de la constriction devient ainsi le poete de la dissemination.
Poete non seulement des fragments dont la quantite, dit-il,
le dechire, mais poete aussi de l'espace que leur
eparpillement fait merveilleusement apparaitre.4

As will be seen later, one of the main features of this text committed

to, and expressive of, union is, in fact, its plurality of reference,

but the semantic explosion thus generated is maintained within the

boundaries of the text's intentions and does not threaten its unity -

rather, unity itself is predicated as inclusive of diversity.

4. ibid., p.45. Poulet is referring to 'Afin qu'il n'y soit rien change',
no.5, which it is useful to quote here: "La quantite de fragments me
dechire, Et debout se tient la torture", FM. p.27. Char's affirmation
not only articulates the suffering engendered by fragmentation but also
insists on the fact that this suffering is experienced "debout", in the
position of resistance which frames the text of 'Le Visage nuptial'.
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le visage nuptial

A present disparais, mon escorte, debout dans la distance;
La douceur du nombre vient de se detruire.
Conge a vous, mes allies, mes violents, mes indices.
Tout vous entratne, tristesse obsequieuse.
J'aime.

L'eau est lourde a un jour de la source.
La parcelle vermeille franchit ses lentes branches a
ton front, dimension rassuree.

Et moi semblable a toi,
A.vec la paille en fleur au bord du ciel criant ton nom,
J'abats les vestiges,
Atteint, sain de clarte.

Ceinture de vapeur, multitude assouplie, diviseurs
de la crainte, touchez ma renaissance.

Parois de ma duree, je renonce a 1'assistance de ma largeur
venielle;

Je boise 1'expedient du glte, j'entrave la primeur des
survies.

Embrase de solitude foraine,
J'evoque la nage sur 1*ombre- de sa Presence.

Le corps desert, hostile a son melange, hier, etait revenu
parlant noir.

Declin, ne te ravise pas, tombe ta massue de transes,
aigre sommeil.

Le decollete diminue les ossements de ton exil, de ton escrime;
Tu rends fraiche la servitude qui se devore le dos;
Risee de la nuit, arr$te ce charroi lugubre
De voix vitreuses, de departs lapides.

T8t soustrait au flux des lesions inventives

(La pioche de l'aigle lance haut le sang evase)
Sur un destin present j'ai mene mes franchises
Vers l'azur multivalve, la granitique dissidence.

0 voflte d'effusion sur la couronne de son ventre,
Murmure de dot noirei
0 mouvement tari de sa diction!
Nativite, guidez les insoumis, qu'ils decouvrent leur base,
L'amande croyable au lendemain neuf.
Le soir a ferme sa plaie de corsaire ou voyageaient
les fusees vagues parmi la peur soutenue des chiens.

Au passe les micas du deuil sur ton visage.
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Vitre inextinguible: mon souffle affleurait deja I'amitie
de ta blessure,

Armait ta royaute inapparente.
Et des levres du brouilla.rd descendit notre plaisir

au seuil de dune, au toit d'acier.
La conscience augmentait l'appareil fremissant de ta
permanence;

La simplicite fidele s'etendit partout.

Timbre de la devise matinale, rnorte-saison de l'etoile
precoce,

Je cours au terme de mon cintre, colisee fossoye.
Assez baise le crin nubile des cereales:
La cardeuse, 1'opiniStre, nos confins la soumettent.
Assez maudit le havre des simulacres nuptiaux:
Je touche le fond d'un retour compact.

Ruisseaux, neume des morts anfractueux,
Vous qui suivez le ciel aride,
MSlez votre acheminement aux orages de qui sut guerir

de la desertion,
Dormant contre vos etudes salubres,
Au sein du toit le pain suffoque a porter coeur et lueur.
Prends, ma Pensee, la fleur de ma main penetrable,
Sens s'eveiller 1'obscure plantation.

Je ne verrai pas tes flancs, ces essaims de faim, se
dessecher, s'emplir de ronces;

Je ne verrai pas l'empuse te succeder dans ta serre;
Je ne verrai pas l'approche des baladins inquieter
le jour renaissant;

Je ne verrai pas la race de notre liberte servilement
se suffire.

Chimeres, nous sommes montes au plateau.
Le silex frissonnait sous les sarments de l'espace;
La parole, lasse de defoncer, buvait au debarcadere
angelique.

Rulle farouche survivance:
L'horizon des routes jusqu'a 1'afflux de rosee,
L1intime denouement de 1'irreparable.

Voici le sable mort, voici le corps sauve:-
La Femme respire, 1'Homme se tient debout.

5. FM, pp.58-61. This version has only one word change from the 1938
version which will be discussed in the course of the analysis ("lynches" —^
"lapides"); the other changes are changes of punctuation and, when they
affect the reading of the text, they will be discussed in the analysis.
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•Ls Visage nuptial' posits in its title the importance of union,

which is evoked not only through the epithet "nuptial" hut also through

the use of the term "visage" which is a recognition and an inclusion

of the Other:

Le visage n'est ... pas pour soi, il est pour 1'autre,
il est pour Dieu; il est le silencieux langage. ...

Pour comprendre un visage, il faut .de la lenteur, de la
patience, du respect, avec de l'amour, C'est avilir un
visage que de 1'analyser sans 1*aimer; c'est le detruire,
l'assassiner; c'est de la vivisection.6

The text itself is articulated by a "je", but "le visage nuptial"
7

is neither that of the man nor of the woman but rather that of the

couple - which is an expression of union which must, in Char's world,

contain absence and separation: just as, conversely, destruction contains

a nuptial element ("Enfin si.tu detruis, que ce soit avec des outils

nuptiaux"®).

La Charite writes of the poem:

"Le Visage nuptial" realizes the solution suggested in
Dehors la nuit est gouvernee. namely that sexual union
offers a moment of harmony with the universe and provides
man with the condition necessary for poetic activity. ...
A sexual union with woman releases the individual man

from the past and permits him to glimpse the possibilities
of a better future; he is enriched by a sexual experience
which revitalizes his strength in the present.9

6. Chevalier and Gheerbrant, Dictionnaire des symboles. t.4, p.400.
7. While the expression "ton visage" occurs in stanza six, it is clear
that the poem treats centrally of the notion of union.
8. 'Rougeur des Katinaux', no.XXVII, M, p.109«
9. La Charite, Poetics and poetry of Char, p.84.
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Although the poem undoubtedly contains some of the most beautiful

sexual imagery in Char's work, the text is perhaps more about the

union of the poet with his writing than is recognized by La Charite

who merely adumbrates the analogy between sexual union and the

writing of poems. In her fascinating plural reading of 'Le Visage

nuptial', Caws more explicitly identifies the metaphoric nature of

Char's text which itself enacts a union between language and emotion:

The series of meditations on the marriage of the poet
with the poem called "Le Visage nuptial", and the central
text in particular, express the refusal to separate an
outer visage from an inner one; the most difficult
elements of language are here wedded to the simplest
perceptions of love. 10

The supreme realization of Char's poetics, this majestic
text condemns every evidence of a too-easy marriage
between contraries, every false or falsifying pact between
words and things.11

In his supplement to Caws's reading, Lawler underlines the duality which

informs union in Char's previous work and which is now fully and explicitly

exploited:

10. Caws, Presence of Char, p.171.
11. ibid., p.178, While much of Caws's interpretation is fascinating,
her reliance on (sometimes dubious) homophonic equivalences tends to
lead her away from a sharp focus on the text as a progressively and
retrospectively signifying entity.
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So we find on the surface level of language a dual
recourse to nature and abstraction which creates a

verbal tension such as Char nowhere developed in his
S\irrealist poems. ... We hear - or rather overhear -
a struggle of factions within the self, the excitement
of a gradual liberation.12

The poem functions as an implicit dialogue - and it should be
r 13

emphasized that, within the text as "enonciation", the "enonciataire"

is not a composite of the various figures addressed ("mon escorte",

"mes allies, mes violents, mes indices", "toi", "Ceinture de vapeur,

multitude assouplie, diviseurs de la crainte", "Declin", "aigre sommeil",

"Nativite", "Vitre inextinguible", "Ruisseaux", "ma Pensee", etc.),
but is rather the poem itself - and ultimately the reader of the poem

who, by means of his own creative co-production of the text, becomes

wedded to the poem, much as the poet is married to his poem. * Le Visage

nuptial' is a hymn to presence and continuity, but, within the text,

there is a shifting between tenses, between'fields of reference (for

example, the phenomenal and the noumenal worlds), and between time-

markers. This last domain of shifting would seem particulately

important in a text framed by two affirmations of present presence

("A present" and "Voici"); and the use of such terms as "hier" and

"au passe", which are paradigmatic of the use of past tenses, serves

as a "debrayage temporel", which A.J.Greimas and J.Courtes define as

follows:

12. Lawler, Rene Char, p.14.
13. Por a definition of this term, see A.J.Greimas and J.Courtes,
Semiotiquel Dictionnaire raisonne de la theorie du langave (Paris, 1979),
p.125.
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... on peut concevoir le debrayage temporel comme une
procedure de projection, au moment de l'acte de langage,
hors de 1'instance de 1'enonciation, du terme non-maintenant.
ce qui a pour effet d'instituer d'une part, par presupposition,
le temps maintenant de 1'enonciation et, de 1'autre, de
permettre la construction d'un temps "objectif" a partir de
la position qu'on peut appeler le terros d'alors.14

This inscription into the text of two systems of temporal reference is

capital for a reading of the poem, since the text both effects a

distanciation from the past, which can now be understood as different

from the present (which includes a tensed straining towards the future),

and postulates the past as a determining component of the present.

Indeed, one might suggest that the relationship of past and present is

one of sunplementarity. This relationship is highly complex, given the

doubleness of the concept of a "supplement" which Jacques Derrida has

brilliantly discussed in his study of Rousseau:

Car le concept de supplement ... abrite en lui deux
significations dont la cohabitation est aussi etrange que
necessaire. Le supplement s'ajoute, il est un surplus,
•une plenitude enrichissant .une autre plenitude, le comble
de la presence. II cumule et accumule la presence. ...

Mais le supplement supplee, II ne s'ajoute que pour
remplacer. II intervient ou s'insinue a-la-nlace-de:
s'il comble, c'est oomme on comble un vide. S'il
represente et fait image, c'est par le defaut anterieur
d'une presence.15

In Char's poem, the past does exist in that it is presented as having

been lived and is therefore, in one sense, a plenitude, but it is also

14. ibid., p.81. The terms "debrayage" and "embrayage" are a refinement
by Greimas and Courtes of N.Ruwet's concept of the shifter - they offer
the translations "shifting out" (ibid., p.79) an(4 "shifting in" (ibid.,
p.119) for their terms,
15. Jacques Derrida, De la gramraatologie (Paris, 19^7), p.208.
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perceived as va.porousness, as a form of emptiness which has been

replaced "by "Presence". There is thus, in the poem, a simultaneous

suggestion and denial of the past as plenitude. The new authentic

plenitude is not an effect of the past: it has been attained through

the experience of love, is independent of the past and yet also

permits a re-evaluation of the past, which is evoked in order to

assert the true plenitude of presence. Only from this suddenly-found

presence can the past be recognized as empty, as having-been and as

not-having-been. The poem articulates a complex philosophical

meditation on existence but, in fact, it does even more than this:

as a work of art, it enacts the very presence of which it speaks.

Indeed, 'Le Visage nuptial' would seem to exemplify Martin Heidegger's

conception of the nature of art:

It is due to art's poetic nature that, in the midst of
what is, art breaks open an open space, in whose openness
everything is other than usual. By virtue of the
projected sketoh set into the work of the unconcealedness
of what is, which casts itself toward us, everything
ordinary and hitherto existing becomes an unbeing. This
unbeing has lost the capacity to give and keep being as
measure. The curious fact here is that the work in no

way affects hitherto existing entities by causal
connections. The working of the work does not consist in
the taking effect of a cause. It lies in a change, happening
from out of the work, of the unconcealedness of what is, and
this means, of Being.16

16. Martin Heidegger, Poetry. Language, Thought. p«72. Heidegger
and Char met in Paris in 1955 and initiated there a close friendship.
For a record of this meeting, see Jean Beaufret, 'L'Entretien sous le
marronnier', L'Arc, no.22 (19^3)» PP»1—7*
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The poem opens with a dismissal which is a form of closure

upon the past, yet there is also a recognition of the possibility

of continuing support from "mon escorte" which, though distant, is

nonetheless "debout" - and it should be remembered that, throughout

Char's work, the term "debout", which frames this text, effecting

a substitution of "1*Homme" for "mon escorte", signifies strength
17 -

and resistance. Thus this dismissal is simultaneously an

affirmation of the desire for solitude (since the "je" is no longer

dependent on those around him) and an acknowledgement of the force

of the past, which, already distant, must now be banished in order

to permit a focusing on inner life. This urgent desire for solitude

springs from a new-found confidence which is enacted in the

imperative (in the familiar form) of the opening verb, "Disparais" -

and it leads to a recognition of the fact that the support which had

previously been comforting is now no longer appropriate and has

indeed become undesirable ("La douceur du nombre vient de se detruire").

When the poet again articulates the dismissal, the multiplicity

and complexity of the "escorte" is evinced by the naming of three

categories, "mes allies, mes violents, mes indices"; the repeated

17. See, for instance, the statement in 'Fenaison': "Salut a celui qui
marche en surete a mes c8tes, au terme du poeme. II passera DEBOUT
sous le vent" (FN, p.35)5 and the concluding paragraph of 'Louis Curel
de la Sorgue': "II y a un homme a present debout, un homme dans un
champ de seigle, un champ pareil a un choeur mitraille, un champ
sauve" (FM, p,40). Char's use of the epithet "debout" also communicates
the sense of some especially significant moment of symbolism: to be
"debout" (and to be perceived as "debout") is to enact a ritual of
resistance, is to perform an act of meaningful rectitude.
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possessive adjective underlines the evident equivalence which exists

between these categories and the "escorte", and the move from the

singular to the plural, from the generic to the disparate, is

accompanied by a transition from "Disparais" to "Conge a vous", the

latter term of dismissal containing the word "conge" which, according

to Marco'tte, has a dual function in Char's writing:

Je m'arrSte a ce mot de conge; je le prends, et je le
place aucentre de 1'oeuvTe de Rene Char comme un phare
tournant qui en eclaire tour a tour les plages obscures.
... Conge, c'est delivrance et liberte, vacance et
vacances, le temps fou de 1'amour; c'est aussi rupture
... , licenciement, distanciation.

... Mais jamais le conge, dans la poesie de Rene Char,
ne se presente comme un etat dans lequel on demeure; il
est action toujours a recommencer, reaction, "volte-face".

The dismissal is thus one which both liberates the "je" and accords to

his previous escort(s) a certain autonomy:'his rejection may therefore

be seen not so much as hostile, but as springing from an urgent need

for solitude which does not, however, contain hostility to his

erstwhile companions.

In line four, the poet articulates his own sense of liberation

from "tristesse obsequieuse", but this enacts more than the sense of

freedom in love: first of all, it posits the forcible removal of sorrow

as being effected by "Tout", thereby establishing a macrocosmic union

of which the union of man and woman, of poet and poem, is a microcosm;

18. Marcotte, 'Le conge de Rene Char', p.65.
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secondly, by the shift in the referent of the pronoun "vous", it

inaugurates a pattern of referential shifting which is one of the

main strategies of dissemination in the text; and thirdly, through

the use of the epithet "obsequieuse", it indicates that sorrow was

not truly inherent in the poet, but merely fawned upon him, and it

thereby questions the nature of the relationship between the

individual and (his) emotions. The riposte to this implicit

questioning is the affirmation "J'aime", alone in its line and thus

miming textually the solitude demanded by the poet - and a plenitude

which has generated the sense of oneness in the world ("Tout").

Caws writes of the opening line of the second stanza:

The poet is to be reborn in a privileged space where
time has slowed down with the solemnity of language ...

While the sentence is undoubtedly metaphoric, further meanings may be

located by allowing of a certain mimetic function:

(i) the water of a stream grows larger and heavier as other

rivulets run into it;

(ii) water, like any load which is carried, does indeed seem

to grow heavier after one has carried it for a day.

These two readings are seemingly incompatible yet each illuminates a

facet of the poet's stance: the first points to his belief in the

19. Caws, Presence of Char, p.176.
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enriching value of movement forward, and the second to his reluctance

to leave the "source", which is both origin and the site of purity.

The concept of the origin is itself ambiguous as Reiner SchUrmann

indicates:

Two notions of the origin appear to be phenomenologically
defensible: the origin as the presence of what is
present, and the origin as cause. The first may be
described as nuptial ... The second may be called natal
... . Both notions imply an event, but nuptials occur
in the present whereas nascency is a happening of the
past, of the beginning of an era.20

In •Le Visage nuptial', as in most of Char's poetry, the origin is within

the moment of the poem itself; as SchUrmann convincingly writes of Char:

He rejects mythical or religious etiologies and turns
deliberately to the actual happening in language of
the presence of things present. His script reflects a
particular understanding of time. The divine is no
more; duration, which tied man back to his beginnings,
is expunged of time.21

The line itself refers, through its ambiguity, to two modes of time

and yet would seem to have the force of a proposition, as defined by

Bernard Bosanquet:

The enunciative sentence - the unit of language which
represents a judgment - is called a proposition.22

20. Reiner Schtirmann, 'Situating Rene Char: Holderlin, Heidegger, Char
and "There is"', Martin Heidegger and the 'Question of Literature I Towards
a Postmodern Literary Hermeneutics. edited by William V.Spanos (Indiana
University Press, 1979)> P.179.
21. ibid.
22. Bernard Bosanquet, Logic or the morphology of knowledge. vol.1
(Oxford, 1911), P.74.
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However, the doubleness of the line's potential meaning might lead the

reader to consider it to "be an aphorism; it is thus perhaps appropriate

to consider again the nature of the aphorism and its place within the
07 r\ a

poem. In a most perceptive article, R.H.Stephenson affirms that

much critical thinking on the aphorism is influenced by Francis Bacon's

theory of the role of the aphorism and reminds us of a seminal

passage in his Advancement of Learning;

He thought also, that knowledge is uttered to men
in a form as if every thing were finished ... whereas
antiquity used to deliver the knowledge which the
mind of man had gathered in observations, aphorisms,
or short and dispersed sentences ... which did invite
men, both to ponder that which was invented, and to
add and supply further.25

The aphorism, for Bacon, is a means of generating thought and, in a

passage not mentioned by Stephenson, he contrasts 'Aphorisms' and

'Methods', suggesting that the aphorism irrevocably withholds closure;

... Aphorisms, representing a knowledge broken, do invite
men to enquire farther;whereas Methods, carrying the shew
of a total, do secure men, as if they were at furthest.26

25. For some preliminary remarks on aphorism, see the analysis of
'Transfuges' in the chapter on Arsenal above. See also Jean Onimus,
•Poetique de l'aphorisme en marge de Rene Char', Revue d'esthetique. vol.22
(1969), pp.113-120, and, for fascinating remarks on the relationship of the
aphorism with poetry in a different context, see Beverley Coyle, 'An
anchorage of thought; Defining the role of aphorism in Wallace Stevens'
poetry', FMLA, vol.91 (1976), pp.206-222.
24. R.H.Stephenson, 'On the widespread use of an inappropriate and
restrictive model of the literary aphorism', Modern Language Review.
vol.75 (1980), pp.1-17.
25. The Collected Works of Francis Bacon, edited by James Spedding, R.L.Ellis
and D.D.Heath, vol3 (London, 1857), P.498; quoted (slightly wrongly) in
R.H.Stephenson, 'On the widespread use of the aphorism', p.3.
26. The Collected Works of Bacon, vol,3, p.405.
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Yet, despite its 'unfinished' quality, the aphorism does nonetheless

command a certain authority, as Jean Starobinski affirms: "L'aphorisme
27

enonce autoritairement l'ordre du monde .The aphorism

undoubtedly has an air of self-evidence; also, however, it mimics the

power and reality (and the mysterious opacity) of the world. It

enunciates a law which, like the laws of nature, is not at first

understood, but which generates an instinctive belief which leads to

exploration and meditation - it has, one might say, the air of a

hidden truth, an oracle. In Char's work, the aphoristic statements

deploy the authoritative force of the genre in order precisely to

communicate through language's potential for expansive reference the

multiplicity of life and of the world. In this light, one may indeed

apply to Char's frequent use of the aphorism a statement made by

J.P.Stern in another context: "...the aphorism's central mode is
28

symbolical of the writer's own self-consciousness".

Above all, the aphoristic statements in Char's writing have a

proverbial tone: they are inspired by his perception of the phenomenal

world and, like that world, they promise meaning - but this meaning

itself is not stable, requiring, rather, the reader to apply the

statement to particular (and different) experiences and perceptions.

In 'Le Yisage nuptial', the aphoristic statement performs a functional

role, since, after the articulation of the emotional state of the lover,

27. Jean Starobinski, 'Rene Char et la definition du poeme', Liberie.
vol.10 (1968), p.15.
28. J.P.Stem, Lichtenberg: A doctrine of scattered occasions (Indiana
University Press, 1959)» p.221.
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it meditates on the phenomenal world of which he is still a part and,

more importantly, it generates a double (even, potentially, a multiple)

interpretation, thereby signalling that the text itself is likely to

contain a plurality of meanings.

The notion of the (nuptial) source leads the poet, through an

effect of association rather than of causation, to an expression of

passage which is paradoxically made possible by the comforting security

of the beloved's forehead ("ton front, dimension rassuree"), which is

reassured by the knowledge of being loved. The notion of passage is

central to much of Char's thinking, although, as Starobinski has

indicated, it is the movement onward which is important, not the

starting-point:

Mais Rene Char n'est pas un poete de la nostalgie, II
n'est pas fascine par l'origine et par la tentation du
regard retrospectif, S'il evoque les lieux nocturnes du
commencement, c'est parce qu'ils appartiennent, par la
"base", au mouvement qui s'en arrache.29

Tout surgissement traverse une limite, franchit un obstacle,
se risque dans un espace imprevu: les -premiers instants du
poeme, de 1'amour, ou du fleuve sont lies entre eux par
de puissantes analogies, lis portent en eux la revelation
du passage,30

29. Jean Starobinski, 'Rene Char et la definition du poeme', p.16
30. ibid,, p.19.
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Interestingly, in *Le Visage nuptial', when the slowness is

traversed, the passage occurs at the site of what might normally be

considered to be another form of slowness - reassurance. The

slowness of the branches, however, is a form of lethargy, whereas

reassurance through love generates a piercing of the slowness of

previous existence. Love has united lover and loved, poet and poem

in resemblance ("Et moi semblable a toi") - and this is accompanied

by a transformation of the phenomenal world, since the straw, situated

on the border-line between sky and earth ("au bord du ciel"), has

flowered ("la paille en fleur"). This revitalized world is "criant

ton nom", thus suggesting the absence of the beloved - as so often

in Char's work, absence is an essential part of presence. In the

analysis of 'Artine', I suggested that, even when Artine's name is

articulated, this is so done as to withhold presence from her, her

locatability being possible only in memory and desire.^ In 'Le

Visage nuptial', the evocation of the beloved through the use of

the personal pronoun "toi" and the possessive adjective ("ton front",

"ton nom") prevents the reader from searching for a precise location or

definition, encouraging him rather to constitute a mobile image through

reference to the poetic voice - after all, we are told explicitly that

the "je" is "semblable a toi". There is thus a certain sense of

certainty - absence is not absolute, since the "je" has been transformed

31• See my remarks on locatability in memory and desire in the analysis
of 'Artine' in chapter three.
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and, in a way, contains the beloved. It is this knowledge, this

form of the presence of the Other which enables him to assert:

"J'abats les vestiges". This affirmation is of capital importance,

for here the poet moves from the dismissal of supports to the

destruction of the last ruined remains of previous attitudes -
70

love has given him the lucidity which is his malady ("Atteint" )

and his cure ("sain"). Thus the basic problem of lucidity is here

formulated elliptically - in opening our eyes to the essential

realities of the world, it subjects us to agonies which we would

not otherwise experience and hence effects a shift in point of

55
view'. Caws has pertinently pointed to the ambiguity of the term

"Atteint":

The term "atteint" can be interpreted as an elliptical
indication of a goal attained, permitting the double
deciphering of a heroic theme, or read as the first
element of a paradox: stricken with an ambiguous malady,
but nevertheless healthy because of this clarity
conferred by love on this love,34

As an alternative to Caws's first interpretation, I would suggest that

the adjective should be read as signifying that the "je" has been

penetrated by lucidity (both literal and metaphoric) and can now

effect a destruction of the past in the certainty of the nuptials of

32. The close relationship of suffering and lucidity is powerfully stated
in one of Char's central affirmations: "La lucidite est la blessure la plus
rapprochee de soleil' ('Feuillets d'Hypnos', no,169, HI, P.136).
33. See 'Peuillets d'Hypnos', no,1545 "Le poete, susceptible d'exageration,
evalue correctement dans le supplice" (FM, p.132). Char also insists that
his experience of suffering has led him to a brevity of expression, as in
'J'habite une douleur': "La souffrance connalt peu de mots" (FM. p.185).
34. Caws, Presence of Char. p0176.
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the present. Furthermore, if the juxtaposition of "Atteint" and "sain"

both conjoins and separates, the concept of "clarte" is itself double

in Char's world, being both unified and fragmented, as Jacques Brault

has suggested:

La veritable clarte, qui ne trompe pas, ne decouvre ses
intentions au'a l'approche d'une profondeur suffisante.
Elle est dure, econome et tendre aussi, triste parfois,
elle a le courage de sa verite fragmentaire, elle a le
visage des choses quand celles-ci chantent la nudite
d'etre.
... Si j'affirme que Char est clair, c'est pour mieux
affirmer une clarte combattante, maquisarde.,.55

This emergence into a double (nuptial) existence leads to a

reversal of the dismissal and destruction of the first two stanzas -

there is now the desire for outside forces to witness to his rebirth,

which is tangibly existent: "Touchez ma renaissance". Hence, already,

the text is indicating a radical shift of attitude, a shift which is

highlighted by the movement from "La douceur du nombre" to "multitude

assouplie, diviseurs de la crainte". The disintegration and

formlessness which are implied by the three terms "Ceinture de vapeur,

multitude assouplie, diviseurs de la crainte" are not only evoked but

also recalled, so that they may be changed by contact with the rebirth,

yet the forces addressed are not considered as "allies" which have

formerly supported him but as possible beneficiaries of the rebirth of

35. Jacques Brault, 'D'une clarte close*, Liberte. vol,10, pp.10-11.
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the "je". An analogous inversion is performed in the following line

where, through the use of the vocative, the "Parois de ma duree" are

inscribed in the text and succeeded (textually) by the articulation of •

a rejection of the presence of "ma largeur venielle", that is to say

of a physicality which is 'pardonably'1 there, neither wholly present
nor wholly absent - through the invocation of the parameters of a

temporal duration, the poet associates them with his physical

existence and subsequently suggests implicitly a rejection of linear

time in favour of the nuptial (and eternal) present. The dwelling

(which could also be read as signifying a hare's form) has been

expedient, enclosure has been useful but is now made more solid

(through one meaning of "boiser") and is integrated into Nature

(through another meaning of "boiser")," Indeed, the second reading

would seem to concord better with the general direction of the stanza,

which expresses a rejection of easy solutions and of compromises -

there is, after all, the desire to prevent (or, at least, to delay)

"la primeur des survies". The term "primeur" suggests both newness

and prematurity - why exactly then should there be the desire to

impede such an occurrence? Probably because the poet chooses, as

Lawler says, "life against false intimations of immortality"^ - the

"survies" are opposed to the more active "renaissance", continuation

is rejected in favour of authentic change.

The "je" is in a state of ecstasy caused by the solitude he has

achieved ("Embrase de solitude foraine"), but, by means of the allusion

36. Lawler, Rene Char, p. 15.
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to "la nage", the poet evokes the literal meaning of "Embrase" and

sets up a tension between fire and water, indicating that the state

of presence attained is one in which the laws of physics no longer

hold - the opposition between fire and water is not abolished, but

they can now co-exist harmoniously. The solitude is "foraine"; thus

again Char uses a term which generates a plurality of meanings:

(i) the solitude is itinerant;

(ii) the solitude is a stranger to the environment where it

is now found;

(iii) through the association with "foire" and its implication

of crowds, an opposition is established between the

noun and the epithet. Here, as so often in Char's work,

the epithet, which is indeed "represented a -priori as

37
a permanent feature", has a multiple meaning and thus

TO

inscribes plurality into the reading of the text.

It is surely significant that the swimming is evoked "sur 1'ombre de sa

Presence": the beloved is no longer directly addressed, she/it is thus

rendered absent but is also present - this "Presence" is not necessarily,

however, a physical presence, the beloved has entered into the "je" and,

through the nuptials, remains present even when physically absent.

37. Riffaterre, Semiotics of poetry, p.28.
38. Char's consideration of "solitude" and "multitude" reminds me of
Baudelaire's prose poem 'Les foules', where he writes: "Multitude,
solitude: termes egaux et convertibles pour le poete actif et fecond"
(Oeuvres completes. edited by C.Pichois, t.l, Paris, 1975» P»29"Os see
also 'La solitude' for a complement to 'Les foules' (ibid,, pp.313-314)•
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The f-o»«-rtk stanza opens with a remembering of the emptiness of
the past: "Le corps desert, hostile a son melange, hier, etait reverru

parlant noir". The false plenitude of the past is evinced by the

fact that the body, though "desert", was also "hostile a son melange",

justifiably in Char's world, in that a "melange" suggests that there

is not an organic fusion but rather a forced conjoining of disparate

elements. "Hier", the time preceding the nuptials, was the moment of

the revolt which ended (at the beginning of the poem) with the

39
dismissal of the "escorte" - pessimism and melancholy have led to a

return to the source, and this will ultimately lead to a going beyond

of the source. In 1966, Char clearly revealed his attitude to the

..source, when discussing his volume Retour Amont with Edith Mora:

Le retour aux sources est une des grandes illusions de
l'homme en regret. II faut au contraire aller "au-dessus"
des sources, a ce qui permet aux sources de se faire: la
ou la nature de l'£tre est le plus inhospitaliere et ou
se trouvent les aliments premiers. ... Pourtant, tout est
a recommencer, toujours: l'atteinte du sommet est un
leurre, Mais il "fallait" l'accomplir.40

As a result of dissatisfaction with 'present' reality, there has been a

move into "solitude foraine". "Noir" is used here in an essentially

39. In the 1938 version, there is no comma between "hier" and "etait";
by adding the comma, Char creates greater semantic flexibility since the
yesterday may be read either as the time of hostilitj' or as the time of
the return,
40. 'Rene Char commente son P.etour Amont: Propos recueillis par
Edith Mora', Le Monde. 28 mai 1966, p.11.
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metaphoric sense, but Char also exploits other connotations, leading

on to thoughts of evening and night, exhorting: "Declin, ne te ravise

pas, tombe ta massue de transes, aigre sommeil". The fear of evening

changing its mind results perhaps from the fact that evening is

indeterminate, neither day nor night, whereas the nuptial love,

although containing differences, has furnished the absolute of "clarte".

The half-hearted and uncertain nature of the evening is pernicious, as

may be seen in Char's later love poem 'Lettera Amorosa', where he

writes:

Ce n'est pas simple de rester hisse sur la vague du
courage quand on suit du regard quelque oiseau volant
au declin du jour.41

Consequently, the evening is exhorted to wield its club of fears and

ecstasies (through the double meaning of "transes") and to become
42

night, bringing sleep, which may be "aigre", but is nonetheless to

be preferred to the uncertainty of the evening. Already, there is a

diminution of its exile and its fencing (which is an artistic and

therefore, in Char's terms, unsatisfactory form of violence) - and again

the duality of the evening is highlighted, by means of this juxtaposition

of passive and active roles. This diminution is effected by

"Le decollete", an image-which implies pale light peeping over

darkened hills and which inevitably evokes the figure of Woman as agent

41. LPA. p.20. The importance of the bird is witnessed by the title of
a poem analysed ea.rlier, 'Un oiseau suffit a la vie' (LCC. pp.16-17).
42. In his. post-Surrealist writings, Char frequently posits night as equal
to sunlight, as in 'Lettera amorosa': "Celui qui veille au sommet du
plaisir est l'egal du soleil comme de la nuit" (LPA. p.20). In such writings,
however, he sees the night as a source of conscious knowledge.
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("Tu rends fratche la servitude qui se devore le dos"); hence the

return to the tone of command: "Rises de la nuit, arr£te ce charroi

lugubre/De voix vitreuses, de departs lapides". As so often in Char's
A3 /

poems, the wind is a purifying force (although, through another

meaning of "Risee", a sense of mockery is present in the reading), and

it has the power to stop "ce charroi lugubre", which recalls the

reference to "les ossements de ton exil". These "voix vitreuses" are

the glazed, non-spontaneous utterances of the multitude; as for the

"departs lapides", this change from the 1938 version of "departs lynches

the only word-change between the first and later versions, must surely

be important. Caws writes:

The term "lapides" replaces the term "lynches" from a
first version, bringing to the poem a lapidary hardness,
a concision, and a brilliance from which danger is never
absent.45

This reading, though interesting, would seem to be a misreading of the

function of the past participle in the later versions, since the poet

is surely indicating that there is a desire to preserve the existence

of the departures, whereas the epithet "lynches" would suggest that

43. See, for instance, his statement in the definitive version of
'Lettera amorosa': Apres le vent c'etait toujours plus beau, bien que
la douleur de la nature continuSt" (CP, p.140). This statement appears
for the first time in this 19&4 version of the poem.
44. See Le Visaye nuptial (Paris, 1938), unpaginated for this variant.
45. Caws, Presence of Char, p.178.
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the departures have been ended by the lynchings - and furthermore,

the epithet "lapides", while maintaining the violent intent of

"lynches", also continues the mockery seme of "Risee", thereby

lending greater coherence to the stanza.

Suffering has been undergone (and has indeed been demanded) and

this suffering has led to certain discoveries ("des lesions inventives")
- here we return to the central theme in Char's work of the necessity

of suffering, which leads to lucidity, creativity and a form.of

rebirth:

Le poete, susceptible d'exageration, evalue correctement
dans le supplice,46

Celui qui panifiait la souffrance n'est pas visible dans
sa lethargie rougeoyante.47

Chaque plaie met a la fen^tre ses yeux de phenix eveille.^

The example of suffering offered parenthetically within the stanza

("La pioche de l'aigle lance haut le sang evase") recalls the violence

and sexuality of Char's Surrealist period, but the reference to the

eagle also continues the poem's insistence on lucidity and on new life,

since the eagle is associated symbolically with the sun and is often
49

considered to be an initiator. The "je" has been rescued from the

46. 'Feuillets d'Hypnos', no.154, FM. p.132.
47. 'Chant du refus', FM, p.47 (ray underlining).
48. 'L'eclairage du penitencier', FM. p.45 (ray underlining).
49. See Chevalier and Gheerbrant, Dictionnaire des symboles. t.l, pp.20-25.
Char's awareness of the symbolic relationship between the eagle and the
sun is evinced by his use, in his essay 'Heraclite d'Ephese', of the
phrase "Sa vue d'aigle solaire" (RBS, p.91).
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temporality of (creative) suffering by his encounter with the beloved

and, within the present, can direct his openness "Vers 1'azur multivalve,

la granitique dissidence". The goal to which he strives is plural,
50

just as the path is plural, and indeed it is explicitly accorded

two definitions, in the first of which the plurality is communicated

through the epithet, whereas in the second it is communicated through

the noun. If the sky is perceived as some gigantic mollusc, thus

stressing that the goal is a living, changing one, it is also "la

granitique dissidence" - the plurality so desired, while constantly

developing and changing as the speaker's lucidity grows, is rock-hard

in its essential nature, which is that of multiplicity and of
51

divergence from conventional existence. Also, on reading this stanza

which is full of upward-seeking movement, one cannot but read "La

granitique dissidence" as a metaphoric image of the rugged uplands of

mountains which, angry and rebellious, refuse to belong uniquely to

the earth but strive, in their granitic solidity, upwards to union with

the skyc

In stanza si x , the poet returns to a meditation on the beloved

with one of his most beautiful sexual images:

0 vollte d*effusion sur la couronne de son ventre,
Murmure de dot noire 1
0 mouvement tari de sa dictioni

50. See the chapter on Placard uour un chemin des ecoliers and Dehors
la nuit est gouvemee above.
51. Char's belief that unity results from suffering and difference is
demonstrated - in a different form - in 'Feuillets d'Hypnos', no.58:
"Parole, orage, glace et sang finiront par former un givre commun"
(Mt P-105).
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The traditional poetic relationship between "voUte" and "ciel" ("azur")

suggests that it is the beloved who is the goal and who contains and

revitalizes the world - a notion which is central to Surrealist

poetry, notably to that of Eluard. Char's concern with the internal

logic of his poems in his mature work is demonstrated here by the

fact that "Murrnure de dot noire" replies to the earlier line "Le corps

desert .... etait revenu parlant noir": the present plenitude in love

has effected a transformation of the meaning of "noir", which no

longer signifies melancholy and pessimism, but rather the darkness of

the night in which the love is consummated. The "je" has been

removed from "le flux des lesions inventives", and now movement

itself is hailed as "tari de sa diction" - language has been diverted

from the linear progression of time to the nuptials of the encounter.

The line "0 mouvement tari de sa diction!" also exploits the strategy

of multiple reference, in that the possessive adjective "sa" could

refer to the woman (as in "son ventre"): it would thus suggest that,

under pressure of emotion, the beloved has abandoned logical language

and given herself to the meandering murmurings of love ("Murmure de

dot noirei"). This encounter is a birth: the term "Nativite", with its

Biblical connotations of miraculous birth, is substituted for the

earlier "renaissance" - and the use of the polite form of the imperative

surely serves to reinforce a 'Biblical' reading of the term. The "je",

who was earlier rebellious, dismissing his "escorte", wishes this

miraculous birth to act as a guide for other rebels, thus demonstrating

his fraternal love, since Char, like his poetic voice, values resistance
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both for himself and for others:

52
Resistance n'est qu*esperance,

L'acquiescement eclaire le visage. Le refus lui donne
la beaute.53

, , 54
Je n'ecrirai pas de poeme d'acquiescement.

Tiens vis-a-vis des autres ce que tu t'es promis a
toi seul. La est ton contrat.55

The poem articulates the desire to discover the "base" as well as

the sky: the true nature of the quest is now apparent, it is, as Char

entitles one of his major collections, La Recherche de la Base et du

Sommet. Every search for the zenith, for the summit, leads to an

awareness of the lower regions, as the poet made clear in his interview

with Edith Mora in 1966:

II arrive pin moment ou nous avons besoin de faire cette
marche vers la cime, avec le viatique de la connaissance
et de la lucidite. Et lorsqu'on se croit arriver, on
s'aperjoit que, pendant ce' long temps absorbant, i'aval
s'est livre, lui, au printemps avec ses eaux, ses fleurs,
son renouveau: une sorte de reconciliation,56

The base is "l'amande croyable au lendemain neuf", that is, an enclosed

being which promises a rebirth, which is also a wholly new birth ("au

52. 'Feuillets d'Hypnos', no.168, FM, p.135.
53. 'Feuillets d'Hypnos', no.81, ibid., p.111.
54. 'Feuillets d'Hypnos', no.114, ibid,, p.119•
55. 'Feuillets d'Hypnos', no.161, ibid., p.134.
56. 'Rene Char commente son Retour Amont'. p.11.
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lendemain neuf") - yet again the "renaissance" is presented as a new

57
life. The almond, as symbol, epitomizes Char's work - the basis

CO

for existence is (enclosed) solitude which also promises explosion,

and in which rebirth is not so much repetition as new action. Char's

thinking here is perhaps best resumed in one of his statements in
✓ ^ 59

'Feuillets d'Hypnos': "L'acte est vierge, m§me repete". Trust can

be put in the promise of the almond ("croyable"), and this trust is

validated by the fact that the evening, now named as "Le soir" rather

than the more negative "Declin", "a ferme sa plaie de corsaire". The

entire stanza is a series of sexual allusions, but beneath this

eroticism is the essential Charrian notion of the organic nature of

wounds which are both inevitable and necessary for progress. Here

the sexual image fulfils also a mimetic function, evoking a red sunset

traversed by "fusees vagues", the last rays of sunlight or even,

perhaps, wisps of cloud - like the solitude, the wound is itinerant

(as are pirates), but it also contains itinerancy and indeterminacy: as

the sun sets, so the fear, which had enveloped the living world ("la

peur soutenue des chiens"), vanishes, to be replaced by the night of

the nuptials. In the moment of the poem, the past is perceived as a

time of (falsely) eternal bereavement, ^ as a time when transparency

57. See Chevalier and Gheerbrant, Dictionnaire des symboles. t.l,
pp.45-44, and note 31 to my chapter on Arsenal for further references.
58. See Georges Poulet's affirmation in 'De la constriction a la
dissemination': "Dans l'oeuvre de Char il n'y a pas de perfection sans
explosion", L'Arc, no.22, p.44.
59. No.46, FM, p.102.
60. Mica is symbolically associated with immortality; see Chevalier and
Gheerbrant, Dictionnaire des symboles. t.3, p.214.
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revealed only loss to the woman, who is addressed directly ("ton

visage" of."son ventre"); the text itself, faithful to its title,

intends, on the other hand, to present the image of a-union, 'Le

Visage nuptial•.

The change in perspective from past to present is enacted by

the movement from "micas" to the evocation and invocation of the

"Vitre inextinguible", whose unquenchable transparency symbolizes

the nuptial union of man and woman,'of poet and poem. In 'Partage

formel', Char writes:

L'imagination consiste a expulser de la realite
plusieurs personnes incompletes pour, mettant a
contribution les puissances magiques et subversives
du desir, obtenir leur retour sous la forme d'une
presence entierement satisfaisante. C'est alors
1'inextinguible reel incree.61

This statement illuminates the reading of 'Le Visage nuptial' to which

it serves as a counterpoint, since it reiterates the importance of

dismissal and of a return, but also insists that this return brings

presence, which, though the result of a 'return', is not achieved by

means of causality; it is "incree" and "inextinguible", always-already

existing: love, the source of existence, is the site of Presence.

61. No.I, FM, p.67.
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Poetry and existence ("mon souffle") are vitalized by contact with

this Presence, which itself suffers the healthy wound of lucidity

("l'amitie de ta blessure" cf. "Atteint, sain de clarte"), and,

within a relationship of trust, they can arm its transparent authority,

since this Presence is not an escape from violence but a state of

constant resistance. A mimetic reading of this image would su-gest

that the breath of life and poetry, now on a.level with the window,

has clouded it: this clouding is not an obscuring, however, but the

revealing, the proof, of the existence of the transparency which

was always present, if not previously perceived. The text then moves,

by an effect of metonymy, from the implicit clouding of the window

to the image of "[les] levres du brouillard": from the "Ceinture de

vapeur", miraculously sexualized ("levres") and rendered generous, has

descended "notre plaisir", where the thematic union of "je" and "tu"

finds its first inscription into the text in the form of the first

person plural. This "plaisir" is no ephemeral frivolity, it is a joy,

as Char made clear when corresponding with Caws about the translation

of his poem:

A central term, "plaisir", was altered to read "joy",
at Rene Char's suggestion, for "pleasure" was too
light-hearted and too trivial for the grave and joyous
eroticism of the line and of the poem.62

62. Poems of Char, p.xxv.
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Like all existence in Char's world, this joy is double ("au seuil

de dune, au toit d'acier"); it is the fusion of the temporal and the

eternal, a dwelling in no need of shoring-up like the'"g?te". Out

of uncertainty and hiddenness has been born lucidity ("La conscience")

which can serve as a supplement to permanence - and this permanence,

like the'"silex" later, does itself conceal a potential for "devenir"

("l'appareil fremissant"). The complexities of previous hostilities

have been replaced by "la simplicite fidele"; verticality ("descendit")

and horizontality ("s'etendit partoiit") are no longer opposed, and now,

due to the nuptial union, fraternity and generosity inform the world.

Through his entry into nuptial Presence, the "je" has become the

"Timbre de la devise matinale, morte-saison de I'etoile precoce": he

validates the code of nuptial existence and stands for the redundancy

of "l'etoile precoce", there is no longer any need to hinder

prematurity, be it of night or of day, since the morning of the nuptials

transcends the linearity of time. Within Presence, the "je" may run

towards his goal: "Je cours au terme de mon cintre, colisee fossoyee".

The use of the term "cintre" evokes again the notion of a return and

also recalls the "vottte" of the sexual invocation: "0 vottte d*effusion

sur la couronne de son ventre". The image thus supports the internal

logic of the poem, but the poet renders its function more complex by

elaborating on it through the appositional phrase "colisee fossoye":

there is clearly a metonymic relationship between "cintre" and

"colisee", in that the Colosseum contained many arches, but there is

also a fusion of the verticality of "cintre" and the horizontality of
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the elliptic form of the Colosseum, echoing the earlier fusion of

"descend.it" and "s'etendit". However, it is the epithet "fossoye"

which dominates the image, evoking (i) that a tomb has been dug in/for ■

the Colosseum and (ii) that it has been drained (justified by the

fact that the Colosseum was sometimes transformed into an artificial

lake on which naval battles were fought). Both readings would suggest

that the arc of experience traversed is one in which violence as

entertainment, as non-creative, is rejected - there is the desire, to

terminate the semi-circular line which will bring him fully to the

point of the present nuptials. The recognition of this (necessary)

passage leads to a tone of generosity:

Assez baise le crin nubile des cereales:
La cardeuse, 1'opiniStre, nos confins la soumettent.
Assez maudit le havre des simulacres nuptiaux:
Je touche le fond d'un retour compact.

The close proximity of "baise" and "maudit" is important, for it

indicates the extent of the new form, of dismissal. There is no longer

need to demonstrate love for Nature nor to curse false nuptials, since

the density of the present nuptials suffices. The complexity of Char's

imagery, however, involves his images in more than an articulation of

generosity. The "crin nubile des cereales" opposes the possibility

of a union with Nature, with the harvest, to the union with the

beloved - as a result of his encounter, the poet can transcend his

pre-cccupation with the harvest and speak of a timeless Presence.
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However, the use of "cintre" necessarily implies the notion of a

sweep which may again he travelled, and it might be appropriate to

remind the reader of an associated statement by Char (-though made

in a different context):

• L'obsession de la moisson et 1*indifference a

I'Histoire sont les deux extremites de mon arc.
L'ennemi le plus sournois est l'actualite.63

The nuptial union has limits ("nos confins"), though these are, in

a sense, unlike the "Parois de ma duree", and they can subdue the

destructive/constructive carding^machine which tears apart mattresses

in order to renovate them. Interestingly, this image generates a

retrospective interpretation of "crin", which also signifies horsehair:

"crin" thus retains its 'vegetable' force in its own line, but another

of its semes comes into play as the reader encounters the succeeding

line - meaning is again received as plural. Nuptial love notably

supersedes union with Nature and rejects factitious ameliorations to

the bed, the site of the nuptials. In the present state of lucidity,

the attraction of previous unions may be seen to be mere simulacra, but

the joy experienced in love and in a return to the true, present

source have taught the "je" to focus essentially on his own attained

state: "Je touche le fond d'un retour compact". The goal has been

63. 'A une ser^nite crispee', RBS, p.126.
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reached, its deepest point has been touched and the return is

recognized as "compact", dense and hard like steel and flint - and,

like them (and the almond) containing the potential for explosion

and "devenir".

In the next stanza, there is a characteristic move from concern

with personal existence to an awareness of natural forces which are

now to be included in the experience of union. The "Ruisseaux", ,

recalling the water of the second stanza, are defined as "neume des

morts anfrac-tueux"; the use of the term "neume", a group of notes

in plainsong sung to a single syllable, is particularly apt, for

its meaning mimes the poet's perception of the streams which, though

different and separate, will join with- the river and all of which

fulfil a single function - the plural is thus contained in the

singular, difference is contained in the identity of union (cf. "Et

moi semblable a toi"). The streams, symbol of "devenir", sing of

"[les] morts anfractueux", of those who have died in resistance,^
but they follow an arid sky, one which is too uniformly blue (whereas

before the "je" aimed at "l'azur multivalve") and they are now exhorted

to join their progress to the storms which, like the spring, should

be plural:

L'homme qui ne voit qu'une source ne connalt qu'un
orage, Les chances en lui sont contrariees,65

64. In Presence of Char. Caws mistranslates the phrase as "Neuma of
craggy deaths"(p.175)» but in Poems of Char she corrects it to "Neuma
of the craggy dead" (p.7"0.
65. 'Feuillets d'Hypnos', no.208, p.146.
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In Char's poetic world, the storm, which brings the lightning-flash,

is not to be feared, its violence is both moving and benevolent. In

'Les inventeurs', for instance, strangers come to warn of "l'arrivee
66

prochaine de l'ouragan, de votre implacable adversaire", but are

dismissed (cordially) and the poem ends with the following confident

statement:

Certes, nous aurions pu les convaincre et les conauerir,
Car l'angoisse de l'ouragan est emouvante.
Oui, l'ouragan allait bientSt venir;
Mais cela valait-il la peine que l'on en parlSt et qu'on
derangeSt l'avenir?

La ou nous sommes, il n'y a pas de crainte urgente.

When the poet uses the term "guerir" in the context of the storms,

he is exploiting both its transitive and its intransitive senses: they
68

heal a.nd they recover from desertion which is necessary but also

inevitably painful - there is thus an interaction between the health-

giving potential of the storms and that of the streams ("vos etudes

salubres"). Existence is to be experienced in terms of this interaction,

of this union, which is the positive facet of the rejected "melange"

66. LM, p.92.
67. ibid., p.93. Char considers that the storm can be a criterion by
which to judge Man, as he indicates, for instance, in 'Lettera amorosa':
"L'exercice de la vie, quelques combats au denouement sans solution mais
aux motifs valides, m'ont appris a regarder la personne humaine sous
1'angle du ciel dont le bleu d'orage lui est le plus favorable" (LPA, p.19).
68. See 'Conseil de la sentinelle' (LM. p.45)> where the poet advises:
"DesertezJ Desertezi"
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(once again the text itself effects a re-evaluation of a previously

used term). Within the dwelling of the couple's joy, "le pain

suffoque a porter coeur et lueur": bread, the most potent symbol

of nourishment, suffocates through enclosure by the "toit d'acier" -

the couple's joy must be no longer self-directed, love and illumination

are too great to acist within a selfish love, the union itself demands

and generates generosity. Solidity has been'attained and is now

replaced by permeability and organic growth, as "ma Pensee" is

exhorted to take "la fleur de ma main penetrable and to perceive the

waking of a new, as yet half-hidden effusions "Sens s'eveiller

1*obscure plantation". The senses are to be reintegrated into

—existence and man must fuse his intellectual and his sensual faculties

in an expansive perception of the world. The influence of Blake, noted
6Q

in the chapter on Arsenal. may perhaps be seen here, since Char's

thinking would seem close to Blake's affirmation:

If the doors of perception- were cleansed everything
would appear to man as it is, infinite.
For man has closed himself up, till he sees
all things thro' narrow chinks of his cavern.

69. See my analysis of 'Robustes meteores' in chapter two.
70. The works of William Blake, p.14 of the section 'The Marriage of
Heaven and Hell', This affirmation appears in the following form in
Le Mariare du Ciel et de 1'Fnfer: "Si les fenStres de la perception
etaient nettoyees, chaque chose apparaJtrait a l'homme, - ainsi qu'elle
1'est - infinie.

Car 1'homme s'est lui-m§me enferme jusqu'a ne plus rien voir qu'a
travers les fissures etroites de sa caverne" (p.42).
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The following stanza powerfully exploits the repetition of an

articulation of resistance, "Je ne verrai pas ,There is a

refusal of withering and of a pernicious invasion, the "flancs" of

the woman, of thought, of the poem, must retain their insatiable

desire^"* and, even if there is an imprisonment (conveyed through

"serre",.which also continues the semantic field of "dessecher" and

"ronces"), there is the refusal to allow "l'empuse", the praying-mantis
72

or the parasite, to occupy this space. No superficial

entertainment or diversion ("baladins") is to trouble "le jour

renaissant", the rebirth which is a new birth, and servitude is

finally wholly rejected, especially the servitude of freedom which

can too easily become complacent and self-satisfied. Resistance is

all, freedom must constantly reassert itself, that is to say, create

itself anew in the moment of Presence,

Thus the "je" can now proclaim to the "Chimires", the illusions

and temptations of unauthentic life, that "nous sommes montes au

plateau": they.have reached a summit which, in one sense, is not a

summit, since the summit, on being reached, offers only the possibility

of descent; the plateau is more a topographical paradigm of the "eclair",

71. By his use of the term "essaims", Char indicates the plurality of
the desire which is one. of the routes to the summit, as he suggests in
'Rougeur des Matinaux', no.XVII: "L'essaim, I'eclair et l'anatheme, trois
obliques d'un m§me sommet" (LM. p,107).
72. For a discussion of the ambiguous signifying force of "serre" (allied
to the praying-mantis), see my analysis of 'Artine* in chapter threec
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of the eternal instant, in that its 'summit* is continuous, is the

site of eternal presence. The following line, "Le silex frissonnait

sous les sarments de l'espace", has given rise to some illuminating

commentaries. Blanchot, though mistakenly transcribing "sous" as

"sur", affirms compellingly:

Cette image ou s'unissent le caractere inentamable
des choses solideset le ruissellem'ent du devenir,
l'epaisseur de la presence et la scintillation de
1'absence, essaime a son tour sous d'autres formes,
mais sans perdre son ambivalence materielle. ...

L'image n'est ni un ornement ni un detail du poeme ni
un produit quelconque de la sensibilite d'un homme:
elle est le poeme manifeste a partir des choses, le
mouvement des choses et des §tres cherchant a unir la
lourdeur du fond de la terre et la transparence fulgurante,
la ligne de vol et la stabilite d'une stature immuablement
dressee. Bile est tout le poeme, de m§me que le poeme est
le tout des choses, un elan vers ce tout, comme le
langage, par le contraste ... entre la gravite de la phrase
et le vol des images, est une autre forme du m?me mouvement
pour eveiller - et pour assainir les antagonismes.73

In his essay on Char, Richard develops Blanchot's commentary, writing

of the image:

Mais ce qui m'interesse plus specialement en elle, c'est
l'etrange contagion des deux principes, silex et espace,
dont elle pose pourtant - ne serait-ce qu'en les projetant
en debut et en fin de phrase - le radical eloignement. Car
l'espace communique son frisson au silex par l'intermediaire
du sarment - qui est, comme oiseau ou roseau, une sorte de
concretion aerienne, Cette vibration de la surface reveille
sans doute en profondeur 1'essence electrique, la vie
tranchante de la pierre, Et celle-ci redonne alors au ciel,
par le m§me frisson qui l'a emue, un peu de son intransigeance
et de sa dturete. Par la mediation lineaire du sarment, comme
ailleurs du roseau ou de la brindille, solidite et ruissellement,
absence et presence reussissent ainsi a vivre ensemble, mieux,
a passer directement les uns dans les autres.,.74

73. Maurice Blanchot, La Part du feu (Paris, 1949)» P.114.
74. Jean-Pierre Richard, Onze etudes sur la poesie moderne (Paris, 19^4),
p.79. See also Greta Rau. Rene Char ou la -poesie accrue TPa-ris. 1957),
pp.15-16.
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This image, which resumes so much of Char's thinking, reaffirms

the existence of presence within absence (cf. "1'ombre de sa Presence")

and the co-existence of "devenir" and solidity (cf. "l'appareil

fremissant de ta permanence"). Poetry itself ("La parole") is changed

by the -nuptials of the present-: weary of fulfilling a (necessary)

destructive role, it may now drink "au debarcadere angelique", The

plateau is thus not the ultimate summit, but is the point of departure

to a new life of perfection; the text presents a poetic rewriting of

Char's attitude to the summit, which it may be appropriate to quote

again here:

...tout est a recommencer, toujours: l'atteinte du 7C.
sommet est un leurre. Mais il "fallait" l'accomplir.

The new life is no angry- or unsociable - survival ("Nulle

farouche sxirvivance"), since to survive would imply a relationship of

belonging with the past, whereas the nuptial union has led to a

transcendence of temporality and causality. This fresh existence looks

forward and perceives the multiplicity of paths which lead ultimately
1G

to the coming of the dew, which signifies symbolically the celestial

nature of union:

75. 'Rene Char commente son Retour Amont*. p.11,
76. It is significant that the term "afflux de la rosee" is used (in
contrast to the "flux des lesions inventitfes"): the onward flow (away)
of temporal existence has been reversed and now flows towards the site
of union.
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Le symbolisme de la rosee est generalement proche de
celui de la pluie, mais son influence est d'ordre plus
subtil. Expression de la benediction celeste, elle est
essentiellemeht la igr9.ce vivifiante.77

The new presence is one of intimacy, which also renders inapplicable

notions of impossibility: "L'intime denouement de 1*irreparable",

Destruction has been inevitably imposed, but, through union and

presence (which are not tied to the past), the destroyed is not'

repaired - rather, more importantly, it is dissolved (as destruction)

by the solution of nuptial love.

The poem closes with an affirmation of Presence. At this terminal

— point - which is simultaneously a point of opening -, the presence of

the beginning of the poem with its insistence on dismissal and

separation has been replaced by the true Presence of union:

Voici le'sable mort, voici le corps sauve:
La Femme respire, 1'Homme se tient debout.

The (now) dead shifting sands are present through their inscription

into the text ("le sable mort"), but this present absence is precisely

the sign of a new life which is both wholly different from the past

and which yet recognizes that the past has been lived (cf. "notre

plaisir au seuil de dune"). Above all, the body, physical existence

and the body of poetry, has been saved, has been recovered from the

flux of temporality, and the poet can therefore close his text with a

powerful and haunting image of union which contains difference and which

77. Chevalier and Gheerbrant, Dietionnaire des symboles. t.4, p.177•
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is based on a commitment to life and to resistance ("La Pemme respire.

1*Homme se tient debout"). Through his capitalization of "Femme" and

"Homme", Char displaces the final statement (and, retrospectively, the

entire poem) from any locatable personal experience and indicates

that hiis text treats of all union, through which man and woman, poet

and poem, can achieve the transcendence which is to be found in

Presence.

'Le Visage nuptial' may be seen as the first poem of Char's

maturity - a process of development begun with 'La Torch du Prodigue'

in Arsenal has been completed and, like his text *Le Visage nuptial',

the poet is ready to move on to other planes of maturity. The

expansive quality of many of his terms and images is now seen to be

an organic expression of his thinking which perceives difference in

identity and in union, which insists on suffering, fragmentation and

destruction as paths to lucidity and which offers a solution to the

problematic relationship of past, present and future by reaching and

writing of Presence, which does not abolish the past but exists in a

relationship of supplementarity to it and which includes a straining

towards the future. Language itself is inexorably ambiguous; Char

chooses therefore to enact in his texts this ambiguity which is not a

flight from meaning but a creation of eternally self-reformulating

meanings - and it is this mobility of meaning (and of perception)

which cw has realized to be the essence of existence. In 'Le Visage

nuptial', the reader witnesses and participates in a process of growth
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and development as the "je" moves from a desired solitude to the

transcendental nuptials with the "beloved - and yet, even in this union,

there is an awareness of difference, since the "je" does not become

the "tu" (and the "nous" does not abolish the identity of either the

"je" or the "tu" - which is, within the poem, plural). Indeed, it

is significant that the affirmation of similarity ("Et moi senblable a

toi") is replaced in the closing line by a potent affirmation of

difference: "La Femme respire, 1*Homme se tient debout". Union is

thus a plenary recognition of the Other as_ Other and a state of

mobility rather than of stasis. On this (temporary) summit, the poet

can perceive the value of the past which had to be lived and which,

however, is wholly different 3,nd separated from the moment of Presence,

and can look forward to the future with hope and belief not in causality

but in the miraculous transformational power of love and union.

The philosophical relationship of past and present is enacted

within the reading of this text which is framed by two images of

forceful resistance ("debout") and in which many of the terms are

re-evaluated in the heuristic reading as well as in the hermeneutic

reading. Indeed, one might claim that Char has here discovered that

his vision is such that the internal logic of his texts must not

restrict or define any precise reading but, rather, reveal and perform

the multiplicity which informs all existence. The images are always

controlled by the intention of the text, but this very intention is to

communicate the mobility of life and love.
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Furthermore, the insistence on love is double, since Char has

learned fully hov; to treat eroticallv of his relationship with poetry:

in *Le Visage nuptial', the beloved is not only Woman-(who is not a

particular woman who might be biographically located) but also poetry

itself. Just as poetry may speak of Woman, so Woman speaks of poetry -

both are partners of the poet in the transcendence of Presence, ' Le

Visage nuptial' articulates with confidence the poet's belief in such

moments of Presence, and yet its shifts of reference and its recognition

of violence also witness to an acceptance of the vulnerability of the

poet who cannot always achieve Presence, An illuminating commentary

on 'Le Visage nuptial' may be found in his later poem 'Calendrier',

which reveals the poet's attitude to past works and past influences?

J'ai lie les unes aux autres mes convictions et agrandi
ta Presence, J'ai octroye un cours nouveau a mes jours
en les adossant a cette force spacieuse, J'ai congedie
la violence qui limitait mon ascendant, J'ai pris sans
eclat le poignet de l'equinoxe. L'oracle ne me vassalise
plus, J'entre: j'eprouve ou non la gr&ce.78

The poet cannot always be sure of attaining the "grS.ce" of Presence,

but he will always choose to advance ("J'entre"), since only by

advancing does one have the possibility of encountering the nuptial

union of Presence so beautifully hymned in 'Le Visage nuptial'.

78, FM*. P*21 •
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In Seuls demeurent. written between 1938 a-ncl 1944, Char continues

his meditation on existence and poetry and returns again and again to

the theme of the necessity for Man to breathe freely and to maintain

himself in a state of constant "devenir",' aware of the creativity of

dialectical relationships. The volume opens with the following text,

written in the same year as 'Le Visage nuptial'.:

ARGUMENT

1938

L'homme fuit l'asphyxie.
L'homme dont l'appetit hors de 1'imagination se calfeutre
sans finir de s'approvisionner, se delivrera par les mains.
rivieres soudainement grossies.

L'homme qui s'euointe dans la premonition, qui deboise
son silence interieur et le repartit en theatres, ce second
c'est le falseur de nain.

Aux uns la -prison et la mort, Aux autres la transhumance
du Verbe.

Deborder 1'economic de la creation, agrandir le sang des
gestes, devoir de toute lumiere.

Nous'tenons l'anneau ou sont enchaines c8te a c$te, a'une
/ ; 1

part le rossignol diabolique, d'autre part la cle angelique.
Sur les aretes de notre amertnme, l'aurore de la conscience

s'avance et depose son limon.
Aofitement, TJne dimension franchit le fruit de 1'autre.

Dimensions adversaires, Deporte de 1'attelage et des noces, ,je
bats le fer des fermoirs invisibles.79

This text is separated from the rest of the volume by its typographical

difference (it is printed in italics) and by the fact that its title

suggests that its function is to programme the readings of the following
80

texts, Robert Nugent speaks of 'Argument* as a "prose poem", but the

79. ibid., p.13.
80. Robert Nugent, 'The "Argument"of Rene Char's L'Avant-Monde', French
Review. vol.XLV (March 1972), p.789.
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title, with its two meanings of a (logical) argument and a synopsis,

would seem to indicate that the text (which undoubtedly can signify

as an autonomous poetic text) has also a programmatic, and therefore

a relational, function. The poet recognises that the poet as prophet

may be'dulled by his premonitions, such as those of which he speaks

in the 'feuillet' to Le marteau sans mattre. but he also clears the

confused forests of his inner silence which he divides into separate

areas, into poems, and which thus becomes the source of nourishment:

"L'homne qui s'epointe dans la premonition, qui deboise son silence

interieur et le repartit en theatres, ce second c'est le faiseur de

pain". The poet, while rejecting prolixity, is committed to

communication, but to a communication which is constituted of motility,

of ascent and descent: "Aux uns la prison et la mort. Aux autres la

transhunance du Verbe".

This text is, in some ways, a reconsideration of past alliances

and an assertion of his own (multiple) path in which interaction is

more valuable than the primacy of any one vision. As Nugent affirms:

For Char it is impossible to speak of man's awareness of
himself and of his search for freedom in terms of the
unconscious opposing the conscious. To claim the rights
of the former alone or to infer poetic value in such a
dichotomy would impose tyranny; the tyranny is one of a
closed view of a universe which Char is convinced must be

seen, that is, conceived of, as poetically and essentially
fluid in character.82

81. MSM, p.13.
82. Nugent, 'The "Argument" of L'Avant-Monde'. p.791.
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It is precisely this fluid interaction which permits the poet to

fulfil his duty, to "Deborder 1'economie de la creation", to

transcend "la prison", the limitations of existence and of

constraining poetic conventions and movements.

The final paragraph would seem to resume the poetic and

philosophical stance now attained by the poet. Nugent writes:

The key-word to all of 'Argument* is aofiteinent. what
a poet has gathered together of metaphors and images,
beliefs and commitments. Aofttement is read on several
levels. The first is esthetic, the poem itself. A
poem is the result of labor, in the sense of ploughing,
turning the seed under soil. There is also a moral
implication: a process of becoming through a cycle of
growth ... Char would seek a simultaneous action of
deprivation and growth (aofttement is also a technical
term for a kind of pruning so that a twig is hardened).

The poems are indeed 'pruned', they are condensed : "se contracter
O /

pour Char, c'est prendre force". Also, they are the fruit of a

maturing process and, like the ripened grain, they offer the promise

both of nourishment and of rebirth. Each poem is the fruit of one

aspect of the poet's thinking and, as such, can always be gone beyond -

re-evaluation must continually occur, stasis and enclosure must never

be finally accepted, each aspect of existence and of poetry is

engaged in a conflict with the other aspects - but this conflict is

not one of hostility, but one which, through the healthy opposition of

dialectic, ensures movement forward in and towards lucidity.

83. ibid., pp.797-799.
84. Poulet, 'De la constriction a la dissemination', p.39.
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The poet is "Deporte de l'attelage et des noces", that is, he

is exiled both from the yoke and from the nuptials, and he has been

diverted from them. This text thus articulates a sense of loss and

separation from the nuptials hymned in 'Le Visage nuptial', but the

reference to "l'attelage" evinces also the post's desire for a

certain constraint - that of freely chosen discipline which will

lead to self-knowledge, to inner unity and subsequently to the

plenitude of union. The yoke and the.nuptials are opposed, but they

are simultaneously different paths to the same goal, and, in his

exile and his distance from the true paths, the poet must act, must

write and thereby wear down the clasps which, though invisible, prevent

his book from opening, prevent the poet from revealing his truths

('He bats le fer des fermoirs invisibles"®^). 'Argument' recognizes

the continuation of violence, then, but its very closing line is an

opening, in that it articulates the necessity for resistance and, by

the reference to the clasps of a book, it posits writing as a

potentially explosive force - a force which will be seen in different

forms in the poems of Seuls demeurent. _

85. In 'The "Argument" of L'Avant-Monde'. Nugent writes: "Char constricts
once more (,1e bats le fer) of all things that do bind (fermoirs invisibles).
Implicit is a profound acceptance of life, a desire to make the world
understandable, to illumine the world" (p.798). The usual uses of the
phrase "battre le fer" and the commitment to resistance evident here
as in so many of Char's texts would surely seem to suggest that this
text ends on the same note as that on which it opens - resistance and
the desire to flee closure and imprisonment.
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COHGS All VENT

A flancs de coteau du village bivouaauent des champs
fournis de mimosa. A l'epoque de la cueillette, il
arrive que, loin de leur endroit, on fasse la rencontre
extrSmement odorante d'une fille dont les bras se sont

occupes durant la jovme'e aux fragiles branches. Pareille
a tine lampe dont 1' aureole de clarte serait de parfum,
elle s'en va, le dos torrne au soleil couchant.

II serait sacrilege de lui adresser la parole.
L'espadrille foulant l'herbe, cedez-lui le pas du

chemin. Peut-§tre aurez-vous la chance de distinguer sur
ses levres la chimere de l'humidite de la Nuit?86

One of Char's most celebrated poems, 'Conge au vent', which Georges-

Emmanuel Clancier describes as "1'un des plus simplement beaux et
07

mysterieux qu'il a ecrits", evokes the physical world of Provence

("mimosa", "espadrille") and presents a meeting with an unnamed girl.

This meeting, in which conversation is wholly inappropriate ("II serait

sacrilege' de lui adresser la parole"), may recall Surrealist encounters
88

such as those described by Breton in 'L'esprit nouveau' ; like the

encounter with Lola Abba, however, these chance meetings, which may well

inspire texts, are, as has been seen, perceived by the participants as

89 *

missed opportunities, whereas the tone of 'Conge au vent' is one of

emotional plenitude. Indeed, the poem generates in the reader an

initial impression of a lived experience which he can share. The meeting

will always take place at twilight, that is, at the point when day and

night meet without cancelling each other out, and the patterning of

much of the imagery enacts this meeting: night is represented explicitly

86. FM. p.14.
87. Georges-Emmanuel Clancier, La poesie et ses environs (Paris, 1973) p.187.
88. Andre Breton, Les Pas perdus. pp.119-121.
89. See the chapter on Char's Surrealist period above.
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bv the capitalized "Nu.it" (which indicates textually that night

signifies more than a temporal state) and implicitly by the verb

"bivouaquer", which signifies a temporary encampment for the night.

The fields of mimosa are presented as but temporary residents (this

notion is reinforced by the insertion of the adjective "foumis",

which suggests that the fields cannot be defined as mimosa-fields,

but have been given the mimosa), and the physical fragility of the

mimosa-branches ("aux fragiles branches") is thus pre-figured by the

temporary nature of the existence of the mimosa-fields as mimosa-fields -

for they will no longer be easily recognised as mimosa-fields after

the flowers have fallen. The term, "journee" partially counterbalances

"Nuit" (although this latter is endowed with greater resonance by

means of the capitalization) and the connotational functioning of the

word "mimosa" leads us to think of light, of bright yellow sunlight,

even of the sun itself. In his study of metaphor, Marcus B.Hester

writes:

The poet taps the emotive aura of words; but even more
important, he exploits the aura of imagery which words
get by association in our memory of that word with
images of its referent.90

In the case of 'Conge au vent', the word "mimosa" undoubtedly evokes

the joy felt at the advent of Spring, but it also generates other

images of yellowness and roundness, suggesting the bright sunlight of

90. Marcus B.Hester, The meaning of poetic metaphor. An analysis in
the light of Wittgenstein's claim that meaning is use (The Hague. 1967).
pp.142-143.
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midday and furnishing an implicit counter-weight to the image

of the "soleil couchant" - it should, of course, be remembered that

the term, "mimosa", is almost ubiquitously (if wrongly) used in

France to designate the acacia. It is, in fact, in the image of the

girl herself that the image-fields of day and night are united. She

is like a lamp in the dark, but the terms "aureole" and "clarte" are

also often associated with sunlight and, as Mounin argues, the halo

of light is present in the reader's mind:

Et c'est parce qu'elle s'en va le dos tourne au soleil
couchant qu'elle est -oareille a une lamne dont 1'aureole
de clarte serait de parfum: aureole de parfum tangible
parce qu'en depit du conditionnel, a cause mtme de 1'image
du couchant, 1'aureole de clarte existe aussi dans notre
imagination, se superpose a 1'autre et l'exprime par
corre spondance,91

The first paragraph is permeated by the connotations of the mimosa,

both visual and olfactory (the meeting itself is described as "la

rencontre extrSmement odorante"), and thereby awakens all the emotions
92

associated with experiencing Spring in Provence, Both Mounin and

93
Cranston compare the girl to Botticelli's Primavera; Mounin indeed

goes so far to speak of the poem as an allegory:

Si j'esperais definir 1*impression nee pour moi de ce
poeme, je dirais qu'il apparut a mes yeux comme 1'allegorie
la plus cbamelle qui soit du monde mediterranean,94

91, Mounin, La. communication noetique, p.62,
92, ibid,, p.61.
93# Cranston, Orion resurgent. p,80.
94. Mounin, La communication -poetique. p.61,
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Cette porteuse de mimosas, c'est tout ce que la
Provence, et l'ltalie, et la Grece, et 1'Espagne et
l'Anatolie m§me et les pays arabes peuvent offrir a
l'homme; ou du moins ce qu'il en a toujours attendu.
On est devant une allegorie spontanee.95

Mounin's statements are slightly ambiguous in that the poem and the

mimosa-gatherer are presented as allegories. On reading the poem, one

does sense its allegorical quality, so it would seem useful to consider

briefly what one understands by the term 'allegory'. While modem.

theories tend to define allegory by its characteristic rigidity and

96
the displacement it effects between its constitutive elements, it is

also recognised that allegory is close to symbolism. J.Huizinga

usefully compares symbolism and allegory, asserting that: "Symbolism

expresses a mysterious connexion between two ideas, allegory gives a

°7visible form to the conception of such a connexion", and Henri Morier,

in his consideration of allegory's relationship with symbol and metaphor,

affirms that:

L'allegorie est plus pres du symbole que nulle autre figure,
Comme le symbole, elle offre, au sein m£me de la fiction,
l'image d'un monde reel charge d'une signification seconde:
c'est pourquoi l'on a pu voir dans la personnification d'une
valeur abstraite, comme la Justice, une allegorie...98

95. ibid., p.65.
96. See, for instance, Angus Fletcher, Allegory: The Theory of a Symbolic
Mode (Cornell Universitjr Press, 1964), P.521.
97. J.Huizinga, The Waning of the Middle Ages (Harmondsworth, 1955),P.206.
99. Henri Morier, Dictionnaire de Poetique et de Rhetor!que (Paris, 1975),
p. 68.
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En realite, 1'allegorie n'est pas faite de metaphores,
mais d'une con.ionction de symboles. ... L'allegorie est
composee de symboles qui gravitent dans une commune force
associative: c'est une constellation de signes.99

In •Conge au vent', most of the terms are charged with symbolic value,

but in such a way that they function not as 'symboles conventionnels',

but as •symboles vecus', which Morier describes as follows:

II arrive aussi que le poete, sans avoir jamais vecu
en fait les evenements qu'il decrit, les vive cependant
s.vec intensite dans le temps m§me qu'il les imagine: de
sorte qu'il trouve dans les evenements de veritables
symboles vecus, 101

As will be seen later, Char accords enormous importance to the imagination

which is capable of 'completing' reality, but, for the moment, it seems

appropriate to refer to another insight into the nature of allegory: in

lectures given in Geneva in 19^5» Starobinski distinguished between

symbolism and allegory by reference to the concepts of ascending or

inductive allegoresis and descending or deductive allegoresis. In

ascending allegoresis, there is a movement from the evident, the

rational to the hidden, the supra-rational, whereas in descending

allegoresis, an abstract idea or truth is given concrete form. Descending

allegoresis, or allegory, would seem to be the means by which an artist

accords 'lisibilite' to his text, since the complexity of his abstract

99. ibid., p.69.
100. See Morier, Dictionnaire de Poetiquie. pp.1035-1041, for a list of
"symboles conventionnels".
101. ibid., 1043.
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thoughts and emotions (which could hardly be d escribed literally or

even metaphorically) can he conveyed to the reader by means of the

evocation of symbolically resonant concrete images such as "le dos

tourne" s,nd "le soleil couchant" which cannot fail to strike emotional

102
cb.o2rd.s in the nee.d.en's own mind.®

In this light, 'Conge au vent' may be seen as an allegory - but

as an allegory of more than "le monde mediterraneen". The poem

itself, which contains the allegorical figure of the mimosa-gatherer,

is an allegory of the (thought and felt) reactions to the perception

of the beauty and fragile ephemerality of Spring. Through its

passage from night ("bivouaquent") to day (implicitly evoked by "mimosa"

and "clarte") and then to dusk ("soleil couchant") and finally to "la

chimere de 1'humidite de la Nuit", the poem also presents a notion

of cyclicity, hence the great confidence which pervades the poem. Thus,

despite the question-mark at the end of the final sentence, the reader

feels that the "chimere" will be seen. And what is this "chimere",

this illusion? Cranston tells us that, in a private interview with

her in April 1970, Char recalled "how he searched very long for the

one word which, to his mind, captures the essence of the poem, the

word chimere in the last line of 'Conge au vent' ^ Are we, then,

to take the whole poem as a "chimere"? Is the poem itself an illusion?

The term "chimere" implies in its sentence that the moisture (possibly)

seen on the girl's lips will be interpreted as the moisture of the

102. I am grateful to Felicity Baker of University College London for
her very full notes of Starobinski's lectures.
103. Cranston, Orion resurgent, pp.80-81.
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Night, which brings spiritual nourishment ("La nuit porte nourriture,
10/l

le scle.il affine la partie nourrie" ), whereas, in reality, it may

105
be only saliva which has moistened her lips. Yet what is poetry,

if not an aot of interpretative perception? This very act involves

the (temporary) creation of identity - which nonetheless contains

a conscious awareness of difference, since the poet recognises the

fact that-, for example, the moisture on the lips is not "l'humidite

de la Nuit": indeed, he articulates this explicitly through his use

of "chimere" and through the capitalization of Nuit 'which indicates

that the Night has a symbolic, rather than a literal, significance.

The tone of loving confidence which permeates the poem precludes a

negative reading of the term "chimere", which, rather, testifies to

the process of transcendence and transformation of reality which is

effected by poetry. Clancier writes of the poem:

De son paysage natal mediterraneen, au'un parfum resume et
rend etonnamment present, le poete, d'un pas leger, passe
a son paysage mental familier ou lumiere et nuit, autour
d'une inconnue, menent leur jeu comme une lointaine allusion
au dialogue a'ombre et de clarte d'un Georges de la Tour.
Passage du charnel au songe, du jour au nocturne, de la
solitude a la promesse de 1'amour.106

104. NPA, P.115.
105. In Figures of Reality (London, 1981), Rorer Cardinal writes of this
image: "...on one level this may be read as a graceful periphrase
referring to dew, the moistness which arises on the body of Nature -
which the girl may be taken to represent allegorically. But on another
level, the image is strongly suggestive of sexual desire. The moist
lips are those of a woman ready to be embraced" (p.145). While there
is clearly a close relationship between the girl and Nature, the
text surely indicates that the girl, though associated with Nature, is
nonetheless different from it. Also, the text establishes the girl as
separate from the speaking voice - her textual identity is such that she
cannot really be seen as "a woman ready to be embraced".
106. Clancier, La roesie et ses environs, p.188.
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The poet presents an image of Provence, but the very nature of

this poetry effects a passage from the phenomenal world to the

metaphysical world. * Conge au vent' is, in many ways, a development

of earlier pre-occupations: we find the unnamed "inconnue" and the

themes of absence ("elle s'en to") and promise ("Peut-etre aurez-vous

la chance de distinguer sur ses levres la chimere de l'humidite de

la ffuit?"), and the poem itself uses the interplay of light and

darkness to present difference and also, as a signifying unit, enacts

a difference within identity, since the emotions and experience

which it inspires may appear to be, but, in reality, are not, those

which generated the poem. Char indicates in the first statement of

'Partage forme1' how, through the work of the imagination and desire,

inextinguible reel incree" can replace reality:

L'imagination consiste a expulser de la realite
plusietirs personnes incompletes pour, mettant a
contribution les puissances magiques et subversives
du desir, obtenir leur retour sous la forme d'une
presence entierement satisfaisante. C'est alors
1*inextinguible reel incree.107

Char's poem is not a transcription of an experience but the

creation of an experience, hence it is not mimetic (although it contains

mimetic elements) but chimeric - in the sense that it presents an

107. |M» P'6?'
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illusion of reality in order to awaken in the reader an experience of

the presence of "1'inextinguible reel". As Marcus "B,Hester has

suggested:

The language in the poem is not so much a reference to
experience as it is an experience when such [poetic]
language is read. ... Poetic language does not so
much refer us to_ an experience as it presents us with
an experience.108

•Conge au vent1 presents us with an experience which the poet has

created and which, eternally existent, can also he discovered: the

poet may (consciously) intend to create an allegory of his reactions
109

to Spring, hut the magical power of words and desire is such that

it will transcend the allegorical intention (and reality itself) and

project the reader into the eternally present "inextingaihle reel

incree". Char has instinctively realized that poetry is, in essence,

an act of discovering, rather than of invention; this belief indeed

informs Char's thinking on all levels:

Celui qui invente, au contraire de celui qui decouvre,
n'ajoute aux choses, n'apporte aux etres que des masques,
des entre-deux, une houillie de fer.110

108. Hester, Meaning of poetic metaphor, p.68.
109. See, for instance, Char's statement to Edith Mora: "...la magie,
1'autorite des mots, j'y crois" ('Poesie-sur-Sorgue', p.9).
110. 'La bibliotheque est en feu', LPA. p.76.
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Char's post-Surrealist poetry is concerned with the discovery and the

communication of "1' inextinguible reel incree" which is eternally

present in virtual form in the world of reality. His means of

effecting this discovery and this communication is the writing of the

poem, which is, as Susanne Langer says of all true works of art, "an
111

illusion of experience". We may now accept how important it is

that the poem be a "chimere", since, through the poet's presentation

of an illusion of experience in the past, the reader can discover the

continual -presence of true existence, which can be neither invented

nor translated, but must be felt. The reader of 'Conge au vent'

feels the significance of the poem, but, on reading this somehow

transparent poem, the exegete must surely say with Octavio Paz: "The
112

poem is unexplainable, not unintelligible".

MgHAILLON

Eairx.de verte foudre qui sonnent 1'extase du
visage aime, eaux cousues de vieux crimes, eaux amorphes,
eaux saccagees d'un proche sacre... Dilt-il subir les
semonces de sa memoire eliininee, le fontainier salue des
levres 1'amour absolu de l'automne.

Identique sagesse, toi qui composes 1'avenir sans
croire au poids qui decourage, qu'il sente s'elancer dans
son corps 1'electricite du voyage.113

111. Susanne K.Langer, Feeling and Form: A Theory of Art (London, 1953),
P.234.
112. Octavio Paz, Alternating Current, translated by Helen R.Lane
(London, 1974), P.65.
113. FM, P.25.
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The title of this poem suggests the fixity and the closure of an

artefact (the medallion), but the body of the poem treats essentially

of a spring or of a well; thus an opposition is established between

title and text - or, more accurately, between the initial connotations

of the title and those of the text, since, for Char, all poetry (and,

indeed, all art) serves as a source of (re-)generation and inspiration,
114

He speaks, of the poet, for instance, as the "grand Comrnenceur", and

sees poetry as a dawning and as a going-forward: "Mon metier est un
* 115

metier de pointe". While the reading of this water-source as a

well is possible (given that the well, like the medallion, is round

and is constructed by Man), this interpretation, which is that of
116

Caws, seems less just than that which sees the waters as those of

the Sorgue at the Fontaine de Vaucluse, This latter interpretation

finds a justification in the use of the adjective "verte" o.nd the

reference to "l*amour absolu de l'automne",' which evoke the

astonishingly clear green of the Sorgue waters which suddenly well up

in the Fontaine de Vaucluse in autumn.

By his repeated (and iinfinished) insistence on the term "eaux",

the poet establishes water as the dominant image in the text, water

which, as was seen in the analysis of 'Eaux-meres', symbolizes maternity,
117

transition, "vertige", desire and even night. This multiplicity of

114. 'Partage fornel', no.LIV, FM. p.83.
115. 'La bibliotheque est en feu', UFA. p,73.
116. See Caws, Presence of Char, p.152.
117. See the chapter on Char's Surrealist period above.
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water's symbolic resonance is textually enacted within 'Medaillon'

by the poet's choice of the plural form of the noun and by the succession

of diverse epithets accorded to "eaux" - and the unfinished nature of

the invocation serves to indicate the potentially infinite number of

meanings and definitions of water:

Les eaux, masse indifferenciee, representent 11 infinite
des possibles, contiennent tout le virtuel, l'informel, ^
le germe des germes, toutes les promesses de developperaent...

The title/text interaction thus establishes an opposition between the

circular, closed perfection of the medallion and the potential for

"devenir" of the spring - which may be contained within the artistic

confines of the poem and which may be admired as one admires a medallion,

but which ultimately has a significance greater than can be communicated

or perceived by either poem or gaze.

The poem opens-with an image of fusion "Eaux de verte foudre":

because of the extraordinary brilliance of its green waters and their

capacity suddenly to appear in the Fontaine de Vaucluse, the Sorgue is
119

seen simultaneously as both water and lightning. However, this

image is not reductive as might be assumed by the use of the term

"is seen as". In his analysis of Wittgenstein's notion of 'seeing as',

Hester argues that:

118, Chevalier and Gheerbrant, Tictionnaire des symboles. t.2, p.221,
119. The coincidence of the Sorgue and lightning is again described in
'La Sorgue': "Riviere ou 1'eclair finit et ou commence ma maison", F!'.
p.218.
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... seeing as. in being the means by which relevant
aspects of the imagery are selected, is definitive of
imagery. In performing the experience-act of seeing
as we decide which of the body of imagery aroused by
the metaphor is essential to the metaphor, and thus
which aspects of the imagery are part of the intentional
structure of the metaphor. Seeing as is an intuitive
experience-act by which one selects from the quasi-sensory
mass of imagery one has on reading metaphor the relevant
aspects of such imagery.120

Only to see the waters as green lightning would therefore be to operate

a process of filtering of the 'relevant' connotations of the terms of

the image (the colour green which usually describes the Sorgue here

being transferred to the lightning) and to consider the image to have

an essentially descriptive function. Significantly, however, the

articulation of the poet's perception is such as to indicate that the

waters are not merely 'seen as' green lightning, but are defined as

composed of green lightning. By means of this strategy, the poet

creates a mimetic image which functions mainly through the similarities

between "eaux" and "foudre", and also creates an anti-mimetic image in

which the symbolic resonances of the terms signify freely - water and

lightning having certainly similar symbolic values in Char's world,

but having also widely different connotational resonances. By using

the epithet as a defining characteristic, the poet inscribes difference

into the fusion - or, rather, into the union - of water and lightning,

120. Hester, Hearing of poetic metaphor, p.180. For Wittgenstein's
attitude, see Philosophical Investigations, translated by G.E.M.Anscombe
(Oxford, 1068), pp.193-208.
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and maintains this difference rather than reducing the image to a

coincidence of similarities,

A union of opposites, the waters of the Sorgue can hymn the beloved's

face, but it is capital to note that the poet has eschewed the

traditional poetic verb "chanter" for "sonner", which furnishes an

auditive image of the transparency of the waters ringing out "1'extase

du visage aime", The waters, are also "cousues de vieux crimes", they

are a healed wound, their surface covers, in its transparency, past

crimes (such as, for instance, the death by drowning of Louis-Paul in

'Eaux-meres); the waters are a scar, a transparent mark of healing. In

a later poem, 'Trace sur le gouffre', Char explicitly speaks of the

-Fontaine de Vaucluse as a wound, insisting again on the greenness of

the waters:

Dans la plaie chimerique de Vaucluse je vous ai
regarde souffrir. La, bien qu'abaisse, vous etiez une
eau vertej et encore une route,121

The waters are "amorphes", they ultimately escape definition and

containment (thus challenging the limitation implicit in the 'Medallion'

of the title), but they are also still vulnerable to attack and are

"saccagees d'un proche sacre". As Char says in 'La Sorgue', the river

121,LKP, p.14c See also 'Poesie-sur-Sorgue', where -Char repeats his
perception of the Fontaine de Vaucluse as a wound: "Qui... une plaie:
ne croirait-on pas que la montagne fut entaillee pour lui arracher le
coeur? Et, au lieu de sang, c'est la Sorg-ie qui s'est mise a couler..,"
(p.9).
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122
is "souvent punie", ~ hut it is ultimately indestructible and can

maintain Man in the desired state of violent resistance and fraternity:

Riviere au coeur jamais detruit dans ce monde fou
de prison,

Garde-nous violent et ami des abeilles de 1'horizon.

If the waters have been violated ("saccagees"), they nonetheless promise

and contain "un proche sacre" - the' violent and the sacred are allied,

and, after its violent eruption in the Fontaine de Vaucluse, the Sorgue

will perform the ceremony of life-giving and of inspiring.

Having evoked some of the aspects of the (multiple) waters of the

Sorgue, the poet then considers their relationship with the "fontainier".

Although I have suggested that the waters are those of the Sorgue rather

than those of a well, the "fontainier" may'be read as both water-diviner

and well-sinker, since both discover that which is already there; the

importance of the "fontainier" as the taker of risks may be seen in two

later poems:

Fontainier, quel depit de ne pouvoir tirer de son
caveau'mesquin 1».

'La source, notre endroit!

Qui a creuse'le puits et hisse l'eau gisante
Risque son coeur dans l'ecart de ses mains.125

122. FM, p.218.
123. ibid., p.219.
124. 'Vermilion', LPA. p.55.
125. 'Yvonne*, LFP, p.30*
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The poet recognizes that the waters are symbolically linked with
126

memory and that the "fontainier" might consequently be called

back by a past thought to be abolished. However, the solution lies

within the waters themselves: "le fontainier salue des levres 1'amour

absolu de l'automne". In 'A une serenite crispee', the poet insists

on the necessity of drinking rather than of gazing at one's reflection:

"II fallait boire, Narcisse, et ne pas te mirer. Tu risquais
✓ 127

davantage: ,ie serais reste beauj" By drinking the waters, the

"fontainier" is baptized into a life of newness offered by "1*amour

absolu de 1'automne". Many references have been made in the preceding

page.s to the importance for Char of autumn as the time of harvesting;

now Char points to an aquatic paradigm of the harvest, that of the

natural phenomenon of the Fontaine de "Vaucluse which suddenly swells

up in autumn. This event, which re-occurs every year but is always
^ *123

new ("L'acte est vierge, m§me repete" ) demonstrates "1*amour absolu

de l'automne" - and the co-existence within the same paragraph of the

"visage aime" and "l'amour absolu" establishes an equivalence between

erotic love and the love of Nature - both are expressions of the same,

eternal relationship between Man and his world.

The autumn is like the waters and, like them, is a "sagesse", which,

for Char, consists in moving forward with a recognition of interaction

and difference:

126. See Chevalier and Gheerbrant, Dictionnaire des symboles. t.4,
pp.234-235.
127. BBS, p.122.
128. 'Feuillets d'Hypnos', no.46, FM, p.102.
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La sagesse est de ne pas s'aggloraerer, nais, dans
la creation et dans la nature communes, de trouver notre
nombre, notre reciprocity, nos differences, notre passage,
notre verite, et ce peu de desespoir qui en est I'aiguillon
et le mouvant brouillard.129

Just as memory'" could hinder progress, so the autumn, weighed down by the

weight of grain and of swollen waters, might be seen as a terminal point;

however, in Char's world, the autumn is essentially a time of promise of

rebirth, of new birth - its very fullness is a pointer to the future.

Through his bodily communication with Nature, with "sagesse", the

"fontainier" may partake of "l'electricite du voyage". So the poem

closes with an image of movement forward which returns the reader to

the image of the natural electricity of the lightning which is an

expansive source of inspiration and illumination (cf. "La foudre
1 ^0

spacieuse" ). The impulse .forward to new creation is contained within

a circular form, then, within a 'medallion', and the poem itself finally

resolves the opposition between title and text by conjoining the

eternity of the circle with the eternal newness of onward movement:

the poem's'structure and its signification combine in the presentation

of the union of two different and equal eternities and enact non-closure

within the apparent closure of the printed text.

129. 'F.ougeur des Matinaux', no.V, LM, p.102.
150. 'L'arbre frappe', LPA. p.92.
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LEOMISES

Es-tu ma femme? Ma femme faite pour atteindre
la rencontre du present? L'hypnose du phenix convoite
ta jeunesse. La pierre des heures l'investit de son
lit

Ss-tu ma femme? L'an du vent ou guerroie un
vieux nuage donne naissance a la rose, a la rose de
violence.

Ma femme faite pour atteindre la rencontre du present.

Le combat s'eloigne et nous laisse un coeur d'abeille
sur nos terres, 1'-ombre eveillee, le pain naif. La veillee
file lentement vers 1'immunite de la F§te,

r 131
Ma femme faite pour atteindre la rencontre du present.

•This text articulates, after 'Le Visage nuptial', the doubts of the

poet as to whether an encounter is an authentic union - the vulnerability

and uncertainty which often inform Char's poems are enacted in the use of

questions, but the development of the poem is towards certainty, to a

certainty which is itself performed by the transformation of a question

into its own answer. The title of the poem 'Leonides', which merits

some consideration, is paradigmatic of the functioning of Char's poems.

The .Leonides are:

Essaim d'etoiles filantes, qui semblent emaner d'un
point radiant situe dans la constellation du Lion.132

Through his choice of the term 'Leonides', the poet evokes three symbols

which, in their conjunction, programme the reading of the body of the

131. EM, P.33.
132. Grand Larousse eryclonedique (Paris, 1962), t,6, p.638.
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poem: (i) the swarm, which is perceived simultaneously as a single

entity and as multiplicity, (ii) the shooting-star which, like the

lightning flash, briefly (and 'eternally') illuminates the night, and

(iii) the constellation of Leo from which seem to emanate the meteors,

the Leonides. This last symbol is of particular interest, since Leo,
133

as sign of the Zodiac, is associated with the sun. Furthermore,

in his 'Horoscope d'un poete', published in the original edition of

Le Deuil des Nevons. Yves de Bayser indicates the astrological

importance of Leo for Char:

Le theme est douloureusement bien organise: il possede
une grande faculte de resistance au mal.
... Les hommes regis par le signe du Lion ressentent d'une
fagon aigu'd la mine des valeurs essentielles a notre
epoque, car le soleil est entre dans le signe de ses ennemis.
le signe de la nuit sans Tune, du froid, de l'incertain, des
surprises bouleversantes et de toutes les tentatives pour se
rapprocher, se fondre, se rechauffer ou s'oublier. ...
Aussi la presence de ce signe qui-symbolisa et symbolisera
la Renaissance est chose remarquable dans 1'horoscope de ce
Poete et le distingue non seulement de la grande partie des
ecrivains d'aujourd'hui mais de la majorite des hommes, tout
en le liant a eux du seul lien vivant: une irreductible

opposition.134

Without wishing to accord undue emphasis to an astrological reading

of Char's allusion to Leo, one might suggest that the 'Leonides' of the

title is a reference to the fragments which constitute his poetry, to
+ % *135

the "brefs eclairs qui ressemblent a des orgasmes" - and to the

133. See Chevalier and Gheerbrant, Dictionnaire des symboles. t.3, p. 135
134. Le Deuil des Nevons. ome d'une g-ravure de Louis Fernandez et suivi
de Horoscope d'un poete -par Yves de Bayser (Brussels. 1954) > unpaginated
135. 'Arthur Rimbaud', RBS, p.100.
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fragments which conjoin to form the individual poem itself. The

image of the Leonides does not appear within the body of the poem,

but it nonetheless fulfils an important titrological function by

preparing the reader for a text which consists of a cluster of mobile

images which illuminate briefly and autonomously and which are also

a collective emanation from the source of light, that is to say,

the poet.

The two questions which open the text not only express uncertainty

and inaugurate a code of enigma — the second question, as an extension

of the first, furnishes a definition of "ma femme" as conceived by

the poet and consequently enacts the poet's desire to communicate the
156

"sens originel" of words, which can, of course, like the meteors,

have a separate life and become plurivalent: "Certains, se detachant,
1 5*7 r

deviennent plurivalents". In 'Leonides', Char is rewriting, in a

tone of uncertainty, the conception of union expressed with

confidence in 'Le Visage nuptial', that is to say, a union in Presence -

which itself is not given, but must be attained ("Ma femme faite pour

atteindre la rencontre du present"). Again we find the notion of

rebirth, introduced by the reference to the phoenix, but it is significant

that the "hypnose", the state of poetic reverie associated with the
158

cloud in 'La torche du prodigue' in Arsenal, is envious of the woman's

youth: rebirth is ultimately less desirable than the freshness of

attained Presence.

136. SIP, p.23.
137. ibid.
13S. There Char writes: "Nuage de resistance

Nuage des cavernes
Entraineur d'hypnose. (MSM, p.1?)
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An opposition with the ephemerality of the Leonides and with

the moment of nuptial Presence is established by the image of "La

pierre des heures" which signifies the permanence of Time, of the

linearity in which Man is imprisoned. However, the permanence of

stone is gradually invaded by ivy, a process hear to the poet, as

he makes clear in 'Afin qu'il n'y soit rien change', no.8:

J'ai, captif, epouse' le ralenti du lierre a
I'assaut de la pierre de 1'eternite.139

Ivy is associated symbolically with rebirth, but, more importantly

here, it symbolizes desire:

... vert en toute saison, il symbolise la permanence
de la force vegetative et la persistance du desir.141

There are thus two symbols of rebirth in the first section: the phoenix,

envious of the woman's youth, and the ivy, with v/hich the permanence of

Time invests this youth. However, the latter symbol's permanence

differs from that of the stone with which it is textually associated,

since it will bring not only a guarantee of rebirth but also an eternal

desire, that is to say, a constant straining towards future union rather

139. 2k P.23.
140. See Chevalier and Gheerbrant, Dictionnaire des symboles, t.3, P.125.
141. ibid. ""
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than a sufficiency within permanence. The presentation of two symbols

of rebirth (the phoenix and the ivy) and of two symbols of permanence

(the stone and the ivy) and the assertion that one symbol of rebirth

(the phoenix) is envious of the woman's youth while the other (the ivy,

which is also a symbol of permanence) can enrich this youth when accorded

by "La pierre des heures", do not serve as a conclusive answer to the

questions, but they offer paradox as a (temporary) node of answer.

This use of paradox seems to me to be' most important, since, like the

Leonides, it warns against singleness of perception. As Hrdmute Wenzel

White has pertinently pointed out when considering the paradoxical

element in Lada:

Paradox exposes mind as dupe of its own constructs, showing
one in the other, right in wrong. It belongs to the flash
of recognition, the moment we know we know.142

However, the very obliqueness of this mode of answer leads to a

repetition of the initial question which is now charged with greater

urgency. The reply is again oblique: "L'an du vent ou guerroie un vieux

nuage donne naissance a la rose, a la rose de violence". As in the first

section, temporality is inscribed into the answer through the reference

to "L'an du vent", the extension of the "heures". Notably, though,

this longer segment of time is defined as associated with the purifying,

destabilizing force of the wind - in opposition to the permanence of

142. Erdnute Wenzel White, 'Approximate Heraclitus: A Dada Equivalence*,
I'Esprit Greatenr. volXX, no.2 (Summer 1980), p.69.
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"La -pierre des heures", As the poem moves towards certainty, so

the narrow confines of temporality are seen to he mobile and to

be the site of violence and birth through the cycle cf Nature: the

old, dying cloud, formerly a defence against the terrors of infinity
1 A ^

("L'infini attaque mais un nuage sauve" ), struggles against death

and, in its struggles and its disintegration, waters and gives birth

to the rose. Yet to write the term "rose",as was the case with the

term "ma femme" earlier, is to release many and diverse connotations,

and the poet therefore directs the reading by means of his elaboration

"la rose de violence". However, in the linear unfolding of the text,

the multifold connotations of the rose are indeed initially released,

only to be reduced by the elaboration which re-inserts the image into

the sentence's context of violence and resistance. ^ The rose is

like the Leonides and, within the text, functions both autonomously

and corporately (that is to say, contextual'ly), A justification of

this comparison of the rose and the Leonides may be found in 'Les

compagnons dans le jardin':

Nous sommes ingouvemables. Le seul mattre qui nous
soit propice, c'est l'Hclair, qui tantot nous illumine
et tant&t nous pourfend,

•Eclair et rose, en nous, dans leur fugacite, pour nous
accomplir, s'ajoutent.145

143. 'Sur une nuit sans ornement', NPA. p. 115.
144. An analogous functioning of the rose as freely and contextually
signifying element of a text may be seen in Magritte's 'Le Tombeau des
lutteurs', where the beholder first ponders on the implications of the
flower itself, then on its relationship to the room it fills and on the
function and meaning of the title; see Rene T'Ta-mritte. text by
A.M.Hammacher (London, 1974), p.151.
145. LPA. pp.82-33.
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Thus the second, reply to the question is once more oblique, but,

through his evocation of the rose which is traditionally a metaphor

for the woman, the poet is returned to a consideration of "ma femme"

and, in a repetition of the poem's second question, which is

separated from the oblique answer by the beginning of a new

paragraph, he demonstrates that a question can be its own answer by

suppressing the question mark.

However, this strategy is felt to be merely a rhetorical solution

to the enigma, and, in the third section, the poet meditates further

on existence. The (necessary) violence of birth and rebirth is gone

beyond, as in 'Le Visage nuptial': "Le combat s'eloigne" (which, on a

mimetic level, suggests that the sky has cleared). The violence

leaves behind signs of plenitude and union - and these are left to

the couple ("nous"), which is now textually (if discreetly) affirmed

as an attained union. The couple have "un coeur d'abeille": the bee
1 a£\

is a solar symbol of wisdom, order and royalty, and therefore

affirms that the union of the couple' has brought them natural

supremacy - and a belonging to their lands. Furthermore, their

shadows have been awakened, darkness and passivity have been released

from subservience to night and to the sun, and exist as essential

counterparts (and thereby as proofs) of light and lucidity, A further

legacy of the combat is "le pain naif", the harvest which is both

ripened grain (and thus a plenitude in itself) and the promise of

146. See Chevalier and Gheerbrant, Hictionnaire des symboles. t.l, pp.1-2.
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bread (physical and spiritual nourishment): the nourishing union of

Man and Nature is presented as resulting from a necessary violent

struggle. This struggle has led to an awakening, yet this awakening

is textually transformed into "la veillee", that is, into a vigil, a

state of constant wakefulness which "file lentement vers l'immunite

de la E§te". The use of the verb "filer" demonstrates again the

poetic value of ambiguity and paradox, since it can mean both to

trickle slowly and to speed along (of. the Leonides, "etoiles filantes").

By the insertion of the adverb "lentement", the poet indicates that

there is a slow progress towards immunity from linear Time, but the

very use of the adverb is a textual sign that the verb is ambiguous -

and the fact that an ambiguous verb is retained within the text

suggests that Char wishes precisely to inscribe ambiguity into his

poem. Another means by which Char renders his text ambiguous is by

his use of meaningful internal rhymes and assonances ("pierre"/"lierre";

"abeille"/"eveillee"; "eveillee"/"veillee"; "faite"/"E§te"), \diich

support and deepen the parallelisms and paradoxes which structure

the text, drawing the reader into a consideration of the relationships

of sometimes opposed terms. A convincing justification of ambiguity

in poetry is offered by Abraham Kaplan and Ernst Kris who assert that:

...ambiguity functions in poetry, not as a carrier of a
content which is somehow in itself poetic, but as the
instrument by which a content is made poetic through the
process of re-creation.147

147* Abraham Kaplan and Ernst Kris, 'Esthetic ambiguity', Philosophy
and Phenomenological Research, vol,VIII (March, 1948), p.430«
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The ambiguity of "filer" seems capital for an understanding of

the functioning of this poem which enacts a refusal of single

solutions and, through the programming function of its title,

demands a multiple reading - it is, indeed, through the multiplicity

and ambiguity of its images that it leads to the assertion of the

invulnerability of the "F§te" - which can be conceived only as a

union, as a nuptial union. .Through a homophonic reading, Caws

equates the woman with the "Fete":

1AR
f§te — ma femrae faite (ma femme — F?te).

— The occurrence of "F§te" just before the final repetition of "Ma

femme faite" certainly alters the meaning of the latter into not

merely "ma femme-faite-pour-atteindre", but into "ma femme-faite",

according her a sense of completeness and consummation, and one

does read "femme" as "F§te" within the immediacy of the unfolding

of the text, but, in a hermeneutic reading, it would seem to me that

it is not the woman alone who is the "FSte", but the union of man

and woman, of the couple and Presence. Hence the third iteration

of the phrase "Ma femme faite pour atteindre la rencontre du present"

can now stand as a plenary response to the initial questions: through

the act of questioning which has generated oblique and yet valid

148. Caws, Presence of Char, p.75.
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replies, it becor.es clear that question is ansuer, that the

dissemination generated by the questioning is an equivalent of the

plurality of perception which motivates tve questions themselves.

Difference exists between question and answer, but they may

ultimately be seen to be the same. As Heidegger says:

The same ... is the belonging together of what
differs, through a gathering by way of the
difference. We can only say "the same" if we ■

think difference. It is in the carrying out and
settling of differences that the gathering
nature of sameness comes to light.149

Thus, the question is the same as its final answer; through the

meditation on existence generated by the desire to furnish a solution

to the enigma, the poet has realised that all answers must be plural

and that, like the Leonides, poetry and life must be perceived

simultaneously as single, corporate entities and as unions of

differences which continue, within their unions, to signify and

illuminate separately. Thus, as in 'Medallion', on terminating the

reading of the poem, one can grasp the significance of the title which

comments on the nature of the poetic utterance - and this nature both

is confirmed by the title and sets up a dialectical relationship

with it, as its own ambivalence (cohesion and dissemination) interacts

with the image of the Leonides.

149. Heidegger, Poetry, Language, Thought, pp.218-219.
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Through i*ir titles, 'Leonides' and 'Iledaillon' both demand

that the reading of the poems question the nature of the poem — and

from the questioning arises the answer that the poem must be a

dialectic between title and text, between image and image, between

reader and text. Yet, as the poet finally asserts in 'Leonides'

that union has been attained with the woman and with the poem, so

the reader accepts his own union with the (multiple) text: in a

moment of Presence, the mobile nuptials of text and title, man and

woman, reader and text, are achieved.

LOUIS CURSI BP LA S0RGU3

Sorgue qui t'avances derriere un rideau de
papillons qui petillent, ta -faucille de doyen loyal
a la main, la cremaillere du supplice en collier a ton cou,
pour accomplir ta journee d'homme, quand pourrai-je
m'eveiller et me sntir heureux au rythme modele de ton
seigle irreprochable? Le sang et la sueur ont engage leur
combat qui se poursuivra jusqu'au soir, jusqu'a ton retour,
solitude aux merges de plus en plus grandes, L'arme de
tes mattres, l'horloge des marees, acheve de pourrir. La
creation et la risee se dissocient. L'air-roi s'annonce.
Sorgue, tes epaules comme un livre ouvert propagent leur
lecture. Tu as ete, enfant, le fiance de cette fleur au
chemin trace dans le rocher qui s'evadait par un frelon ...

Courbe, tu observes aujourd'hui I'agonie du persecuteur
qui arracha a l'aimant de la terre la cruaute d'innombrables
fourmis pour la jeter en millions de meurtriers contre les
tiens et tonespoir, l5crase done encore une fois cet oeuf
cancereux qui resiste...

II y a un homme a present debout, un homme dans un
champ de seigle, un champ pareil a un choeur mitraille,
un champ sauve.150

150. Mi» PP.39-40.
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The title of this poem prepares the reader for a portrait of a

man, Louis Curel, who was one of Char's childhood mentors. As Char

told Edith Mora:

... au fond, mes vrais amis au sol, ce sont des gens
qui ne connaissaient pas ma poesie - tels Louis Curel,
Jean-Pancrace Nouguier, qui ont ete des sortes de
Marc—Aurele pour moi, dans mon enfance et mon
adolescence,.,151

For Char, Louis Curel was a model of probity, a sort of Stoic hero who,

through his intimate union with Nature, revealed the beauty and harmony

inherent in existence - as Char wrote in 1946 to Francis Curel, who

was imprisoned in Linz for two years during the war: "Louis, ton pere,

% 1R2
embellit a nouveau tout ce qu'il touche". Louis Curel also aided

Char in his dramatic reconstitution in Le Soleil des ee.ux of the

figures L'Armurier and Apollon who represent the simple generosity of
1 55

those who live in tune with Nature, Char's metaphoric description

of Louis Curel as a Marcus Aurelius finds its justification in such

affirmations by Marcus Aurelius of his attitude to life as follows:

All that is in tune with thee, 0 Universe, is in tune
with mei Nothing that is in due time for thee is too
early or too late for me 1154

151. 'Poesie-sur-Sorgue', p.9*
152. 'Billets a F.C,', no,III, RB3. p,13. La Charite mistakenly asserts
that Louis Curel was "Char's closest childhood friend" and that Francois
(sic) Corel was Louis's father (Poetry and noetics of Char. p,1?)« For
a photograph of Char, Louis Cirel s,nd Francis Cirel, see Pierre Berger,
Bene Char (Paris, 1951) between pp.64 and 65.
153. See 'Evocation de l'Armurier et d'Apollon par Louis Creel de la
-Sorgue', TCA, pp.218-220,
154. The communings with himself of Marcus Aurelius Antoninus Emperor
of Rome, translated by C.R.Haines (London. 1970). Pc81.
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Be like a headland of rock on which the waves break

incessantly; but it stands fast and around it the
seething of the waters sinks to rest.155

Do not thou turn thine eyes aside, but keep to the
straight path, following thy own and the universal
Nature; and the path of these twain is one,156

Meditate often on the intimate union and mutual

interdependence of all things in the Universe,157

The relationship between Louis Curel and Nature has led Mounin to

compare the mimosa-gatherer of 'Conge au vent' with Louis Curel, whom

he describes as:

...statue m§me immortelle de l'homme ouvrier, de
1'homme futur, celui que Char ebloui de sa serenite
appelle tout court l'homme debout.,.158

The union between Louis Curel and Nature is enacted in the title which

159
presents him as belonging to, and defined by, the Sorgue. This

identification is furthered by the poet's addressing him as "Sorgue":

this appellation must refer to Louis' Curel (cf. "ta joumee d'homme":

"enfant"; "le fiance"; "Courbe"), but it is not metaphoric; rather

155. ibid., p.95.
156. ibid., p.101.
157. ibid., p.151.
158. Mounin, La communication poetique. p.51.
159. Francis Crrel was also closely tied to the Sorgue; Julien Guigue
gives him as one of the "principaur pecheurs a la ligne de I'Isle en
1936" in Les pgcheurs de 1'Isle-sur-Sorgue (p.102).
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this name is an effect of metonymy, since Louis Curel forms a part

of the Sorgue landscape. The surroundings of the Sorgue do not so

much complement the figure painted of Louis Curel as furnish the very

definition of his essence. Here, the role of the image of the natural

life round the Sorgue is similar to that which Paz accords to landscape

in his commentary on D.H.Lawrence's The Plumed Serpent and Malcolm

Lowry's Under the Volcano:

The landscape does not function as the background or
the physical setting of the narrative; it is something
that is alive, something that takes on a thousand
different forms; it is a symbol and something more than
a symbol: a voice entering into the dialogue, and in
the end the principal character in the story. A
landscape is not the more or less accurate description
of what our eyes see, but rather the revelation of what
is behind visible appearences. A landscape never refers
only to itself; it always points to something else, to
something beyond itself. It is a metaphysic, a religion,
an idea of man and the' cosmos.160

The poem opens with the image of Louis Curel harvesting his way

through his field ("pour accomplir ta journee d'homme"), yet this image

transcends the mimetic, its elements being endowed with symbolic

significance. The butterflies which screen and accompany the harvester's

progress, as symbols of resurrection, freedom and ephemerality, are an

aerial paradigm of the symbol of the harvest and, as Louis Curel reaps,

their glistening fluttering promises rebirth; Curel's sickle is seen

as the sacred instrument of the harvester who is fulfilling a sacerdotal

160. Pas, Alternating Current, p.15
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function ("ta faucille de doyen loyal a la main"); and the sharpening

and cutting tools hung round his neck "become instruments of the pain

which must necessarily be inflicted on the sickle to ensure that

it reaps cleanly (again a necessary pain). Curel is both man and

priest of the union with Nature; he represents the plenitude of the

wakeful nuptials with Nature, a state to which the poet aspires to

wake in order to experience the joy of coincidence with the "rythme

modele de ton seigle irreprochable".

The rye is indeed irreproachable, its existence is untouched by

the war which was ravaging Europe when the poem was composed, and it

continues its cycle of death and resurrection, while also providing

—physical and spiritual nourishment for Man. Its swaying in the wind

("rythme") conveys also paradoxically a sense of permanence ("modele")

which transcends the natural cycle of birth, death and rebirth

without, however, negating this cycle. An analogous example of such

a 'sculptural' presentation of the harvest may be found in a much more

recent poem 'Ebriete':

Tandis que la moisson achevait de se graver sur le
cuivre du soleil, une alouette chantait dans la faille
du grand vent sa jeunesse qui allait prendre fin.
L'aube d'automne paree de ses miroirs dechires de coups
de feu, dans trois mois retentirait.161

It is surely through a truly 'seeing' perception that one can comprehend

the possibility of a final triumph over Time, since the rye's swaying

161, AC. p.31. Here again the 'sculptural' effect is allied to the
promise of rebirth.
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like its reaping, occurs at an ordained moment, but in the knowledge

that this very swaying is an eternal element of its existence: as so

often in Char's work, linear tine and eternal tine are perceived as

different though simultaneously existent.

The harvester is engaged in a tiring existential struggle with

himself and with the hard necessity to harvest throughout the day

. ("Le sang et la sueur ont engage' leur combat qui se poursuivra

jusqu'au scir"); at evening his work will cease and he will return

to his home, enacting himself the natural cycle of birth and rebirth,

of departure and return. However, this return is to a "solitude aux

marges de plus en plus grandes". While we have learned from Mallarme

and Eluard that the margins of silence and white space are the

creative dimensions of poetry, the margins here are those of

deprivation and isolation - an intrusion into this hymn to union with

Nature of the (temporary) present which has incarcerated Louis Ourel's

son in Linz.

The present in which the poet wishes to live is that which he

discovered in childhood and which then, as during the War, is an

eternal state of newness. As Clancier has written of Char:
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Cette appartenance de Char au monde n'est pas d'aujourd'hui,
elle est fidelite aux decouvertes de l'enfance. Ces
decouvertes, c'est le propre du poete de toujours les
eprouver dans leur fraicheur.
,.. [Ses] poemes pourtant n'avouent presaue jamais de
nostalgie; situes hors de la duree, fruits d'une
presence immediate, ils s'inscrivent centre le temps qui
passe.1o2

'Louis Curel de la Sorgue' certainly reveals Char's ability in maturity

to capture and communicate the pure vision of the child without

valorizing nostalgia which can only attempt vainly to recreate a past

which is always-already absent - what he captures is the eternity of

the child's vision. And yet, the idiotic present of the war must be

recognized: Louis Curel's nuptial existence is plenary when harvesting,

— but his return home recalls the presence of a war which must end but

which cannot, for all that, be ignored. So Char's poetic vision is

directed essentially towards the life which is eternal, but he

nonetheless accepts and attends to the present which afflicts. Indeed,

in a letter written to Francis Curel in 1941 enclosing some of the poems

of Seuls demeurent. Char affirms the importance of writing poems, but

also insists that the time is not appropriate to publish them and

that other action must be engaged upon (an oblique reference to his

own activity as "le capitaine Alexandre" in the Resistance):

162. Clancier, la noesie et ses environs, p.190.
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... Je ne desire pas publier dans une revue les
poemes sue je t'envoie, Le recueil d'ou lis sont
extraits, et auquel en depit de l'adversite je travaille,
pourrait avoir pour titre Seuls demeurent. -Mais je te
repete qu'ils resteront longtemps inedits, aussi longtemps
qu'il ne se sera pas produ.it quelque chose qui retoumera
entierement 1'innommable situation dans laqnelle nous
sommes plonges,
... Certes, il faut ecrire des poemes, tracer avec de
l'encre silencieuse la fureur et les sanglots de notre
humeur mortelle, mais tout ne doit pas se borner 1^..
Ce serait derisoirement insuffisant.163

The vocabulary of violence in 'Louis Curel de la Sorgue',

inaugurated by the images of a natural violence ("la cremaillere du

supplice", "leur combat") now develops into "L'arme de tes mattres";

Louis Curel's masters are not, however, the invading Germans, but

the forces of inexorable temporal return whose weapon is "I'horloge

des raarees", the reminder that time inexorably advances - and yet

this weapon is also circular in nature, constantly bringing back

periods of oppression. The reader of Char is reminded here of an

image in the "Dedicace* to Placard nour un chemin des ecoliers where,

in 1937, he was protesting against the atrocity of the Spanish Civil

War ("leur mareemeurtri^re" )» in the earlier text Char condemned

those who abdicated their moral responsibility by skirting round this

"maree", When the image recurs in 'Louis Curel de la Sorgue', during

the Second World War after the Spanish Civil War, the reader recognizes

163. 'Billets a P.C.', no.I, BBS, p.10-11.
164. PCP. unpaginated.
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and is reminded of the validity of the poet's 1937 perception of

oppression as a recurrent phenomenon, but the fact that Char is

personally and actively involved in a struggle of resistance has

altered his vision. He retains his image but sees the possibility

of 3, triunroh ovgit *t"his sipp£i2?0ri"tl.y in6X02TG."bl.6 270t'lrr.i no*~ "fcViG v02it)onj

like those of the forces of oppression, is disintegrating ("L'arme
de tes majtres ... acheve de pourrir") - the■eternally new yet

constant onward flow of Nature can achieve this triumph. In this

light, one may better understand Char's advice to Francis Curel in

1941» in which he extols both the resistance of the water-wheels of

L'Isle-sur-Sorgue and (especially) the timeless freedom of the

— Sorgue's waters:

Regarde, en attendant, tourner les demieres roues de
la Sorgue. Mesure la longueur chantante de leur mousse.
Calcule la resistance delabree de leurs planches.
Confie-toi a voix basse aux eaux sauvages que nous
aimons.165

The affirmation of the growing autonomy and supremacy of Louis Curel

in the unfolding of the text leads to a recognition that "La creation

et la risee se dissocient". Here the "risOe" must be interpreted as

mockery rather than as the wind (as in 'Le Visage nuptial', for

165. 'Billets a F.C.», no.I, RBS. p.11.
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exaraple): natural creation, which includes a transcendental cycle of

birth and rebirth, is perceived as distinguishing itself from the

inexorable recurrence of war which is destructive with no promise

of new birth. Indeed, "L'air-roi s'annonce": there is the promise

in the' world of Louis Curel of the transcendence of terrestrial

existence, the promise of a purified life in which earth and sky

are linked in a dialectical relationship:

L'element air ... est un symbole sensible de la
vie invisible, un mobile universel et un
rurificateur...
L'air est le milieu propre de lumiere, de 1'envoi,
du parfum, de la couleur, des vibrations inter-
planetaires; il est la voie de la communication
entre la terre et le ciel.166

The generosity of Louis.Curel finds physical expression in his

broad shoulders which offer a reading: "Sor'gue, tes epaules comme

un livre ouvert propagent leur lecture". The identification of

Louis Curel with "un livre ouvert", following that of Curel and the

Sorgue, is a poetic rewriting, through the use of figurative language,

of the notion that Char exposed to Edith Mora:

Voyez-vous, c'est la, dans ce pays, qu'est le
point de depart de ma forme aphoristique parfois.
Car 1'aphorisme, malgre tous les rapprochements,
justifies, que 1'on peut faire entre ma poesie et
i'oeuvre des presocratiques, n'est pas typiquement
grec. La Provence est toute en paysages aphoristiques,
formidablement charges de quelque chose qui est plus
qu'une trace,167

166. Chevalier and Gheerbrant, Dictiormaire des symboles, t.l, p„52.
167. 'Poesie-sur-Eorguo', p,9« This affirmation applies not only to
aphorisms but also to many of Char's cognitive perceptions of the world
and of existence which result from his seeing of images in the natural world.
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The natural world is our book, it is by seeing authentically, by

sicliri~ Nsfturo| \?q msiv p^ircsivs °"fcVi©T*iPOT0| "b*,r liis

inscription into th? text of the terms "livre" and "lecture", Char

points to the value of writing itself, which disseminates its own readings,

that is to say, each text, offers freely and generously indications of

how it should be read. And here the use of the verb "propager" is

capital, since the verb suggests both dissemination (in the literal

sense of spreading seeds and thereby promising new life) and (literary)

diffusion which makes ideas available to many, this latter sense

communicating Char's essential fraternity. Yet this readin"- is

textually presented as single ("leur lecture"). Does this, then,

_mean that the poet believes in one valid reading? I would think not,

since, just as every seed produces a plant which is unique though

similar to others of its genus, so each reading will both be

organically linked to the seed-text and will have its own life. Most

importantly, perhaps, this affirmation of generosity and "disponibilite"

"unites Nature ("propager"), Man (Curel de la Sorgue) and literature

("livre"): poetry is not only a commentary on existence but is a

very product of the natural world. Also, one may read the term

"lecture" as meaning the act of reading, thereby indicating that

Curel, as man and as poetic image, is a figure who generates a mobile

reading - which must necessarily be a process of constant re—evaluation.

Whereas Louis Curel has been designated as a grown man earlier

("ta jormee d'homme"), the text now speaks of his childhood: "Tu as

ete, enfant, le fiance de cette fleur au chemin trace dans le rocher
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qui s'evadait par un frelon...". On the level of the ime.ges, there is

a movement forward ("propagent" —> "fleur"), while on another level

the linear progression of the poem leads to a looking back: Louis Curel,

defined as a man, is now seen as child, the present tense is replaced

by past tenses. So, within the functioning of the poem, past,

present and future merge in the presentation of the action of

dissemination - the images describe that which the poem as a whole

proclaims. The reference to the past is important in that it reveals

that from his childhood Louis Curel 'was promised to a nuptial union

with Nature ("le fiance de cette fleur"). The image of the flower

seems particularly pertinent here. In an article where he considers

the function of the image of the flower in Hblderlin's 'Brot und Wein',

de Man writes of flowers:

Leur devenir est a tout moment identique a leur origine;
c'est en tant que fleurs que leur'histoire est ce qu'elle
est, et done entierement determinee par leur Stre-fleurs.
Leur statut existentiel ne subit aucune fluctuation;
existence et essence coincident en elles a tout instant,
... Les fleurs proviennent d'un §tre qui ne differe pas
d'elles dans son essence, mais qui contient en soi la
totalite de leurs manifestations individuelles. A tout
instant, toute fleur particuliere se trouve §tre en etat
d'identite immediate avec la Fleur originelle, dont elle
est une des emanations particulieres, L'entite originelle,
qui doit contenir en elle une infinite de manifestations
d'une essence commune, dans une infinite de lieux a une
infinite de moments se trouve itre necessairement une

entite transcendante.168

168. Paul de Man, 'Structure intentionnelle de 1'Image romantique',
Revue internationale de nhilosophie. t.XIV ("i960), pp.71-72.
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The poetic vine of the flover in Char's poerr. would seer to be

analogous to that detected by de Man in HSlderlin's poem: the

flower is both rooted in the permanence of the stone which is its

natural path ("au chemin trace dans le rocher") and escapes into

the freedom of the air as the hornet beers off its pollen, which

is simultaneously its essence and its promise of future births

("qui s'evadait par un frelon"). This 'escape' is not, however, a

flight from being, but a movement towards a nuptial union with

other elements which constitute natural existence. Char's attitude

can be illuminated by reading his projective affirmation in 'Partage

forme1':

L'evasion dans son semblable, avec d'immenses
perspectives de poesie, sera peut-Stre un jour
possible,169

The escape, in 'Louis Curel de la Sorgue', is furthermore not

textually ended; the poet leaves suspension marks as a sign that

this dissemination is a limitless potential - like that of Louis Curel

de la Sorgue, man and book. The reference to the past in this image

might appear, as a "debrayage temporel", to distance the past, but the

interaction of the images of dissemination indicates that, for

Louis Curel and for Char, past and present are one, they are united

as is Nature with Louis Curel "dont [ce poeme] a immobilise 1'orgaeil

169. No.LV, IV, p.33.
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de la vie intemporelle", ' There is, however, a difference between

the past and the present, a difference which is not in Louis Curel

but in the outside world which threatens to destroy his nuptial

existence.

Pierre Berger writes of the poem:

Ceci a ete ecrit sous les balles. Tandis que 1*occupant
mutilait I'air de ncs poumons, une autre mutilation
s'operait qui devait encore ajouter a la desesperance du
poete, Son village ou la magie est "attachee au sol
indolent" commence, sous le pic de la bureaucratie, une
mue que rien ne semble plus devoir arr^ter et qui,
peut-Stre un jour prochain, chassera le poete de son
cristal.171

V/hile Berger's commentary evokes justly the fears of the poet, one

should emphasize that Char chooses to continue the meditation on

existence in his poem and to express his anger in the imagery of

Nature: "Courbe, tu observes aujourd'hui l'agonie du persecuteur qui

arracha a l'aimant de la terre la cruaute d'innombrables fourmis pour

la jeter en millions contre les tiens et ton espoir". It is surely

significant that, in this text whose most potent image is perhaps

that of "un homme a present debout", Louis Curel is also presented as

stooping: his resistant shoulders have not been bowed by external

pressures, but he attends to the life on the ground. And here, during

the war which was devastating his country and which had imprisoned his

170. Berger, Rene Char, p.31.
171. ibid., p.32.
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son, he observes the death-throes of a persecutor. The poet precisely

holds back from identifying the persecutor - the ultimate enemy is not

the Nazi oppressor but all and any force of oppression, so, by

speaking of "[le] persecuteur", the poet ensures that his text will

be read symbolically rather than allegorically.

The hesitation felt by the poet with regard to -the ants springs

not from their industry but from the materialism so often symbolically

associated with them - as Char writes to Francis Curel in 1941s
✓ 172

"Mefie-toi des fourmis satisfaites". What Char despises most in

the ants is their mechanical and obedient behaviour, their totalitarian,

automatic mode of existence, which contrasts with Curel's resistance,

with the 'uprightness' of his bowed stance. The unspecified

persecutor tears the ants from the material world to which they are

drawn and where, through their rejection of. individuality, they

practise cruelty, but this cruelty is turned by the persecutor against

Louis Curel and those who, like him, believe in hope and in the dignity

of Man. The poet then exhorts Louis Curel to perform a symbolic act

of violent resistance: "Ecrase done encore une fois cet oeuf cancereux

qui resiste..,". Here the image of the "oeuf cancereux" contrasts with

the earlier images of dissemination; the very closure on itself of the

egg, its self-sufficiency, must be seen as a pernicious version of the

fraternal and nuptial promise of birth associated with Louis Curel.

172. 'Billets a F.C.', no.I, TLBS, p.11
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Significantly, this mens.ce, which is hostile to the gravely simple

men of the Sorgue, has been crushed before: just as life within

Nature is a series of new births, so the act of resistance and

rebellion must again and again be performed, as life is repeatedly

attacked.

The response to this evocation of menace is direct and confident:

"II y a un homme a present debout, un homme dans un champ de seigle,

un champ pareil-a un choeur mitraille, un champ sauve". The reply

to oppression is simply existence - which, in its affirmation of a

nuptial union, is the most forceful resistance, Curel is "debout"

in the transcendental present of union with Nature ("dans ion champ

de seigle"). The field itself is chancel and chorus, architectural

permanence and harmony, the victim of hostile violence ("mitraille")
as opposed to the harmonious violence of the sweep of the sickle,

but, through the natural nobility of Louis Curel, it is finally and

essentially redeemed. The terminal image of the poem is that of a

solitary hero whose sole existence,'which is his resistance, effects

an act of recuperation (and here one might even see a parallel with

Christ, since the field is 'saved' after the shedding of blood and

sweat - "Le sang et la sueur ont engage leur combat,,,").

This text, which opens with an image of movement, thus ends with

an image of immobility, but this immobility is not passivity; rather

it is the final and transcendental resistance which has been made



possible (and necessary) by the union with Nature. The last vision

of Louis Curel in the text is truly that of a Marcus Aurelius:

Htre stolque, c'est se figer, avec les beaux yeux
de Narcisse. Nous avons recense toute la douleur
qu'eventuellement le bourreau pouvait prelever sur
chaque pouce de notre corps; puis le coeur serre,
nous sommes alles et avons fait face,173

Yet the poem is a hymn not only to Louis Curel, but also to the

physical world round the Sorgue whose value is most illuminatingly

(re-)revealed to Char during the war. It is, in fact, precisely

because he has confronted the unjustified violence and aggression

of Man that Char recalls and hymns his childhood landscape which

is the locus of innocence and transparency:

Le peuple des pres m'enchante, Sa beaute fr§le et
depourvue de venin, je ne me lasse pas de me la
reciter. Le campagnol, la taupe, sombres enfants
perdus dans la chimere de l'herbe, l'orvet, fils
du verre, le grillon, moutormier corame pas un, la
sauterelle qui claque et compte son linge, le
papillon qui simule 1'ivresse et agace les fleurs
de ses hoquets silencieux, les fourmis assagies
par la grande etendue verte, et immediatement
au-dessus les meteores hirondelles..,

Prairie, vous §tes le boltier du jour.

173. 'Feuillets d'Hypnos', no.4, Ml, P.91 (my underlining).
174. 'Feuillets d'Hypnos', no.175, ibid., pp.137-138.
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Louis Curel is a part of t1 is landscape, be represents the

transparency and the transcendence of the river Sorgue whose name

he hears. Furthermore, the fact that Char accords him this title

of natural nobility demonstrates the poet's belief that it is not

Nature alone which has the desired transcendental potential:

through a union with Nature, Man is ennobled and can live both in

the present and in Presence. In the final paragraph of his book

The Bow and the Lyre. Paz, whose thinking on poetry is often very

close to that of Char, affirms:

All poetic creation is historical; every poem is a
longing to deny succession and to establish an
enduring realm. If man is transcendence, a going
beyond himself, the poem is the purest sign of that
continuous transcending himself, of that permanent
imagining himself. Man is an image because he
transcends himself. Perhaps the historical
consciousness and the need to transcend history
are nothing but the names we now give to this
ancient and perpetual split of being, always
separated.from oneself, always in search of oneself,
Man wants to be one with his creations, to unite with
himself and with his fellows: to be in the world without

ceasing to be himself. Oar poetry is consciousness
of the separation and attempt to unite that which
was separated. In the poem, being and desire for
being come to terms for an instant, like the fruit
and the lips. Poetry, momentary reconciliation:
yesterday, today, tomorrow; here and there; you, I,
he, we. All is present: will be presence.175

In the poem which bears his name, Louis Curel de la Sorgue is both

Char's childhood mentor and the symbol of Man; he is the sign and the

175. Octavio Paz, The Bow and the Lyre, translated by Ruth L.C.Simms
(New York, 1975), P.262.
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promise of a return to, and a progression forward towards, transcendence.

The man Louis Curel inspires Char and justifies the poem; the poem

creates the poetic image of Louis Curel and thereby justifies

1939

PAP LA BOUCEC PS L' ElTGOULSVEiTT

Fnfants qui cribliez d'olives le soleil enforce
dans le bois de la mer, enfants, 8 frondes de froment,
de vous 1'stranger se detourne, se detourne de votre
sang martyrise, se detourne de cette eau trop pure,
enfants aux yeux de limon, enfants qui faisiez chanter
le sel a votre oreille, comment se resoudre a ne plus
s'eblouir de votre amitie? Le ciel dont vous disiez
le duvet, la Femme dont vous trahissiez le desir, la
foudre les a glaces.

ChStimentsi ChStimentsi

This poem recalls the *Dedicace' to Placard pour un chemin des

ecoliers in that, in a time of war, the poet chooses to address directly

children, the innocent victims of barbarity. Although Caws sees this
177

poem as referring to the Spanish Civil War, the date of 1939 would

seem to include it among the poems of Seuls demeurent which refer

(on one level, at least) to the Second World War. As with so many of

Char's mature poems, however, this text transcends the specifically

referential: the movement beyond locatable historical referentiality

176. FM, p.43.
177. Kary Ann Caws, Bene Cha.r (Boston, 1977), P.72.
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is enacted within the text "by the fact that he no longer contextualizes
178

his addressees, as in "infants d'Sspagne", electing rather to use

the more universal "Enfants". Thus there is reference to the lived

present of the time of composition (1959) an^ "to the eternal innocence

and vulnerability of children. As the text presents its succession

of images of children, it repeats four times the matrix-term "Enfants",

thereby both indicating the multiplicity of the symbolic resonance of

children and recalling the reader repeatedly back to the matrix of the

poem - which is also the matrix of much of Char's thinking and writing.

In a world of unjustified violence, the children represent the

inno'cence which the poet, as "resistant", has discovered to be

indestructible, as he reveals in his letter to Francis Curel of 1948

which he described to Caws as "the most complete statement and comment"

179
on his poetry:

L'action, ses preliminaires et ses consequences,
m'avaient appris que 1'innocence peut affleurer
mysterieusement presque partout: 1'innocence
abusee, 1'innocence par definition ignorante.

The poet's commitment to innocence is affirmed also in 'Partage formel',

where he writes:

Toute respiration propose un regne: la tSche
de persecutor, la decision de maintenir, la fougue
de rendre libre. Le poete partage dans 1'innocence
et dans la pauvrete la condition des uns, condamne
et rejette 1'arbitraire des autres.131

178. 'Dedicace' to PCE. unpaginated.
179. Caws, Bene Char, p.23. On pp.28-31 of this book, Caws gives a sensitive
translation of Char's fourth 'Billet a F.C.', but she mistakenly gives its
date as 1958 (in PBS, it is given as 1948).
180. 'Billets a F.C.', no.IV, BBS, pp.14-15.
181. No.L, FM, p.81.
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The fi^st image is one of children at play: "Infants qui cribliez

d'olives le soleil enfonce dans le bois de la mer". A simple mimetic

image, on one level, of children throwing olives at the sun reflected

in the sea whose waves seem like the grain in a plank of wood. This

image evokes an innocent ludic pastime of children an~ reveals the

poet's ability to see, that is, to make connections, More even, it is

an image in which the symbolic resonances of the terms project the

image beyond the mimetic and beyond the pastime of the children. The

children elected to throw not pebbles but olives, symbols of promised

rebirth and of eternity:

Le poete recommande: "Penchez-vous, penchez-vous
davantage." II ne sort pas toujours indemne de
sa page, mais comme le pauvre il sait tirer parti
de l'eternite d'une olive,182

Their target is the sun, the symbol of lucidity, which is now sunken

in the petrified sea, illumination which has been absorbed into the

inexorability of Time: in their game, the children pierced this

illusion of illumination and traversed with the symbols of eternity

the deluded image of a union of illumination and Time - this is, then,

no mere pastime, but an enactment of the work of the poet whose texts,

eternal and yet promising new births, are thrown into the flux of life

in order to guarantee a transcendental Presence, For Char, the child

182, 'Partage formel', no.XLVIII, ibid
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is capable of seeing but also of departing from this vision and

returning to banal life, while nonetheless taking with him the poppy,

symbol of ephemerality and sign of the harvest, as defence against

this life, hence the poet's expression of envy:

J'envie cet enfant Qui se nenche sur l'ecriture
du soleil, puis s'enfuit vers T'ecole, balayant
de son coquelicot pensums et recompenses.183

The children are "frondes de froment", the promise of growth and

also spiritual nourishment, the two notions bein^ textually linked by

the use of alliteration ("frondes de froment"). The poet is moving

from an image of the children in the past to images of their present

state, a state from which "l'etranger se detourne", This "etranger" is

not the traveller eagerly and naturally greeted in 'Compsgnie de
18A

l'ecoliere', but the representative of those who are alien to the

purity of children;.as with the "persecuteur" in 'Louis Curel de la

Sorgue', the poet eschews any precise reference to the Nazi invaders,

thereby projecting his allusion beyond any narrow historically locatable

situation. Through apposition, the "vous"/"frondes de froment" are

equated with "sang martyrise" and "cette eau trop pure": the children

are consequently defined pTurally as wheat, as martyrs and as

transparency. Yet from each of these interpretative images of children

the stranger turns away, the three-fold repetition of "se detourne"

183. 'Feuillets a'Hypnos', no,181, FM. p.139.
184. See the second stanza of 'Compagnie de l'ecoliere', PCE. unpaginated.
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stressing his callous indifference. The poet's perception of the

children is mobile; as he meditates on the meaning for him of

childhood, we see that one interpretative perception can lead to

another, very different yet motivated by the generative power of the

image ("cette eau trop pure" —> "enfants aiix yeux de limon"). Like

the waters of the Sorgue, the children are not only transparency,

they are also a fertilizing force, miraculously conjoining their

purity with a mature enriching vision:

Les enfants realisent ce miracle adorable de
demeurer des enfants et de voir par nos yeux.

Furthermore, in a return to an image in the past, the poet sees the

children as "enfants qui faisiez chanter le sel a votre oreille".

Salt is symbolically associated with incorruptibility, spiritual
186

nourishment and purification (as in the liturgy of baptism ): the

children's game of listening to the song of the sea in sea-shells

would thus become a sign of their ability to perceive the fundamental

purity and hamonjr of existence. Yet this image reveals the

complexity of the functioning of Char's images in the configuration

of his texts, since salt, when associated with the sea, signifies

sterility in opposition to the nourishment of such clear fresh waters

185.'Feuillets d'Hypnos', no,177» 138»
186, See Chevalier and Gheerbrant, Lictionnaire des sjmiboles, t.4, p.168,
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as the Sorgue - and the reference in the first image to the sea

would seem to justify a reading of salt as a sterilizing force. In

fact, I would suggest that the poem demands a reading of this symbolic

image on both of the opposed symbolic levels: the children, in their

attentive listening, both awaken the essential purity of existence

and transform the sterilizing force into a harmonious song of union -

like the poem, the children's act accepts the contradictions in life

(as in language) and effects a union which is not an abolition of

either meaning, but a transcendence of oppositions in a nuptial union.

'The power to join rather than to destroy is the children's "amitie",

which is a friendship both to Man and to Nature, an innocence which,

in its dazzling splendour, will illuminate the darkness of oppression

("comment se resoudre a ne plus s'eblouir de votre amitie?").

Yet, in his anger against the war and against all oppression,

the poet cannot end his poem on this note of hope and he continues:

"Le ciel dont vous disiez le duvet, la Femme dont vous trahissez le

desir, la foudre les a glaces". The children previously spoke (sang)
of the redeeming cloud (in this metaphor, we see again the importance

137.
of Char's affirmation: "L'infini attaque mais un nuage sauve" ');

this image has a further resonance, though, evoking the soft down of

birds and thus, by symbolic extension, rendering the song of the

children a hymn of freedom. The children are also the fruit of a union,

187. 'Sur une nuit sans ornement', LPA. p.115.
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hence the poet can justly affirm that they have betrayed the Woman's

desire. The use of the verb "trahir" is initially surprising in

this impassioned defence of children, for it seems to accuse the

children of the same crime as the stranger; however, "trahir" here

means 'betray' in the sense of 'reveal' or 'be the sign of — in

contrast with the implications of "disiez", the term "trahissiez"

suggests that the children are an unspoken evidence of the desire

of the Woman, One might even go speculatively further and suggest

that the reversal of attitudes apparently inherent in the use of the

verb "trahir" is paradoxically a powerful sign of the redemptive

capacity of children whose very existence witnesses to the attainment

of the goal of erotic desire and subsequently to the invalidity of

selfishly erotic desire. So, the text suggests, words must not be

read too quickly or partially - the purity of the children extolled

earlier ensures that they cannot be seen as.traitors, it is rather

the word "trahir" which too often betrays, since one receives its

emotive force without taking account of the context which, like the

children, can perform metamorphosis.

The sky and the Woman have been frozen by "la foudre", which is

here not the ephemeral-eternal illuminating lightning-flash, as so

often in Char's poetry, but rather the thunderbolt which destroys,

the epitome of unjust violence whose flaming electricity does not even

create ashes from which some phoenix-like rebirth would be possible,

but brings iciness, a suspension of both life and death. This violence
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is aggression, hence it oust be punished, whereas "La vraie violence
, , . 188
(qui est revolts) n'a pas de venin", Toe poet terminates his text

with a rhetorical repetition: "Ch&timentsJ ChSttimentsi" Such-

examples of oratorical vehemence are rare in Char's work, especially

in his poetry, and are to be found only at moments of extreme rage,

when the post recognises the imbecility of Man in a precise situation

which serves also s.s a paradigm for Man's benighted behaviour. Yet

it should be stressed that 'Par la bouche de 1'engoulevent' is, in

the first instance, a poetic response to a particular situation (as

is indicated by the maintaining of the date of composition) and that,

after the war, when the violence of revolt was no longer appropriate,

Char refused to testify at the trials of war criminals, speaking in

his last published letter to Francis Curel of his "peu d'enthousiasme
139

pour la vengeance" and affirming his resumption of previous values:

Piefus de sieger a la Co\ir de Justice, refus d'accabler
autrui dans le di?.logue quotidien retrouve, decision tenue
enfin d'opposer la lucidite au bien-§tre, l'etat nature1
aux honneurs, ces mauvais champignons qui proliferent dans
les crevasses de la secheresse et dans les lieux avaries,
acres le premier grain de pluie. Qui a connu et echange
la mort violente hait 1'agonie du prisonnier.190

Later, in 'A une serenite crispee', written between 1948 and 1951, he

returns to the notion of a destructive cold, but only to reassert his

belief in life:

188, 'A une serenite crisree', P.BS. p.127.
189, 'Billets a F.C.', no".IV, HPS, p.17.
190, ibid., p.14.
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"Qui es-tu, large de camire, robuste au soufflet,
qui t'echines, frustre apparemment de ton salaire?
- Je suis 1'imbecile des cendres bien froides mais
qui crois a un tison quelque part survivant'."191

During the night of the wr, though, the poet must articulate his

anger, the poem being one form of his revolt. We may now understand

why Char chooses the "engoulevent" as a metaphor for the poet, since

the nightjar is a solitary nocturnal bird - the poet's demand for

justice is a solitary song piercing the darkness of the time of war.

This text is not, however, a 'texte de circonstance', but a poem;

though generated by a particular historical situation, 'Par la bouche

de 1'engoulevent* functions as a poem in that its images are expansive,

continually demanding further readings and meditations on the eternal

meaning of childhood. In the third section of his later poem

'Trois soeurs', Char writes:

Cet enfant sur ton epaule ^
Est ta chance et ton fardeau, '

Alluding to the legends of such child-carriers as Saint Christopher and

193
Alphonse Albuquerque who have inspired writers as diverse as Montaigne

194and Tournier, Char reaffirms oiir cultural belief in the ultimate

191. RBS» P-135.
192. Mi, p.178.
193. See Michel de Montaigne, 'De la solitude' - Livre I, chapter XXXIX,
Oeuvres completes (Paris, 1962), pp.232-233.
194. The notion of "la phorie" and especially of child-carrying is the
generating motor of Michel Tournier, Le Roi des Aulnes (Paris, 1970).
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power of the child's innocence to protect and to redeem. Yet the

child is also vulnerable and must be carried and protected, hence

the necessity to write a poem of defence, a warning against the

dangers of ignoring the vulnerability which can lead to a salvation

beyond the present atrocity of war.

In 'Le Visage nuptial' and the poems of Seuls denenrent. Char

is speaking in a new voice: the essential concerns are still those

which inform his previous work, but there is now a tone of moral

gravity. The violence which is to be found in many of his earlier

images is more clearly directed against the principal enemy which is

life as it is all too often lived by men. Char's solution is not one

of attempted destruction, but one of resistance. The texts

considered in this chapter, like all of Char's mature work, are

fundamentally generated by his desire to preserve the nuptial union

of an existence in harmony with Nature. Yet this endeavour is never

regressive, it is not an attempt to return to some Edenic past, but a

straining towards the moments of Presence which can alone justify

existence. In these moments, past, present and future are not abolished

or even ignored; they are transcended, and life reveals itself to be a

plenitude,, Char's need to write, to break his silence, springs from

his perception of the world as increasingly empty and from his desire

to leave traces of his passage, traces which may indeed, on one level,

signal the absence of the poet but which are also instants of -union of

the reader with life and with poetry - and, ultimately, with the poet
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who sees nuptial union in Nature and creates it in his writing.

In the case of Char, the poet becomes his poem. He rejects the

deluded search for immortality, but knows that his poems are the

guarantee of a transcendental.existence, which is to be found in

living authentically. In this light, we may grasp the validity of

the following affirmations:

^ ✓ 1 ^5
L'etemite n'est guere plus longue que la vie,' •

T ' • . 1?6La poesie me volera ma raort.

Ce qui me console, lorsque je serai mort, c'est
que je serai la - disloque, hideux - pour me
voir poeme.197

Poetry, for Char, has become more than the vehicle for communication,

it creates existence and jLs his existence (hence his extreme reluctance

to talk about himself or about his life, preferring to discuss the

poems which are his life and justify his life).

This equivalence of life and poetry explains the complex functioning

of his poems: they no longer comment on or mime existence, they

themselves are existence, hence their internal complexity and mobility,

195. 'Feuillets d'HypnOs', no.110, FM, p.118,
196. 'La bibliotheque est en feu', LPA. p.73.
197. 'Les compagnons dans le jardin', LPA. p. 85.
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Just as Char wished to transcend the confines of linear tire, so

his images and symbols transcend reducibility to monovalence.

Each poem is a configuration of images which form an illuminating

constellation, and the moment of transcendence in reading occurs

when the reader perceives simultaneously the value of the images

as separate signifying entities end their value as integral elements

of the constellation. Each .poem is an image'of Presence but it is

no chimera or illusion of Presence; the reading of the poem is a

living of the poem, it is a "depassement" of linear time and a

sharing of nuptial union:

Le temps vu a travers 1'image est un temps perdu
de vue, LT?tre et le temps sont Men differents,
L' image scintille etemelle, quand elle a depasse
l'Stre et Is temps,198

-198. 'Feuillets d'Hypnos', no.13, Ml. pp.93-94.
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CONCLUSION

Char's poetry from 1928 to the present day proclaims the fluidity

and the multiplicity of existence which are enacted within his poems

which themselves always refuse semantic closure. On reading Char's

poems, I have felt in virtually every case that the text and, through

the text, the poet were speaking of essential truths. To read his

poems is to grasp (sometimes subliminally) the sense of one's own

being-in-the-world, hut it is also to interact with texts which are

constantly scrutinizing and revising the parameters of poetry. Like

Char, I am convinced that it is the individual poem which merits

attention and examination; consequently, this study of the development

of Char's poetry from 1928 to 1945 has focused principally on analyses

of poems which are representative, in one way or another, of the

period in which they were written, since this has seemed the most

valid way of tracing Char's poetic development from his first poems

to those which mark his entry into full poetic and philosophical

maturity.

The poems of Les Cloches sur le Coeur testify to and reveal a

certain hesitation of Char's poetic voice, not unusual in a young poet

who has not yet found the language necessary and sufficient to

communicate the complexity of his view of existence. For this

reason, the poems often include allusions to his lived biography through

which Char interprets the world - whereas in later texts his awareness
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of the (relative) autonomy of the external world will lead to what

one might call a universalization of personal existence, as his own

experiences are explicitly perceived and presented as paradigms of

human existence. However, the poet's gift for visual perception is

already apparent, as is his recognition that mimesis is ultimately

inadequate and must therefore be subverted in order to project the

reader into a quest of a multiplicity of"meanings (without, however,

diminishing the precision of Char's seeing of the world). These

early poems are, in many ways, experiments, in which the images

sometimes signify beyond the control and the intentions of their

poems and in which the absence of punctuation is frequently no more

than a(visual) typographical device which does not challenge the

functioning of the syntax. However, the very experimental nature of

these poems witnesses to a desire to stretch language, and it is

perhaps the occasionally uncontrolled signifying power of the images

which leads the poet in subsequent poems to seek to contain their

expansive resonance - or at least to make these resonances serve the

intentions of the poem.

This greater control is evident in the poems of Arsenal where

each poem is highly condensed and where the violence programmed by

the title is enacted within the texts, while also being made more

organically a component of the signifying process as the language of

the poems assaults the desire for simple linking of the reader. The

poems now become shorter and the number of images is reduced in order
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to effect a concentration on the workings of the language which

does not attempt to present an image of the world but mimes, through

its own signifying process, the multiple interactions which inform

and define the world. For this reason, we find in Arsenal Char's

first use of the aphorism which characterizes-so much of his later

poetry: in the aphorism, Char finds a form of expression which

communicates a 'felt' truth and speaks with the force of proverbs,

urging a commitment to belief through its assertorial form. The

aphorism, which is founded on concision and often on paradox, assumes

an important structural role in Char's poems, since it must always

have a vast potential, if ultimately unlocatable, scope of reference

and, by its use, the poet can thus write indeterminacy into his texts,

an indeterminacy which demands the co-operation of the reader in the

production of the signification of the text.

Arsenal is an important collection in that it reveals a poet who

has realized that he must speak in a mode of condensation, which is

a forcing of language in order to engender a new force of signification,

in which constraint is seen to be generative of the liberation of the

word. Within these texts we find images which will later become

central to Char's work, such as "nuage", "aigle", "soleil", "enfant",

"ecorce", "feu", etc,, and also a meditation on the necessity of

"le devenir" which can be enacted within the (apparently) fixed and

stable boundaries of a poetic text, as in 'Bel edifice et les

pressentiments', Furthermore, the text 'Sosie' demonstrates a
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considerable advance from the poems of Les Cloches sur le Coeur.

in that its lack of punctuation is not used as a mere device but

serves to double the text, since the articulation of "Animal" or

"Homme" at the beginning of each of the first five stanzas structures

the poem and codes it as a dialogue, and this absence also allows,

indeed demands, that these utterances be read as having both a

vocative function and a nominative function (as in the text of a

play). This liberation of the functional value of words is

paralleled by a liberation of the semantic value of words, and the

title of the poem ('Sosie'), heavy with a multiplicity of cultural

allusions, characterizes and programmes the experience of reading

Char's poems: the reader is made aware that to read Char's poems is

to perceive a multiplicity of reference and of perception and to see

(or, at least, to seek) the divine power of the Word concealed in

the'simplest' of words. For this reason, we see already in Arsenal

a move away from the narrowly urban and scientific vocabulary so

often found in the poems of lies Cloches sur le Coeur. as the poet

recognizes that he must speak in the language of his lived experience

and topography, since these have been, and continue to be, the sites

of his own perception and yet are also capable of being universalized.

During the period of the composition of Arsenal. Char had some

(limited) knowledge of Surrealism - or, more precisely, of some

poems of Eluard. His arrival in Paris on the invitation of Eluard

and his adherence to the Surrealist group, however, furnished him
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with an intellectual (and fraternal) environment in which to explore

and develop his poetic vision - and his writing. In 'Profession

de Foi du Sujet', Char's first 'officially' Surrealist text, he

affirms that he has finally, if briefly, coincided with freedom:

Je touche enfin a cette Liberte, entrevue, - combien
imperieusement - sur le declin d'une adolescence en
haillons et fort meritoire.1

This affirmation seems capital, since it proclaims a certainty; this

new-found confidence testifies to the enormous (poetic) liberating

effect brought about by Char's affiliation to Surrealism and by his

immersion in the intellectual, philosophical and psychoanalytical

inquiries of the Surrealist group. However, it is even more important

to note that Char's subsequent Surrealist works treat not of coincidence

but of absence, be it absence of love, of the beloved, of meeting, of

freedom or of single, locatable reference. Char's Surrealist texts

are infused with desire which necessarily implies the absence of its

object, and their language is now more explicitly recognized as being

the absence of concrete objects. In this light, we may understand

why the notion of the trace becomes so important for Char, since, in

a world of absence, he perceives that traces have been left and thus

writes texts which speak of passage and absence and testify to the

poet's own absence. However, these poems also function as promises,

1. 'Profession de Foi du Sujet', La Revolution surrealiste. no.12
(1929), P.20.
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which again are marks of absence, but point to some future union.

Char's acute awareness of absence determines the functioning of

many of his texts, in that locatable reference is often withheld, is

perhaps inexorably absent. For this reason, the reading of such

texts is necessarily intertextual, as in 'La Main de Lacenaire' where

a referent is postulated, but proves ultimately.insufficient;

consequently, the reader supplies additional, unnamed referents

(Rabbe - unnamed in later versions -, Gautier, Verlaine, the process

of writing). Although Rabbe is mentioned in the original footnote,

his t.extual exclusion in later versions witnesses, I would submit,

to Char's belief in his poems as texts which will be (re-)created by

the reader. Indeed, this withholding of reference serves not to

empty his text but to permit (and demand) that the reader fill it by

means of his own intertextual references - which are, in a sense,

reference to gap, to absence. The functioning of 'La Main de lacenaire'

is paradigmatic of much of Char's work in his Surrealist period (as in

many of his later works), since its irreducibility to a single,

definitive meaning is precisely a mark of Char's awareness of the

creative nature of reading. One may thus suggest that Char has come

to a full realization of the nature of reading as of writing, which is

to say that he recognizes the otherness of the reader.

In the Surrealist poems, context does not wholly determine

meaning and greater use is made of the aphorism and of figures such

as syllepsis which demand plural readings. This valorization of the
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creativity of the reader, which is necessarily a recognition of a

plurality of (sometimes highly personal) readings, finds a parallel

in the interpersonal relationships represented in and perceived

through Char's poems. Indeed, even during the Surrealist period

when Char is emotionally committed to the group, one can perceive

differences between Char and most of the Surrealists, notably in

his refusal of (and incapacity for) narcissism. In this period, he

certainly explores his self, both emotional and poetic, but the "je"

of the poems is used as a poetic figure, thereby distancing this

work from the often closely biographical poems of Lgs Cloches sur

le Coeur. The "je" of the poems is now clearly seen as a poetic

transposition and transformation of the living self, a figure which

can articulate the perceptions of Char and also render them

accessible to the readers who are inevitably excluded from participation

in his lived experience. To write "je" is simultaneously to include and

to exclude the writing self, as Char demonstrates in one of his essays

on Rimbaud, where he makes a slight but significant alteration to

Rimbaud's famous affirmation in the 'Lettre du Voyant', writing "Je

est un autre". For Char, the "je" is not purely a textually created

and signifying force, but the sign of his own transformed participation

in the text. This commitment is not, though, narcissistic, since the

2. 'Arthur Rimbaud', RBS. p.98; cf, "JE est un autre", Arthur Rimbaud,
'Lettre a Georges Izambard' Oeuvres completes (Paris, 1972),p.249.
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poet directs felt aggressivity against the self just as he does

against his objects and against language. It is in this context

that we may best understand the importance of Char's reading of and

thinking about Freud, which led him to an awareness that sadomasochism

could furnish a theoretical framework for his violent writing in

which the writing self, his objects and his language are

simultaneously aggressors and aggressed. _ The essentially dialectical

concept of sadomasochism thus provides Char with an extratextual

structure which validates the mobility of his work and grants a

justification of the violence in and of his images by asserting that
3

activity and passivity are "universal characteristics of sexual life"

and therefore, by extension, of poetic life which Char now sees more

and more as an erotic quest as well as -an emotional, moral and

intellectual quest.

However, Char's poetry is always founded in the word, hence the

inescapable "return jof the word":^ the word and the image it can

create (which may be aggressed and even repressed) must always return

from'without, that is return through the reader - and if I use the

Freudian notion of the return of the repressed here, it is in order

to indicate that the repression and the return both occur in the poem

which is itself the primal source and the locus of Char's poetry.

3. Freud, Standard Edition, vol.VII, p.159»
4. Paz, The Bow and the Lyre, p.28.
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Char's Surrealist period seems to me capital in the poet's

development, since it is a time of deep exploration of the unconscious

which must always affect "both the writing and the reading of a text.

I would thus vigorously reject the notion that Char's Surrealist

period'can he discounted as a time when the poet has not fully found

his poetic self and is consequently over-influenced by the

5
stereotypes of Surrealism. Rather, I would concord with the

sentiments expressed by Char himself in his letter of 1947 to Breton:

Je puis dire en quelques lignes, si tu le desires,
mon affection durable pour ce grand moment de ma vie
qui ne connut jamais d'adieu, seulement les g
mutations conformes a notre nature et au temps.

Surrealism was not a mere phase of apprenticeship for Char, but a time

of exploration and participation which permitted movement onwards

which is both departure from and a remembering (and hence an inclusion)

of past experiences.

In the poems of Placard pour un chemin des ecoliers, Char's writing

continues to bear the mark of Surrealism and, as in the poems of

Arsenal, uses the absence of punctuation in order to double his texts

5. See Payet—Burin, Emerveillement et lucidite postiques. p.192, and
also La Charite who asserts that "By 1952, [Char] was beyond the
movement", Poetics and Poetry of Char, p.75.
6. 'La lettre hors commerce', RBS. p.39»
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in such a way that individual lines are read as referring back to

preceding lines and forward to succeeding lines. The salient feature

of these poems is perhaps that Char often now incorporates his sense

of the Other into the texts: the "je" here no longer refers to the

writing self, whose presence is, rather, felt behind and in the

interaction of the discourses of a variety of figures. This creation

of a diversity of voices corresponds to Char's growing insistence on

the plurality of paths which constitute life - only through a

recognition of multiplicity and difference can one live (and write)

authentically. In these poems, Char frequently creates what appear

to be power-relationships, as, for example, in 'Compagnie de 1'ecoliere'

and 'Maintien de la reine'; however, although there is no final

abolition of hierarchical relationships", these are transformed into

relationships of beneficence. In many ways, the beneficence of the

"ecoliere" and of the "reine" is paradigmatic of that of the poet

who, by the very fact of writing, speaks authoritatively, but in

order to offer to the reader (without imposing on the reader-beneficiary

any other obligation than that of attending to his poems). Reading,

like writing, thinking and living, is a process which involves both

progression and remembering which exist in a state of complementarity

and supplementarity to each other, as Char first suggested in one of

the epigraphs to Le marteau sans maitre: "II faut aussi se souvenir
n

de celui qui oublie ou mene le chemin". The complexity of this

7. Quoted from Heraclitus, MSM, p.11 (my underlinings),
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relationship is necessarily explored in Placard -pour un chemin des

ecoliers. because the brutality of lived existence forced itself

upon Char's poetic consciousness as a result of the Spanish Civil War

and his septicaemia, but these texts do not yield to the temptation

of actuality. Rather, they testify to the poet's belief in the value

of poetry as a generative act, hence, one might suggest, Char's

increased use of symbols which evoke archetypes shared by his

readers and which are also used in such a way as to prevent their

being reduced to fixed symbols or to allegories and to demand that

the reader introduce his personal interpretations into the

hermeneutic reading of the poem. Universal and personal readings

must thus coincide in these poems, which are the work of a poet who

has assisted at the actualization of textually created violence and

suffering. In the 'Dedicace' to Placard pour un chemin des ecoliers.

Char acknowledges the prophetic aspect of poetry (which is another

form of his acceptance of the mysteriously magical power of words).

Yet these poems must not be read primarily as commentaries on the

Spanish Civil War as the poet himself indicates in the 'Bedicace';

like symbols (and also aphorisms), they may be applied to specific

circumstances but they also have a moral seriousness which grants

them a sense of universality.

The recognition of possible coincidences of poetry and History

leads Char, in Dehors la nuit est gouvernee. to the articulation of

his revolt against the enemy - yet this enemy is not specific, being
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rather any and every force of oppression and constraint, hence the

appellation "Monstre". The Monster cannot he specified - indeed, as

Char asserts in the preface to Dehors la nuit est gouvemee precede

de Placard pour un chemin des ecoliers. these poems of 1957 and 1958 are

explorations of the unsayable. His refusal of immobility even in his

moral stance is performed by the signifying mobility of the texts

which exploit the power of the symbol to fragment and to project the

reader beyond a narrowly contextual reading. Through the naming

(which is also a non-naming) of the enemy, the poet points to the

necessity to combat oppression and simultaneously withholds the

possibility of reducing the enemy to a locatability which might lead

to an ulterior dismissing or forgetting of the menace. The

collection also sees the initiation of Char's meditation on and

interaction with paintings. In both 'Une Italienne de Corot' and

'Courbet: les casseurs de cailloux', the poet focuses essentially on

the figures in the canvases to whom he accords a discourse which is

generative of plural meanings. Both canvases have a quality of

simplicity and directness which contains (and even perhaps conceals)

a multiplicity of meaning, which it is Char's intention to reveal

and enact in his poems, as he affirmed in his letter to Christian Zervos:
' ^ 8

"Complications de la poesie ... Simplicite de la peinture". This

statement is not an assertion of the superiority of poetry, but more

8. Quoted by Cranston in Orion Resurgent. p.505»
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an affirmation of the supplementary nature of his poems which are

attempts to communicate the emotions which the models would have

experienced on seeing the paintings in which they figure. By

'models', I do not, of course, mean the sitters "but, as Char

intended, the artistically created subjects of the paintings.

In these two texts, as in several later 'painting-poems', Char wishes

to transform the model (the beheld) into an interpreter (the beholder).

The manipulation of the titles of the paintings is both a voluntary

transformation and a poetic paradigm of the place of selective (or

partial) remembering in one's relationship with a work of art. Char

as poet and the models as beholders thus become images of the reader

in his relationship to the text, and consequently a re-evaluation

of the reading/text relationship is demanded: these poems, as readings,

exist and function in a relationship of supplementarity to the paintings,

so reading is not only presented but also performed as a creative act

which both adds to and supplants the read text. The text can no

longer be regarded as an icon or an idol; the reader must necessarily

enter into the text, but, from within, he will be able also to perceive

it from without. So the inside/outside dialectic which informs all

these poems is transferred to the level of art, a reminder of the
q

fact that, for Char, art and morality are inseparable.7

9. Paz pertinently affirms: "The writer's morality does not lie in the
subjects he deals with or the arguments he sets forth, but in his
behaviour towards language.

In poetry, technique is another name for morality: it is not a
manipulation of words but a passion and an asceticism", Alternating
Current. p.67. Paz's notion of the reversibility of poetry and morality
would seem to apply particularly well to Char's work, where there is a
constant dialectic between form and content.
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The reference, albeit oblique, to other artists and especially

to other works of art testifies to the increased importance which

Char accords to intertextual readings - no text is wholly self-sufficient,

in that it depends for its life on the presence of a reader who must

always bring to his reading interpretations generated by the text but

not necessarily specifically intended by the artist.

There is a clear sense of movement in the collection which

culminates in 'Validite', an affirmation of the value and validity of

poetry, in which the poet proclaims his sense of fraternity by

choosing the first-person plural form "nous". Poet and reader are

united in the experience of the poem, which is a shared revolt

"against oppression, a revolt which aims not to annihilate but to

change through a union with the enemy. This perception of the

necessity of union results from Char's exploration of sexuality in

his Surrealist period: the active/passive nature of the "Italienne",

for example, is a gentler form of the sadomasochism of the

Surrealist poems, but the aggressor is more consciously perceived as

poetry which is also that which creates and defends the girl. The

world, art and poetry all interact in what is undoubtedly a violent

way, since, for Char, living is inevitably a struggle for existence as

well as a struggle in existence. However, these poems all speak of a

(future) union: the sexuality of the earlier works is not abolished

but is used poetically to indicate that union with the world, which

is the authentic means of establishing one's being-in-the-world, is a
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relationship of desire - and of fulfilment which must constantly

point onwards to other and different nuptial unions.

In 'Le Visage nuptial', published in the same year as Dehors

la nuit est gouvernee. Char proclaims the attainment of such a

union. One of Char's most important poems, 'Le Visage nuptial' is

the culmination of his previous ten years of writing and thinking.

All the strategies of fragmentation and dissemination seen in

earlier works are used here in order precisely to offer not only a.

message of union but a performance of the nuptials which, for Char,

represent the coming together of differences in a moment of Presence.

This Presence is the supplement to the past, is the true origin of

existence in the -present, a moment when the linearity of time is

transcended. Char's concept of Presence has philosophical weight

and validity, being close to much of Heidegger's thinking on Being,

but it is primarily a notion which is central to his poetics and to

his writing. Transcendence is made possible by the coming together in

love of beings who recognize each other's otherness, by the interaction

of freely signifying words and images which form a nuptial union in the

liberty of the text. 'Le Visage nuptial' contains passages of splendid

sensuousness, but Char's eroticism now functions both literally and

metaphorically - the nuptial union is a marriage of Man and Woman and

also of poet and poetry. The violent sexuality of earlier works is

here transcended, though not abolished, and the poet no longer assaults

language, choosing rather to release the inherent semantic mobility of

language. Poet and poem are reconciled and united in 'Le Visage nuptial'
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and, through this union, Presence is attained - and is made

accessible to the reader in his own union with the text. Technically,

emotionally a.nd philosophically, 'Le Visage nuptial* is a summit in

Char's work: the poet is no longer seeking for his true voice, having

established the nature of his relationship with his language which

will inform and shape all his later work. However, this summit is

not a terminal point; it is an exemplar of all summits in Char's

work in that it is a point of departure onward towards new states

of union which will never be permanent and therefore immobile, but

will be mobile dialectics in which the very movement is the promise

of future nuptials.

In 'Le Visage nuptial', Char clearly proclaims his adherence to

an aesthetics of mobility and multiplicity. The functioning of his

images is particularly important, for it demonstrates the expansive

interactive power of words: while many of the images are metaphoric and

sometimes forcefully anti-mimetic, they function as a mimesis not of the

world but of existence, revealing and enacting the fluidity of both

life and poetry whose essence is now fully perceived as a potential

for fleeting and yet eternal moments of union.

As is indicated by the 'Argument', the poems of Seuls demeurent

are the result of a reconsideration of past alliances and of past

poetic stances, Char having committed himself to a condensed mode of

discourse which is the organic expression of his desire both to



communicate and to explore and clear the forests of his inner

silence. The very notion of a •confused' inner silence seems

crucial to an understanding of Char's mature works, since it is

this recognition of the multiplicity and uncertainty of silence

which demands and engenders the crystalline concision of his poems

which are texts which conjoin the transparency and the prismatic

transformational power of crystal. The poem, for Char, is a gift -

a gift which is offered freely, but only after a long process of

maturation and of condensation. The' poet is thus benefactor,' but

his poem is both benefactor and beneficiary, offering the promise of

nuptial union and dependent on the creative, generous act of reading.

The poems are now usually short texts whose plurality of reference

and significance testify to the poet's desire to transcend the (only

apparent) narrowness of the world: "Deborder 1'economie de la

creation..." Furthermore, the nuptial union attained and enacted in

'Le Visage nuptial' has led Char to see his poems as the fruit of a

union (that of the poet, language and the world) and as partners with

the reader in a union which constantly generates new readings. Union,

growth and the necessity of (verbal) pruning are all implied by the

central term of the 'Argument', "AoUtement", but it is important to

attend also to the two succeeding sentences where Char insists on the

progressive and fruitful dialectic of opposites: "Une dimension
10

franchit le fruit de 1'autre. Dimensions adversaires". In many ways,
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the poems of Seuls demeurent sing of the absence of the nuptial union

of 'Le Visage nuptial', but, even in these poems, most of which were

written during the War, the poet is never bitter, recognizing rather

the creative power of the interaction of absence and presence in a

much more positive way than in 'Artine* and 'La Manne de Lola Abba'

where absence haunted and dominated the texts.

There is undeniably a sense of doubt and uncertainty in many of

the poems, as the poet constantly interrogates himself and life as to

the possibility of the desired unions, but, as in 'Leonides', for

example, there is now a tendency to move forward within the text

towards certainty - towards the certainty of the promise, which is

""presented in different ways also in 'Medaillon' and 'Louis Curel de

la Sorgue'. The lesson learned and performed in 'Le Visage nuptial'

of the supplementary relationship of past and present(v/hich necessarily

includes a straining towards the future) has been wholly assimilated

and the past can now be perceived as past and also as present, as in

'Louis Curel de la Sorgue', where Char's childhood perceptions are

acknowledged to have a validity for the present. Char's return to

the origins of his perception of the world is not, however, an act of

nostalgia, but is rather an insistence on the incorruptibility of

innocent vision and existence. Significantly, the poems are not

attempts to recreate the past, but are the performative inclusion of

the past in a new experience in the Presence of union - and revolt.

As the poet affirms in 'Le rempart de brindilles':
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Le dessein de la poesie etant de nous rendre souverains
en nous impersonnalisant, nous touchons, gr£tce au
poeme, a la plenitude de ce qui n'etait qu'esquisse
ou deforme par les vantardises de l'individu.

Les poemes sont des bouts d'existence
incorruptibles que nous lanjons a la gueule'repugnante
de la mort, mais assez haut pour que, ricochant sur ^
elle, ils tombent dans le monde nominateur de 1'unite.

In their revolt against time and against the traitorous and

inadequate facets of life, Char's mature poems reveal the desire (and
the necessity) to go beyond personal experience and personal memory

which, within the poem, become exemplary, as is the case with Louis Curel

de la Sorgue who is real for Char the man but is transformed in the

poetic text into a model of humanity and dignity. An analogous

transposition occurs in 'Par la bouche de 1'engoulevent' where the poet

articulates the just anger which motivated the 'Dedicace' to Placard

pour un chemin des ecoliers. but which is now made universal: Char

recognizes that the imperative of his moral laws demands that he protest

against all injustice. Many of Char's mature works do indeed enact

a dialogue with History, but there is a refusal to accept actuality

as the touch-stone of existence. Rather, particular events are

interpreted as paradigmatic of eternal features of life; the poet

constantly looks beyond the narrowly referential aspect of events to

their universality, hence his affirmation: "L'ennemi le plus sournois

est l'actualite"

11.IRA, p.40.^
12.'Aune serenite crispee', RBS. p.126.
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For Char, to write a poem is to perform an act of interpretative

perception: he sees, interprets and, in his poetic creations, enacts

the experience of discovery - which is the realization of the

non—closure of existence. Consequently, the poems themselves must

refuse closure - and the poet thus elects to use a diversity of

rhetorical strategies in order to effect semantic dissemination. The

notion of dissemination might be said to characterize all of Char's

poems, since it is simultaneously a destructive act (vrhich liberates

words from the tyranny of referentiality) and a creative act of sowing
1 ^5

(which promises a multiplicity of new births). However, if Char uses

rhetorical strategies, he does not depend on them to find or to effect

solutions: the only possible (and multiple) solution is that

furnished by the mobile nuptials of reader and text, as Char affirms

in 'La bibliotheque est en feu':

II n'y a que mon semblable, la compagne ou le
compagnon," qui puisse m'eveiller de ma torpeur,
declencher la poesie, me lancer contre les limites
du vieux desert afin que j'en triomphe, Aucun autre,
Ni cieux, ni terre privilegiee, ni choses dont on
tressaille,14

Char's poetry is thus a proclamation of a union with the reader

which will bring about a transcendence of temporality. Why then does

violence, which informs Char's earlier works, continue to inform his

15, Paz writes: "Whether open or closed, the poem demands the demise of
the poet who writes it and the birth of the poet who reads it",
Alternating Current, p.67. Thus, for Paz, the poem is destructive of
the poet. This view is convincing, but should perhaps be held in
conjunction with Blanchot's apparently opposite and yet also appropriate
idea that: "Le poete n'existe qu'anres le poeme", La Part du feu, p.104.
14. LPA, p.72.
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mature works? The answer seems to be found first in the poems of

1938-1945, where violence has two principal functions: (i) it is the

expression of Char's just anger at all betrayals of Man, and (ii) it

is a means of ensuring that the reader is liberated from the

temptations of facile readings, which would lead to complacency in

living. Another reason for violence in Char's mature works is

undoubtedly that it is a part of tne universe and of existence. Char's

picture of the universe and his attitude towards it repeatedly

recognize and proclaim struggle, aspiration, achievement, courage -

all of which entail the existence of oppositions, which necessarily

entail the existence of violence. Indeed, one might suggest that

the universe itself exists as multiple by virtue of division - and

divisions entail oppositions, which result in necessary violence.

Char seeks to evoke and to (re-)create the feeling of being-in-the-world,

and thus must take violence as one of his primary data, of which he

must speak and which he incorporates into the actual functioning of

his poetic language.

There would seem to be a clear pattern of development in Char's

poetry in the period studied, as the poet moves towards greater

control of his language and of the functioning of his texts in order

precisely to effect a liberation from constraint and subsequently to

engender in the reader meditations on existence and on poetry. For
#

this reason, I cannot accept Philippe Jaccottet' saff irmation, in an

ambivalent essay on Char, that there is no development in his work:
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... la nature mime de sa poesie laisse peu de
place a 1'evolution: chaque poeme etant une sorte de
defi au temps continu, de naissance par rupture, sous
le signe de 1'eclair, chaque livre nouveau est moins
le developpement du precedent qu'un recommencement
(parfois autrement colore) a partir d'un m£me point
initial.15

Jaccottetis undoubtedly right in his belief that every Char poem

is a refusal of the linearity of time and I would concur that the

poems are generated by the constant of Char's probity, but Char's own

attitude to his texts does change as he moves towards a plenary

recognition of the power of the poem. Char finds his most authentic

voice when he attains the summit (which is a plateau stretching from

1938 "to the most recent poems) of a loving relationship with his

poetry - a summit which could be reached only after climbing the

arduous slopes of aggression towards language and poetry. Char

clearly articulated his mature attitude to poetry in an interview with

Edith Mora:

B.M. Je vous demandais tout a l'heure si la poesie
vous rendait heureux, parce que souvent vous parlez
d'elle en termes d'amour, comme d'une femme aimee...
R.C. A tel point, en effet, que de tous ceux qui ont
cite le dernier poeme de 'A une serenite crispee',
celui que j'ai intitule 'A***', peu ont vu que je
l'adressais a la -poesieI Mais, pour repondre a votre
question, il est bien certain que tout ce qui est en
moi n'est pas poesie. Et m§me, il y a un bagne dans
ma propre personne, en m§me temps qu'une facilite a
tenir de multiples emplois: j'ai dft lutter, toujours.
Mais tout, tout en fin de compte a servi a la poesie.16

15. Philippe Jaccottet, 'Breve remarque a propos de Char', L'Entretien
des Muses (Paris, 1968), p.175.
16. 'Poesie-sur—Sorgje', p.9.
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In 'A****', written between 1948 and 1950, Char expresses both

his loving relationship with poetry and his awareness of the multiplicity

of this nuptial union. This poem, in which Char uses a directly

referential "je", is a text which also speaks of my own experience

of reading Char's poems. I would thus appropriate this poem as the

most pertinent description of my experience of reading Char and so

termina.te this study by quoting it with no further commentary:

A***

Tu es mon amour depuis tant d'annees,
Mon vertige devant tant d'attente,
Que rien ne peut vieillir, froidir;
M§me ce qui attendait notre mort,
Ou lentement sut nous combattre,
M8me ce qui nous est etranger,
Et mes Eclipses et mes retours.

Fermee comme un volet de buis,
Une extreme chance compacte
Est notre chalne de. montagnes,
Notre comprimante splendeur.

Je dis chance, 8 ma martelee;
Chacun de nous peut recevoir
La part de mystere de 1'autre
Sans en repandre le secret;
Et la douleur qui vient d'ailleurs
Trouve enfin sa separation
Dans la chair de notre unite,
Trouve enfin sa route solaire
Au centre de notre nuee

Qu'elle dechire et recommence.

Je dis chance comme je le sens.
Tu as eleve le sommet
Que devra franchir mon attente
Quand demain disparattra.17

17. E3S, PP.155-136.
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